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ABSTRACT

This is a detailed study of the development of a rural reconstruction

movement in Kiangsu province between 1917 and 1937. Together with similar

movements in Shantung and Hopei provinces, the Kiangsu movement was one of

the most important components of the nation-wide rural reconstruction

movement which prevailed in China from the late 1920's through the mid

1930's. Despite the significance of the movement as a major social

movement of the time, there have not been many studies made on the

subject. The present study is thus an attempt to contribute to a better

understanding of the nation-wide rural reconstruction movement with

specific eXdmples drawn from the Kiangsu case.

The Kiangsu rural reconstruction movement grew out of three national

education reform movements, the mass education movement, vocational educa

tion movement, and rural education movement. Central institutions

supporting these movements, the Kiangsu Provincial College of Education,

the Association for vocational Education, and the Hsiao-chuang School,

became the three main rural reconstruction institutions of the province.

The emergence of a rural reconstruction movement out of these three

education movements was due to a combination of social, intellectual, and

political factors. The movement arose in response to the deteriorating

rural situation during the 1920's and the early 1930's. It developed

through heightening concern for the common people, populist tendencies,

practical educational trends, and the social activism that became

intensified among a portion of intellectuals after the May Fourth Movement.

The Kiangsu movement was also spurred on by the political atmosphere in
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the 1920's which sought to unify the country and to construct a strong

modern state. John Dewey's social and educational thought and Sun Yat

sen's political ideas were influential in varying ways.

The Kiangsu movement produced many prominent rural reconstruction

leaders who were mostly educators and "returned students" or who had at

least received modern educations. They included such nationally known

educational reformers as Huang Yen-p'ei, T'ao Hsing-chih, Kao Yang, and

Chiang Wen-yU. These educators identified the rural problem--one stemming

from pervasive poverty, ignorance, poor health, and lack of ability on the

part of peasants to organize and defend themselves--as the root of China's

trouble. They regarded the solution of the problem as fundamental to

the "salvation of China." Hence, they launched movements to improve

rural life and develop the capacities of the people, working for and with

the peasants. Having been educators originally, their reform approach

was gradual and educational. They were nationalists and thus strongly

resented foreign imperialism. Although they had been influenced by

western ideals and practices, the new China they wanted to construct was

one which would be based on the basic principles of western democracy,

yet devoid of the vices of capitalistic society. That is, they wished

to create a society which placed more emphasis on the welfare of the

majority of the people. This fact imparted some aspects of liberal

socialism to a segment of their movement.

Reconstructionist approaches to rural reform were basically opposed

to those of the Chinese Communists who relied chiefly upon the methods of

revolutionary class struggle. This was the chief reason why the recon

struction movement has been criticized in the People's Republic of China
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as a "tool of capitalis tic society." However, it is noteworthy that the

reconstructionists and the Communists shared many rural reform ideas and

techniques. Some of these techniques are still being used in mainland

China. Thus significantly, despite its ultimate failure, some of the

effects of the Kiangsu movement remain, bestowing historical continuity

to some of the rural improvement ideals and techniques followed by the

Chinese Communists, even though the societies the two groups ultimately

aspired to create differed considerably.

The ideas advanced by the rural reconstructionists also differed from

the Kuomintang's "topdown" approach to rural problems. This Kuomintang

approach was clearly manifested in the Nanking government's venture to

establish the Chiang-ning Self-Government Experimental Hsien in Kiangsu.

Because of this basic difference, the Kiangsu reconstructionists who

stressed a "bottom up" approach, failed to gain significant Nationalist

support in spite of some help during the initial stage of the movement.

This problem, together \.,.,ith the tendency of the Kiangsu rural recon

structionists to concentrate their efforts in suourban villages in the

southern parts of the province, tended to make the movement a limited one.

Ultimately, in 1937, the Japanese invasion of Kiangsu caused the movement

to dissolve. Hence, the Kiangsu reformers failed to accomplish their

goal of reconstructing rural China on an extensive scale.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This is a study of the development of rural reform efforts

launched by three educational institutions in Kiangsu Province between

1917 and 1937. 1 The three institutions were the Kiangsu Provincial

College of Education, the Association for Vocational Education, and

the Hsiao-chuang School. By turning into centers for promoting rural

reconstruction, these institutions led the rural reconstruction

movement in Kiangsu. In addition, they played an important part in

the development of the rural reconstruction movement (hsiang-ts'un

chien-she y~ tung)2 which flourished in China as a nation-wide

movement in the 1930's. This study is thus undertaken in an attempt

to contribute to a better understanding of the nation-wide rural

reconstruction movement with specific examples drawn from the

Kiangsu experience.

The Rural Reconstruction Movement

The rural reconstruction movement was a social reform movement in

China which began in the mid-1920's, culminated during the middle

years of the 1930's, and declined after the 1937 Japanese invasion of

China. It included efforts to improve the lives of the rural popula

tion and the development of the rural village. 3 These rural reform

efforts were sometimes national or provincial in scope and sometimes

official or private. 4 However, the national movement was inititated

by private reformers and institutions, and the government joined it
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later. From the beginning to the end, the movement was dominated by

private reformers. A similar trend occurred in the Kiangsu movement

even though the provincial government supported its own rural

reconstruction projects. Accordingly, this study will focus mainly

on rural reform efforts by the three rural reconstruction institut

tions--one government sponsored and two privately endowed.

The ultimate goal of the national movement was, as in many other

twentieth century Chinese reform movements, the salvation of the

country (chiu-kuo).5 with the conviction that the root of China's

weakness lay in rural problems, the movement sought to achieve its

goal by remolding Chinese society through the rejuvenation and

improvement of village life.

The rural reconstruction movement was, in broad terms, a combined

outcome of two factors: intellectually, it was a product of the social

reform trend among Chinese intellectuals which germinated in the 1910's

and became intensified in the 1920's after the May Fourth Movement;6

socially, it emerged with the critical situation in rural areas of

the nation from the 1910's through the 1930's as its background. 7

The movement was an outgrowth of several different social reform

efforts by a small number of intellectuals who came to realize the

importance of the countryside and by local leaders who endeavored to

improve their native villages in various places in China. In the

initial stage, the aims of the reformers were diverse and limited in

scope. The reformers tried to cope with only one or two aspects of

the rural problem such as pervasive illiteracy, backward agricultural

techniques, lack of training in self-government, poor public health,

8
or lack of local defense.
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While working for their respective aims the reformers realized

that rural problems were too complex to be tackled by any single group

or approach. They also found that all the aspects of the problem were

mutually related and that in order to deal with the rural problem more

fully and effectively they needed a more comprehensive approach and

closer cooperation among the reformers. They thus began to communi

cate with each other and to broaden their aims and approaches by

borrowing from each other. 9 In addition, the reformers shared many

similar traits which served later as a binding force among them. The

common basis was their similar occupational background, disposition,

and social outlook. Most of these reformers were educators whose

propensities were. action-oriented. For example, rural reconstruction

leaders such as Huang Yen-p'ei, Liang Shu-ming, Yen Yang-ch'u, T'ao

Hsing-chih, Chiang Wen-yu, and Kao Chien-ssu (Yang) were all

prominent educators, who prior to becoming rural reconstructionists

had been engaged in such activities as the promotion of vocational

education, the mass literacy campaign, the village self-government

movement, and mass education (Min chung chiao-yu). These men

regarded the improvement of the lives of the rur~l masses as a most

urgent and fundamental enterprise for the revival of China. They

believed that as long as rural people remained troubled, ignorant,

weak, and disunited, there was little hope for China to become a

strong nation.
I O

Because of this belief they not only went to rural

villages themselves and worked for and with the peasants, but also

recommended that other intellectuals "go down to villages" (hsia

hsiang) for the cultivation of the people and the reform of their

lives. 11
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Even though they recognized the necessity of government

assistance, the reformers agreed that rural reform should be carried

out from the bottom up, based on the masses and according to the

actual needs of the people. They advocated comprehensive reform

programs which would bring about a balanced development of all

aspects of rural life. They believed that unless the development of

life was well-rounded the people could not enjoy wholesom~ lives.

Their reform approach was a gradual and evolutionary one, stressing

d . d . h d 12e ucat10n an persuas1ve met 0 s. This approach was opposed to the

revolutionary and violent ways advocated at that time by the Chinese

Communists. 13 The reconstructionists' rural reform ideas were

essentially motivated by humanism and nationalism, and had little to

do with political ambitions.

As conditions deteriorated, rural construction institutions

proliferated allover the country between the late 1920's and the

early 1930's. Because of the necessity of cooperation among the

reconstructionists and on the basis of the common traits they shared,

the rural reconstructionists came to form a united force among rural

reconstruction institutions in the early 1930's. The Rural Work

Discussion Society (Hsiang-ts'un kung-tso t'ao-lun-hui) established

in July, 1933 was the organization symbolizing such a united force.

It was an informal society organized with the purpose of exchanging

different experiences and new ideas in rural works, discussing common

problems and seeking better reform methods jointly amongche rural

. . . . . th . 14reconstruct1on 1nst1tut1ons 1n e nat1on.
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The numerical strength and the sphere of influence of the rural

reconstruction movement grew more rapidly after the establishment of

the discussion society. According to the survey taken by the

Ministry of Industry in 1934, there were over 600 major rural recon-

construction institutions in the nation engaged in rural reform work

15
in 1,000 places. The annual meetings of the Rural Work Discussion

Society, which were held three times between 1933 and 1935, attracted

an increasing number of participants, representing more institutions

from more provinces as time passed. The first meeting attracted 63

participants, representing 35 organizations; the second meeting, 150

delegates, representing 76 institutions from 11 provinces; and the

third and last, 169 delegates, representing 99 organizations from 19

provinces. The participati~g institutions included private rural

reform institutions, semi-public agencies (i.e., mass education and

peasant education halls), universities, cooperatives, and government

. . dm'i t t' 1 1 16agenc~es at var~ous a m~n2S ra ~ve eve s.

The movement was also sepn by many people both at home and

abroad as a hopeful and encouraging sign pointing toward a new China.

The movement was widely discussed in numerous contemporary Chinese

magazines. It also became an important topic for international

. d . f' . all?sympos~ums, and was reporte on ~n ore~gn Journ s.

Spurred by the strong trend of the rural reconstruction movement

allover the country as well as its own hope to prevent the spread of

CommlL~ism in the countryside, the Nanking Government, which had shown

little concern for the distressing rural situation and was even

suspicious of the rural movement, also began to ~dY more attention to
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18
the rural problem. At the Second Interior Administrative Conference

(Ti erh-tz'u nei-cheng hui-i) held at Nanking in December, 1932, to

which rural reconstruction leaders were Lnvi.t.ed , the hsien administra-

tion reform plan (hsien-cheng kai-ko-an) was adopted. One of the major

recommendations included in the plan was that the problem of rural

reconstruction be approached in the provinces experimentally and on a

hsien-unit basis: specifically, that a "research institute of hsien

goyernment reconstruction" (hsien-cheng chien-she yen chiu-yuan) be

escabl.Lshed in each province to conduct experimentation, and 'that an

"experimental area" (shi-yen ch'u) be set aside as a "laboratory" which

would be under the direct control of the institute.
19

In May of the

following year (1933), the ogvernment set up the Rural Rehabilitation

Cbmmission (Nung-ts'un fu-hsing wei-yuan hui) within the Executive Yuan.

This commission became the highest organ for the Nanking Government's

rural reconstruction project. In February and September of the same

year, the Chiang-ning Self-Government Experimental Hsien in Kiangsu and

the Lan-chi Self-Government Experimental Hsien in Chekiang were estab-

Iished at the recommendation of the Central Government. Also the Ting-

hsien and Ts'ou-p'ing experimental hsien were established in Hopei and

. 20
Shantung respectively 1n the same year (1933). By the mid-1930's the

rural reconstruction movement reached its peak, enjoying wide-range

influence and even affecting the government.

However, in the midst of this expansion, the rural reconstruction-

ist movement declined suddently after 1937. For one thing the rural

reconstructions failed to achieve unity among themselves. However, the

main reason for the decline was the Japanese invasion of China in
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July, 1937. Shantung, Hopei, and Kiangsu provinces, where the

nation's most influential rural reconstruction institutions were

located, soon fell under Japanese occupation, causing the leaders of

21
these institutions to become refugees. Their rural reconstruction

institutions continued to be active throughout the war both in the

remaining Kuomintang areas inland and behind the Japanese occupation

lines. Most of their activities were, however, incorporated as a

t f th t ' · 22par 0 e war- Dme res~stance programs. After the Sino-Japanese

War, the movement did not recover its pre-war position but simply

disapFeared as the nation was swept into civil war between the KMT

and the CCP. The rural reconstruction movement thus became a

permanent casualty of external aggression and civil war.

Significance of the Movement

Despite its short life and failure to achieve its ultimate goal,

the national movement remains a significant historical phenomenon in

the history of modern China for the following reasons.

First, the movement was one of a series of reform movements in

modern Chinese history which attempted to save China from her

political, social, and cultural dilemma. In addition, the movement

was different from the other previous reform movement in its approach.

Whereas earlier reform movements, such as the Hundred Day's Reform

attempt (1898), the Constitutional Movement (1909-1911), the

Federalist Movement (1920-1923), and the New Cultural Movement (1915-

1924) were largely confined to either intellectual circles or the

elite groups of society, the rural reconstruction movement was linked

with the rural masses, working for and through them. The rural
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reconstructionists identified the rural problem as the root of China's

trouble and regarded the solution of the problem as the fundamental

road toward the salvation of China. 23

It is interesting to note that around the same period some Chinese

Communist leaders had ideas similar to those of the rural reconstruc-

tionists. For instance, during the New Cultural Movement Li Ta-chao

and Mao Tse-tung showed a strong concern for the rural masses. Also,

P'eng plai, the son of a Kwangtung ladlord, had begun organizing

peasants in the Hai-feng area in Kwangtung Province as early as 1921.

Later, his peasant movement developed into the first Chinese Soviet

Government in the Hai-feng and Lu-feng areas in the winter of 1927.

Mao, who had early realized the potential of the peasantry, participated

24
in a peasant movement in Hunan in 1926. Experiments by rural recon-

structionists also took place around the same period. For instance, in

Kiangsu, the first rural reconstruction experiment was launched in Hsu-

kung-ch'iao of K'un-shan hsien in 1926. Another reform experiment by

the Hsiao-chuang School was conducted in the northern suburbs of Natiking

in 1927. Moreover, as will be seen in Chapters Three to Seven, many

rural reform principles and projects used by the rural reconstruction-

ists were similar to those employed by the Chinese Communists during

th . d 25e Yenan perl.o .

Second, rural reconstruction was a comprehensive reform enterprise

whose scope of activities was more inclusive than any previous reform

movement. It emphasized the broad development of all aspects of the

rural people, promoting cultural advancement, economic welfare, and the

cultivation of self-government on the part of the people. The previous

reform movements had centered on either politics or culture.
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Third, the rural reconstruction movement was a product of an

. 11 1 .. 26 h' h b . t f th .d1nte ectua act1v1sm w 1C egan to ga1n momen urn rom e m~ -

1920's among some Chinese intellectual groups. These intellectuals

(e.g., Liang Shu-ming, Yen Yang-ch'u, T'ao Hsing-chih, and Chao

Shu-yli) sought to build a bridge between knowledge and the actual

lives of the masses through direct participation in the affairs of

the people. This was a new intellectual trend after the New

Cultural Movement.

Fourth and lastly, as mentioned earlier, the rural reconstruction

movement was a nation-wide movement which spread to North, Central,

as well as South China and affected governments (i.e., the central

and provincial governments) and intellectual circles. It lasted for

more than a decade from the early 1920's to the latter part of the

1930' s.

Kiangsu and the Movement

Kiangsu province played an important part in the development of

the rural reconstruction movement. It was one of the three most

important provinces in the movement, the other two being Shantung and

Hopei. The importance of Kiangsu province in the movement can be

explained by the following three points.

(1) The Kiangsu rural reform movement was one of the earliest

in the nation. The first rural reform effort in the province

occurred in 1917 when Chu Chih-ch'u, an enlightened local leader in

Ch'ang-chou (presently Wu-chin), undertook a village reform project

. 27
in his village and neighboring v11lages. This was the second rural

reform effort of such a kind in the nation. Its only predecessor was
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Mi Chien-san's similar effort in Ting-hsien of Hopei province in 1904.

Five years later, in 1922, several normal schools of Kiangsu province

set up rural branch elementary schools in villages in their vicinity,

and tried to train rural teachers and guide rural improvement works.
28

These efforts were merely an incipient form of rural reform in the

province. However, their reform approaches, including various self-help

programs and education-centered methods, became a fundamental part of

the rural reconstruction endeavors in Kiangsu province.

The full-fledged rural reconstruction experiments in Kiangsu by

such rural reconstruction institutions as the Association for Chinese

Vocational Education (Chung-hua chih-yeh chiao-yu-she), the Chinese

Education Improvement Association (Chung-hua chiao-yli kai-chin-she)

which set up the Hsiao-chuang School, and the Kiangsu Provincial

College of Education (Chiang-su sheng-Ii chiao-yu hsueh-yuan) started

in 1926 and 1928, respectively. Their establishment took place several

years earlier than those of their counterparts in other provinces. 29

In addition to the early start of the movement Kiangsu was also

known for a rather widespread rural improvement atmosphere throughout

the province. There were around 2,000 rural reform agencies in the

. by 1930. 30prov1nce This number was one of the highest in the country.

In cultivating this atmosphere of rural reform, the provincial

government played a major role. It was the provincial government that

initiated the mass school (min-chung hs~eh-hsiao) and the mass

education and peasant education halls, and financed them from the

provincial budget.
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(2) Many important leaders of the rural reconstruction movement

emerged in Kiangsu province. Leaders like Huang Yen-p'ei, T'ao Hsing

chih, Chiang Wen-yU, Chao Shu-yu, and Kao Yang were not only prominent

in the province, but also throughout the whole nation. Huang and T'ao

were nationally known educational reformers, and the others were also

famous as college presidents or chiefs of the Department of Education

of the provincial government. 31 These people not only inspired rural

reconstruction enterprises within the province, but also contributed

greatly to the growth of the movement on the national level. Huang

Yen-p'ei and T-ao Hsing-chih could be counted among the four most

important leaders in the development of the national movement,

together with Liang Shu-ming and Yen Yang-ch'u.

(3) The Kiansu movement is also noted for having developed

varieties of reform approaches. As mentioned earlier, Kiangsu

province had three major rural reconstruction institutions which had

different backgrounds and traditions, the Association for Chinese

Vocational Education, the Chinese Education Improvement Association

sponsoring the Hsiao-chuang School, and the Kiangsu Provincial

COllege of Education. The former two were private institutions, and

the last, a public institution. Rural reconstruction approaches

employed by these institutions were basically all educational.

However, reflecting the nature and the background of each institution,

the three institutions differed in their immediate aims, concrete

programs and methods of carrying out reform programs. For instance,

in the initial stage, the Kiangsu Provincial College of Education

stressed the training of mass education leaders and agricultural
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experts, and concentrated on the spread of literacy in the province

through government-sponsored mass schools. Continuing these former

traits, the college tended to emphasize civic or political training

of the people even later when its program embraced a comprehensive

rural reconstruction policy which included cooperatives and health

programs.

The Hsiao-chuang School started as a normal school. Thus it

tried to tackle the rural problem by training good rural teachers

who could perform a double function for the rural community by

educating rural children to become culturally and economically

capable peasants and leading the rural people in rural improvement

work. Hsiao-chuang trained normal school students and rural

children; at the same time it led a variety of rural reform projects

in adjacent villages in which students and village people participated

together.

The Association for Chinese Vocational Education, which started

with vocational education, regarded "livelihood" (sheng-chi) education

as being most important although it tried to balance livelihood

education with what it called "cultural education" and "political

training. "

In addition to the above institutions, the designation of

Chiang-ning hsien by the central government as one of its two

government-sponsored self-government experiemental hsien made the

rural reconstruction projects in the province more varied. As a

government-run experiment, it was natural that the Chiang-ning Self

Government Experimental Hsien reflected government policies toward
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the rural masses. Thus the presence of the self-government hsien

within the province offers us a good opportunity to compare the aims,

approaches, and effectiveness of rural reconstruction efforts between

private reconstructionists and governmental institutions.

Significance of This Study

Despite the importance of the movement pointed out earlier, like

most of the historical phenomena during the Nanking period, the study

of rural reconstruction has been neglected in the United States.

There exist only several articles, including unpublished theses on

the movement. Moreover, most of these works are either too general

31
or deal only briefly with certain aspects of the movement. Only

recently, several scholars in the United States have inaugurated

in-depth studies of the rural reconstruction movement. These

scholars are Harry Lamley, Lyman Van Slyke, Charles Hayword, and GUy

Alitto. But, in view of the broad scope and complexity of the

movement, they have all confined their studies to certain aspects of

32
the movement. They seem to believe that a correct over-all

picture of the movement can be obtained only when partial in-depth

studies of the movement are completed and their results collated. I

subscribe to the same idea and therefore have chosen to concentrate

on one province, namely Kiangsu.

In spite of the scant study of the subject, the rural reconstruc-

tion movement as a whole has received a negative assessment in the

United States and China. Robert Lee argued in his brief article that

the rural reconstruction movement failed because the rural recon-

structionists tried to change rural society while they supported the
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status quo by working in cooperation with the village gentry; there

fore the reconstructionists' gradualism lacked middle-class support

and could "only prolong the tenure of the old regime.,,33 In a

collection of articles, Chung-kuo hsiang-ts' un chien-she p' i-pan

(A Critique of Chinese Rural Reconstruction), the Chung-kuo nung

ts'un group headed by Ch'ien Chia-chu launched a wholesale attack on

the rural reconstruction theories advanced by Liang Shu-ming and Yen

Yang~ch'u. The group critized Liang's theory as nothing but a

disguised attempt to maintain the status quo of the society and to

carry out a theory of "reactionism" (fu-ku chu-i). As to Yen's

theory they branded it mistaken, for in their claim Yen's so-called

"four fundamental ills" in rural areas, namely, poverty, ignorance,

poor health, and self-centeredness, were not the roots of the rural

problem, but merely symptoms of the problem. Thus they argued that

as it was based on the wrong diagnosis; Yen's reform enterprise was

doomed to failure.
34

The above criticisms are not based on objective evaluations of

actual works and achievements of the movement. Lee's arguments are

without concrete supporting evidence. The Chung-kuo nung-ts'un

group's assessment of the movement was ideologically prejudiced

already before looking into the evidence. This is clear because

their criticism was rendered during the period when the rural

reconstruction movement was at its peak. They used some negative

examples in their attack on the movement as evidence, and there is

a strong indication that the examples were selected with bias in

mind. As a nation-wide movement in which thousands of reform workers
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and hundreds of villages were involved, it is always possible that

some portion of the movement could be defective. It is equally

possible that there were cases which brought about really beneficial

results for the rural people. The question should then be the

problem of over-all performance of the movement. In addition, the

Chung-kuo nung-ts'un group was not currently in a position to assess

the overall situation of the movement objectively. As a small group

of scholars, the Chung-kuo nung-ts'un (a journal of agricultural

economics) group did not maintain liaison with the vastly scattered

rural reform experimental districts in the nation. As a result,

they did not have many facts upon which to base their evaluations.

Thus their arguments were only theoretical and highly subjective.

Furthermore, at that time the rural reconstruction movement was

still in progress.

In the early part of the 1950's, criticism of Liang Shu-ming

and Yen Yang-ch'u was renewed in mainland China. This time, T'ao

Hsing-chih, a Kiangsu rural reformer, who had been the object of so

much praise by the Chinese Communists at the time of his death in

1946, was included in the attack. 35 At the time of T'ao's death,

Kuo Mo-jo compared T'ao even to Confucius, and the Chinese

36
Communist leaders praised him as a "genuine people's teacher."

The three rural reconstructionists were criticized as being

"reformists" (kai-liang chu-i che) who acted for the interest of the

"bourgeoisie" and "imperialists." Liang Shu-ming was most severely

criticized and was branded the "spokesman for feudalism and

imperialism" and a "reactionary." 37 This criticism was a product
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of the tightening of the ideological line in mainland China in the

early 1950's. In other words, as with many historical phenomena

during the Nationalist period, the evaluation of the rural recon

struction by mainland Chinese scholars was political in nature and

not scholarly.

In short, the rural reconstruction movement has not been studied

much. Wha.tever the final evaluation may be, the movement should be

submitted to a detailed analysis based on fac"l:ual data before being

labeled or historically interpreted. This is what my study intends

to do for the rural reconstruction movement by analysing the Kiangsu

experiences. Three more specific purposes of this study are: (1)

to increase our knowledge of rural conditions in China during the

Nanking decade by studying the rural situation in Kiangsu province

and the various difficulties which rural reconstructionists

encountered in their reform work; (2) to better understand some

aspects of the trends of the period by studying the development of

the three major rural reconstruction institutions in Kiangsu and the

efforts and theories of their leaders; and (3) to clarify the nature

of the Kiangsu rural reconstruction movement and its contribution to

the nation's rural reconstruction movement as a whole.

Scope and Organization of the Study

The scope of this study will be primarily confined to the

efforts on the part of three main reconstruction institutions and by

the Chiang-ning Self-Government Experimental Hsien in Kiangsu province.

However, an attempt will be made to relate these efforts to the

national scene, for the movement in Kiangsu province was not the
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product of reform agitation fomented solely within the province, but

was ~lso a result of a general national trend in China.

The time covered in this study will be a span of twenty years,

from 1917 when an incipient form of rural reform appeared in the

province, to 1937, the first year of the Second Sino-Japanese War.

In examining the rural socia-economic background of the movement, it

seemed necessary to cover at least several decades preceding the

1930's. But in the present treatise only the period between the

1920's and the 1930's will be surveyed in detail.

This study is divided into nine chapters, including this intro

duction. Chapter Two consists of three sections. The first section

presents Kiansu's geographical setting and its political, economic,

and cultural position in China. This section is designed to

facilitate the readers' understanding of the subsequent chapters by

providing him with general knowledge of the province. Hence, the

presentation is highly selectivt and confined to information relevant

to the subject. The second section analyzes difficult conditions and

problems Kiangsu rural villages experienced during the 1920's and

1930's, in spite of Kiangsu's favorable position compared to other

provinces. Here, the Chiang-nan (South of the Yangtze) region will

receive the main emphasis because Kiangsu's rural reform movement

was carried out mainly in this region. The third section introduces

locations and social conditions of the twelve rural reform experi

mental districts run by the three main rural reconstruction

institutions.
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Chapter Three deals with the rise and development of rural

reconstruction trends in the province. In brief, the chapter

analyzes the processes in which each of Kiangsu's three main rural

reform institutions (all originally educational institutions) was led

to undertake rural reconstruction work. The role of the Kiangsu

provincial government and the social and intellectual trends in the

province are discussed as well. Also, the mass movement and mass

education policies of the Canton and Nanking government will be dealt

with in conjunction with the rise of the rural reconstruction

movement in Kiangsu.

Chapter Four discusses the careers of the four leading rural

reconstructionists of the three institutions in Kiangsu and their

rural reform theories. This chapter will thus show the intellectual

and ideological sides of the movement.

Chapter Five relates to the establishment, operation, and

training procedures of the three major rural reconstruction institu

tions in Kiangsu. While discussing the three institutions, the

chapter will focus on common traits shared by the three institutions

and diverse elements among them.

Chapter six will examine reform plans and procedures of the

three institutions. This chapter is divided into four sections. The

first section will briefly review the general location of the three

institutions' reform districts and the reconstructioni~t views of

each. Sections two to four will discuss the reform plans and

procedures followed by the three institutions.
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Chapter Seven analyzes actual rural reform programs and activities

by the three institutions. This chapter consists largely of two parts.

The first part concerns the results of actual programs carried out in

the areas of educational reform, cultural improvement, economic improve

ment, political and civic training, health improvement, and construction.

And the second part presents difficulties and lessons learned in the

rural reform experiments.

Chapter Eight deals with a different type of rural reconstruction

work launched by a county government in Kiangsu, the Chiang-ning

Self-Government Experimental Hsien, for the purpose of comparison

with efforts of the three institutions. This comparison will help

to elucidate the nature of the rural reconstruction movement in

Kiangsu. At the same time, the comparison will shed some light on the

Nanking Government's position toward rural problems, for the Chiang

ning Experimental Hsien was established as a project of the Nanking

government.

Chapter Nine, the last chapter, presents a summary of the major

findings and conclusions of this study. This chapter will mainly

focus on the following three aspects: (1) the significance of the

rural reconstruction movement in the history of modern China, based

on the findings in the Kiangsu movement, and the clarification of the

role of the Kiangsu movement in respect to the national movement;

(2) the character of the Kiangsu rural reconstruction movement as

studied from social, intellectual, and political perspectives, and

(3) an overall assessment of the Kiangsu rural reconstruction

movement, including a review of the roles of the leading reconstruc

tionists and an evaluation of the achievements of respective reform
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efforts by each of the three institutions, including their impact,

the difficulties they encountered in carrying out rural reconstruction

projects.

As is evident from the organization of this study, the

discussion runs in a brad sense along two themes. One concerns the

rural problems which brought about the rise of the rural recon

struction movement. The other pertains more to the rural

reconstruction movement itself in Kiangsu province and to the issues

involved.
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CHAPTER II

RURAL SITUATION AND PROBLEMS IN KIANGSU PROVINCE

. 1
"In order to save China, first save the rural v~llages!" This

was a representative slogan of the rural reconstruction movement in

China expressing the aim and character of the movement. The slogan

implied that while national salvation was the ultimate aim of the

movement, the salvation of rural villages was the immediate aim. Why

the cry for the salvation of rural villages as a means for national

salvation? For two implicit reasons: the rural reconstructionists

thought that the rural areas were vital for China's revival and,

secondly, they believed that a crisis situation prevailed in rural

China. These implicit reasons were the raison d'etre for the rural

reconstruction movement. Were there then sufficient grounds for such

beliefs by the rural reconstructionists? What were the actual

conditions and problems of rural soci.ety in China in the 1920's and

1930's? This chapter is an attempt to answer these crucial questions

by examining this period of the Kiangsu province.

I will first present the general picture of Kiangsu province,

including its geography and its political, economic, and cultural

relationship with the rest of the nation. This is designed to help

readers understand the subsequent discussion of rural conditions as

well as development in the province. Secondly, I will discuss the

rural situation in the province from 1913 to the latter 1930's.

Lastly, I will briefly explain the general locations of the rural

reconstruction experimental districts and their problems.
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The Place of Kiangsu Province in China

Kiangsu Province is situated in the southeast part of China

between the eastern longitude of 116 and 123 degrees and between the

2
northern latitudes of 31 and 35 degrees. It is bounded by the Yellow

Sea on the east, Chekiang Province on the south, by Anhwei on the

west and southwest, by Shantung on the north, and Honan on the

northwest. Administratively, it consisted of sixty-one hsien in 1928

as shown on the following map.

Situated around the lower parts of the Yangtze River, Huai River,

and the old bed of the Yellow River, the province consists primarily

of alluvial plains formed by the sediment of the above rivers.

A1 though there are a few isolated hills in the northern part of the

province, the land, for the most part, is relatively level. The area

around the mouth of the Yangtze River is commonly called the Yangtze

Delta, while the area around the Huai River and the old Yellow River

bed, the course of which has now moved to the north, is called the

. 3
Huang-Huai plain or Huai pla1n. These two regions are so level that

travellers often cannot see hills for hundreds of miles. As a result,

Sun Yat-sen called the plains "one of the most vast and fertile plains

4
in the world." According to a survey conducted by the government in

1933, the level plain amounted to over 86 per cent of the total area

of 140,362,875 shih mou (935,799,288 acres). Hilly regions consisted

of only 6.7 per cent of the total area, being 10,923,357 shih mou

(72,826,141 acres). The remaining 7.2 per cent of the total area was

5covered by water.
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Key To Figure 2

Sixty-One Hsien of Kiangsu Province

l. Chin-shan 22. Chin-tan 43. Pao-yang

2. Sung-chiang 23. Tan-yang 44. Yen-ch'eng

-..
3. Feng-hsien 24. Chiang-yin 45. Huai-an

4. Nan-hui 25. Chiang-ning 46. Fou-ning

5. Ch'uan-sha 26. Chu-yung 47. Huai-yin

6. Shang-hai 27. Chen-chiang 48. Lien-shui

7. Chi ing-p'u 28. Chiang-p'u 49. Ssu-yang

8. Wu-chaing 29. Chi-tung 50. Su-chien
~'~

9. Paa-shan 30. Hai-men 5l. Shu-yang

10. Chia-ting 3l. Nan-t'ung 52. Kuan-yin

ll. K"un-shan 32. Ch'ing-chiang 53. Tung-hai

12. Wu-hsien 33. Yang-chung 54. Kang-yu

13. T'ai-ch'ang 34. I-cheng 55. Sui-ning

14. Ch"ung-ming 35. Liu-ho 56• Pei-hsien

15.
• f

Chiang-shu 36. Chiang-tu 57. Tung-shan

16. Wu-hsi 37. T'ai-hsing 'j8. Hsiao-hsien

17. Wu-chin 38. Ju-kao 59. T'ang-shan

18. I-hsing 39. T"ai-hsien 60. Feng-hsien

19. Li-yang 40. Tung-tai 6l. Pei-hsien

20. Kaa-shun 4l. Hsing-hua

21- Li-shui 42. Kao-yu
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Fig. 2. Sixty One Hsien of Kiangsu Province.
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Kiangsu is also a land of many rivers, canals, and lakes. George

Cressey, a famous American geographer, exclaimed: "Probably nowhere

6
else in the world is there an area with so many navigable waterways."

Besides the Yangtze and the Huai rivers there are five other rivers

of considerable importance in the province. They are the Chin-huai-ho,

Chu-chiang, Lou-chiang, Wu-sung-chiang, and Huang-pu-chiang. There

are many canals which form an intricate network and serve as an

artificial drainage system which takes the place of rivers. Of the

canals, the Grand Canal, which was built by Sui Yang-ti (the second

emperor of the Sui Dynasty) in 610, is the most famous, being 800 Ii

in length within the province. It was the principal line of communi-

cation between the North and the South in traditional China. However,

since the construction of the Tientsin-Pukow railway, it has outlived

. 7
lts usefulness. In addition to the many rivers and canals, there

is a considerable number of lakes in the province. In the Yangtze

Delta area alone there are more than 250 lakes of considerable size. 8

The Taihu is the largest lake in the province, being 120 Ii from

north to south and 90 Ii from east to west. The fields on the bank

of Taihu are very fertile and particularly suitable for mulberry

trees. 9

There is a variation of climate between the southeastern part and

the northwestern part of the province. The climate in the south-

eastern part of the province is quite mild, as it is regulated by

breezes from the sea while the northwestern part is decidedly contin-

ental in character, being extremely cold in winter and very hot in

summer. This climatic difference accounts for the variance of



agricultural products between the northwestern part and the south-

eastern part of the province, the former being the winter wheat-

kaoliang area, and the latter, the rice-wheat region. This has led

to a different standard of living between the two areas. The people

in the northern part of the province have been poor compared with the

people in the southern part, the Yangtze Delta region, in general.

The province has more or less a uniform distribution of rainfall

throughout the year. Although there is a definite summer maximum,

according to the geographer Theodore Shabad, only about 40 per cent

of the rainfall comes during the three summer months, June through

10
August. The average amount of rainfall for th~ entire region is

about 1,200 rom (45 inches), which is sufficient for agricultural

productivity.

The location of the province is strategic. Situated at the

mouth of the great Yangtze River, Kiangsu holds the key position in

land and water transportation, and the city of Shanghai constitutes

the gateway to the interior of China. The Yangtze River is navigable

11
for stream craft for some 1,200 miles. Thus, it provides a natural

thoroughfare to the interior. The province also holds an important

place for railway transportation throughout the country, linking

southern China and northern China. It is traversed by several

important trunk railway lines. The Tientsin-Pukow railway runs

northward, and is crossed by the Lung-Hai railway at Tung-shan in

northern Kiangsu. Tung-shan and Hsu-chou have been important

strategic locations since ancient times, for these locations command

roads leading to four northern provinces: Shantung, Hopei, Honan,

27
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12
and Anhwei. The Nanking-Shanghai railway links Nanking, the capital

of the Nationalist Government, with the greatest industrial and

commercial center, Shanghai, while the Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo railway

ties Chekiang province to Kiangsu. These railway lines became the

object of military competition during the warlord period.
1 3

Its favorable topographical factors and strategic location

combined to make Kiangsu politically important in the nation's history.

There are six provinces which have held political centers of the

nation throughout Chinese history. They are Shansi, Shensi, Checkiang,

Chihli (present-day, Hopei), Honan, and Kiangsu. Among them Kiangsu

is one of the two provinces which contained the seat of the nation's

capital for the longest period, the other province being Honan.

Fourteen dynasties had their capitals within the regions of Kiangsu

province. Hsu-chou, Yang-chou, WU-hsi, and Nanking were the places

where the capitals were located, Nanking being the most frequent site.

The total time Kiangsu served as the nation's political center was

about 1,200 years. 14

Immediately after the 1911 Revolution, Kiangsu was governed by

tu-tu (military governors), with fu (prefectures) as political units.

Such tu-tu included Ch'en Chi-mei (Shanghai fu), Niu Yung-chien

(Sung-chiang fu), both of whom were revolutionaries, and Ch'eng Te-

chuan (Su-chou fu), an eX-Ch'ing official who collaborated with

constitutionalists during the Revolution.

After the failure of the so-called Second Revolution which

attempted to overthrow Yuan Shih-k'ai from July through September of

1913, Feng Kuo-chang, one of Yuan's most trusted generals, became the
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military governor of Kiangsu, and thus the province entered under the

15
control of the Pei-yang military clique. Therafter, ~ntil 1927,

when it was captured by the Nationist revoluntionary armies, Kiangsu

remained under warlord control and experienced three major wars

between powerful warlord faction, mainly Wu Pei-fu' s Chihli clique

and Chang Tso-lin's Feng-tien clique.

The first of three wars, the so-called First Tung-nan War

(September, 1924) was fought between the tu-chun (military governor

of Kiangsu, Ch'i Hsieh-yuan, who belonged to the Chihli clique, and

the tu-chun of Che-kiang, Lu Yung-hsiang, who was in alliance with

Feng-tien clique, over the territory of Sung-Hu (Sung-chiang and

Shanghai). In this war Lu was defeated and forced to flee to Japan.

The Second Tung-nan War (January, 1925) was fought between the same

cliques. This war ended in a victory for the Feng-tien forces. As

a result, Ch'i Hsieh-yuan fled to Japan and Kiansu was placed under

the control of the Feng-tien clique. The third war was the Feng-Che

War (October, 1925) fought between Sun Ch'uan-fang, then the tu-chun

of Chekiang, and Chang Tso-lin's forces. Chang's forces were defeated

.. 16
in the war and Kiangsu came anew under Sun Ch'uan-fang's control.

Kiangsu thus thrice became a warlord battlefield during one and a half

years time and suffered incalculable damage to life and property.

Kiangsu was recovered by the Nationalist Revolutionary Forces in

March, 1927, and Nanking was made the capital of the nation. From

then on until 1973, the province remained the political center of tha

country and was one of the two provinces held under firm control by

the Nationalist Government, the other being Chekiang. The gove~norship
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and political committees of the province were appointed from among

leading figures of the Kuomintang (KMT).17

As indicated by the Chinese proverbs--"When Soochow and Hangchow

are ripe there is no famine in the world," or "Kiangsu is top in

wealth and taxes in the world"--Kiangsu was one of the richest regions

of China. Level and fertile land and favorable climatic conditions

made the region the nation's granary. The Yangtze plain of southern

Kiangsu had especially favorable conditions for agriculture. In this

.. 18
reg~on, the grow~ng season lasted for about 300 days. Thus,

generally two crops could be cultivated each year, but when vegetables

were grown, three crops were sometimes obtained. It had a rich

variety of agricultural products: rice, wheat, barley, cotton, beans,

sorghum, kaoliang, peanuts, tea, peppermint, potatoes, sweet potatoes,

19
rapeseed, and yellow grass. Of these, rice, wheat, barley, and

cotton were the chief products. During the summer when the rice crop

was ripening, one traveller observed, "the whole country is one vast

succession of paddy fields, exceptions being those areas where
20

mulberry or cotton is dominant." Winter crops were wheat, beans,

rapeseed, and barley. The area of cultivated land reported to the

Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce amounted to 204,244,201 mou,

which represented 71 per cent of the entire region, the highest

percentage in the country.

The outstanding agricultural products indicate the importance of

Kiangsu. In 1933, the province produced about one-twelfth of the

total amount of the nation's rice crop, approximately 66,000,000 tan;

for wheat, one-eighth of the total national yield, about 55,000,000
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tan; for barley, 36,764,000 tan, or about one-fourth of the total

national production;21 and for cotton, a total of 46,281,191 tan

22
(in 1932), or one-fifth of the total.

Sericulture was an important secondary occupation in rural

villages. Kiangsu has been known as one of two leading sericulture

centers in the country, together with Chekiang. This industry thrived

especially in the area around the Taihu. During the period of the

richest harvest, the amount of cocoons produced in the province

h d h " d f h 1 " I d " 23reac e one-t 1r 0 t e tota nat10na pro uct10n. In the lower

Yangtze plain, about 90 oer cent of all farm households engaged in the

cultivation of mulberry trees and the breeding of silk worms. Wu-hsi,

an important industrial city near the Taihu, produced one of the

finest silks in the world.

The lower Yangtze plain has long been known as a land of fish.

Fisheries are abundant in the multitude of shallow lakes and waterways,

particularly in the Tai and Chao Lakes and in the Yangtze estuary.

Transportation business by small boats constituted another important

side job for many peasants in the lower Yangtze plain. However, these

many rivers and lakes were also frequently the source of tragic floods

in the province. Also, areas along the Huai River, such as Huai-yin,

Lien-shui, and Ssu-yang near the Grand Canal, were dens of bandits. 24

Kiangsu, particularly in the Yangtze Delta, has traditionally

been China's leading industrial center, notably in terms of cotton

and silk textiles. with the development of Shanghai, it became the

most industrialized province in the country. The important industrial

cities of the province were Shanghai, Wu-hsi, Su-chou, Chen-chiang
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(Chinkiang), and Nan-t'ung. The province was rich in a variety of

other industries: shipbuilding, machine manufacturing, cotton

spinning, silk reeling, paper manufacture, printing, flour milling,

leather tanning, tobacco, gourmet powder, sugar, tea-firing, chemicals,

pottery, and power plants. Among them, spinning and weaving, printing,

flour milling, and electric power plants were especially important

25
industries and surpassed those of other provinces.

Kiansu's industrial prominence in the nation can be easily viewed

by the number of factories it possessed by comparing with the

national provincial figures. In 1935, of the nation's 80 major

. .. h 6 26 . hweavlng factorles, Klangsu eld a per cent. Accordlng to t e

investigation made by the military committee of the Nationalist

Government in 1937, Kiangsu had 6,197 factories which constituted

33.1 per cent of the nation's total number of factories, 53.5 per cent

of the nation's total industrial capital, and 51.9 per cent of the

nation's total number of workers.
27

The total value of industrial

production of the province was also foremost among the provinces,

28
reaching 214,129, 521 yuan in 1933.

Having been a political center for many dynasties and economically

one of the richest regions of the country, Kiangsu had a proud

intellectual tradition. Together with Anhwei, Kiangsu served as one

base for the School of Empirical Research in the Ch'ing period, which

constituted the main trend of Ch'ing learning. Many great scholars

29
of this school were from Kiangsu province.

From the Republican period (1912-1927) through the Nanking

period (1928-1937), Kiangsu played a leading role in education and in
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social and intellectual movements of the country. It produced such

renowned educators as Chang Chien, Huang Yen-p'ei, Kuo Ping-wen, Chu

. ". 30
Ch~ng-nung, and Yuan Hs~-t'ao. Thanks to these scholars Kiangsu

played a pioneering role in such educational areas as teachers'

schools, agricultural education, textile schools, compulsory education,

31
and vocational education. As we will see in later chapters, this

fact led to the development of the three nationally important rural

reconstruction institutions, which are the main objects of our study,

in Kiangsu province. The Kiangsu Provincial Education Association

(Chiang-su sheng chiao-yu hui) and the Kiangsu Compulsory Education

Association headed by Yuan Hsi-t'ao, were also organizations of

national influence. The Kiangsu Provincial Educational Association

was particularly significant in that two leading national educational

reform institutions, the Association for Chinese Vocational Education

and the Chinese Education Improvement Association which played a role

of parent body for Hsiao-chuang School, were greatly indebted to it

for their emergence and operation. 32 Shanghai and Nanking were the

. " . . 33
ma~n bases of these two educat~onal reform ~nst~tut~ons. Naturally,

together with the cultural and econonmic reasons described below, the

three major rural reconstruction institutions in Kiangsu were located

near such cities as Shanghai, Nanking, and Wu-hsi; their rural reform

experimental districts were concentrated mainly in southern Kiangsu,

the wealthier, more productive, and more convenient region of the

province in terms of transportation. Hence in the following section,

more will be discussed about conditions of southern Kiangsu than about

those of northern Kiangsu.
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By having Shanghai and Nanking within its boundary, Kiangsu

became one of the nation's two leading educational provinces,

especially for higher education, together with Hopeh province.

According to the 1934 statistics from the Ministry of Education,

Kiangsu then had the highest number of college graduates in the

nation. 43 In comparing the number of colleges and universities in

Nanking and Shanghai in 1932 with those of Peiping, another of the

nation's centers of higher education, Shanghai and Nanking had six

national universities and sixteen private universities, whereas

P ., h d ft' 1 . .. d . '" 35elplng a our na 10na unlversltles an seven prlvate unlversltles.

Thus, Shanghai and Nanking functioned as major centers for the

nation's intellectuals.

As a seat of many higher educational institutions and as an

international trading city, Shanghai became the site for many

nationally known social and intellectual movements. After the May

Fourth Movement it became the main site for student movements, labor

movements, and an lmportant base for a mass literacy movement. 3 6 In

this situation, Kiangsu enjoyed rich human resources and became one

of the provinces most sensitive to national, political, social, and

intellectual trends.

Although Kiangsu was a province highly advanced in industry and

education, it was still predominantly rural, and the average educa-

tional level of the population as a whole was very-low. In 1933, the

total population of the province was 32,169,697. Of this amount, the

37rural population comprised 84 per cent. Meanwhile, of the total

area of the province (163,023,000 shih mou or 108,682.05 squre
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kilometers) 98.72 per cent was rural, while urban areas constituted

38
only 1.28 per cent. As for the illiteracy rate of the province,

39
78 per cent of the population was illiterate as of 1930. In 1930,

the ratio of school children was only 13.55 per cent, as against

approximately 86 per cent among the total number of school-age
40

children.

To summarize, Kiangsu was in many ways more blessed than most of

China's provinces. Kiangsu was one of the richest provinces of China

in terms of agricultural production, and was also a prominent

commercial and industrial center. It was China's most advanced

province with respect to education, and thus relatively rich in human

resources. Its position as a primary base of the Nationalist Govern-

ment made it relatively stable politically. These favorable factors

all helped Kiangsu become one of the pioneering provinces in China's

rural reconstruction movement.

However, Kiangsu shared most of China's rural problems, as

discussed above. It was predominantly rural. Most of its population

was illiterate. It experienced an adverse effect from foreign economic

influence in the rural economy. Kiangsu also suffered from civil wars

between warlords, bandits, and from frequent natural disasters. Other

rural problems also existed, which will be discussed in the following

section. In the 1930's the distressing rural situation in Kiangsu led

many Chinese scholars to lament that if the rural situation of Kiangsu

province, the nation's richest area, was in such bad condition, how

much worse was the situation in other provinces. In other words, the

rural conditions of Kiangsu province reflected the seriousness of

China's rural problem.
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The Rural Situation and Problems in Kiangsu, 1913-1937

Given the introductory background, I shall, in this section,

examine the rural situation in Kiangsu province during the Republican

and Nanking periods. Here I will be chiefly concerned with major

rural problems such as population, land tenure, rural credit systems,

tax systems, educational conditions, poverty, wa~ natural disasters,

and the rural socio-political structure.

The Population Problem

The significance of population density in China's rural area is

well expressed by John Lossing Buck. He points out that population

density determines farm practice and sets the standard of living since

upon the number of those who must share the given amount of produce

rests the satisfaction and comfort of all. He also observes that

population density even concerns the peace and order of the country-

side, for if there are more men than can find employment, banditry

41
increases. To add to Buck's remarks, the magnitude of rural

population is also important because it reflects the condition of

village areas. This will be shown in the following pages.

It has already been stated in the preceding section that a large

majority of the Kiangsu population in the early 1930's was rural, some

84.3 per cent of the total population (i.e., 30,285,951 out of

42
35,807,771). Of the sixty-one hsien, except for Shanghai and Chiang-

ning, there were not any hsien in which the rural population did not

exceed that of the towns and cities. If we tabulate the percentage

of rural population by hsien, the results are as shown in Table 1

and Figure 3.
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Table 1. Distribution of Rural Population Percentage Among 59 Hsien

Rural Population Percentage Number of Hsiens

62 to 70% 1

71 to 80% 6

81 to 90% 21

91 to 98% 31

59

Source: Tabulated from Chiang-su sheng-chien (Mirror of Kiangsu
Province), ed. by Chao Ju-heng (Shanghai, 1935), 36.

Kiangsu ranked the hi~hest in population density of any province

in China, having an average density of 730 inhabitants per square mile

43
(294 per square kilometer). But the density varied from one place

to another within the province, depending largely upon the natural

environmental conditions. Generally, the geographical distribution

of the rural population within the province can be described as

follows: the most densely populated region was the eastern part of

southern Kiangsu, especially in the areas around the Taihu and along

the Yangtze River. These areas are naturally blessed with many lakes,

fertile soil, a mild climate, and an abundant amount of rainfall.

Thus, the areas are highly appropriate for agriculture, in addition

to having convenient navigable water routes. Therefore, it was

natural for people to flock to these areas. In 1935 the population

density of these areas varied from 1,000 to 3,000 inhabitants per

square mile. This was also the region where most of the rural

reconstruction experiments were conducted.
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Fig. 3. Population Density of Kiangsu Province.
Source: Chu K'o-chen, "Lun chiang-che liang-sheng
jen-k'ou chih mi-tu" (A Study of Population Density
of Kiangsu and Chekiang provinces), Tung-fang Tsa
chih (The Eastern Miscellany), 23:1 (Jan., 1926), 95.

38
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Although situated south of the Yangtze River, the western part of

southern Kiangsu was sparsely populated because of unfavorable

geographical conditions for agriculture such as rugged land and lack

of irrigation systems. The population density in this region was less

than 1,000 per square mile.

The central portion of the province--namely the Huai Plain, and

the area around the Pao-ying, Kao-yu, and Ta-tsung lakes, was also

convenient for water transportation, and fertile soil. But this

portion was less densely populated than the eastern part of southern

Kiangsu because of frequent floods from the Huai River and the Grand

Canal. The population density of this area varied between 500 and

1,000 per square mile.

Northern Kiangsu, both west and east, was the least densely

populated region because of hilly terrain and a continental climate.

The area had a population density from 300 to 750 per square mile.

As for the overall situation, about one-third of the total population

of the province was concentrated in southern Kiangsu, whose area was

1 f "f h f th 1 f th " 44on y one- 1 toe tota area 0 e prov1nce. Because of this

situation, the average land area per family in northern Kiangsu and

h h " 45central Kiangsu tended to be larger than t at of sout ern Kiangsu.

The highest population density of Kiangsu reflects the population

growth in the twentieth century. The population recovery of Kiangsu,

following heavy losses during the Taiping Rebellion, appears to have

been slow. By 1932, even after three-quarters of a century, Kiangsu's

population had not reached the population level of 1852, that is,

46 47
44,494,000. The population of the province in 1932 was 35,807,771.
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However, it is generally believed that Kiangsu was "badly over-

48
populated already in the early nineteenth century."

The population problem can be viewed as essentially that of (1)

a balance between the population and land productivity, and (2) the

economic development of the area (e.g., the degree of industrialization).

Hence, we may consider these two factors in order to assess the

population problem in Kiangsu. But since the population situation

varied between different localities even within the province, we need

to distinguish the overall demography of the province.

The growth rate of the rural population in Kiangsu seems to have

been slow. According to the investigation made by the Central

Agricultural Experimentation Bureau, the growth rate of the rural

population was only fifty per cent during the sixty-year period

between 1873 and 1933. Taking the population of 1873 as an index of

100, the population of 1893 was 108; the population of 1913, 128, and

49
the population of 1933, 150. This represents an annual growth rate

of a little over 0.7 per 100 persons. This was a.somewhat slow rate

compared with that of foreign countries. For instance, the natural

population increase rate for Bulgaria was 1.93; SOuth America, 1.71;

Holland, 1.52; Egypt, 1.5; and Canada, 1.44 during the corresponding

. 50 1 .perlod. Nevertheless, when we compare the rate of popu atl0n

increase with the expansion of cultivated acreage in Kiangsu during

the same period, there was an imbalance between the two. Whereas the

growth rate of the rural population was 50 per cent, the rate of the

cultivated acreage was only 10 per cent. Thus, the increase of the

51
cultivated acreage did not keep up with the population growth rate.
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This imbalance naturally resulted in a land shortage which we will

discuss in the following section.

Moreover, the productivity of Kiangsu land was low compared with

those of foreign countries. The following table gives us the relative

position of Kiangsu's land productivity in comparison to other

countries.

Table 2. The Amount of Wheat Production per Mou, 1925.

Countries Bushels Countries Bushels

Czechoslovakia 24.1 India 5.7

Denmark 51.0 Japan 21.3

Turk 32.4 Austria 17.1

Italy 16.4 Britain 34.4

Belgium 42.2 Kiangsu 7.7 (1. 64 shih)

Source: Chu K'o-chen, "Lun Chiang-Che liang-sheng jen-k'ou chih mi-tu"
(A Study of Population Density of Kiangsu and Chekiang
Provinces), Tung-fang tsa-chih (TILe Eastern Miscellany), 23:1
(Jan., 1926), 106.

The above statistics clearly shows that Kiangsu's productivity was far

below the average of most countries. Yet, as discussed earlier, Kiangsu

had one of the highest population densities in the world. As a result,

Kiangsu was hardly self-sufficient in food supply as of 1928. Kiangsu

produced a total of 15,122 million catties of food crops per year

against the yearly food requirement of 15,160 million catties of food

52
crops, having a deficiency of about 38 million catties in that year.

Next, what was the degree of industrialization in the province

which could relieve the population pressures in rural areas? As was

stated earlier, Kiangsu was the most industrialized province in the
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country. However, except for Shanghai, Wu-hsi, Chinkiang, Nan-t'ung,

and Su-chou, the population of most cities in Kiangsu was less than

53500,000 and was still predominantly rural. Moreover, the percentage

of urbanized areas in comparison with that of rural areas in these

major industrialized hsien was extremely low. For instance, in

Chinkiang hsien, the seat of the provincial capital, only 0.48 per cent

of the total area constituted urban district, and the remaining 99.52

per cent, rural districts. Wu-hsi hsien: the most industrialized

hsien next to Shanghai, had only 0.51 per cent urban districts, and

99.49 per cent rural districts. Nan-t'ung had 9.8 per cent urban

districts, and 90.2 per cent rural ones. In Wu-hsien, 0.42 per cent

54
were urban, and the remaining 99.58 per cent was rural. Statistics

on the changes of population in the above five cities are not available

except for Chinkiang. The population changes in the city of Chinkiang

between 1913 and 1932 are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Population Changes in Chinkiang, Kiangsu, 1913-1932

Year

1913

1920

1928

1932

Population

470,000

474,591

466,202

523,300

SOurce: China Industrial Yearbook,Kiangsu, 1933, Compo by
Ministry of Industry, Shanghai, 1933, 100.

Hence, the population increase was approximately 50,000 in Chinkiang

over a 20 year period, which was not a large increase. This fact

substantiates, in part, Wang P'ei-t'ang's comments on roles of cities
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in Kiangsu in his work, Local Handbook of Kiangsu (1937). He said

that in the early 1930's cities in Kiangsu were not only unable to

absorb the rural population, but they tended to drive city people out

into rural areas owing to industrial depression. 55

Taking the above discussions together, it seems evident that

although Kiangsu was the most industrialized province in the nation,

its degree of industrialization seems to have not been sufficient

enough to relieve the population problem in its rural area.

As for the situation of the local population, northern Kiangsu

seems to have had few problems with excessive population in contrast

to the situation of southern Kiangsu. For instance, it was reported

that in the later part of the 1920's, Hsiao-hsien in northwestern

Kiangsu had a shortage of rural population mainly because of years of

natural calamities, continuing civil wars and banditry. However,

Nan-t'ung hsien in southern Kiangsu had a severe over-population

problem. According to Professor Ch'iao Ch'i-ming, in Chin-sha district

of that hsien, each peasant tilled less than one mou of land because
56

of over-population. In K'un-shan hsien, likewise in the south, over-

population was also mentioned as an important factor contributing to

the economic difficulties of peasants in 1936.
57

Rural reconstruction-

ists in Huang-hsiang, a village in Wu-hsi hsien, also reported a

d h d 1
. 58

severe lan s ortage ue to over-popu atlon.

The situation of agricultural labor may be another good indicator

of the rural population. According to an investigation of thirty-

three hsien of Kiangsu by Professor Ch'en Cheng-mo in 1933, the

number of hsien where agricultural laborers were in excess was eighteen,
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which represented 54 per cent of the total number of hsien investigated;

where labor was short, nine hsien (27 per cent); and where labor was

adequate, six hsien (19 per cent) .59 Professor Ch'en also analyzed

the major reasons for excessive labor, which he placed under twelve

categories. Among the twelve categories, land shortage accounted for

20 per cent, natural Calamities, civil wars, and banditry accounted

for 35 per cent, and the decline of urban industry and rural economy

60
accounted for 45 per cent.

The results of the above study show two things: (1) in Kiangsu

more than half of the hsien investigated had an over-population problem,

and (2) over-population was a phenomenon closely related to the

general decline of the rural economy in the late 1920's and the early

1930's.

In connection with the agricultural labor situation, the movement

of population between cities and rural areas is also worthwhile to

consider, for the movement reflects an aspect of the rural problem.

A rural exodus was a general phenomenon throughout Kiangsu in the early

1930's. Causes for this rural exodus were many, as can be seen from

the following examples.

During the 1920's, Wu-hsi became the second largest industrial

city in Kiangsu possessing many factories. Many villagers around the

city left the land for employment in the factories in the city, for

factory wages were higher than those in the villages. The agricultural

labor shortage thus created in these villages was in turn supplemented

by migrant laborers from other hsien such as Ch'ang-shu and Chiang-yin,

h
. 61

and also from nort ern Klangsu.
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In Li-she chen, a small chen (a market town with villages

centering around it) of Wu-hsi hsien located about 50 Ii northwest of

Wu-hsi city, a massive rural exodus occurred in the early 1930's. About

21 per cent of the total population left the chen for other places.

The reasons were described as being "the decline of rural family

industry, surplus labor owing to the mechanization of agriculture, the

decline of sericulture, and continuing bad crops." Most of the

emigrants went to cities such as Shanghai, Soochow, and Wu-hsi, and

b f t k ddl d I
, 62

ecame ac ory wor ers, pe ers an coo a.es ,

Village peasants in the vicinity of Ho-ch'iao of I-hsing hsien

used to cultivate farms larger than those in Wu-hsi hsien. In these

villages, tenants tilled three to forty mou of land, and owner-farmers

had one to two hundred mou of land. However, because of the price

decline of agricultural products, the size of farm land decreased, and

many peasants moved to towns and cities.
63

Such emigrants were mostly able-bodied adult males. For instance,

according to an investigation conducted by Professor Yen Hsin-che at

T'u-shan-chen, in Chiang-ning hsien in 1931, of the 286 total house-

holds, the number of those who left the chen and worked somewhere else

was 108, which represented 7 per cent of the total population. Among

them males accounted for 95 per cent or 103. Those who were from

twenty to twenty-nine years of age were the most numerous, comprising

. 64
47.18 per cent of the total em1.grants. Similar phenomena were

reported in Nan-t'ung, Chiang-tu, and T'ung-shan. Hence, only women,

old people, and children were left, and a severe farm labor shortage

occurred. This situation caused a further decline in agricultural

productivity.
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To summarize, the following three points can be made: (1)

although population density varied from one place to another within

the province, Kiangsu as a whole had an over-population problem; (2)

the excessive population vis-a-vis limited arable land, created a

shortage of farm land and food, and caused rural emigration, which in

turn resulted in a shortage of farm labor and eventually attributed to

the decline of agriculture; and (3) adverse socio-political conditions

(i.e., civil wars and banditry) and economic factors (i.e., decline of

rural industry) had an aggravating effect upon the peasants' plight

already induced by over-population.

The Land Problem

The land problem was a most important and acute one in rural China.

Since land is the foundation of agriculture, this problem represented

the question of survival for the peasant. The land problem in China's

rural areas was essentially twofold. One aspect was the shortage of

cultivated land; the other, an excessively unequal distribution of

land. Another problem, such as the parcelling of cultivated land can

. 65
be cons~dered a consequence of the land problem. These two aspects

of the land problem were closely related to each other like two sides

of one coin. While the former was one of the chief causes for the

poverty of the Chinese peasants, the latter was partly responsible for

the former, and at the same time, a source for the unjust socio-

economic class relations in rural areas.

Although it is difficult to ascertain the accuracy of statistics,

all studies by agricultural economists show that the shortage of

cultivated land was a general phenomenon throughout China. An
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investigation of eighteen provinces made in 1922 by the Central Bureau

of Postal Affairs of the Peking Government, indicated that the average

66
area of cultivated land per person was only 2.44 mou. In 1933, Liu

Ta-chlin estimated the average area of cultivated land per peasant as

being less than 3 mou, as did Chang Hsin-i in 1932. Wu Wen-hui's

calculation in 1935 was 3.00 mou. 67

To determine the area of cultivated land necessary for a per

capita subsistence level is not easy. The size of land holdings varies

according to the fertility of land as do standards of subsistence.

However, the following opinions of various scholars and institutions

will provide us with some useful basis upon wh~ch we can judge the

degree of the shortage of cultivated land in China.

Based on an investigation conducted in various places in China

between October, 1923 and March, 1924, the China International Famine

Relief COmmission concluded that in the case of good land, a family of

five persons needed a~ least 15 to 20 mou. 68 On the basis of the

Commission's findings, the average area of cultivated land per person

comes out to be five to six mou, assuming that the land is of average

fertility. In comparison with the commission's estimate, the Chinese

peasant had less than half of the necessary farm area.

The land situation in Kiangsu was not much different from the

national average even though the situation varied between different

localities. According to a survey of the agricultural conditions of

southern Kiangsu, conducted b¥ the Agriculture Department of South-

eastern University in 1922 and 1923, the largest percentage of farm

land per family ranged from 5 to 15 ~ (one to two acres), which
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comprised 63 per cent of all farms. Moreover, 92 per cent of all farms

in southern Kiangsu were under eight acres. 69 Let us now turn to

various local situations in southern Kiangsu.

In T'u-shan-chen of Chiang-ning hsien, Professor Yen Hsin-che

found in 1934 that out of 286 families 67 were landless. This repre-

sented 23 per cent of the total families in the chen. The families

whose land holdings were one to nine mou totalled 118 (39.51 per cent).

Thus, in T'u-shan chen the families whose landholdings were less than

.. 70
nine mou constituted 62.94 per cent of the total number of fam111es.

In 1~31, in the tenth ch'u (district) of Wu-hsi hsien, the average size

of cultivated landholdings per middle peasant family was five to six

moue However, the majority of the peasants were tenants who did not

71
own any land. In Li-she chen of the same hsien the average farm

size per family in the same year was also five mou of rice fields and

f f ' d 72one mou 0 mulberry 1el s. According to an investigation conducted

in 1933 by the Rural Rehabilitation Commission, in Ch'ang-shu hsien

poor peasants constituted two-thirds of 142 representative families,

and the average size of the cultivated landholdings per family was 5.1

moue However, most of their land was leased from others. The average

73
size of their own land was only 0.7 mou,

Similar situations existed in most parts of northern Kiangsu.

According to the same Commission mentioned above, in P'ei-hsien, which

is located in the northwestern corner of the province, poor peasants

accounted for 61.2 per cent of 184 representative families, and the

average size of their cultivated land holdings per family was only

three moUe In Ch'i-tung hsien which was located immediately north of
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the Yangtze River, poor peasants constituted 57.8 per cent of 347

representative families, and the average size of their cultivated
74

alnd holdings was 5.2 mou.

We can note from the above discussion that there was a contraction

in the cultivated areas per person, even between the 1920's and the

1930's. Whereas the largest percentage of the average farm size in

southern Kiangsu in the 1920's ranged from five to fifteen mou, the

average size of cultivated land per family in the 1930's was only

about five mou,

IDcal situations showed similar results. For instance, in

Chingkiang hsien, where the owner-farmer percentage was highest in

southern Kiangsu, between 1923 and 1933, families cultivating less

than 19.99 mou increased from 29.15 per cent to 67.61 per cent while

those cUltivating more than 20 mou decreased from 70.85 per cent to

26.32 per cent. In Wu-hsi hsien, during the same period, families

cultivating less than 10 mou increased by 12 per cent, while those

cultivating more than 20 mou decreased by 10 per cent.

The causes for this contraction of the average amount of culti-

vated landholdings were many. The first was the proliferation of

people in the limited land areas. Between 1912 and 1933, while the

total area of cultivated land in Kiangsu increased by 8 per cent,

population increased by 17 per cent. 75 This imbalance between culti-

vated land and population caused a shortage of land relative to the

number of people.

The second cause was the equal inheritance system in which

properties were divided among male children after the death of the

property owner. According to Professor Ch'iao Ch'i-ming's study in
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1926, 85.5 per cent of the land in Nan-t'ung and 85.2 per cent in

K' h d b f was ;nher;ted land.
76

d f hun-s an owne y armers ~ ~ The ten ency 0 t e

Chinese peasants was not to leave their native place. Hence, as their

household land was repeatedly being divided, the area of land under

cultivation could only diminish.

The third cause was the reduction in agricultural profits after

subtracting agricultural costs (i.e., the cost of draft animals,

fertilizers, and agricultural laborer's fare), plus high land taxes

plus numerous surcharges for owner-farmers and heavy rent for tenants.

Under such circumstances small peasants could not afford to cultivate

a large sized farm. 77

The fourth cause was the rise of land prices while the economic

situation of r:~all farmers was deteriorating. For instance, during

the period between 1905 and 1924, land prices in K'un-shan rose 350

per cent for good land, 369 per cent for medium quality land, and

464 per cent for poor land. During the same period in Nan-t'ung land

prices went up 250 per cent for good land, 242 per cent for medium

78
quality land, and 255 per cent for poor land. The rise of land

prices was due to the increase of population and the development of

transportation and industry. With rural economy deteriorating in

this period, it was almost impossible for small farmers to buy new

land. Naturally, city capital flowed into rural areas and was invested

in rural land.

The fifth and the most important cause was the concentration of

land ownership which took place from the 1910's through the 1930's.

This was a fairly widespread phenomenon both in southern and northern
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Kiangsu. Several local examples will suffice to demonstrate the extent

of concentration of ownership. In Chiang-yin hsien the total area of

cultivated land was 3,000,000 mou. In 1927, about 2,000,000 mou were

owned by big landlords, many of whom lived either in market towns or

cities. 79 A field investigation conducted by the Institute of Social

Science of the Academia Sinica in 1929, found that in twenty representa

tive villages in Wu-hsi, landlord families accounted for only 5.77

per cent of the total village families, yet their land amounted to as

much as 47.28 per cent of the total cultivated land. The poor peasant

families, which constituted 68.49 per cent of the total village

families, had to share only 14.17 per cent of the total cultivated

land. 80

similar land concentrations occurred in other hsien such as I-hsing,

Chingkiang, Nan-t'ung, and K'un-shan in southern Kiangsu. 81 Northern

Kiangsu was well-known for landlordism and the development of rich

owner-farmers. Whereas in southern Kiangsu, small landlords having

less than 100 mou were most prevalent. In northern Kiangsu, big

landlords having 1,000 mou were most prevalent. Regarding land

concentration in northern Kiangsu, an example of the situation in

P'ei-hsien in 1933 may be cited. According to Chang I-pu's analysis

of the field investigation data collected from twenty-eight representa

tive villages in four hsien in Kiangsu, which was sponsored by the

Rural Rehabilitation Commission, landlord families in P'ei-hsien

constituting only 0.7 per cent of the total families investigated,

owned 49.5 per cent of the total cultivated land. The families of rich

owner-farmers comprised 4.9 per cent of the population, yet owned
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18 per cent of the total cultivated land. Poor peasant families,

comprising 61.2 per cent, shared only 12.1 per cent of the total

cultivated land. The result was that while the average size of

cultivated holdings for rich peasants was 80.8 mou, and for poor

peasants, only 3 mou. 82

As is evident from the above discussion, when absolute areas of

farm land compared to the rural population was already scarce, land

concentration in the hands of small numbers of people further

aggravated the long-existing unequal distribution of land and became

one of the chief causes of land shortage for the majority of peasants.

Land concentration was a product of the general poverty of the peasants.

It took place primarily at the expense of owner-farmers of small land-

holdings. With the small size of land, even in normal times, they

barely maintained subsistant standard of living. Hence, when there

were special family occasions such as funerals or weddings, some family

mishap or crop failure, they would often lose their land property.

Such loss of property occurred mainly through mortgaging land. The

peasants first would mortgage their land while hoping to redeem it

later. However, under the increasingly difficult economic conditions,

they would fail to pay mortgage money, mortgage interest would grow,

and eventually they would lose the land. The result of an investigation

made in Wu-hsi in 1929, indicates that of rich-peasant land, only two

per cent was under mortgage, while as much as 38 per cent of poor-

peasant was so. On the other hand, it was found that nearly six per

cent of rich-peasant land consisted of land held on mortgage, as did

83over ten per cent of landlords' land. As a result, the number of
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owner-farmers decreased while the number of tenants increased. Cases

in K'un-shan and Nan-t'ung provide good examples of such land losses

by small owner farmers. During the period between 1905 and 1924 in

K'un-shan, while owner-farmers decreased in number by about 17 per cent,

tenants increased by about 20 per cent. During the same period in

Nan-t'ung the number of owner-farmers decreased by seven per cent,

whereas tenants increased by approximately 18 per cent.

The problem of the small size of cultivated plots for the peasants

was aggravated by the parcelling of land. Farming land in Kiangsu

consisted of many separate plots which were scattered over varying

distances. For instunce, according to Chen Han-sheng's study, 34

representative families in 24 villages in Wu-hsi hsien, each of which

cultivated more than 16 mou held an average of twelve plots per family

during the early 1930's. Each individual plot, on the average, was

two and a half mou in size, while the smallest plot was only 0.53

84moue This land fragmentation was detrimental to farming in various

ways. It hampered rational land utilization. It made the peasants

waste time and effort. It made the use of mechanized agricultural

implements difficult, while it increased the expenditures for

agricultural laborers. The parcelling of land was a combined outcome

of several factors: the equal inheritance system, the loss of land

by small owner-farmers due to the increasingly impoverished rural

economy, and the increased need for paths or roads for access to small,

85scattered plots.

The Problem of Heavy Taxes

In conjunction with diminishing agricultural profits and other

factors mentioned above, heavy taxes played an important role in making
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peasant life difficult. During the period of 16 years between 1904

and 1920, land taxes in Wu-chin tripled from 0.4 yuan to 1.2 yUan.

During a similar period, the land taxes in Wu-hsi, Chiang-ning,

Hsiao-hsien, Chiang-tu, and Shanghai all had increased by 275 per

86
cent to 555 per cent.

According to regulations regarding land tax collection issued by

the Nationalist Government in OCtober, 1928, land taxes should not

87
have exceeded one per cent of the land price. However, the

regulations were not followed. In 1933, land taxe~ in P'ei-hsien

were 10 per cent of the land price of the area; and in K'un-shan,

5 per cent. 88 In addition, there were numerous surtaxes attached to

the land tax. The number of land surcharges varied among hsien.

Kiangsu province as a whole had no less than thirty kinds of

surcharges. 89 Moreover, according to the same government regulations,

the surcharges were not supposed to exceed 30 percent of the regular

tax, but the aggregate amount of various surtaxes usually amounted

to many times that of regular taxes. Table 4 shows the ratio between

the regular land tax and surcharges.

The proportion of land tax to the whole agricultural income was

high. According to the investigation made by pIing-shan (Chen Han-

seng's pen name) in an eastern village of Wu-hsi hsien, the average

agricultural income per mou was 22 yuan and the land tax, 2.5 yuan.

Thus, the land tax accounted for 11 per cent of total income. 90

Furthermore, since tax payments were made in silver, most peasants

who did not have silver at their disposal had to sell agricultural

products in order to pay the tax. As was the situation in late
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Ch'ing times, owing to the price decrease of agricultural products

at the time of tax payment, and due to the price manipulations by

rice merchants, the peasants suffered a great economic loss in this

t
. 91

ax-pay~ng process. If they met a bad year, they could only

borrow money at usurious rates from landlords, merchants, and money

lenders, and mortgage their land, crops and other property. This

was the initial phase in the peasants' loss of land, thei.t' source

of livelihood.

Table 4. The Ratio Between Regular Tax and Surtax (Kiangsu, 1933)

Surtax' ratio Number Surtax' ratio Number of
to land tax of Hsien to land tax of Hsien

Less than 1 time 16 9 - 10 5

1 - 2 times 11 above 11 2

2 - 3 times 2 above 12 1

3 - 4 times 5 above 13 1

4 - 5 times 2 above 16 2

5 - 6 times 4 above 20 1

6 - 7 times 3 above 25 1

7 - 8 times 4

Source: Amano Motonotsuke, Chugoku nogyo keizairon (A Treatise on
Chinese Agricultural Economy), Vol. 2 (Tokyo, 1942),
Ch. 6, 30.

Besides, the peasants suffered fram various extortions by

village officials and local tax collectors. Ta-chia-tou in Pao-shan

hsien presents an example. When local tax collectors carne down to

villages for tax collection, 0.4 yuan was collected from each family

for transportation fare, plus one tou of wheat and two chin of cotton
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92a year. In 1937 in Tung-nan hsiang of Wu-hsi hsien, 1.2 sheng of

rice per mou was collected a year at harvest time by rent collector

in 1934. The amount of such extortion was more than three and

one-half times that of the regular land tax and surcharges. 93 Such

extortions were a widespread phenomenon throughout the province. 94

Of course, landlords and rich owner-farmers also felt the heavy

taxation. However, under the corrupt tax collection system, the big

landlords and rich owner-farmers dodged taxes by bribing and

95
influencing local tax clerks and collectors.

Most of the small owner-farmer land fell into the hands of new

landlords residing in town and cities. Many of these new landlords

were rent collectors, merchants, usurers, and administrative

officers. In the spring of 1930, the Kiangsu Provincial Bureau of

Civil Affairs in Chinkiang made a survey of 514 big landlords of the

province. Occupations of 374 were definitely known, as shown in

Table 5.

Table 5. Chief Occupations of 374 Big Landlords in Kiangsu
(Each Owning Above 1,000 mou, 1930)

Military and Usurers Merchants Industrial
civil Officers Men

southern Kiangsu
No. of fa'1lilies 44 69 36 12
Per cent 27.33 42.86 22.36 7.45

Northern Kiangsu
No. of families 122 60 31
Per cent 57.28 28.17 14.55

Source: Chen Han-sheng, The Present Agrarian Problem in China, China
Institute of Pacific Relations (Shanghai, 1933), 19.
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Each of the 514 big landlords investigated owned from 1,000 to

60,000 mou. Of the total of 373 landlords, 44.39 per cent were

military and civil officers of different ranks, 34.34 per cent were

pawn shop and money shop owners and individual usurers, 17.91 per

cent were shop keepers and only 3.21 per cent were shareholders of

f
. 96actorJ.es.

The Problem of The Tenant System

Among Kiangsu peasants, tenants were a majority, according to

investigations made by private institutions and scholars. The

percentages of tenant families in Kiangsu province between 1921 and

1927 were estimated as follows:

Table 6. Percentage of Tenant Families Among Total Number of
Families (Kiangsu, 1921-1927)

District

Chin-ling circuit

Su-Ch'zng circuit

Huai-hai circuit

Nan-t'ung

K'un-shan

I-ching, Chiang-yin
and Wu-chiang

Chinkiang

Minimum %

23

45

27

48

Maximum %

73

93

90

76.2

Average %

49.1

78.0

70.2

87.0

92.0

67.4

55.0

Source: Chung-kuo chin-tai nung-yeh shih tzu-liao (Materials on
the History of Modern Chinese Agriculture), Vol. 2,
Compo by Li Wen-chih (Peking, 1957), 66.

Hence, it may be said that the tenant system constituted an important

rural problem in Kiangsu. Under the tenant system, the rent problem
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was the key factor. It directly affected the lives of the peasants

and determined the socio-economic relations between tenants and

landlords.

Rent was very complicated. For our purpose in this section,

they can be divided mainly into two categories: one was the fen-tsu

(division rent) system; the other, pao-tsu or ting-tsu (fixed rent)

system. Although their nomenclature differed from one place to

another, these systems were widely practiced in Kiangsu province. 97

Under the fen-tsu system, landlords and tenants divided the

harvest of agricultural products according to a certain proportion

agreed upon between them in the tenant contracts. The ratio between

landlord and tenant was determined according to the fertility of the

soil, and the landlord's supply of agricultural means such as seeds,

agricultural animals, and fertilizer. Ratios thus varied among

different localities. According to the 1934 China economic year book,

the division ratio in 18 districts investigated ranged from 40 per

cent (landlord) to 60 per cent (tenant), 50 to 50 per cent, and 60

to 40 per cent. 98But the 50 to 50 per cent system was most prevalent.

Under the pao-tsu or ting-tsu system, the rent ration was fixed.

Rent varied according to the class of land. For instance, in the

early 1930's in K'un-shan, rent per mou of good land was 1.10 shih,

whereas that of middle grade and poor land were 0.9 and 0.6 shih,

respectively. In Nan-t'ung, rent per mou of good land was 1.00 shih,

middle grade land, 0.5 shih, and poor land, 0.46 shih.
99

It was many scholars' view that regardless of the fen-tsu system

or pao-tsu system, rent at this time was high with respect to the
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small size of cultivated land. To take the 50-50 per cent ration

under the fen-tsu system as an example, after paying 50 per cent of

the harvest and deducting agricultural expenses such as fertilizer,

seed and agricultural laborer's fare, only 20 to 30 per cent of the

harvest was left for the tenant. The following table regarding the

annual budget of a Wu-chin tenant family which tilled 12 mou of

farm land in 1927 gives us an example of the difficult peasant life

after paying rent.

Table 7. Annual Budget Balance of a Tenant Family
(Cultivated land = 12 mou, Wu-chin, 1927)

Income Expenditure

Income Item

Rice

Amount (shih)

48

Price (yuan) Expense Item

288 Rent (50%)

Price (yiian)

144

Total 396
Balance = 396 - 260 = 136 (yuan)

Wheat

Straw

Miscellany

18 72

12

Food for Agri-
cultural animals 36

Fertilizer 60

Agricultural
Implements 10

Miscellany 10

Total 260

Source: Kung ehun, "Ko-ti nung-min chuang-k'uang, tsao-ch'a 
Wu-chin" (Investigation of the Peasant Situation in Various
Places: Wu-chin), Tung-fang Tsa-chih (Eastern Miscellany),
24:16 (Aug., 1927), 107.

Assuming that the family had four persons and the expense for the

family's daily food was 5 chiao (1 yuan=lO chiao), the remaining

136 yuan could support the family for only eight months. l OO
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In case of the fixed rent system, a way of measuring the high

rental rate is to determine the ratio of rent to the land value.

According to an investigation made in 1922 by the Joint Association

of Education, Industry, and Administration of Kiangsu Province, the

101average ratio of rent to land value in Kiangsu was 8 per cent.

This was a considerably high rate compared to that of other countries.

For instance, in England the average ratio of rent to land value was

1024 to 5 per cent.

Furthermore, the rent had increased substantially during this

period. Professor Buck's study found that between 1905 and 1924 rent

had increased 297 per cent for pao-tsu in K'un-shan and 272 per cent

103for both pao-tsu and fen-tsu in Nan-t'ung. In Kiangsu province

as a whole, the average rent had more than doubled from an average

.. 104
of 3.50 to 7.86 yuan over five years between 1922 and 1927.

Again, as we saw earlier, the average size of cultivated land

for small peasants had diminished in this period. Also, living

expenses continuously increased whereas the purchasing power of

105
agricultural products decreased. With the shrinking income due

to the diminished size farm land, the rise of living expenditures,

and the decreased purchasing power of agricultural products, we can

easily see how the 100 per cent increase in rent in five years was

exorbitant for the small peasants. Moreover, the tenants were

required by custom to pay varying amounts of deposits (ting-shou

ch'ien or ya-tsu) in Kiangsu before paying rental fees.

Naturally, many times tenants could not pay their rent. If they

paid rent, there would remain little agricultural capital for the
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following year. In case of failure to pay rent the delayed rent

would simply turn into debt with interest apPlied. l 06 In worse cases,

the rent defaulting tenants were arrested and put in jail. For

example, in February, 1929, in Soochow, as many as 800 tenants were

arrested and put in jail because of their failure to pay rent. 10 7

In March, 1933, similar arrests were made in Shanghai and Ch'ang-su,

and it was reported that the imprisoned tenants were prevented from

" , It' , 108
engag~ng ~n spr~ng cu ~vat~on.

The Problem of Rural Credit

On the whole the interest rate on loans in Kiangsu was high.

The interest rates reported in fifty-two hsien in 1933 are shown in

the following table.

Table 8. Interest Rates in Kiangsu (1933)

A. Ordinary Interest Rate

Interest Rate
per month

Above 1%

2 - 3

4 - 5

Total

No. of
Hsien

19

29

4

42

36

56

8

100

B. The Highest Interest Rate

Interest Rate No. of %

per month Hsien

1 - 2.5 % 18 34

3 - 4.0 15 29

5 - 10.0 19 37

Total 52 100

Source: Constructed from Ch'e Ming, "Chung-kuo nung-ts'un ching-chi
chung te chieh-tai wen-t' i" (Loan Problems in the Chinese
Rural Economy), Tu-shih yu nung-ts'un (Cities and Villages),
ed. by Ch'ien Chia-chu (Shanghai, 1935), 36-37; 38.

From the table above, we can see that more than 60 per cent of

the hsien investigated had interest rates about 2 per cent per month

for ordinary loans and that around 65 per cent of the hsien had
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interest rates from 3 to 10 per cent per month. An interest rate of

around 3 per cent might not be considered high. But for various

reasons such as the threat of being arrested on rent defaulting, the

urgent need of money for family occasions and agricultural capital,

and the scarcity of money in rural areas, peasants often turned to

landlo~ds, pawnshops, and merchants to borrow money at usurious

109
rates.

High interest rates resulted from the depletion of rural credit

which came about with the general decline of the rural economy and

social instability. Peasants previously had borrowed small sums from

friends or relatives without interest. For large amounts of money,

they depended on the ch'ien-hui or credit association usually

110
comprised of a dozen members. Each member deposited prescribed

sums of money at regular intervals into the association's treasury

for safekeeping. Each member could borrow the full amount of deposits

and repay the sum with a small interest charge. The right to borrow

was granted on a revolving basis, and each member took his turn.

However, with the withering of the rural economy the peasants had

little money. Not only did it become difficult to borrow among

friends, but also the ch'ien-hui system disintegrated. III

Peasants also bcrrowed from rich peasants and landlords at low

interest rates. With growing social instability from the late 1920's

on, many rich peasants and landlords moved to towns and cities in

order to avoid bandits. with them money also flowed from rural

villages.
112

Due also to this so-called "flight of money," the

peasants had to borrow money at usurious money rates.
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The Peasant Economy

We have thus far discussed tlle various factors which were

responsible for the economic difficuJ:tires of the peasants. What was

then the actual state of the peasant economy? Since we have studied

the tenants' annual budgets by discussing rental rates, here it seems

sufficient to consider only the family of a small owner-farmer as an

example. According to a study conducted in Wu-hsi in 1923, the

balance between the annual income and expenses of a family of five

persons having 10 mou of farms was as follows:

Table 9. Annual Budget Balance of an Owner-Farmer Family in WU-hsi
in 1923

Income

Crops 140 ylian

Sericulture 24

Vegetable & Livestock 30

Food

Cloth

Housing

Expenses

180 yUan

20

12

Miscellaneous income 40 Education 6

social activities 10

Medicine 10

Weddings & funerals
(assuming once every
ten years) 10

Land Tax 6

Miscellaneous 20

Total 234 yuan Total 274 yuan

Balance = - 40 yUan

Source: Tung Ch'eng-hsun, Chung-kuo nung-ts'un fu-hsing wen-t'i
(Problems of Chinese Rural Rehabilitation), (Shanghai,
1935), 199-200.
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The above budget balance was for an ordinary year. Still the income

from ten mou of farm land could not meet the expenditures of a family

of five persons. Then it will not require much imagination to see

that during bad years the economy of the family would have worsened.

Professor Yen Hsin-che's study of T'u-shan chen mentioned

earlier, also reveals a similar condition of peasant economy in the

villages. Of 286 families studied in the chen in 1934, annual incomes

of below 199 yuan accounted for 65.74 per cent (188 families). It

was found that over 90 per cent of the families having incomes below

100 yUan had a deficit averaging 79.69 yuan a year. Eighty-one point

six per cent of the families having incomes between 100 and 199 yuan

.. 113
had a deficit averaging 44.53 yuan.

What then were important expense items and their percentage of

total expenditures among these poor peasant families? Table 10

gives us clues regarding such questions.

Table 10. Percentage of Five Important Items of Family Expenditures
in T'u-shan chen, Chiang-ning, 1934

Families with incomes below
100 yuan

Families with income between
100 and 199 yuan

Expense Items

Food

Clothes

!-busing

Fuel

Miscellaneous

Total

% of Total
Expenditure

60.88

5.82

2.48

11.91

18.91

100.00

% of Total
Expenditure

65.04

3.97

2.16

9.32

19.51

100.00
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Source: Yen Hsin-che, Nung-ts'un Ching-chi tsao-ch'a (An Investiga
tion of Rural Families), (Shanghai, 1934, 113.

According to the above statistics, out of the total expenditures,

food consumption took at least 70 per cent (food and part of the

fuel) for those families. There was little for cultural expenses

such as education, recreation, and travel. These were luxuries for

Chinese peasants. Still they had large annual deficits. From these

facts, one can readily imagine the degree of their low standard of

living.

State of the Peasant's Education, Health, and Superstition

Under such deteriorating economic conditions it is no wonder that

the educational standards of peasants were very low. To cite the case

of T'u-shan-chen again, out of 286 family heads, 140 had not attended

school at any level (48.95% of the total number); 204 (71.31%) could

not read a newspaper, and 219 (76.57%) could not write a letter.

Also, out of 286 families, 174 (60.84%) did not have anyone in the

family who had attended school. 114 Situations in other localities

were not much different. According to an investigation conducted in

the early 1930's by the Kiangsu Provincial College of Education, in

villages near the college, out of the 215 males and females between

19 and 70 years of age, 122 (56.7%) were illiterate. 115 In the

tenth district of Wu-hsi hsien in 1931, out of a total of 17,968

adults, 10,054 (56% of the total number) were illiterate. 116

As a by-product of ignorance, superstition was prevalent among

the rural population. The people worshiped Bodhisattvas, earth gods,

and Kuan-ti (Kuan Yu, a general of the Three Kingdoms period deified
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in later generations as China's God of War). The practices of

worshiping these gods might be, of course, viewed as popular religion.

However, they were often degraded into a superstitious status by

emphasizing the aspects of invoking blessings and curing i11ness. 117

Many peasants also believed in shamanism, and heavily depended upon

fortune telling and geomency for seeking advice on important family

affairs such as moving, weddings, and sending children to school.

These superstitions were harmful to the peasants in several ways.

First, the peasants wasted great sums of money in view of their

impoverished lives. For instance, in 1929 in Huang-hsiang village

of 160 households (a rural reform experimental district of the Kiangsu

Provincial College of Education), a total of around 2,000 yuan was

spent for activities related to superstition. Two thousand yUan was

roughly equivalent to the aggregate annual expenses of ten peasant

f ·1· 118aml les. Secondly, superstitions were detrimental to peasant

health, for when villagers were sick they went to shamans instead of

medical doctors. Although there is no reliable data available, the

loss of many lives in rural areas was attributed to ignorance and

superstition. l 19

It was a common belief that the rural population was generally

healthier than city people because of cleaner air, exposure to

sunshine, and constant physical labor. However, the health conditions

of the Chinese rural population were inferior to that of city people.

Because of malnutrition, poor sanitary conditions, and lack of

knowledge concerning personal hygiene and public health, the peasants

were more susceptible to disease. There were not many doctors in
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rural areas, and even so, the peasants could not afford to see a

doctor. According to an investigation by the Kiangsu Provincial

College of Education in the Pei-hsia District in 1933, out of 116

representative peasant families, 62 families had sicknesses, the

number of sick people totaling 112.
120

Of the diseases, malaria

was most frequent followed by dysentery, cholera, typhoid, and

small pox. In Huang-hsiang villages in 1931, out of all the children

below six years of age~ more than sixty had trachoma. Among adult

diseases, the investigators found that skin disease, hook worm, and

hd.Li 1 i.d d 121syp 1 1S were a so W1 esprea . These diseases are mostly

related to lack of knowledge about personal hygiene and unsanitary

conditions.

The poor sanitary conditions in peasant life in Kiangsu can be

partly understood by way of the following data. Of various indica-

tors, we might consider three: areas of houses, sources of water,

and the home environment. If we take the situation in Tlu-shan chen

mentioned earier, the average area of 286 houses in the village was

2.35 chien (about 80 sqare feet). As for the sources of drinking

water, it was found that out of 286 families, 13 (4.54%) used river

water, 39 (13.64%) used well water, and the majority of 235 (81.82%),

used water from lakes or ponds. This was a widespread phenomenon in

in other areas in Kiangsu as well. Regarding the home environment,

only 27 houses (9.44%) were considered sanitary.122 In such

circumstances, it is not surprising that the infant mortality rate

was high, and that many people died young from disease in rural

areas.
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Rural Socio-political Structure

The chief political institution in the rural area was the ch'll-

kung-so during the Nationalist period. The ch'li-kung-so was the link

between the hsien government and the hsiang (rurual districts) and

chen (town), the basic units of local political organization. 1 33

The Nationalist Government favored chiefs of chill (district) and

established many ch'u training centers (ch'li-chang hslin-lien-so)

in the provinces. Most of the chili chiefs were graduates of the

training centers, and many were intellectuals, and largely middle

school graduates. On the surface, these intellectuals held part of

the political power in the rural areas. However, actual power

resided in the hands of the gentry and landlords similar to that of

the traditional periods. The predominance of gentry and landlord

political power in rural areas was particularly evident on the

hsiang and chen levels. The Rural Rehabilitation Commission found

that in 1933, of 235 chiefs and deputy chiefs of hsians and chen in

the sixth chill of Wu-hsi hsien, 78.3 per cent were landlords, 13.6

per cent rich peasants, and only 8.1 per cent middle peasants.

It was also found that during the Republican Period among 123

village and town chiefs in the same districts, fathers of about

twenty were t'u-tung or tung-shih (village trustees), most of whom

124
were local gentry. The situation in Li-she chen of Wu-hsi hsien

was a good example of landlord control of village political power.

In the chen where the Hsueh clan was dominant most of the Hslleh

were landlords in the area. They controlled the local administrator

civil litigation, people's organization, party (K}iT) affairs, and
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the local militia. For instance, the chief, deputy chief and five

inspectors of ch'u-kung-so were all landlords belonging to the Hsueh

family. There were fifteen village KMT memebers, and nine of them

were of the Hsueh clan. There were no peasant members involved. Of

75 members of the village agricultural society (ts'un nung-hu~), the

president and five on his staff were all Hsueh landlords. The local

militia system (shang-t'uan) was also controlled by landlords--the

president, vice president, and training officer being landlords. 12S

Thus, all of the political apparatus in this village and others

was monopolized by the landlord group, and was used for advancing

landlord interests, mainly by way of pressing tenants for rent

payments and for interest on loans. Under the political and econmic

influence of the landlords, the local bureau of public safety

{ti-fang kung-an-pu) became a tool for landlords. As we noted

earlier, many rent defaulters were arrested, beaten up and put into

prison, by police and rent collectors. 126 In Kiangsu tsu-chan

(landlord bursaries), a remnant of the late Ch'ing, also continued

to operate with undiminished power, as is well demonstrated by the

k f k d
.. 127

wor s 0 Professor Amano Motonotsu e an Dr. Muramatsu YUJl. In

short, the system of joint rent collection by landlords and the

government remained intact during the Nationalist Period.

Influences of Civil Wars and Foreign Commercial Intrusion

It has been already stated in the first section that during the

Republican Period Kiangsu was under the control of three different

warlords and was the battleground of strife between warlords three

times. Consequently, during this period, Kiangsu peasants suffered
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war damages and heavy financial burdens for s~pporting the warlord

regimes. For instance, between 1913 and 1916, the peasants' part of

the total revenue of the provincial government increased from 57 per

cent to 74 per cent. However, expenditures directly benefiting the

peasants amounted to less than six per cent of the total. 128 Such

a trend continued during the Nationalist Period. For instance, in

1931, peasants contributed 69 per cent of the total revenue to the

provincial government, but only three per cent of the total

d.i 11 t d f ' 1 d" 129expen ~tures were a oca e or agr~cu ture an m~n~ng.

Human losses and economic damages from the three wars in the

province were enormous. According to an investigation by the Kiangsu

War Damage Investigation Committee, during the first Tung-nan War

(September to October, 1924), the war-inflicted area included nine

hsien. The loss of civilian lives came to around 1,200. ABout 1,000

houses were burned down, and the ravaged land amounted to about one

million moue Several hundred refugees appeared. The total cost of

d ' 1 60 'II' .. 130war amages was approxamat.e y ma a.on yuan. However, these

were the damages of only one war. Hence, one can easily imagine the

extent of the war damages the Kiangsu peasants suffered from all

three wars.

Foreign influence also had an effect on the rural economy.

Direct influence was registered through foreign aggresion and the

effect of imported goods on the rural economy. Indirect influence

was evident through changes in China's international market.

From various evidence the advent of foreign commodities seems

mainly to have had continuous adverse effects on the rural economy.
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In Kiangsu, we may cite cotton weaving, flour milling, oil milling,

and silk yarning as important rural industries that suffered from

foreign commercial influence. Among these industries, the harmful

effect of foreign import commodities was particularly pronounced in

the area of cotton weaving, the most prevalent rural home industry in

Kiangsu. After being ruined in the late 19th and early 20th

centuries, the rural cotton weaving industry temporarily revived

during the First World War. However, this was partly due to the

drastic decline of imported foreign cloth during the war, while some

families employed western weaving machines. 131 However, as foreign

imports began to increase after the war, the rural weaving industry

began to decline again. The importing of cheap artificial rayon

especially had damaging effects upon the rural weaving industry.

To take some examples, in Li-she chen of WU-hsi hsien, cotton weaving

flourished between 1916 and 1919, but declined rapidly thereafter.

During the early Republican Period there were around 300 looms in

the chen, but the number of looms was .·reduced to less than 30 by

1932. 1 32 Similar situations were reported in Ch'ang-she, Ch'ing-pu,

Pao-shan, Nan-t'ung, and K'un-shan, hsien. 13 3

The Japanese occupation of Manchuria in 1932 also had an adverse

effect on the rural Kiangsu weaving industry, for Manchuria used to

be an important market for Kiangsu's cotton cloth. During the

134
occupation all trade ties were cut off.

After the opening of China, China's rural economy became more

and more closely dependent upon the world capitalist systems. Between

1873 and 1930, the export value of agricultural products had increased
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.,
210 per cent from 2,866,000 to 6,285,000 yuan and from 2.6 per cent

135to 45 per cent of the total exports. Naturally, the prices of

Chinese agricultural products were greatly influenced by the

conditions reflected by the international market. The outbreak of

the Great Panic in 1929 had a serious impact on the export of

Chinese agricultural products. Because of the protective tariff

policies of foreign powers, Chinese agricultural products lost most

of their international markets. Furthermore, foreign countries

dumpted their agricultural products in China at ~ery low prices.

Rice is one example. From 1927 through 1937, there were price

differences ranging from 0.13 to 0.92 yuan per shih between imported

. d th d t' . 136r1ce an e omes 1C r1ce. Between 1930 and 1933, when China

felt the impact of the Panic must acutely, the amount of rice and

wheat imports increased tremendously. From an average of about ten

to twelve million tan of rice imported in the early 1920's it jumped

to twenty million tan in 1931. For wheat, the yearly import

increased from an average of three to four million tan before 1929

to more than ten million tan in 1933. 137 The protective tariff and

dumping policies of foreign countries combined to bring about a

sharp drop in the price of Chinese agricultural products. This situ-

ation created what was called a "disaster amid good harvests," and

. 138
peasants suffered great econom1C losses. Such phenomena were

reported in Hsu-chou, Shanghai, Chinkiang, and Nanking areas during

139
the early 1930's.

In the previous section, we saw that in the late 1920's a rural

exodus occurred as a result of rural bankruptcy. However, from 1931
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on, the reverse happened. The economic depression in cities due to

the Great Panic drove many peasant-emigrants back to rural villages.

This back stream to villages from the cities caused another problem

in rural areas. Many farniliesthat returned were reduced to the

status of landless peasants, having lost both city employment, and

farms in the villages. Moreover, among those who went to towns and

cities individually, there came to exist a few people who did not

like to till the land any more after tasting urban life. Thus,

agricultural unemployment increased, a factor which further aggra-

vated the rural situation.

There was also the problem of insecurity. The disintegration of

the rural economy led more people to become bandits, or soldiers.

Since many landlords moved to towns and cities which had better

defense systems, the peasants became the main target of bandit

I d
. 140

P un erlng. Many of the young people who were discharged from

, i.d 1 ' . 1 k 141armles became COuntrySl e urnpens detr1IDental to agrlcultura wor.

Rural society was thus caught in a vicious circle in which its

economy continuously deteriorated.

Locations of Rural Reform Districts of the Three Rural Reconstruction

Institutions and Their Problems

It has been mentioned in the preceding section that rural reform

districts of the three rural reconstruction institutions in Kiangsu

were mostly concentrated in southern Kiangsu. In this section

general locations of the reform districts and their social and

economic conditions and problems are examined. Such knowledge of

the reform districts is vital in order to better understand the
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reform activities of the three reconstruction institutions (refer to

Chapter Seven), for their reform programs were determined largely by

the local needs of each district. Furthermore, such knowledge, I

believe, will help clarify the nature of the Kiangsu rural

reconstruction movement as a whole.

In Kiangsu there were twelve major rural reform districts run

by the three institutions in 1937. In order to examine these reform

districts let us first consider the physical features (e.g., location,

transportation, and size) and population of the districts (refer to

Table lIon the following page). Secondly, we will be briefly

looking at the social and economic conditions of the districts.

Further information necessary for discussing rural reform experiments

in these districts will be presented in Chapter Seven.

From Table 11, the following two facts are worthy of special

note. First, while reform districts run by the College of Education

and the Hsiao-chuang group were by and large clustered around the

locations of the two institutions in the suburbs of Wu-hsi and

Nanking, respectively, those of the Association for Vocational

Education (AVE) were scattered over several different hsien. This

was because the reform districts of the former two institutions were

established solely by each of the two institutions, whereas those of

AVE were mostly the products of joint enterprise between the AVE and

local leaders who earnestly desired reforms for their areas, and

sometimes the results of joint action between the AVE and hsien

142government. Secondly, reform districts of the three institutions

were mostly located in the suburban areas of or near major cities in



Table 11. Establishment Years of 12 Reform Districts and Conditions of Their Locations

342 villages, 5,893/25,392/ (1932)
130.5 square
11

16 villages, 570/2,929/ (1933)
4 square 11

106 villages,
88 square Ii 4,301/32,401/ (1934)

Inst. Reform Estab.
Districts ~

Huang-
hsiang 1929

Kao-chang-
Cl an 19300....,

~ ~
Chou-1ung-... ::l

u'O
~fol an 1932
> ...e0

Jlui-peiPo QJ 1932
0'>

:l QJ
Ill ....
0'>....

58
Pei-hsia 1932~

hsien

Wu-hsi

Location
2 Ii north of the Nocthern
Gate of Wu-hsi city

abo 2 Ii from the co11oge
in thelnorthern suberbs of
Wu-hsi city.

10 Ii north from Wu-hsi
city'"

bordering the college on
the north, east, and west.

10 Ii southeast of
Wu-hsi city.

Transportation
Within 10 Ii from
Wu-hsi Railroad
Station on the Nank
ing-shanghai Rwy.

lib. 20 li from
Wu-hiJi Railroad
Station.

Size or 2
Area (li )

a small
village

Population (house
holds/people/year)

130 house./700 peo.
(1929)

115/502/ (1932)

40 villages, 735/3,597/ (1934)
40 square 11

30 villages, 7/5,774/ (1931)
58 square 11

190 villages, 7/15,631/ (1932)
146.2 square
11

7/25 square ·730/3,508/ (1930)
11

7/ ab , 40
square Ii 7

OJ
III

~ Cl

:s
o....,
'"'" uo ::l... ~

Cl
0 ....
.J ~

'" 0......u.,
o III
III U

~~

~bl'
'" 0'>

i ~
1i

JlsU-kung-
ch'ino 1926

Huang-hsU 1929

Shnn-jen-
ch'iao 1933

J<u-kao-
chuang 1930

Ts'ao-ho- 1933
ching-
chen
-

IIsiao- 1927chuang

Heng-chia-
mu-ch'iao 1932

J<'un
shan

Chen
chiang

Wu
hslen

T'ai
hsion

Shang
hai

Chiang
ning

Pao
shan

6 11 north of An-ting
Railroad Station on the
Nanking-Shanghai Rwy.

10 11 north of llsin
fong-Station on the
Nanking-Shanghai Rwy.

abo 36 Ii. west of
Soochow.

10 Ii northwest of
chiang-yon E!!£!l

southwestern suburbs
of Shanghai city.

B li north of 110

p'ing-men of Nanking.

22 linorth of Shanghai
city on the border
between Pao-shan and
Shanghai hsien.

accessible both
by land and water.

convenient in terms
of railway trans
portation •

conveniently acce
ssible both by land
and water.

conveniently accn
ssib1e by land and
railway line. ~

"

242 villagos,
lib. 100 square
li

a small village

7

?

Source. (1) I'For the roform districts of the College of Education and the IIssociation for tho Vocational Education, see
HsU ving-11en, Chung-kuo hsiang-ts'un chien-she yUn-tung kai-k'uang (Natioanl Situation of the Rural
Reconstruction Movoment) ,(Tsou-p' ing, 1935), 358-411, (2) for the IIsino-chuang group, Bee Section Two of Chapter
Fiv,e in this study, (31 for geographical locations of the reform districts, refer to maps contained in chapters
five and six of this study.

.......
VI
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the province such as Shanghai, Nanking, Wu-hsi, and Soochow or near

towns of hsien governmental sites (e.g., Chiang-yen) or commercial

routes (e.g., An-ting and Hsin-feng). Also all reform distridts but

one (i.e., Ku-kao-chuang of the AVE) were situated in southern

. 143
Kiangsu. This was mainly because, as indicated earlier, the

three reconstruction institutions were located in southern Kiangsu.

Since their reform efforts were a new venture in the country, the

smooth development of the reconstruction movement in the future

depended greatly upon the initial success of each project. Hence,

it was natural for the institutions to choose places nearby and

convenient to reach as reform sites in order to observe reform

experiments readily and proivde guidance for village reform work.

Another reason was tbat village leaders in souther Kiangsu were

generally more enlightened than those of northern Kiangsu owing to

influences from the big cities mentioned above. 1 44 In addition,

rural reconstruction experiments required considerable capital and

human resources. In the long run, they were also the responsibility

of the reform villages. Moreover, southern Kiangsu was; on the whole,

economically more prosperous than northern Kiangsu and had rich

human resources since most of the big cities in the province were

located in the south. Accordingly, villages in southern Kiangsu,

suburban villages of big cities in particular were considered more

appropriate for initial reform experiments than those of northern

Kiangsu even though there were some exceptions in the cases of the

AVE's reform districts. These suburban rural reform districts in

Kiangsu were somewhat unique in respect to the China-wide rural
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reconstruction movement. For instance, rural reform experimental

districts run by leading rural reconstructionists in other provinces

such as Liang Shu-ming in Shantung (i.e., Tsou-p'ing district),

James Yen in Hopeh (i.e., Ting Hsien district), and P'eng Tu-t'ing

in Honan (i.e., Chen-p'ing district) were situated r~latively far

from big cities. It was said that such locations were selected in

the belief that rural reform experiments should be conducted in

"typical Chinese villages" which did not receive urban influences so

that the rural reconstruction methods fostered in such villages

could be generally applicable to all rural villages of China. 145

This "typical village" approach was criticized as ineffective by

Ch'en Hsu-ching who wrote many critical articles on the rural recon

146
struction movement in China in the 1930's. According to Ch'en's

observation, areas far away from large cities had difficulties in

acquiring specialists and funds necessary for the reform work. Also

in such areas the maintenance of local security constituted a big

problem which could sometimes lead to the halt of the reform work.

Hence, in Ch'en's opinion, villages near cities were more appropriate

for rural reconstruction experimentation during the initial stages.
147

The conoentration of the reform districts in the few hsien of

southern Kiangsu was in distinct contrast to the locations of

provincial government-run mass education and peasant education halls,

discussed in detail in the following chapter. These latter halls

were spread throughout the province. Such differences arose mainly

from the fact that mass education and peasant education halls were

a provincial government project which obliged every hsien to establish

148
more than one such type of hall.
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Social and economic conditions of the rural reform districts of

the three institutions varied a little from one place to another. In

particular, we can conceive several differences between the suburban

rural reform districts of big cities such as Shanghai, Nanking, and

Wu-hsi, and reform districts situated away from the larger cities.

First of all, villagers of the suburban districts had more opportun-

ities to engage in factory work in cities, which helped supplement

rural income. For instance, 17.6 per cent of the total population

of the Hui-pei district and about 10 per cent of the population of

the Pei-hsia district were engaged in factory work in Wu-hsi city.149

The people of the Kao-chang-an district lived largely on truck

farming of chiao-pai (zizania latifolia), a kind of edible vegetable

f h k . h . 150or t e mar ets 1n Wu- S1. The suburban villagers also had

better communication lines and health measures and were better

protected against banditry and famine. To take the Pei-hsia district

for example, the district had several hsien police detachments

stationed at several strategic locations. There were also locally

supported pao-wei-t'uan (security corps) and shang-t'uan (merchant

corps) had a Road-Cleaning (ch'ing-tao) club and regularly carried

out summer medicare programs in the villages around the chen. In the

area of irrigation, most of the district people (83% of the peasants

by 1932) used water-pumps and could escape drought disaster. lSI

However, in large measures, the rural reform districts,

including the suburban districts above, also suffered many of the

rural problems which we discussed in the preceding sectin (e.g.,

problems such as land shortage, excessive population, heavy rent and
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taxation, illiteracy, poverty, poor health, superstition, banditry,

and the like). Most of the districts had problems of land shortage

due to over-population. For instance, in 1933 the average area of

cultivated land per family in Huang-hsiang village was less than 3

d h . f ' h ' 1 152mou, an t e ent1re armland 1n t e v11 age belonged to landlords.

The land problem in other districts were also acute. During the

early 1930's the average area of cultivated land per family in the

majority of the districts was under 10 mou, the exceptions being

San-jen ch'iao (about 15 mou) and Hsu-kung-ch'iao (about 18 mou).153

The people of the districts were generally impoverished. Large

numbers of families in the reform districts of the College of

Education were reported in debt. 154 The low level of education was

a common problem to nearly all the districts. For instance, the

illiteracy rate of the inhabitants was 67.8 per cent in the Huang-

hsiang district in 1928, 70 per cent in the Hui-pei district in 1932,

and 72 per cent in the Pei-hsia district and 64 per cent in the

hsu' d i , . 155Huang- su 1str1ct 1n the same years. As noted earlier, because

of ignorance and poverty, many villagers suffered from diseases and

malnutrition. Superstition was prevalent among the districts'

156
people, also. It was mentioned earlier that suburban villagers

had better chances to supplement their rural income by working in

the factories of nearby cities. However, conversely, as in the case

of the Pei-hsia district, rural horne industries in the suburban

districts declined under the influence of urban industries.
157

Also,

despite its proximity to Nanking, the capital of the nation, the
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villagers in the Hsiao-chuang reform area were often troubled by

bandits even as late as 1930.
158

Under these circumstances, it was clear to the rural reconstruc-

tionists that suffering was a way of life for the rural population,

the definite majority of the Chinese people. The rural reconstruc

tionists felt that as long as this majority remained ignorant,

impoverished, troubled, physically weak, and did not know how to

unite among themselves, it was impossible for China to survive.

They, therefore, regarded rural rehabilitation as the most urgent

and important task for China.

In conclusion, it seem necessary to reemphasize the following

three points. First, rural conditions and problems in Kiangsu

province were serious enough to cause the three educational

institutions to turn to the reconstruction movement. Yet, at the

same time, Kiangsu's prominent position on the nation's political,

economic, and cultural scene helped the three institutions play

pioneering roles in China's rural reconstruction movement. Second,

the rural reconstruction efforts by the three institutions were

carried out mostly in villages near important cities or communica

tion routes in souther Kiangsu. Third and lastly, rural problems

were interrelated and could not be relieved by partial solutions.

Therefore, as we shall see in the succeeding chapters (Chapter Seven

in particular), the rural reconstructionists in Kiangsu attempted to

attack rural problems in a comprehensive way.
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CHAPTER III

THE RISE OF THE RURAL RECONSTRUCTION

MOVEMENT IN KIANGSU PROVINCE

The rural reconstruction movement in Kiangsu province was

primarily an outgrowth of three educational reform movements which

flourished during the latter part of the 1910's and throughout the

1920's. These movements were the "mass education movement" (min-chung

chiao-yli ytin-tung), "rural education movement" (hsiang-ts'un chiao-yu

yUn-tung), and "vocational education movement" (chih-yeh-chiao-yU

yiin-Euncr) . They were initially nation-wide movements which had diverse

aims. The mass education movement was mainly concerned with adult

literacy and civic education. The rural education movement aimed at

improving the quality of rural education which had been neglected and

had little relevance to the needs of rural life. The vocational

education movement arose to redress unemployment problems by pro

moting vocational education within and without the educational

systems. Due to the deteriorating living conditions in rural areas,

as noted in the preceding chapter, the three movements became

involved with rural reconstruction work. Mor~over, despite their

nation-wide character, the three movements developed into the three

main streams of the rural reconstruction movement in Kiangsu province.

The following pages present a detailed analysis of the development

of these three movements.
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The Mass Education Movement and Rural Reconstruction in Kiangsu

The Origin of Mass Education

Since the late 19th century, there had been continuing efforts

by both government and Chinese intellectuals to elevate general

educational standards by popularizing education. For instance,

"simple character schools" (chien-tzu hsueh-t'ang) were established

by the Ch'ing government. Various schools such as night schools

and "half-day schools" were established by intellectuals. There

also appeared pai-hua-pao (vernacular newspapers), newspaper reading

centers, and education exhibition centers during the last ten years

or so of the Ch'ing dynasty. 1 Moreover, t'ung-su (popular) education

developed during the early Republican period (1912-1917). This

featured attempts to spread education among the people mainly

through novels, dramas, and public lectures. 2 Finally, there

emerged the so-called "p'ing-min" (commoner) education movement

(1920-1926), which was a private nation-wide popular literacy

movement initiated by James Yen. 3 However, mass education, as

dealt with here, reflects the movement initiated by the Canton

Nationalist Government in 1926 and further developed by the Nanking

Government as a nation-wide movement during the latter part of

the 1920's and the early 1930's.4 This politically motivated

movement benefited from the various educational efforts on behalf

of the people during the previous decades, and from the commoner

d . " 5e ucat~on movement ~n part~cular. In contrast to the commoner
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education movement, the mass education movement emphasized civic

and livelihood (sheng-chi) education in addition to literacy

education. However, because of distinct political differences

between the Canton and Nanking governments, the meaning and

purpose of the movement were construed differently by the two

Kuomintang (KMT) regimes. The following sections deal with

this movement and the relationship between the mass ed~cation

movement and the rural reconstruction movement in Kiangsu

province.

The Canton Government and Mass Education

On March 11, 1925, after the death of £~ Yat-sen, his

celebrated will was issued. It called for Kuomintang members

"to arouse the masses" in order to achieve revolutionary objectives.
6

The phrase "to arouse the masses" is significant because it reflects

an important part of Sun's new revolutionary ideas during his

later years. His new revolutionary ideas stressed the education

and political participation of the people as essential conditions

for the success of the revolution. 7 At the same time, following

the Soviet example, Sun adopted the policy of "ruling the state

through the party" and endeavored to train and organize people

along the Kuomintang's political line. Sun's ideas as such became

a guiding principle for the educational policy of the Canton

Nationalist Government. As a result, in 1926 the Kuomintang

adopted so-called "tang-hua" (party-line) education as its

official education policy, which would make education concur with



the KMT's policy line. Mass education was conceived as a part

of this tang-hua education program. This was manifested in the

draft concerning the tang-hua education policy, prepared and

announced in August, 1926, by Hsu Ch'ung-ch'ing, a member of the

Education Administration Commission (Chiao-yu hsing-cheng wei-

yllan-hui) and Chief of the Department of Education of the Canton

8Government.

In his draft HsU argued that under the current circumstances

Sun Yat-sen's political ideas formed the only road for China to

84

f 11 "d h" " 1 9o ow ~n or er to ac ~eve soc~a progress. In order to achieve

social progress Hsu advocated that educational policy should

correspond to general revolutionary policies of the KMT. This

was the essence of tang-hua education. Main components of

tang-hu~ education were industrial education, political education,

and military training. Through these types of education the

people would be trained to became a revolutionary force for the

National Revolution. As concrete programs for tang-hua education,

Hsu proposed fourteen items. "Expansion of mass education" was

one of them. Other important items relating to mass education

were the reform of rural education and the elimination of old

habits arising from an over-emphasis on book learning and the

socialization of schools. l O

An analysis of Hsft' s exposition of the contents of tang-hua

education shows that a mixture of John Dewey's educational thought
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and liberal socialism constituted the ideological basis of

tang-hua education. We can find a sign of John Dewey's influence

in the inclusion of the socialization of schools as one of the

fourteen items tang-hua education would carry out. In both

his books and speeches in China, Dewey strongly maintained that

education should become an instrument for the improvement of the

people's lives and should be closely related with social life,

which was the essence of the socialization of schools

11concept.

The tendency of liberal socialism can be found in Hsll's

discussion of the KMT's fundamental economic policy in conjunction

with the objectives of tang-hua education. In the discussion,

Hsti advocated the abandonment of "anarchical individual production

methods" and the adoption of nationally systematized production

methods, a collective production approach "to which direction

. , 1 2
historical process was inevitably mov1ng. I This idea can be

viewed as a part of Sun Yat-sen's gradual socialism manifested

in his Principle of Livelihood.

Moreover, defending the validity of emphasizing industrial

education Hsn employed a more radical argument akin to the Marxist

"proposition of Ubervau (superstructure) theory. He said: "Some

people might say, 'such emphasis on production work means the

negligence of morality and culture.' Our answer to such allegations

is that morality and culture is built upon an economic foundation.

Therefore, our emphasis upon production work is not to neglect
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m:>rality and culture but rather to reconstruct their base. ,,13 It is

not difficult to understand this mixed presence of diverse elements

of liberal socialism and Marxism in the same exposition of the KMT's

educational policy. In the first place, Sun Yat-sen, to whom the

origin of tang-hua education was attributed, equated his Principle

of Livelihood with socialism and also with Communism. Yet, he never

clarified the meaning of such an equation. This created confusion

among his followers. Some regarded Sun's statement equating the

Principle of Livelihood with Communism as a political tactic for

relaxing tension between the Communists and the right wing of the

Kuomintang; others considered it to be evidence of Sun's pro

Communism.
14

At any rate, it is possible that Sun's ambiguous

position regarding Communism could easily be interpreted among his

followers as a sign of his tacit tolerance of some Communist theor

etical elements. Secondly, at the time when Hsu announced the tang

hua education policy (i.e., August, 1926) the Communist influence was

still strong in the Canton government. l S Hence, as was in the

cases of mass movement policies of the Canton regime at that time,

we cannot totally exclude the possibility of some Communist influence

on the regime's educational policy.

with regard to political education Hsu argued that unlike the

imperial period when politics was a mere ruling instrument of the

privileged class, politics should serve the interests of the people.

The development of the people's capacity to run the society for

themselves should be the main objective of political education.

He also said: "if rulers tried unilaterally to infuse their political
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16ideas into people, the people's creativity would be suffocated.

Such a viewpoint appears to have contradicted Sun's concept of one-

party rule which was declared in 1924. But in fact, it was

essentially in accord with tenets of liberal socialism and local

self-government for which Sun stood.

The announcement of Hsu's draft sparked conflicting opinions

among Chinese educators regarding tang-hua education. For instance,

in September, 1926, a faculty meeting at Fu-tan University opposed
•

tang-hua education. Tang-hua education was also opposed by many

other universities which were not under the KMT's control. It was

argued that the KMT tried to make education a political tool for the

17
Party. Even Ts'ai Yuan-p'ei, a KMT veteran and a-renowned educator

opposed it indirectly, advocating the independence of education from

1
, . 18po ~t~cs. This situation necessitated further clarification of the

meaning of tang-hua education. Hence, in July, 1927, Wei Ch'~eh,

another member of the same commission and a Ph.D. from the University

of Chicago, published a draft of the educational policy of the

Kuomintang Government, which was approved by most of the committee

members. In the draft, Wei Ch'ueh said:

Tang-hua education means the revolutionization
(ko-ming-hua) and popularization (min-chung-hua) of
education under the leadership of the Kuomintang.
Our educational policy should be based upon the
fundamental policies of the Kuomintang. The fundamental
policies of the Kuomintang are the Three Principles of
the People, the Fundamentals of National Reconstruction,
and various resolutions of the national conferences of
representatives. Educational policy should be determined
according to these sources. This is the concrete
meaning of what we call tang-hua education. 19
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Yet Wei stressed that tang-hua education was more than merely

teaching the Three Principles of the People and making propaganda

for the KMT. He demanded that the people correctly understand the

t~ key words, the "revolutionization" and "popularization" of

education as described in the above paragraph. According to Wei's

explanation, "revolutionization" meant two things: (1) to oppose

conventional education, whose purpose was the perpetuate traditional

thought and whose method was inductive and based on memorization, by

basing education on the "most developed" natural sciences and social

sciences; and (2) to make education into a tool for achieving

political and social revolution. He said that in unequal societies

education became a tool of the ruling class to protect their interests

and to oppress the people. Hence, only the privileged class could

enjoy education. Thus the purpose of revolutioned education was to

overthrow such an unequal social system and to reconstruct society

on the basis of "true" freedom, equality, and fraternity.

The "popularization" of education meant to make education

available to all the people and to train personnel who would work for

the welfare of the masses. Criticizing education in the past for

having produced only special class interests and selfish personnel

who oppressed the people and sought to further their interests by

linking up with "warlords and imperialists," Wei stressed that the

duca t i haai . h 20new e ucat10n must emp aS1ze tra1n1ng personnel to serve t e masses.

From the above explanation, it is evident that Wei Ch'ueh's

draft incorporated almost intact most of the tenets suggested in

Hsu Ch'ung-ch'ing's draft. Yet, there is a feeling that the socialistic
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aspect (i.e., liberal socialism) of the tang-hua education was

strengthened in Wei's draft with a noticeable militant tone. Both

Hsu and Wei viewed the objective of tang-hua education as training

and organizing the people for a political revolution, namely the

reconstruction of a new political system based on Sun Yat-sen's

political ideals. Hsu did not mention social ~evolution explicitly.

On the other hand, Wei clearly included social revolution as an

objective of tang-hua education. In clarifying the meaning of tang-

hua education, Wei revealed the feeling of class antagonism by

pitting the "oppressed masses of people" against the "privileged and

oppressing class," and advocated the overthrow of the entire social

system. In addition, he tried to make certain that tang-hua education

would follow the policy line of the Canton Go".'ernment by suggesting

that all the resolutions passed in the previous national conferences

of representatives be made guiding principles for tang-hua education.

Again in Wei's draft, mass education was suggested as the first

item of tang-hua educational policy and was recommended to be carrie

.db' d . h 21 h d 1 dout S1 e y S1 e W1t mass movements. Mass movements a a rea y

been actively promoted by the KMT as a part of its new revolutionary

programs. But, little effort had been made by the party to educate

the people. He regretted this negligence of training the people.

He believed that mass movements, which mainly featured militant

activities such as processions, demonstrations, strikes and boycotts,

bill-sticking, and so forth, alone were insufficient for transforming

the people's strength into a national revolutionary force. People

needed to be educated and trained, at the same time. Wei said that
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since areas under the KMT's influence were daily expanding as the

Northern Expedition progressed, mass education was all the more

necessary.

ed t ' 22uca J.on.

Hence the party should pay special attention to mass

In the light of this reference, the national revolution

Wei had in mind was revolution in a broad sense, a revolution which

included the "stage of constitutional government." Thus mass

education was to be used more for a long-term purpose than as an

immediate revolutionary expedient for the destruction of warlords.

Regarding the concrete method of carrying out mass education,

Wei proposed to establish various special schools for peasants,

workers, and women so as to teach them basic Chinese characters and

various other knowledge and practical skills necessary in their life.

In addition, he also suggested that students should learn to discard

the old notion of becoming government officials, a bad legacy of the

imperial civil service examination. They should participate in the

work of supplying knowledge to the masses of peasants and workers

necessary for reconstruction work. In order to facilitate such

student work, educational institutions were recommended to set up

"guidance centers" and various short-term special training centers

for school graduates. These centers would encourage the graduates to

work among the people and provide basic training necessary for mass

education and mass movements. In conjunction with these measures,

Wei thought, the government should open various special agriculture,

industrial, and commercial schools so that such schools might

contribute to the national economy through research and experirnenta-

t ' 23a.on,
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In short, mass education was conceived by the Canton Government

as a part of tang-hua education. This was an attempt to make education

serve the Kuornintang's effort on behalf of the national revolution.

Mass education was to supplement mass movements by providing the means

to organize and train the people for revolution. Cbmpared with mass

movements, the mass education movement was designed for long-term

revolutionary goals and was much less militant. However, the movement

still contained radical elements since it was intended for a social

revolution. The character of the mass education movement changed with

the inauguration of the Nanking Government as the central authority

of China in OCtober, 1928. Nevertheless, mass education which was

proposed in the drafts of Hsu and Wei is important because, as will

be shown below, the mass education movement in Kiangsu emerged under

its influence.

The Nanking Government and Its Mass Education Policy

Shortly after the Nanking Government was inaugurated in 1928,

the Northern Expedition carne to a close. According to Sun Yat-sen's

"Three Stages of the Nationalist Revolution r " China had now entered

the period of political tutelage. Article Eight of Sun's Funda

mentals of National Reconstruction defined the KMT's task in this

period as training the people in the exercise of their political

rights and the performance of their civic duties preparatory to

entering the constitutional stage. 24 Hence, education of the people

was considered an integral part of the tutelage program in fulfilling

such a mission. Mass education was supposed to be an important part

of the Nanking regime's responsibilities. Furthermore, according to
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the spirit of Sun's theory of the three stages of the revolution, the

mass education policy of the Nanking Government should have been an

extension of that of the previous Canton Government. However, as the

general views of the Nanking Government concerning mass movements

changed from those of the Canton regime, so did the Nanking Govern-

ment's opinion's on mass education.

The fundamental difference stemmed from the negative attitude of

the Nanking Government toward existing mass movements. This was a

result of the ascendency of party conservatives headed by Chiang

Kai-shek. Chiang's anti-mass movement position was evident in late

July and early August, 1926, when he proclaimed martial law in Canton

and banned "all labor disturbances for the duration of the Northern

25
Expedition." Few people understood then the true meaning of this

proclamation in relation to the fate of mass movements in the forth-

coming period of the Northern Expedition. Many mass movements, which

had mushroomed in territories occupied by the Nationalists, were

subsequently smashed by the Nationalist armies and their allied troops

in the course of the Northern Expedition. Chiang Kai-shek's Shanghai

coup on April 12, 1927, was only a high point in this destruction of

mass movements. It triggered many similar attacks on mass organiza-

. h ., 26tion ln ot er cltles.

Needless to say, suppression of mass movements and the Party

Cleaning Movement (the eradication of Communist elements from the

Kuomintang) which followed the Shanghai coup, were staged to get rid

of the power base of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). During the

period of the KMT-CCP alliance, most mass organizations, especially
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27labor unions and peasant associations, came under Communist control.

The expulsion of the Communists from the Wuhan Government in the

middle of June, 1927, and the merger of the Wuhan Government with the

Nanking Government in the following month was a complete victory for

the more conservative factions (i.e., the right and middle wings) of

the KMT. With good prospects for building a national regime, a

different policy in regard to mass movements became a major concern

for the new Nanking authorities. This problem emerged as a major

issue of debate between the conservative and the left KMT factions

throughout 1928. During this period, while the conservatives held

power at party headquarters, the left wing faction still

retained considerable power in lower party organizations in spite of

defeat at the higher level. 28

The problem of mass movements became one of the major items in

the agenda in the Fourth Plenum of the KMT's Second Central Executive

Committee which was held in Nanking from February 2 through 7, in 1928.

The conference was dominated by Chiang Kai-shek and Tai Chi-t'ao. Tai,

once Sun Yat-sen's secretary and a founder of and later a convert from

the CCP, was now a foremost anti-Communist KMT theorist and a close

associate of Chiang Kai-shek. 29 The important decisions of the plenum

with regard to mass movements were set forth as follows: (1) to halt

all mass movements temporarily until party affairs were settled; (2)

to abolish the bureaus of peasants, workers, merchants, youths, and

women and to set up instead bureaus of organization, propaganda, and

training, and (3) to change the name of the Committee for Mass

Movements to the "Committee for Training the Masses." This was the

to which Ch'en Kuo-fu and his followers were appointed. 3D
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In explaining his own proposal Chiang Kai-shek said that because

mass movements in the past were separated from KMT authority they had

fallen under Communist control and had become a tool of class struggle.

The Kuomintang's mass movements (the Canton Government's) had been

revolutionary in nature because their target was the warlords.

However, since the warlords had been eliminated-by the revolutionary

armies, the revolutionary object of mass movements no longer existed.

Therefore, the orientation of mass movements should be changed to a

more constructive direction. The specific suggestions Chiang made

for the "constructive" mass movements included: (1) the enactment of

a peasant protection law, (2) the increase of practical knowledge among

the people, and (3) preparation of rural cooperatives, agricultural

banks, and peasant educational facilities. 3l

Explaining the reason for the elimination of the five mass

bureaus in a news conference held on March la, ChIen Kuo-fu, Chiang's

close associate, maintained that the existence of bureaus for various

social classes had proved administratively ineffective and had incited

class conflict, caused trouble in the party, and weakened party control

over mass movements. He said that the Committee for Training Masses

was organized in order to remove the popular misunderstanding that

the Kuomintang had neglected the mass movements. Labelling peasant

associations and general labor unions in the past as "murder weapons

of the Communists," he said that mass movements thereafter should be

based on the "Three Principles of the People." He also suggested that

"class cooperation," not "class struggle" would be the means of the

32
mass movement.
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Ch'en Kuo-fu's statements were essentially a reiteration of Chiang

Kai-shek's position on mass movements. Both seemingly recognized the

necessity of mass movements but in considerably different terms from

those of the previous radical type. Both Chiang and Ch'en wanted to

place mass movements under the tight control of the Kuomintang and to

restrict the activities of mass organization to those which in the

party's view were "constructive" ones. Consequently, as we shall see

below, mass movements markedly shrank and eventually became non-

existent.

In the meantime, mass organizations in various regions asked the

central party headquarters to retract the virtual ban on all movements.

On February 21, 1928, representatives of various organizations in

Kiangsu, such as provincial labor unions, student unions, and women's

associations, held a joint conference. There they adopted a petition

which asked the central party to cancel the order banning mass move-

ments and to determine and announce a concrete policy on mass

ObI 33 d 1 ° °movements as soon as POSS1 e. Four ays ater, mass organ1zat10ns

in Nanking also made a similar request to the central party head-

quarters. However, the party did not show any intention to lift the

ban.
34

On May 11 of the same year when labor unions asked the party

leaders to revive mass movements, Chou Chi-ch'ing a member of the

central committee of the party, replied that because there were still

many Communists hidden in the capital, looking for opportunities to

instigate mass insurrections, and also because of the Tsinan Incident

35
(May, 1928), the government could not revive mass movements.
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On February 23, the Kiangsu provincial party headquarters

decided to carry out a mass propaganda campaign. In explanation of

the campaign's purpose, the provincial party declared that the

"misunderstand" gap between the masses and the party was most dangerous

and that the party should criticize and guide the government from the

vantage point of the people. This declaration also maintained that

at times the party had acted against the masses' interest. It also

pointed out that the party had committed two mistakes in the wake of

the party-cleaning movement. One was that the party-cleaning movement

was excessive; the other, that the party failed to clarify its policy

toward the masses. The declaration claimed that warlords, imperial-

ists, local strongmen, and bad gentry took advantage of such failures

and oppressed the masses. Finally, the provincial party headquarters

decided to focus attention on workers and the peasants, s~ing that

the party must not disappoint these masses of enormous revolutionary

potential. 36 Although the Kiangsu party headquawrters did not name

the central party leaders, its campaign was obviously an indirect

attack on the policies of the central party headquarters under the

conservative factions. On the following day of the campaign, the

central Nanking party headquarters sent "appropriate personnel" to

h Lncd.al, 37purge and lead t e prov~nc~ party.

The decisions of the fourth plenum on mass movements also drew

criticism from the left wing of the party. The leftists' view was

forcefully presented by ChIen Kung-po, an ex-Communist and a close

friend of Wang Ching-wei who then went into self-imposed exile.

Through a series of articles in his short lived periodical Ko-ming
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p'ing-lun (Revolutionary Critic) (May-Sept., 1928) and other

publications, Ch'en argued for the revival of mass movements. 38 The

main points of his argument can be summarized as follows. The Kuo

mintang was a revolutionary party representing workers, peasants, and

small bourgoisie. The National Revolution remained unfinished and

therefore still required mass movements. It was wrong to ban mass

movements because of the Communists, for mass movements were one

thing and the Communist problem was another. If mass movements in

the past were led by the Communists, it was the Kuomintang's mistake,

not that of the masses. The Kuomintang should try to find out its

shortcomings in mass policies and correct them instead of banning

mass movements. If the party continued to ban mass movements, the

masses' suspicion of the party would grow and even develop into

resistance against the party. The party also would lose its

revolutionary character which was the life blood of the KMT. Hence,

in order not to disappoint the masses and to retain the revolutionary

nature of the Party, the Party should revive mass organizations and

endeavor to lead them to fulfill its revolutionary task.
39

Chien's assertions were immediately challenged by men such as

pleng Hsueh-p'ei, Chief editor of the Chung-yang jih-pao (Central

Daily News) and a professor at the Central Political University, and

Wu Chih-hui, Sun Yat-sen's associate, a senior KMT veteran, and a

strong supporter of Chiang Kai-shek. They rejected Ch'en's contention

that the KMT represented workers, peasants, and small bourgoisie,

arguing that the Kuomintang was the party for all classes of the

people. 40 Moreover, Ch'en Kung-po became the target of the right
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wing faction's denunciations and subject to investigation by the

party's disciplinary committee on the charge of hurting the party.41

Copies of the KQ-min p'ing-lun were not allowed to be sold in Kiangsu

42
and Hopeh provinces by the provincial governments. In subsequent

years, the views of the left wing KMT faction were completely

suppressed.

Mass movement policies of the Nanking Government'were carried out

as enunciated during the Fourth Plenum. On March 15, 1928, all mass

organizations were reorganized with pro-government personnel as their

nuclei under the direction of the Committee for Training Masses. 43

The First National Educational Conference (May 15-30, 1928) passed a

resolution to establish a committee for mass education and to implement

it throughout the country in "due course of time." At the same

conference it was decided that tang-hua education would be replaced

by "San-min chu-i" education on the ground that the term "tang-hua"

44
was a product of "those who opposed the KMT." Needless to say, this

"opposition" referred to both the CCP and KMT left-wing members. In

October of the same year, Tai Chi-t'ao, who had a more negative

outlook toward mass movements than Chien Kuo-fu, was appointed to the

committee for Training the Masses, following ChIen's retirement.

Eventually in April, 1929, Tai was named Minister of Training.
45

Thereafter, until Tai moved to the Examination Yuan in January, 1930,

the mass movement pOlicy of the Nanking Government were greatly

affected by Tai's opinions.

Tai's views on mass movements differed little from those of

Chiang Kai-shek. He strongly opposed the "outdoor activities of mass
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organizations." The following remarks of Tai Chi-t'ao, in a speech

delivered at the KMT Chekiang provincial headquarters in December,

1927, is a good example of his views on mass movement. Regretting the

failure of the KMT leadership during past mass movements, Tai said:

We should not have taken the workers' movement out
of the factory, the peasant movement out of the field,
the merchants' movement out of the shop, the student
movement out of the school ••.• We promised them the
benefits of doing so. However, nothing beneficial came
out of such activities!46

In a speech at the Central University of May Day, 1929, Tai also

said: "After the May Fourth Movement there occurred a major mistaken

trend in both the intellectual and social movements. What was this

mistake? For example, in the labor movement there was much 'negative'

activity and very few 'positive' movements. After the May Fourth

Movement few constructive works appeared in the social, political, and

intellectual fields; there were only excessive deeds in destructive

47
areas." "Constructive" and "positive" movement here meant training

the people into "sound" and "productive" citizens, namely "sound" in

the sense of becoming capable of contributing to the economic

reconstruction of the country. Tai was not much concerned with civic

training for the people. Hence, it is clear that the movement Tai

conceived did not necessarily mean the education and training of the

people for the third and constitutional period. His standpoint was

the dominant one among Nanking leaders, and became the underlying

principle for the mass movement policy of the government throughout

the Nanking period.
48

within the scope of such restricted views, the

"Operational Method of Mass Schools" and the "Outline of the Worker's

Education Plan," were promulgated in January, 1929, and the "Regulation
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of Agricultural Extension Service," in March of the same year, in

order to provide a basis for a more conservative mass education

movement. 49

The more conservative mass movement policy of the Nanking Govern

ment differed from that of the Canton Government along the following

three points. (1) The simultaneous promotion of mass movements in

conjunction with mass education during the Canton period, was dropped.

(2) The main emphasis was placed on literacy education and production

training while civic training which emphasized the "four people's

rights was neglected. (3) The militant tone of class struggle

characteristic of the mass movement policy, in effect during the Canton

period, was eliminated. Instead "class cooperation" was advocated.

In brief, the mass education movement during the Nanking period became

an alternative to previous radical mass movements during the period

of KMT-CCP alliance. Movements during that previous period had mainly

focused on class struggle between landlords and tenants or management

and workers. They were also used as a part of the revolutionary

tactics against warlords and "imperialistic" powers. Their methods

were mostly of a militant nature. The leaders of the Nanking Govern

ment considered such methods to be "destructive." They believed that

mass movements should be channelled into more "constructive" efforts

such as "literacy movements" (shih-tzu yiin-tung), agricultural reform,

and cooperative movements. Their aims were ultimately reflected by

the mass education movement which was carried out by the Kiangsu

provincial government.
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The Mass Education Movement in Kiangsu Province

Being in the central position of the nation culturally and

politically with Shanghai and Nanking, the new capital of the KMT

Government within its boundaries, Kiangsu Province was quick to respond

to the changing educational policies of the Nationalists. When the

Fourth Plenum of the KMT revealed the outline of the Nanking Govern-

ment's mass movement policy, the Kiangsu Provincial Government decided

almost simultaneously to carry out mass education in the province.

As basic measures for the development of mass education, the provincial

government took two major steps in February, 1928. First, it

allocated thirty per cent of the "eight per cent mou special tax"

(pa-fen mu-chuan), which had been instituted in the preceding month as

a provincial education tax, for the purposes of mass education. Second,

it established a mass education workers' training institution on the

college level in order to secure sufficient mass education personnel

f
. 50

or the prov1nce.

The task of establishing a mass education institution was given

to Mrs. Yu Ching-t'ang, a famous woman educator trained at the

Teachers' College of Columbia University, who was then Chief of the

Bureau of Educational Expansion in the Department of Education of

Kiangsu Province. Early in 1928, Mrs. Yu set out to establish such an

institution. In early March, she invited mass education specialists

such as James Yen and Tang Mao-jo (leaders of the National ASsociation

of Mass Education Movements in Peking) and consulted with them.
51

As

a consequence, the Mass Education School of Kiangsu College (Chiang-

su ta-hs~eh min-chung chiao-y~ hs~eh-hsiao) was formally established
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~n Apr~ . This was the first college-level insti~ution in the
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nation specifically designed to train mass education workers. The fact

that the Kiangsu's provincial college was established as a mass

education institution indicates the deep concern for mass education on

the part of the provincial government leaders at that time. This mass

education school was che predecessor of the Kiangsu Provincial College

of Education, which became the center of the Kiangsu mass education

movement and one of the three major rural reconstruction institutions

of the province, as discussed below in Chapter Six.

The Kiangsu government's decision to carry out mass education in

the province was made three months ahead of the adoption of a resolution

by the First National Educational Conference to establish a committee

for mass education in preparation for a national program in the "near

future." It was eleven months ahead of the promulgation of Regulations

for Operation of Mass Schools by the Central Government. In fact, when

Mrs. Yu first undertook to establish a mass education institution in

February 3, 1928, the Fourth Plenum of the KMT was still deliberating

educational policy. The above facts indicate that the mass education

policy of the Kiangsu Provincial Government was not a direct product of

the Fourth Plenum of the KMT.

Our material is silent about the origin of such a provincial

policy. But in addition to the time factor, other circumstantial

evidence points to the strong probability that the origin of the Kiangsu

government's mass education policy lay in the Canton regime's tang-hua

education policy manifested in wei Ch'ueh's draft. For instance, the

chief of the Kiangsu Department of Education in direct charge of
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establishing tpe mass education institution at that time was Chang

Nei-yen. He was a member of the Educational Administration Co~nittee

of the Kwangtung Government, and had participated in drafting Wei

Ch'ueh's tang-hua education draft. Moreover, the first two items of

Chiang's educational policy announced at the time he became chief of

the Department of Education were: (1) to carry out civic education,

and (2) to expand and reform hsien, city, and rural education, and

emphasize vocational education as well as agricultural education. 53

Emphasis on civic education (in a positive sense) and educational

reform, especially in respect to rural education, are in agreement with

what Wei Ch'ueh's draft of tang-hua education stressed.

It was also significant to note that four months after the

establishment of the Mass Education School the provincial government

decided to establish a WOL~pr3' and Peasants' Academy (Lao-nung hsueh

yuan) as a co-project of the Mass Education School. 54 Previously, the

Educational Administrative Committee of the Canton regime had stipulated

that workers' education would be included in the Kuomintang Government's

educational policy in addition to those items announced in Wei Ch'ueh's

55
draft. The term "lao-nung" (worker-peasant) had frequently been used

during the period of the KMT-CCP alliance but had fallen into disuse

during the Nanking period. However, in June, 1929, as the School and

Academy were merged to form the Kiangsu Provincial College of Education

(CaE), the terms "mass" and "workers and peasants" were dropped. The

reason seems to have been that the term "lao-nung" was not consistent

with the political disposition of the Nanking Government which abhorred

militant class movements mainly carried out by peasants and workers.
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Such a change indicates that from around mid-1929, the influence of

the Central Government began to be felt on provincial mass educational

policy.

The aims of mass education by the Nanking Government were not

officially defined until January, 1934.
56

It was declared then that

the objectives were "to develop the living capacity and the organizing

ability of the people so as to achieve national independence, universal

civil rights, and the elevation of the people's livelihood." But

during the Nanking period these objectives were not earnestly pursued

by the Nanking authorities. 57 In the meantime, different aims for mass

education were expressed by public institutions (i.e., mass education

halls) and private educators. In Kiangsu, public mass education

institutions espoused mass education as a part of the KMT tutelage

program which emphasized civic education. 58 On the other hand, private

education leaders tended to view mass education more from the stand-

point of social reform even though they recognized the political

aspects of the mass education program.

Kao Yang, President of the COE and a leading authority on mass

education, defined the objectives of mass education as "to develop

sound citizens, to reform the society, and to make individual life

wholesome. 59 Ch'en Li-chiang, a professor and a mass education theorist

at the same institution, viewed the objectives of mass education as "to

reform the lives of the people, increase social efficiency, and arouse

national consciousness among the people through the capacity of

education.,,60 Thus, these private mass education leaders considered

mass education mainly as supplementary education and a tool to improve
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the lives of the people. As we shall see later in this chapter, this

difference in objectives of mass education as reflected between the

government and private mass education leaders, served as the starting

point from which the mass education experiments conducted by the COE

gradually moved away from the mass education policies promoted by the

conservative Nanking leaders. The latter stressed mainly the spread

of literacy and were less interested in civic training and social

reform in rural areas.

Mass Schools and Mass "Education Halls

Mass education in Kiangsu Province was carried out mainly through

two types of public institutions. They were mass schools (min-chung

hsueh-hsiao) and mass education halls (min-chung chiao-yU kuan). Mass

schools featured adult education. There males and females between the

ages of 12 and 50, who had been deprived of educational opportunities,

were taught basic knowledge and skills needed in daily life. Thp

subjects taught at these schools were basic written character~, the

Three Principles of the People, party doctrine, the use of the abacus,

simple calculations, and music. Besides these, Chinese history,

natural science and public health were also taught when local

situations permitted. The length of education at mass schools was

61
four months. As is shown in Table 12, mass schools functioned many

times as parts of mass education halls.

The mass education hall was a remodeled version of the already

existing "popular education hall" (t'ung-su chiao-yii man) of the

Republican period. Popular education halls had been set up in

provincial government seats in October, 1915, at the initiation of
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Ts'ai Yuan-p'ei, then Minister of Education, as popular education

centers where the people could learn useful knowledge and develop

civic spirit (i.e., patriotism, observance of the law, and morality)

through public lectures, reading newspapers and magazines, and other

activities. These halls were changed into mass education halls in

August, 1929, when the University District System (Ta-hsueh-chih) was

abolished. 62 The reason for such a change was attributed to the

degeneration of popular education halls into merely display centers

for newspapers. 63 The mass education hall was a comprehensive

institution whose functions were complex and widespread. Its functions

included: carrying out literacy education, livelihood education, and

public health education. The details of the important projects of the

mass education hall are listed in the following table.

Table 12. The Important Projects of the Mass Education Hall

Area of Education

1. Literacy Education:

2. Political Education:

3. Pastime Education:

4. Livelihood Education:

5. Public Health
Education:

Projects

Mass school, mass library, newspaper
reading room, wall newspapers, mass
education materials, character information
center, center for writing for the
illiterate, mobile library, popular
lectures.

Various commemorative meetings, party
doctrine study club, antique exhibition,
lectures on current affairs.

Recreation room, mass tea house, art
exhibition room, mass park, drama study
society, and caligraphy society.

Science exhibition room, science labora
tories, organizing cooperatives.

Playground, martial arts society, and
dispensary.



6. Family Education: Model family system, the society for
studying family affairs, and family
visitation and counseling.
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Source: Wang Yu-ch'eng, "Chiang-su sheng ko-hsien min-chung chiao-yu
kuan kai-kuang tsao-ch'a (A study of the situation of mass
education halls in each hsien in Kiangsu Province), Chiao-yu
yu min-chung (Education and the Masses), 2:8 (April, 1931), 57.

The scale of mass education projects and the size and organization

of mass education halls varied considerably between provincial and

hsien supported halls. For example, while annual expenditures for

provincial mass education halls ranged from.40,000 to 56,000 yuan in

1931, the annual expenditures for hsien mass education halls varied

f 1
.. . 64rom ,000 to 9,000 yuan ~n the same year. The number of staff

members at the halls also varied. While the provincial education halls

had around 15 to 36, the number at the hsien halls ranged from 1 to 29,

but the average was 5 to 6.65 These mass schools and mass education

halls were set up mostly in cities and towns.

The mass education movement in Kiangsu Province seemed to be one

of the largest in the nation. This can be seen in the total number of

Kiangsu's mass schools and mass education halls compared with those of

other provinces. In 1930, the total number of mass schools in Kiangsu

was 1,341, which was third in the nation after Shansi and Hopeh

provinces. The total number of mass school students were 97,502. 66

The total number of mass education halls in Kiangsu was 84 in 1928.

This increased to 135 in 1929; 184 in 1930; 210 in 1931; and 239 in

1932. Provincial mass education halls totalled only three among this

number throughout the Nanking period. The rest were hsien education

halls. 67 According to P'eng Ta-ch'uan, such numbers of Kiangsu's mass
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education halls were not only the largest in the nation, but also many

times larger than that of any other province. 68 The number of mass

education halls in each hsien also differed, ranging from 1 to 10.

Table 13 shows the distribution of mass education halls in Kiangsu

province.

The funds alloted for mass education out of the total provincial

education bUdget was not large. However, compared with other provinces,

Kiangsu's mass education expenditures were relatively high. We do not

have statistics for the funds exclusively allocated for mass education.

However, the statistics for social education expenditures approximate

the amount for mass education expenditures. 69

According to the statistics compiled by the Ministry of Education

in 1934, during the four year period, 1929-1933, the expenditures for

social education in Kiangsu nearly doubled, increasing from 392,586

yuan in 192~ to 542,587 yuan in 1930; 630,487 yUan in 1931; 591,212

yuan in 1932, and 624,212 yuan in 1933. According to these figures,

Kiangsu province ranked first nationally in total expenditures for mass

education during this period except for 1929 when it was second. Like

wise, the percentage of social education expenditures out of the total

provincial education budget nearly doubled, increasing from 9.77 per

cent in 1929 to 11.08 per cent in 1930; 12.92 per cent in 1932; and

17.75 per cent in 1933. Such a rate of increase was one of the

largest in the nation, allowing Kiangsu to rank first nationally in

the percentage of social education expenditures out of the total

provincial education budget from 1931 on. 70 With the first college

level mass education training school in the nation, the nation's



Table 13. The Distribution of Mass Education Halls in Kiangsu
Province, 1929
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Hsien No. of Halls Hsien No. of Halls Hsien No. of Halls

Chiang-ning

Chu-yang

Li-shu

Kao-shun

Chiang-pu

Liu-ho

Chinkiang

Chuang-sha

Tan-yang

Chin-tan

Li-yang

Shanghai

Ch'ang-shu

Chi-tung

Sung-chiang

Nan-hui

Ch' ing-p' u

Feng-hsien

Chin-shan

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

6

2

3

3

4

2

1

Pao-shan 2

Tsung-ming 5

Hai-men 1

Wu-hsien 10

k'un-shan 1

Wu-chiang 3

Wu-chin 7

Wu-hsi 2

I-hsing 3

Chiang-yin 3

Ch'ing-chiang 1

Nan-t'ung 5

Ju-kao 8

T'ai-hsing 1

Huai-yin 2

Ssu-yang 3

Lien-shui 1

Fou-ning 1

Yen-ch'eng 2

Hsing-hua

Tung-tai

T'ai-hsien

Kao-yu

Pao-yang

Tung-shan

Feng-hsien

Sui-ning

I-cheng

Pei-hsien

Hsiao-hsien

T'ang-shan

Pei-hsien

Kuan-yin

Kang-yu

Huai-an

Shu-yang

Tunghai

Su-chien

2

3

1

1

3

1

3

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

T'ai-ch'ang

Chia-ting

2

4

Chiang-tu

Tung-hai

1

1
Total 135

Source: Ti-i-ts'u Chung-kuo chiao-yu nien-chien (The First China's
Educational Yearbook), Compo by Ministry of Education, Ping
Pien (Shanghai, 1934), reprinted in Taipei by Chuang-chi
wen-hsueh she, 1971, 1037-1041.
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largest number of mass education institutions, and greater mass

education expenditures than any other province, Kiangsu was foremost

in China's mass education movement.

DeSl'~te the active development compared with other provinces,

evidence shows that the effectiveness of the mass education movement

in Kiangsu was very limited. First, as we saw earlier, the average

number of staff members at the mass education halls were 5 to 6, and

yet the variety of mass education projects assigned to the halls were

many. Also, the number of mass education halls per hsien were very

small, mostly one or two. As a report from the Wu-chin Mass Education

Hall frankly confessed, it was almost impossible for one or two halls

to cover the entire hsien adequately, carrying out such a variety of

mass education projects as listed previously.7l

Moreover, the ratio between salaries and expenditures for projects

assigned to mass education halls in 1931 indicates that the average

ratio was 69 per cent for salaries, to 31 per cent for projects. 72 In

other words, only about one third of mass education funds were spent

on various mass education projects. As was seen previously, the

average total annual expenditure per hall was 3,500 yuan. Then, the

annual expenditure for the projects per hall would have beer. a little

over 1,000 yUan, that is, about 80 yuan a month. One can hardly

imagine that such an amount could adequately maintain so many projects

as shown in Table 12.

Moreover, as mentioned earlier, most of the mass schools and mass

education halls were situation in hsien seats (cities) and towns.

Thus, the rural population in most need of mass education was virtually
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neglected by the mass education movement. In October, 1933, a

frustrated mass education worker declared that the mass education halls

were sick. He pointed out the main shortcomings of the halls in

Kiangsu were: (1) the bureaucratization of the halls' administration,

(2) the superficiality of mass education projects, and (3) the lack of

will to mingle and work with the masses on the part of hall members. 73

These shortcomings seemed to have continued to exist thereafter. The

provincial mass education movement became stagnant in 1932. Thence

forth, the rural reconstruction efforts led by the COE became the

dominant trend in the mass education movement of Kiangsu province.

Turning Toward Rural Education and Reconstruction

Since Kiangsu was a major granary region and more than 85 per cent

of the population was rural, the Kiangsu Provincial Government had

always been concerned with rural affairs. Hence, when the province

established mass education schools early in 1928, the government also

decided to set up similar institutions for peasants. These institutions

were peasant education halls (nung-min chiao-yU kuan). As in the case

of mass educational halls, the provincial government devised three

preparatory measures for establishing peasant education halls. First,

on November 19, 1928, the government promulgated regulations concerning

the operation of hsien peasant halls. 74 Second, it designated 75 per

cent of the "tin foil special surtax" (po-te chuan) as a subsidy fund

for these hsien halls. According to the regulations, each hsien would

receive 1,819 yUan annually from the provincial government as a

subsidy. 75 Third, the provincial government established the T'ang-shan

located about five miles west of Nanking, in the spring of 1928, as a
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prelinary experiment before allotting peasant education halls to the

76
hsien. The basic responsibilities of the T'ang-shan Education Hall

was to provide peasants and their children with rudimentary education

and to conduct supplmementary training courses for adult peasants. In

addition, the T'ang-shan Peasant Hall was charged with the following

three missions: (1) to increase agricultural production by using

scientific agricultural techniques, (2) to reform rural organizations

with "social science methods" so as to alleviate the peasants' economic

plight and also cause peasants and their children to maintain sufficient

interest in village life, and (3) to experiment with various new

methods of rural reform applicable in hsien peasant education halls. 77

With such missions, during the period between Novemember, 1928, and

December, 1929, the T'ang-shan Peasant Education Hall experimented with

cultural projects, women's associations and nurseries, health programs,

and an agricultural experiment project. 78

The results of these experiments were regarded as successful.

Thus the provincial government directed each hsien to establish at

least one peasant education hall by May, 1929. 7 9 The function of the

hsien peasant hall was similar to that of the Trang-shan Peasant Hall

mentioned above. A detailed list of activities undertaken by the hsien

peasant education halls is shown in Table 14.

The staff size of the peasant education halls was, by and large,

smaller than those of the mass education halls. According to an

investigation in 1932, the staff of the various peasant education halls

ranged from 1 to 7, the average number being 2 or 3. 80 The annual

budget of the halls varied between 960 and 2,237 yUan, and the average



Table 14. The Number of Hsien Peasant Education Halls in Kiangsu
Province Involved in Given Projects as of 1931
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Title of Projects No. of Halls Title of Projects No. of Halls

Mass School

Moving mass school

20

7

Combined Commemorative
Week

Rural kindergarten

2

2

Craft practice class 2

Place of writing for
another person 20

Tour lecture 6

Cooperative agriculture
field 10

Agricultural training
course 2

Rural reform society 4

Special model family 1

Mass tea house 22

National martial art
society 1

Fire-righting society 2

Recreation room 29

Music room 1

Wall newspaper 20

Drama center 2

Mass information office

Circulating literature

Rural park

Agricultural experi
mental station

Agricultural extension

Weather report

Exhibition room

Playground

Cooperative

Dispensary

Pingpong room

Library

Lecture hall

Vegetable garden

6

3

6

22

5

2

19

23

6

16

1

40

8

2

Source: Huang Ching-ssu, "Ssu-nien lai hsiang-ts'un chiao-yu"
(Rural education during the past four years); historical
materials, Chiao-yft tu-chih (The Chinese Educational
Review), 23:7 (July, 1931), 98.
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percentage of project expenditures was less than 35 per cent of the

total operational budget of the halls. The total number of peasant

education halls in the province between 1931 and 1933 rose from 70 to

The hsien peasant education halls were mostly situated in market

towns (chen) and villages. The geographical distribution of the halls

is illustrated on the following map. As we can see from this map,

except for Wu-hsi, Tung-shan, and Tan-yang hsien, most of the hsien

had less than two halls. According to the estimates by ChiangWen-yu,

a leading rural reconstructionist of the Association for Chinese

Vocational Education, the most desirable number of peasant educational

halls was one hall per 5,000 people. 82 If we follow Chiang's

calculation, Shanghai hsien, with a population in 1932 of 972,600,

ought to have had 194 halls, and Ch'uan-sha hsien, with a population

of 108,802, should have had 21 halls. Chiang's estimates were, of

course, ideal ones. But when we contrast the number of existing

peasant education halls in a hsien against Chiang's standards, the gap

between the two is too large. Moreover, the duties of the educational

staff involved more field work than those of the mass education halls

in cities and towns, for the peasants were always busy with farming

and also were widely scattered geographically. Two or three personnel

at a hall, which was an average number of staff in the hsien peasant

halls in the province, were toally inadequate to take care of local

rural needs. Accordingly, as one report pointed out, the staff

members of the hsien halls tended to spend most of their time within

the halls waiting for the peasants to come to seek advice about

. 83
agricultural problems instead of going out and helplng the peasants.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of Provincial and Hsien Peasant Education
Halls, Kiangsu Province, 1932. Source: Constructed
from Ti i-ts'u chung-kuo chiao-yU nien-chien (The First
China's Educational Yearbook) I Camp. by Ministry of
Education, p'ing-pien, Shanghai, 1934, Reprinted in
Taipei by Chuan-chi wen-hsUeh-she, 1971, 1037-1041.
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Thus, although the peasant education halls were established out of an

active concern for rural improvement on the part of the provincial

government, in most hsien their functions became by and large ceremonial

by the early 1930's in terms of their actual effectiveness.

As the rural economy deteriorated rapidly during the early 1930's,

besides setting up peasant education halls, the Kiangsu government

adopted another measure in order to improve the rural situation. That

was to establish an over-all rural improvement policy. In April, 1930,

the Department of Agriculture and Mining convened the representatives

of all the rural reform institutions in the province for two days for

an initial rural reform conference. Among the representatives were

such leading rural reformers as Kao Yang, Chiang wen-yu, and Yang

Kai-t'ao, a rural specialist and professor at Chin-ling University.

The purpose of the conference was to discuss a rural reform plan and

its operational schedule for that year. The government wanted to

hear the opinions of the rural reform specialists and adopt meaningful

government policies. At the opening ceremony of the conference,

Yeh Chu-ts'ang, the governor of Kiangsu, said: "The rural village is

the foundation of the Party and the government. only by having

established itself among the peasants, can the Party be called a party.

Only on being established with the peasants in mind, can policy be

called policy. Only when based upon the peasants, can the state be

called a state. I want, therefore, to promote rural reform throughout

84
this province with the full support of the government."

At the conference, five basic principles for a provincial rural

reform policy were adopted. These were: (1) agricultural improvement

and the promotion of cooperatives would be the main axis of rural
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reform; (2) rural reform would be carried out on the basis of rural

investigations and through educational means; (3) reform programs

would be adapted to local needs and conditions; (4) the improvement

of all aspects of peasant life would be the objective of rural reform;

(S) rural reformers would work within a fixed budget and in cooperation

with one another.
8S

At this conference, 39 concrete rural reform

proposals were also submitted for discussion, and most of them were

passed. The approved proposals were to be sent to the Department of

Agriculture and Mining for implementation as provincial pOlicies.
86

Information is not available regarding the degree to which the

proposals were actually carried out. However, the conference

certainly reflected an active concern for rural improvement on the

part of the provincial government. It also must have further

stimulated rural reform efforts. It was reported that during 1930

there were almost 2,000 active rural reform agencies in Kiangsu

. 87prov1nce.

In such an environment, the mass education movement in Kiangsu

came to engage in rural reform as an important part of its ~ission.

More mass schools were set up in rural villages. Mass education halls

began to experiment with rural reform work in nearby villages. For

instance, in August, 1930, the Provincial Nanking Mass Education Hall

designated two villages, Hua-lin and Mao-lin, both of which were

located about 20 Ii southwest of Nanking, as its rural reform

experiment districts. In these ~efcrm villages the hall carried out

such reform programs as setting up an adult night school, a tea house,

a character-learning center, and a dispensary. It also organized a
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local personnel training course for rural reconstruction and a credit

cooperative, conducted a literacy campgaign, sponsored public picnics,

d t d . 1 1 h' b .. 88an s age an agr~cu tura ex 1 ~t10n. The Chinkiang Mass Education

Hall also opened a rural reform district at Ch'iao-tou chen in Chu-

yung hsien and carried out similar reform projects. Another example,

as such, can also be found in the Provincial Hsu-chou Mass Education

Hall which was established relatively later than other halls (i.e.,

in May, 1932).89 The Hsu-chou hall placed more emphasis on rural

improvement work than on projects for cities and towns. The mission

of the hall was to increase agricultural productivity, promote rural

organization, and enhance the cultural level of villagers. The hall

had three rural reform experimental villages: Pa-tsu-chieh village

located about three Ii north of T'ung-shan city, and Shih-ch'iao

vilage located about ten Ii north of the same city. In these reform

villages the hall initiated reform projects similar to those of other

provincial halls mentioned above. According to statistics prepared

by Hsu Ying-lien, by 1934 the reform experiments achieved considerable

results. 90

The Kiangsu Provincial College of Education also shifted its

emphasis to rural reconstruction experiments from 1931 on. In the

same year, the college reduced mass ed~cation work and increased

rural reconstruction experiments, the ratio of expenditure becoming

one to four. Moreover, it opened two more new rural reform experimental

districts, the Hui-pei and Pei-hsia districts in the vicinity of the

school. The former district included the existing small reform

91
villages of Huang-hsiang and Kao-chang-an. By 1933, the Kiangsu
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Provincial College of Education had become a rural reconstruction

. . . 92
~nst~tut~on. Kao Yang and other leaders of the college declared:

"Mass education is a means to achieve rural reconstruction.,,93

In short, the strong political character of the mass education

movement at its inception was gradually diluted, and social reform

themes became more prominent in the movement in Kiangsu. This

happened after 1930 as the College of Education shifted its

emphasis from city-oriented mass education to rural reform. As

some mass education workers frankly recognied, the mass education

movement promoted by the provincial government became torpid, while

the rural reconstruction efforts promoted by the College of

Education developed into dominant reform themes during the early

1930's.

The Rural Education Movement and the Rural Reconstruction

Movement in Kiangsu Province

A1tnough more than 80 per cent of the Chinese population was

rural, conventional Chinese education was urban-centered and mainly

available for rich people, leaving most of the rural masses in

ignorance. Not only were most of the schools concentrated in cities

and towns, but urban-style education, inappropriate for rural life,

was offered at rural schools. The rural education movement was

a reform movement designed to correct the neglect of rural

oriented education and the misguided direction of conventional

education. At the same time, the movement aimed at relieving the

critical situation in rural ares by improving rural living through

education.
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The Emergence of the Rural Education Movement

The rural education movement emerged in the early 1920's. It

was a product of the social and intellectual trends following t.he May

Fourth Incident of 1919. First, concern for the common people, which

appeared along with the concept of democracy during the May Fourth

period, increased among Chinese intellectuals. Many schools opened

free night sessions for workers and the children of the poor. In

January, 1920, the Student Union of the University opened its "Night

School for the Plain People." In Shanghai, sixteen free schools were

d f h Ol d h Id ff d t f th 0 d 0 94opene or c 1 ren w 0 cou not a or 0 payor e1r e ucat10n.

This trend of stressing the needs of the common people culminated

when Dr. John Dewey visited China (May, 1919-July, 1921) and spoke of

a democratic society and pragmatic education.
95

The term "democracy"

in Dewey's educational theory was translated into Chinese as p'ing-min

chu-i (the principle of common people) instead of min-chu chu-i

(democracy). This p'ing-min chu-i came into great vogue in China at

..
that time. The Commoner Literacy Movement (P'ing-min shih-tzu yun-

tung) (1921-1926) which was launched on a nation-wide scale by James

Yen and T'ao Chih-hsing (Hsing-chih later), the latter the General

Director of the National Association for Advancement of Education

and later a founder of the Hsiao-chuang School, was a direct

expression of this commoner-primacy trend. 96 As indicated earlier,

this literacy movement contributed much to the development of

Kiangsu's rural reconstruction movement.

Second, the populist idea of "going down to the villages"

(hsia-hsiang) which was first advocated by Li Ta-chao in July, 1918,
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gathered strength among a portion of the Chinese intellectuals. 97

Students went among the peasants in villages and carried out campaigns

f . l' . 98or nat~ona 1ntegr~ty. In Kiangsu the Shanghai student Association

conducted a civic education campaign in the area of K'un-shan in 1926.

During the same year, the Association for Vocational Education

conducted surveys on rural conditions

areas as preliminary work for a rural

in the Huang-hsu and K'un-shan

. 99
~provement project.

Thirdly, in educational circles, concepts of universal and

practical education prevailed. These concepts were greatly intensified

by the visits of a number of eminent foreign educators and scholars

such as John Dewey, Paul Monroe, Bertrand Russel, and Adolf Driesch

100
following 1919.

Finally, in contrast to the cultural debate during the May

Fourth period, the tendency among the intellectuals afterwards was

predominantly action and social reform oriented. The formation of

the Chinese Communist Party in 1920 by a few May Fourth participants,

the commoner literacy movement, and the intensification of the labor

movement during this period were good indications of such a trend.

Along with this new milieu there appeared fresh reflections among

thoughtful Chinese educators concerning the general condition of

education in China. They found that the most neglected and deterior-

ating area in Chinese education of the time was rural education.

Thus reform in rural education came to be one of the most urgent

issues in Chinese educational circles.

The person who first advocated the need for rural educational

reform was Yu Chia-chu, a graduate of Chung-hua University who
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studied educational philosophy at Edinburgh University. After

returning to China from Scotland, Yu started a rural experimental

school called "Tzu-chih hsiieh-hsiao" (Voluntary school) in his native

. . . 19 101
v~llage of Huang-pa, Hopeh provlnce, ln 19. Based on this

experience, Yu wrote an article in the Chiao-yU kai-chin (Educational

Reform) in the winter of 1919, entitled, "The Crisis of Rural Educa·-

tion." In this article he described the bankrupt state of rural

education with new schools and students, and advocated the necessity

of a new rural cultural movement or rural education movement. As

reasons for the bankruptstate of rural education, he pointed out that

most of the rural people were too poor to have their children attend

schools. Moreover, most school teachers did not want to work in

rural areas because of low pay, the lack of desirable social conditions,

and little opportunity of enhancing their knowledge. 102 In 1921, Yu
published another article in the Chung-hua chiao-yu chieh (The

Chinese Educational Circle), entitled "The Significance and Direction

of the Rural Education Movement." In this article Yu further

elaborated on his previous points regarding the state of rural

education, and at the same time, made concrete suggestions for

rectifying the situation. He cited as fundamental shortcomings in

rural education two factors, namely lack of good schools and the

pedagogical and city centered educational content used in rural

schools.

In explaining these points he pointed out that if the rural

population were to be continuously left in ignorance, the intellectual

gap between the urbanites and the rural people would be ever widened.
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Since rural villages did not have good educational facilities, those

who wanted to have their children receive a good education sent them

to the cities. Those who were thus educated in cities from childhood

became accustomed to city life and did not want to return to rural

villages. If this trend continued, there was a danger that social

divisions between urban classes and rural classes would occur. Then

not only would the ideal of a democratic society be contradicted, but

also a dangerous social conflict might occur which would destroy the

peace and order of society. Hence, rural education was not only a

problem of rural society, but also a problem of the whole society.

yft also pointed out that although urban and rural needs were

different, conventional educators used urban curricula in rural

education without any change, thus making the offerings of village

schools inappropriate for rural life. This was why the existing

educational system had little appeal to the rural inhabitants, he

maintained. Therefore, yft argued, rural education should be reformed

so as to provide the rural people with knowledge and skills useful

in rural life.

As concrete means to correct such flaws of rural education ytl

suggested launching the rural education movement through normal

schools as a part of a general social movement. In order to improve

rural schooling he believed that normal school education should first

be reformed. He set forth the following three reform measures: (1)

normal school teachers should give instruction with rural problems in

mind so that the students could relate their academic subject to

their rural situations and thus equip themselves with knowledge
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appropriate to rural needs; (2) a department of rural education should

be set up and rural experimental schools established; and (3) a spirit

of serving in rural villages should be fostered among normal school

students. 103

Yu's articles had two significant effects on the subsequent

development of the rural education movement. First, they evoked

considerable discussion about rural education reform and helped create

an atmosphere for such reform in Chinese educational circles. After

Yu's articles, many others pertaining to rural educational reform

appeared in various educational journals such as the Chiao-yU

kung-pao (Educational Information), Chiao-yu tsa-chih (Journal of

Education), and Chung-hua chiao-yu-chieh (Chinese Educational Circle).

Yu's articles also helped set the direction of the rural education

movement. The ultimate aim, which Yu put forward for the movement,

namely social reform starting from reformed rural education, remained

unchanged throughout the movement. In methodology, as Yu suggested,

reforming rural society through normal schools and rural elementary

schools was the central approach of the rural education movement.

The Role of Kiangsu Province in the Movement

It was the Kiangsu educators who showed the most irmnediate

response to YU's suggestions. Between 1922 and 1924, several members

of the Kiangsu Compulsory Education Association (KCEA) published

articles on the rural education in the I-wu chiao-yU (Compulsory

Education), the KCEA's organ. 1 04 Although the details of the articles

varied, they all agreed on the necessity of normal schools moving into

the villages and of training future rural school teachers in the
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actual rural environment. These ideas were quickly reflected in

Kiangsu provincial policy. In 1923, five provincial nornal schools

set up branch schools in adjacent chen (rural market towns) surrounded

b Ol l 105Y va ages. The names, places, and years these normal branch

schools were established are shown in the following table.

Table 15. Kiangsu Provincial Normal Schools and Their Rural Branch
Schools, 1923-1924

Normal School

The First Provo
Normal School

The Second Provo
Normal School

The Third Provo
Normal School

The Fourth Provo
Normal School

The Fifth Provo
Normal School

Location of Branch School

Ch'ui-hung ch'iao,
Wu-chiang hsien

Huang-tu chen,
K'un-shan hsien

Lo-she village,
Wu-hsi hsien

Ch'i-hsia shan chen,
Chiang-ning hsien

Chieh-shou chen,
Kao-yu hsien

Year Established

1923

1922

1923

1923

1924

Source: Chiang-su chiao-yu kai-lan (Outline of Kiangsu Education),
Compo by Chiang-su chiao-yu t'ing (Department of Education
of Kiangsu Provincial Government), Vol. 1 (Shanghai, 1932),
Reprinted (Taipei, 1971), Historical Material Series No.7,
393-419.

From the above table, we can see that except for the branch

school of the Fifth Provincial Normal School those of the other

provincial normal schools were located in southern Kiangsu. This was

a phenomenon similar to that of locations of rural reform experimental

districts run by the three rural reconstruction institutions, as

discussed in the preceding chapter. As noted earlier, most educational

institutions were concentrated in southern Kiangsu.
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In 1924, the National Association for the Advancement of

Education (NAAE) created a special committee on rural education. In

addition, in the same year, special investigations of rural schools

in typical communities were jointly conducted by the NAAE and the

KCEA. Their report stirred up great interest in rural education among

106
educators. Moreover, in 1925, at the Fourth Annual Meeting of the

NAAE held in T'ai-yuan, Shansi province, it was recommended to the

Ministry of Education that normal schools should establish rural

branch schools in emulation of the organization and methods used by

th ' . . 1 1 h 1 107e Kiangsu PrOV1nC1a norma sc 00 s. As a result, other

provinces such as Shantung, Honan, Anhwei, Chekiang, Fukien, Hupeh,

and Kwangtung came to establish similar rural schools, one after

108another.

The year 1927 witnessed significant rural education activities

in Kiangsu Province. In January, the Department of Agricultur of

Chin-ling University held a "Rural Work Discussion Conference"

(Hsiang-ts'un fu-wu t'ao-lun hui) which attracted more than 150

participants. The conference delegates concluded that rural education

should be an instrument for developing villages and improving rural

life. l 09 In the same month, student unions of various schools in

Shanghai organized a Propaganda Corps for Rural Civic Education

(Hsiang-ts'un kung-min chiao-yU hsuan-ch'uan-tui), and carried out

civic education propaganda in such areas as Nan-hsiang, Wei-ting, and

110K'un-shan. In May, the Association for Chinese vocational

Education (AVE), the NAAE, the National Association of Mass Education

Movements, and the Department of Agriculture of Tung-nan University
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jointly established a "Joint Conunittee for Reforming Rural Life" in

Nanking. At the conference, Huang Yen-p'ei, the founder of the AVE

and ex-minister of Education of the Peking Government, and T'ao Chih-

h . 1 t d Ch . a vs cha i . 1 IIIs1ng were e ec e a1rman an V1ce- a1rman, respect1ve y.

This conference was significant because, as we shall see in detail

later, the Hsu-kung-ch'iao experimental reform district, one of the

earliest and most important rural reform districts in Kiangsu,

developed out of this conference. In September, the Kiangsu

Provincial Educational Association drew up a "Plan for Kiangsu

Experimental Rural School Standards." The plan included not only

measures directly related to the reform of rural schools, but also

emphasized rural life as an important object of reform by such

schools. Details of the school reform plan included: carrying out

adult literacy education by using a "ten thousand character textbook,"

conducting lectures on various practical subjects during the

agricultural slack season, leading villages in improving seeds and

agricultural implements, eradicating crop insects, promoting auxiliary

industries, teaching public health, holding recreational meetings,

112
and helping with weddings and funerals. In other words, the

association believed the rural school should become the central

institution for rural reform. The association also decided to select

several rural schools, whose principals had shown good management

results and have them experiment with the reform plan. Assistance by

hsien educational departments and other professional institutions,

was to be provided.
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In December, a similar plan for guiding rural schools was

drafted by the NAAE. It specified help in guiding five rural schools

in Kiangsu and maintaining an experlinental rural normal school in the

. . 113
v~llage near Nank~ng.

Of the various rural education activities of the year 1926

discussed above, two points are especially worthy of mention. One

was that of the two objectives of the rural education movement,

namely, the improvement of rural schools and the reform of rural

life, the latter was increasingly stresed. The other, the NAAE,

which was one of the most important private educational institutions

in China at that time, shifted its emphasis from the mass literacy

education movement to the rural education movement. The NAAE became

a major center for the national promotion of rural education

thereafter.

The active participation of the NAAE in the rural education

movement provided a new outlook and fresh vitality for the movement.

The person most responsible for this was T'ao Chih-hsing, General

Director of the institution, about whom we will discuss more in

detail in Chapter Five. T'ao together with Chao Shu-yu, helped

greatly in reorienting the direction of the rural education movement

toward more active participation in rural reform work. T'ao

believed that rural normal schools should be involved in active rural

reform work beyond merely producing rural school teachers. Rural

schools would make the best agencies in reforming rural life. For

him, in a broad sense, the rural school was a means to achieve rural

reconstruction. This idea was well expressed in his short article
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entitled, "Declaration of the National Association for the Advance-

ment of Education Concerning Reform of the Nation's Rural Education,"

published in the Chung-hua chiao-yu-chieh in December, 1925. In

this article T'ao held that the reform of rural life can be achieved

by developing rural education suitable to actual rural life.
1 14

The Hsiao-chuang Experimental Normal School was established by

T'ao in a small village in the vicinity of Nanking in March of 1927

in order to implement the ideas expressed in the above declaration.

With the establishment of the Hsiao-chuang School, the rural education

movement became a fullfledged rural reform movement. The school

became one of the three major reconstruction institutions in Kiangsu

province. Hsiao-chu~1g's methods, both in student training and rural

reform, greatly influenced the other rural reconstruction institutions

in Kiangsu. For instance, the practice of "going deep among the

masses" advocated by the Hsiao-chuang group, became a fundamental

method used by the College of Education and the Association for

. .,. . k 115Vocatlonal Educatlon In carrylng out rural reconstructlon wor .

Also, "unity of teaching, learning, and doing," which was the Hsiao-

chuang's educational method, became a basic instructional principle

employed by these two reconstruction institutions as well as by

other rural normal schools in Kiangsu and other provinces. 11 6 Many

rural schools carried out rural reform works in the villages in their

vicinity in emulation of the Hsiao-chuang school. The Ch'i-hsia

Rural Normal School, one of the five aforementioned rural schools,

was one such example. The Ch'i-hsia school carried out for the

peasants in the vicinity such programs as (1) managing an
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inexpensive general store, (2) opening a small museum, (3) setting

up a bath house, (4) providing simple medical assistance, and (5)

establishing a library for peasants. 117

In summary then, the rural education movement in China

developed with Kiangsu province as its center. Only after 1928, did

most other provinces set up provincial rural normal schools. The

movement initially concentrated on educational reform, but with the

growing emphasis on rural reform it became a part of the rural

reconstruction movement in Kiangsu. The Hsiao-chuang School was a

model rural reform school which grew out of the rural education

movement.

vocational Education and Rural Reform in Kiangsu

Vocational education evolved from "practical education thought"

(shih-yung chiao-yU ssu-hsiang) which emerged in 1913 in reaction to

the failure of foreign education practices borrowed during the late

Ch'ing period. The imported systems had not yet met the needs of

Chinese society. Industries did not prosper. The majority of the

people were still impoverished. Schooling had little applicability

to actual society.

The man who pointed out the ineffectiveness of formal education

in China and who first advocated practical education as an alternative,

was Huang Yen-p' ei. He became Chief of the Kiangsu Department of

Education in 1913. He expounded the necessity of practical education

in an article entitled, "A Discussion on Adopting Practical Education

at Schools" which appeared in the Chiao-yu tsa-chih in May of that
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"The purpose of education is

to furnish people with essential things in life and to help them

adjust to their environment and become independent." However, he

maintained that Chinese education failed in these purposes.119 He

also suggested concrete reform measures in elementary and middle

school education.

In December of the same year, Huang also expressed opinions on

higher education. He assessed the proportion of students in Kiangsu

province majoring in law and government (political science) and those

studying other disciplines such as industry, agriculture, medicine,

and education. He found that there were ten law and government

students for each science-technology-education major. Huang wrote

his findings in an article entitled, "A Dangerous Phenomenon for

Future Education," in the Tung-fang tsa-chih (Eastern Miscellany).

In this article, he deplored such an extremely unbalanced ratio and

warned against excessive student concentration in law and government.

He said that over-population, sponging off other people, and small

productivity were most responsible for China's poverty and weakness.

In his opinion, whereas agriculture and industry were productive in

nature, law and government entailed sponging off other people.

Thus he considered the concentration of students in law and govern-

ment harmful for the development of the nation. He pointed out that

while there were many important fields for the nation's well-being

(e.g., education, medicine, etc.) which lacked qualified people,

"all the talented and intelligent students were engaged in law and

governmental studies." He ridiculed this situation, saying, "If
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this situation continues there will be governors but no governed,

and there will be officials but no people." He maintained this was

contrary to the republican ideal. Hence, he advocated, "students

should study and teachers should teach, hereafter, exactly what

. ,,120
soc.Le ty needs.

Huang's suggestions concerning the employment of practical

education were immediately echoed by Chuang Yu, an editor of the

Cornrnerical Press. Chuang published an article entitled "On the

Employment of Practical ism" in the Chiao-yli tsa-chih, in October,

1913, which noted that practical education had developed in Europe

due to the influence of such scholars as Thomas Bacon, Pestalozzi,

and Montaigne. Concurring with Huang's suggestion of adopting

practical education in China, Chuang criticized Chinese education

as being "false, unoriginal, exaggerated, and supplemental," and

recommended that the Ministry of Education should prepare curricula

of a more satisfactory and useful nature. Then each provincial

educational department should select and teach subjects listed in the

Ministry's curricula appropriate to conditions in their respective

. 121
prov~nces.

Huang and Chuang's declarations for practical education did not

amount to educational theories. However, they struck a responsive

cord among Chinese educators. As a result, practical education carne

into vogue in Chinese educational circles during the 1913-1915 period.

The Chinese Educational Review published a special issue on practical

education. 122 Textbooks were revised along the lines of practical

education. In 1915, the outline of educational policy announced by
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the Yuan Shih-k'ai administration included practical education as

one of the four fundamental areas of emphasis. 123

The Vocational Education Movement

After YUan Shih-k'ai's demise in June, 1916, China was plunged

into a state of incessant civil war. The people were beset with

insecurity and destitution, caused by wartime destruction and

inflation. The number of those who could not afford any schooling

increased daily. Solutions for the people's livelihood became a

most urgent task. With this pressing situation Chinese educators

turned from practical education to vocational education. 124

In January, 1915, Kuo Ping-wen, a Ph.D. from Columbia University

and a prominent educator from Kiangsu province, then staying in the

United States, expressed his opinion regarding Chinese education in

Tung-fang tsa-chih. In his article, Kuo attributed the unemployment

of school graduates and the stagnation of industries in China to the

failure of Chinese education to respond to the demands of society.

He explained how vocational education had been developed in the

United States and Europe, and suggested introducing vocational

education in China. 1 25

In October, 1915, Ch'en Tu-hsiu published an article entitled

"Today's Educational Policy" in the Hsin Ch'ing-nien (New Youth),

and listed four educational objectives. As the third objective, he

proposed to place emphasis on vocational education. Ch'en argued

that today's world was an economic world, and today's society was a

society of industry and enterprise in which the productivity of an

individual member constituted the foundation of the welfare and
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happiness of society. However, according to Chien, in China the

traditional ethics which centered upon filial piety, the custom of

taking delight in high but empty talk, idleness, and exploitive

bureaucratic practices, had inhibited economic development. As a

consequence, China had fallen to the status of a third-rate nation,

whose people were idle, impoverished, and miserable. In order to

escape from such a situation, China had no other course but to

h . . 1 d . 126emp aSlze vocatlona e ucatlon.

However, it was Huang Yen-p'ai who became the chief exponent of

vocational education and succeeded in turning vocational education

into a nation-wide movement. As described above, when a portion of

Chinese educators were showing a growing interest in vocational

education, Huang Yen-p'ei was sent to Panama in 1915 as secretary of

a Chinese industrial mission to attend the inaugurational ceremony of

the American Panama Canal. On his way back to China, Huang inspected

American schools and was greatly impressed by the success and

prevalence of vocational education. He learned there that vocational

education was also in great vogue in European countries. From his

observations, Huang came to be convinced that vocational education

could solve both the unemployment problem of students after gradu-

ation and offset the declining economy of society better than the

practical education which he had been advocating, for while the

former directly trained people for certain jobs the latter merely

127stressed the utility of learning in general.

Upon returning to China, Huang strongly advocated the necessity

of vocational education. His advocacy evoked great response from
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various sectors of Chinese society. since vocational education not

only provided training needed for one's livelihood, but also helped

develop local industry, businessmen in Kiangsu province expressed

their intention to help promote vocational education programs. The

Kiangsu Provincial Education Association (Chiang-su sheng chiao-y~

hui) organized a study group to investigate vocational education.

Educators such as Kuo Ping-wen, Ch'ien Pao-ch'uan, and Chiang Wei-

chiao, organized an inspection group and went to the Philippines and

Japan to observe how vocational education operated in those countries.

In the Philippines a large sum of money was donated by the overseas

Chinese community for vocational education in China. 128

In this milieu of mounting interest in vocational education,

Huang Yen-p'ei, together with such leading educators and businessmen

as Ts'ai Yuan-p'ei, Yu Jih-chang, Chiang Meng-lin, Wang Cheng-t'ing,

Yen Hsiu, Kuo Ping-wen, and Ch'ien Yung-ming, established the

Asssociation for Chinese Vocational Education (Chung-hua chih-yeh

129
chiao-yU she) (AVE) in Shanghai in May, 1917. From then on, the

AVE became the headquarters for the promotion of vocational education

in China. After the establishment of the AVE a vocational education

movement developed rapidly throughout China. In October, 1917, the

National Council of Education (Ch'uan-kuo chiao-yu hui lien-ho hui)

developed a plan for carrying out vocational education. 130 In 1921,

vocational education replaced" industrial education" (shih-yeh

chiao-yu) as a new education policy adopted by the same council, and

131
formally became a part of the national educational system.
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In July 3-7, 1922, a National Conference of Vocational Education

was held in Tsinan. Seven meeti~gs were held and fifty-eight

persons representing forty-three organizations and eleven provinces

took part. Nineteen important proposals were discussed. One was to

send a petition to the President requesting him to appropriate special

funds for the promotion of vocational education in China. Another

was to draw an outline of standardized curricula for vocational

schools, qualifications for admission, and the number of school

132
hours.

Other indications also revealed the national response to

vocational education. From 1922 on, Szechwan, Kweichow, Kwangsi,

Chekiang, and Fukien formulated plans for the reconstruction of

vocational education according to the new system drawn up at the

conference. Shansi province organized a provincial committee on

vocational education and appointed one supervisor for each of the

twenty educational districts to take charge of vocational education.

Yunnan set aside the tobacco tax for the development of vocational

preparation. Hupeh ordered all its counties to appropriate 20 per

cent of their educational funds for the promotion of vocational

training. In Kiangsu, the vocational education movement was

particularly strong, having the highest number of vocational schools

in the nation. In 1922, Kiangsu had 196 vocational schools out of

the national total of 1,353. Moreover, inspectors of vocational

education were provided, and the provincial education association

organized a Federation of Vocational Schools. 1 33
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At the outset the AVE's purpose for vocational education was

defined merely as "to prepare for the livelihood of the individual."

The AVE's slogan was "to have jobless persons get occupations and

f h . . 13 4 . 1919 hor t ose who have Jobs to enjoy them more. But, a.n , t e

AVE enlarged its objectives to prepare the individual for service

. d . h .. f Ch' 135to soc~ety an ~ncrease t e product~v~ty 0 ~na.

that the perspective of the AVE had broadened from a narrow concern

for the individual's livelihood to that of the welfare of the nation.

These enlarged objectives necessitated social reform of a much

broader scope than merely training people for jobs. Thus as we saw

in the preceding section, the AVE joined the rural education movement

then arising in China. Also, in May, 1926, the AVE decided to carry

out rural reform experiments in An-ting chen of K'un-shan hsien and

Hsin-feng chen of Chen-chiang hsien, in Kiangsu province in

cooperation with the Department of Agriculture of Tung-nan

University, the NAAE, and the National Association for Mass

Ed . 136
ucat~on. From then on, the AVE gradually shifted its emphasis

from vocational education in cities to rural reform efforts.

In June of the same year, the Kiangsu Compulsory Education

Association held a four-week rural education training session for

hsien normal school teachers in Kiangsu at Tung-nan University in

Nanking. At this session, Huang Yen-p'ei, Chiang Wen-yu, and Chao

Shu-yu, all of whom were staff members of the AVE, were invited to

give lectures. Their lectures included such topics as rural

vocational guidance, the situation of Kiansu's rural elementary

schools, rural credit cooperatives, rural sanitation, and rural
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self-government. In other words, the session was dominated by

lectures on rural reform. 1 37

In the area of actual field work, in September of the same year

(1926), Huang Yn-p'ei and Chao Shu-yu made a survey of the rural

conditions in the village of Ch'i-shu yen in the vicinity of Ch'ang-

chou city. There they studied methods of rural improvement and at

the same time organized an agricultural cooperative. 138

In October, the AVE opened a rural reform experimental district

in the village of Hsu-kung-ch'iao, as mentioned in Chapter Two.

This was the AVE's first formal undertaking in rural reform experi-

mentation. The Hsu-kung ch'iao district was also one of the earliest

rural reform districts in the nation set up by rural reform

institutions. Thereafter, rural reconstruction became the main

business of the AVE. As of 1932 the AVE operated five rural reform

d o ° 0 ° 139lstrlcts ln Kiangsu.

operated by a single association or reform group.

Sununary

The Kiangsu rural reconstruction movement developed mainly from

three nation-wide educational reform movements (i.e., the mass

education movement, the rural educational movement, and the

vocational education movement) whose original aims differed from

one another. Accordingly, the Kiangsu movement carne to be plural-

istic in its nature and reform approaches. Several reasons can be

cited as to why these three national movements became the three

main streams of the rural reconstruction movement in Kiangsu.

First, the key institutions involved in these three movements were
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based in Kiangsu province and launched rural reform projects within

the province. The COE was located in the vicinity of Wu-hsi city

and established experimental reform districts within Wu-hsi hsien.

The rural education movement, which was chiefly led by leaders of

the NAAE, the mother institution of the Hsiao-chuang School,

together with others of Tung-nan University and the Kiangsu Compulsory

Education Association, developed with Kiangsu as the central region.

The AVE, the chief institution of the vocational education movement,

also had its headquarters in Shanghai, and most of its reform

district were within Kiangsu.

Second, although the three institutions were concerned with

differing areas of educational reform, they all became committed to

social reform. In addition to reforming the existing educational

system, they strove to improve the lives of the commoner population

and considered national salvation as their ultimate goal. When

living conditions in rural areas deteriorated, leaders of the COE,

Hsiao-chuang, and AVE came to believe that rural reconstruction of a

broader nature should be urgently undertaken for the revival of

China. They turned to the countryside, experimented with rural

reform methods, and eventually formed together a larger movement with

a common aim, namely the revival of China through rural reconstruction.

Third and finally, the Kiangsu government actively promoted rural

reform efforts. The provincial government initiated the mass

education movement from which a part of the Kiangsu rural reconstruc

tion movement derived. In addition, as we shall see more in detail

in the following chapters, the government supported rural reform
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efforts by the three major institutions (moderate reforms by the

AVE and ODE in particular) both administratively and financially.

All the above factors combined to help foster an active rural

reconstruction movement in Kianqsu,

The mass education movement was devised by the Canton KMT

Government and carried out by the Nanking Government. But the

positions of the two regimes regarding the movement differed from

each other. The former conceived of mass education as complimentary

to mass movements in achieving social and political revolution.

Hence, the Canton concept of mass education contained radical

elements intended to bring about drastic social change even though

much of the mass educational program were not so radical. On the

other hand, the Nanking Government viewed the mass education movement

as a part of its tutelage program and eliminated radical aspects of

the movement injected by the Canton regime. It only retained

"constructive" aspects of the movement, namely the elements

contributing to political stability and economic reconstruction.

Thus strictly speaking, the term "mass," which is usually related to

revolutionary regimes, is not appropriate for the Nanking movement.

Yet, the same term was used because in theory the Nanking Government

was still supposed to be a revolutionary regime, although in

actuality the regime had lost its revolutionary character.

Kiangsu's mass education movement, of which the COE was the

central institution, arose under the stimulus of Canton's mass

education ideas, but was carried out during the Nanking period under

different policy lines of the Nanking authorities. Nevertheless,
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caE leaders' views on mass education slightly differed from that of

the Nanking Government. The CaE leaders considered self-government

training of the people and social reform (i.e., the improvement of

the people's lives) as the central theme of so-called mass education.

Stimulated by mounting demands for rural rehabilitation in the midst

of deteriorating rural conditions in the late 1920's, the social

reform bent of the caE leaders led their so-called "mass education"

to become linked with rural reform.

Yu Chia-ch'u's suggestion of a reform movement in rural education,

rendered in 1919 and early 1920, gave rise to a national rural

education movement mainly through the help of Kiangsu educators.

Initially, the movement was primarily concerned with changing the

curricula and functions of country-side schools to more rural-oriented

ones. But as the rural economy of the country deteriorated during

the 1920's, the movement became a part of the full-fledged rural

reconstruction movement in Kiangsu.

The AVE's original concern was to prepare people for various

jobs through vocational training. But experiencing the same rural

decline mentioned above, the AVE also eventually shifted its

emphasis to the inclusive improvement of rural life. Furthermore,

this institution played a pioneering role in the Kiangsu rural

reconstruction movement by carrying out rural reform experiments

as early as 1926.

Lastly, because of the previous educational reform traditions

of the three reconstruction institutions, as we shall see in the

following chapters, the Kiangsu rural reconstruction movement
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developed as a social movement with a strong emphasis on education.

This movement strove for cultural and socio-economic betterment of

the rural population through educational means in contrast to the

COmmunist-type of peasant movement which was a part of a grand

political and revolutionary scheme, relying upon class-struggle as

the chief means. The Kiangsu rural reconstruction leaders also

differed from indoctrinated Marxian Party cadres. They were

basically moderates and educators worked through their respective

reconstruction institutions relatively free from political party

affiliations or direct government supervision and control.
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CHAPTER IV

FOUR LEADERS OF THE MOVEMENT AND THEIR RURAL REFORM THEORIES

One of the main characteristics of the rural reconstruction

movement in Kiangsu province was diversity in its promotional

institutions. So it was with the leadership and theories of the

movement. Kiangsu had more nationally-known rural reform leaders

than any other province. Most outstanding were Huang Yen-p'ei,

T'ao Hsing-chih, Chao Shu-yil, Kao Yang, and Chiang wen-yU. These

were the leaders of the three main rural reconstruction institutions

in the province mentioned in the preceding chapter. Huang Yen-p'ei

remained involved mainly in educational reform. The other four

leaders played leading roles in rural reconstruction and developed

their own rural reform theories. Because of their similar social

views and reform objectives, the theories these four advanced had

much in common. These people were originally educators, and they

advanced their theories mostly from educational theories to more

comprehensive rural reconstruction programs. Yet, at the same time,

their theories also contained different attributes reflecting the

reform programs and priorities followed by their respective

institutions. T'ao Hsing-chih and Chao Shu-yU headed the Hsiao

chuang School, Kao Yang, the Kiangsu Provincial College of Education,

and Chiang wen-~, the Association for Chinese Vocational Education.

Since the rural reconstruction movement was represented by these

four men and was carried out according to their theories, it is

important to know their background and rural reform theories in
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order to better understand the Kiangsu rural reconstruction movement.

This chapter presents brief accounts of the four leaders and their

reform theories.

T'ao Hsing-chih (1892-1946) and His Theory of Rural Reform

T'ao Hsing-chih was one of the most significant figures in the

entire rural reconstruction movement in China. It was T'ao who

realized the importance of rural education earlier than most of his

contemporary educators and who played a leading role in making the

rural education movement into an integral part of the rural

reconstruction movement. As will be shown below, among the rural

reconstruction leaders T'ao practiced most thoroughly the spirit of

"going among the people" (tao min-chien ch'~) by associating his

life with the lives of the peasantry. His rural reform theories

and projects achieved popularity and were imitated by many rural

schools and other reconstruction institutions.

T'ao Hsing-chih was originally an educational reformer. His

rural reform efforts, which were brought on by the declining rural

conditions during the 1920's, developed as an extention of his

previous educational reform activities. Hence, let us begin our

discussion with a brief examination of T'ao's early life and his

educational reform activities.

T'ao's Early Life and Activities2

T'ao Hsing-chih was born on September 16, 1892, in the village

of Wang-tun-yUan, Hsi-hsien in Anhwei Province. His father, Jen

ch'ao, was a landed farmer of small means. T'ao was originally

named Wen-chlln. In his early childhood, T'ao received a traditional
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Chinese education from his father. When he reached fifteen years of

age, T'ao entered the Ch'ung~i Middle School, a Protestant missionary

school. At the school he showed unusual academic competence,

completing the four-year course in three years and becoming a

favorite student of the principal of the school, Mr. G. W. Gibb.

Then T'ao entered the Protestant-run Kuang-chi Medical School in

Hangchow. But because he refused to be baptized and also because

he lost his faith in medicine as a career, he quit the school after

several months. In 1911, at the age of 19, he entered the

literature department of Nanking University with the financial aid

of Mr. Gibb.

It was at Nanking University where T'ao's character as an

educational theorist and future rural reformer was well displayed.

T'ao organized a public speech society and sponsored a patriotic

fund-raising campaign. He initiated and edited the Chin-ling

hslieh-pao, the university magazine. He was also active in a study

club devoted to social welfare and political affairs.

In academic fields, T'ao acquired fame in writing, mathematics,

and physics. He developed new interests in education and philosophy,

which would become his primary fields for the rest of life.

T'ao became attracted to Wang Yang-ming's (1472-1529) philosophy,

especially Wang's theory of the "unity of knowledge and action"

(chih-hsing ho-i). As an indication of his firm belief in this

theory, T'ao changed his name to Chih-hsing (Knowledge-action).

T'ao used this name until the late 1920's when he changed his name

again to Hsing-chih (Action-knowledge), realizing that "action is
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reformer and rural reconstructionist, T'ao was known by two names,

Chih-hsing and Hsing-chih.
3

In 1914, T'ao graduated from the university with honors. In

the fall of the same year, having borrowed some money from his

realtives, T'ao went to the United States for advanced study.

First, he enrolled at the University of Illinois as a graduate

student in political science. At the University of Illinois, T'ao

met a former student of John Dewey who was teaching a course in

educational administration. It was through this teacher that T'ao

was first introduced to Dewey's educational philosophy. T'ao was

so impressed that in the following year (1915) he transferred to

the Teachers' College of Columbia University. At Colombia he

became a favorite student of John Dewey, Paul Monroe, and William

Kilpatric. He earned an M.A. in education in the spring of 1917.

Upon his return to China from the United States in the autumn

of 1917, T'ao was appointed a professor in education and dean of

academic affairs at the National Nanking Advanced Normal School

(Nan-ching kao-teng shih-fan hslleh-hsiao), which was the predecessor

of the Nanking Teachers' College. During his tenure of office he

attempted to reorganize the school on Deweyan principles which

placed emphasis on the development of individuality, practical

education directly related to the daily lives of the people,

popular education by which any citizen, regardless of his social

and economic status, could enjoy the benefit of education, and the

method of "learning by doing" and of "studying together." But he

146
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failed, owing to opposition from the conservative professors within

the department of education.

Outside the school T'ao also joined in educational reform

efforts by such scholars as Ts'ai YUan-p'ei, Hu Shih, Kuo Ping-Wen,

and Ch'en Tu-hsiu.
4

As a disciple of John Dewey, his efforts in

educational reform were mainly directed into two areas: the

popularization of education and the democratization of educational

systems (i.e., emphasis on the development of individuality and

pragmatic teaching-learning method) in China. In order to achieve

such aspirations, T'ao, on the one hand, introduced new educational

thoughts and theories of western scholars through theoretical

. "works which appeared in educational journals such as Hsin ch~ao-yu

(New Education) and Hsin chiao-yll p'ing-lun (New Educational Critic).5

On the other hand, he endeavored to reform the Chinese educational

system by organizing the National Association for the Advancement

of Education (NAAE) together with such leading educators as Ts'ai

Yllan-p'ei, Pan yUan-lien, Huang Yen-p'ei, Chiang Meng-lin, Kuo

Ping-wen, Hu Shih, and Y~an Hsi-t'ao. T'ao was chosen Director-

General and simultaneously became editor of the Hsin chiao-yll,

6the association's official organ. The NAAE developed after a few

years into one of the most influential educational reform organi-

zations in China. Most of the nation's leading educators,

including the Minister of Education, were membeIs of the NAAE. As

of 1925, its membership accounted for more than 2,000 both within

7the country as well as abroad.
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But the difference between T'ao and other scholars (e.g., Hu

Shih, Chiang Meng-lin, and Ch'en Tu-shiu) was that, as his name

indicated, he placed importance on the practicality of knowledge

and tried to realize his ideals through action. During the years

of 1915-1923 there occurred the so-called New Cultural Movement in

which traditional Chinese culture was severely criticized by

scholars trained in Western scholarship. There arose heated

controversy between propoenents of modern and traditional scholar

ship over the viability of traditional Chinese culture. 8 During

this period T'ao was not involved in this controversy. Instead, he

concentrated his effort on the spreading of literacy among the

9people in the neighboring villages of his school.

After the establishment of the NAAE, the literacy movement

became one of the main projects of the association through T'ao's

efforts. In June, 1923, T'ao, together with Chu Chi-hui, established

the Nanking Commoners' Education Advancement Association (Nan-ching

p'ing-min chiao-yli ts'ui-chin hui) and actively carried on a

- . . . d . . hbo . 10i1teracy campaLgn in Nank1ng an 1tS ne1g r1ng areas. In two

months the movement spread to Wuhan and other cities. T'ao's

specific effort to spread literacy began to develop fully when he

joined with James Yen, who had achieved good results in a similar

movement for the Chinese workers (hua-kung) sent to France during

Worl War 1.
11 In August of the same year, T'ao, together with

James Yen and Mme. Hsiung Hsi-ling (the wife of an ex-premier of the

republican period and social reformer), organized the Chinese

National Association for the Advancement of Commoners' Education
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association became the central institution for carrying out a

nation-wide literacy education movement for illiterate workers.

T'ao himself authored the P'ing-min ch'ien-tsu-k'o (The People's

Thousand Character Lessons), a textbook for the literacy movement,

in cooperation with Chu ching-nung. 1 3 Traveling in many cities

throughout the country, he made promotional speeches for the

literacy campaign, opened evening schools, and organized "people's

reading circles" at all possible places (e.g., homes, shops,

factories, inns, and temples) where peddlers, workers, rickshaw

pullers, and other illiterate types could learn basic Chinese

14
characters.

However, the fact which deserves our special attention is that

the purpose of T'ao's literacy campaign was not merely to spread

literacy among the Chinese people. In OCtober, 1923, in a letter to

a friend, T'ao said that the literacy movement was an effort to
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h . 15c ange soc~ety. Moreover, he maintained that the purpose of the

movement was to abolish class distinction by narrowing the

16intellectual gaps between classes. He also said that his

. U
aspiration was "to create an open society by using open educat~on.

In other words, T'ao's literacy campaign was a social movement.

The years of T'ao's literacy campaign were during the warlord

period (1916-1927) when virtually all of China was divided among

many regional militarists, large and small. These warlords waged

wars among themselves, forming military groupings as their interests

dictated. As a result, Chinese society and politics were in great
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confusion. Under this difficult situation, T'ao believed that

although political unification would be hard to achieve in the near

future, education could be unified. He wanted to achieve educational

unification in order to accelerate political unification. In other

words, T'ao regarded the development of individual Chinese as the

fundamental work to overcome warlord politics and to establish a

18
democratic government. Hence, T'ao's literacy movement attempted

to lay a foundation for social and political reform.

While traveling in many cities and having contact with the

masses of people, T'ao found that his dress was different from that

of the common people and that this prevented him from becoming

intimate with them. He threw a~y the intellectual's dress and

wore a plain cotton jacket, a pair of cotton trousers, and a skull-

c~. T'ao remained in such attire for the rest of his life. 1 9

Rural Education Activities

By 1926, despite his missionary-like enthusiasm and endeavors,

T'ao felt the limitation of the effectiveness of the literacy move-

ment which had been primarily centered around cities and their

adjacent areas. The movement, in his words, seemed to have arrived

at a dead end (shan-ch'iung shui-chin).20 The answer to this

dilemma T'ao found was to develop a rural education movement. He

saw that the Chinese masses were none other than the peasant who

constituted more than eighty per cent of the Chinese population,

and that those who most needed help were peasants. He was deeply

troubled by the distressed lives of the peasants, worsening daily

during the mid-1920's. Thus T'ao came to believe that rural
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villages were the real places where he could render truly significant

" f h" "21serV1ce or C 1nese soc1ety.

T'ao's rural reform scheme was to improve rural life with rural

schools, rural normal schools in particular, as the chief agencies

of reform. His "Declaration of Reform of China's Rural Education"

which was announced in December, 1926, reads in part:

Our new mission is to assemble one million comrades,
to advocate the establishment of one million rural
schools, to reform one million rural villages so that
each village can have new life, and eventually create
a new life for China by common efforts. 22

The reason why T'ao designated rural normal schools as the central

agencies for his rural reform effort was that he wanted to achieve

two purposes simultaneously: (1) to train rural teachers who would

also function as rural workers, and (2) to educate rural children,

the future masters of rural society, to become sound farrners. 23

The establishment of the Hsiao-chuang School, mentioned earlier, in

the suburb of Nanking in 1927 was the concrete start of this new

experiment.

The Theory of Life Education

The Hsiao-chuang period (1927-1930) was the period of maturity

for T' ao' s thought. The Hsiao-chuang School was a product of T' ao' s

unique social and educational views, but conversely it was also a

testing ground for his thought and theory.

T'ao's new theory of education, developed during the Hsiao

24
chuang period, was his so-called "life-education" theory. In it

he stressed that the relationship between education and life was a

dialectic one. In the process of the struggle for life, the need
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and improved life affects education and changes it. In his opinion,

this was particularly true in respect to the masses of people, for

conventional education was too expensive for them to afford. Of

course, T'ao believed, this situation had to be changed; education

had to be made available for all the people. At the same time,

education had to be closely related to the life of people and

d · h 25presente ln t e way the people wanted.

It is natural from the above observation to see how the concept

of "education for life" was derived. By this educational concept

T'ao meant education which provided the means for living and helped

improve life. To borrow T'ao's words, "since life needs food,

education should teach how to get food; since life needs shelters,

education should teach how to build houses; and since in life men

and women live together, education should teach the proper relation

ship between men and women.,,26 In this sense, life-education was

totally different from "decorative" traditional education; it was

productive and practical, he maintained. Furthermore, T'ao felt

that it was not sufficient for education to provide merely the means

for living. According to him, education should be able to bring

about changes in life and society. Only by being able to do so

does education become true education. Thus T'ao postulated the

purpose of life-education to be twofold: to develop the capacity

of the people and to reform society.27 All the three educational

concepts above were compactly expressed in a dictum, "life is

education," which is the first proposition of life-education.
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The second proposition of life-education was "society is school."

This concerns the domain of education. When life itself is regarded

as an educational process, it is natural that all of society becomes

the domain of education. In contrast to Dewey who wanted to inject

the social environment into the schools, T'ao viewed the whole

society as a vast classroom. T' ao said, "whether it be alleys,

highways, villages, factories, prisons, or battle grounds, all places

related to life are classrooms which educate us.,,28 This concept

was practiced during the Hsiao-chuang period. For instance, T'ao

once took students to a watch repair shop in order to teach them

how to repair watches. He also organized a "children's inspection

team" (Lu hsing-t' uan) among the students of Huai-an Rural Elementary

School, and took them to the "1. 28" battlefield (Japan attacked

Shanghai on January 28, 1932) and various places of Shanghai in order

to show the brutality of Japanese imperialism. 29 In connection

with this proposition, T'ao stressed that the people should strive

together to increase their knowledge by learning from each other.

He said: "the masses of people (ta-chung) are all teachers,

fellow students, and students at the same time. Whenever people

meet they should teach what they know to others and learn from

each other." He also said that there should not be strict

distinctions between teachers and students, for old people over

sixty years of age can learn from children. The purpose of studying

together is to achieve progress on the part of all people. 3D

The third proposition of life-education thought was the

principle of the "unity of teaching, learning, and doing," the
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methodology. This principle required that teaching, learning, and

doing be linked into one. Explaining this principle, T'ao said that

teachers should adjust teaching methods to the learning methods of

students and should have students find answers to problems for

themselves. He further stressed that both teaching and learning

could be most effective when carried out through action (literally

. ) 31dOJ.ng, tso •

The three propositions of life-education discussed above are

either the inversion of John Dewey's educational dicta, "education

is life" and "school is society," or an extension of Dewey's concept

of "learning by doing." John Dewey forcefully advocated such

educational concepts not only in his works but also in his lectures

made during his stay in China (1919-1921). Dewey held that schooling

h Id b f f 't l'f 32s ou e a orm 0 communJ. y J. e.

believed in the Deweyan concepts. T'ao found that these were not

adequate to solve the Chinese problem after his "seven years" of

experience at the Nanking Normal High School. To take Dewey's

concept of "school is society" as an example, the creation of a social

microcosm within the school could, he thought, hardly meet the

enormous social needs in a country like China. To borrow T'ao's

words, "to attempt to teach students about society by socializing

the school was like placing a few twigs and leaves in a bird cage.

One achieved an approximation of the environment, a microcosm, but

the gap between the microcosm and the world remained too wide. The

bird cage was still a bird cage, not the forest, not the real world.,,33

In other words, in his opinion, it was not enough to depend only on
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the schools to bring about educational effects necessary in the

Chinese society. Education was to be moved out of the schools and

into society. From such viewpoints, T'ao reversed the Deweyan

doctrine. Instead of "Education is life," T'ao proclaimed that

"Life is education." Instead of "school is a society," he proclaimed

that "society is a school." The theory of the "unity of teaching,

learning, and doing" was merely an extention of Dewey's idea of

34
"learning by doing." Not only the learning method, but also the

teaching method should take "doing" as the principal approach, T'ao

believed. Notwithstanding such reversed opinions, one can hardly

deny that T'ao's "life-education" was derived primarily from Deweyan

educational premises. T'ao frankly admitted:

Had there not been the theory "Education is life" as a
precedent, there could never have been produced the theory
of the "unity of teaching, learning, and doing." But by
the time the latter theory took shape, the whole of
education had changed direction. This new direction is
"life is education. u3 5

Nationalism constituted another important part of life-education

thought. T' ao viewed life-education as the "education for overcoming

national crisis." He declared that China was at the point of

perishing, and in order for China to survive, the Chinese people

should be educated and learn to solve the problems of the country by

uniting among themselves. He thus demanded that the "comrades of

life-education" regard the preservation of Chinese territory, the

complete recovery of the nation's sovereignty, and obtaining the

f d d 1 · f h h i 1 h . . . 36ree om an equa 1ty 0 t e C 1nese peop e as t e1r supreme m1SS1on.

Lastly, T'ao's life educational concept contained an element of

collectivism. As a disciple of John Dewey and a liberalist, T'ao
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recognized the value of developing individuality in education.

However, while working in Chinese society he found that the Chinese

social and political conditions called for developing capabilities of

the people to act collectively. He saw tremendous potential in the

people as the chief source for constructing a new China and believed

that such a potential could be utilized most effectively only when

individuals learned to act cOllectively.37

The Rural Reconstruction Theory

Based on the social and educational views discussed above, T'ao

advanced concrete suggestions for rural reconstruction. His rural

reconstruction theory begins with an analysis of the sources of misery

f h 'l'f d d l' f I 't 38o t e peasants 1 e an ec 1ne 0 rura SOC1e y.

T'ao felt the impact of foreign imperialism was most responsible

for the distress of the Chinese rural society. Like many contemporary

intellectuals he believed that China's rural problems were first

triggered by foreign imperialism and deteriorated progressively in

chain-reaction fashion with the general decline of social and

I , '1 d.i , h i 39po 1t1ca con 1t1ons 1n C 1na. Domestically, he considered war-

lords, bad gentry, and local strong men to be the main source of

peasant misery. Apart from war damage, peasants suffered immensely

from the requisition of labor, livestock, grain, and carts by warlords.

Civil wars and the huge military expenditures were largely supported

by the money exacted from the peasants in the form of various

surtaxes. 4 0 Local gentry and strong men were not only the exploiters

of the peasants, but also the "running dogs" of the warlords, T'ao

said. Thus he had a strong feeling against them. This was well
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reflected in one of the slogans T'ao made at the Hsiao-chuang School.

The slogan read: "Make friends with horses, sheep, oxen and cows,

chickens, dogs and pigs. But gentry, local strong men, and warlords

41
are your enemies!"

After identifying the causes of China's rural problems, T'ao

suggested principles and methods of rural reconstruction. 4 2 First,

as a prerequisite to rural reconstruction, T'ao called for resisting

imperialism by mobilizing the entire capacity of the Chinese people.

He felt that unless China rid herself of imperialism she could not

become prosperous by any means. His feeling of anti-imperialism

became more intensified after Japan's open invasion of Manchuria in

September, 1931, and her attack on Shanghai in January, 1932.

Also he advocated that in rural reconstruction work "true

peasants" should be the principal object. By "true peasants" he

meant peasants who earned their living by tilling land with their own

labor. By the phrase, "principal object," he stressed that the

welfare of the peasants should be given the first consideration. As

concrete programs of rural reconstruction, T'ao proposed to teach

the peasants "true knowledge," which meant practical knowledge

beneficial to the life of the peasants. He also suggested developing

self-government ability of the peasants so that they could conduct

their own affairs. He noted that the Chinese peasants worked mostly

for others (e.g., landlords and local gentry). In order to correct

this situation, he thought that rural reconstruction should include

scientific agricultural training and the introduction of cooperatives

43among the peasants. He also suggested that the peasants be
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provided with organizational capability so that they could protect

their products from others' exploitation. 44

In connection with educating the peasants, T'ao stressed that

special efforts should be made to train the peasants to become

rational human beings who can plan their own life and appreciate the

meaning of life. Also T'ao was much concerned with the problem of

obtaining rural reconstruction personnel. For this end he suggested

training all the professional people needed in rural reconstruction

(i.e., doctors, engineers, agricultural specialists, soldiers,

artists, and teachers), for most of the professionals remained in

cities, and few carne down to work in rural villages.

T'ao also attached particular importance to the education of

rural children, for rural children were the peasants of the future.

They should be given, T'ao asserted, confidence in their thought and

behavior and should be taught to set their goals, but not only in

order to accumulate personal wealth. He also believed that children,

if properly cultivated, could become excellent workers in rural

reconstruction. As we will see in the following chapter, this belief

was tested in the so-called "little teachers" program which was an

effective tool for spreading literacy among rural people.

As chief agencies for rural reconstruction work, T'ao assigned a

dominant role in rural work to rural schools. In T'ao's scheme, the

function of the rural school was to be not only an educational

institution, but also a community center for training village leaders

and an agency for rural reform. Teachers of the rural school were to

45
be school teachers as well as leaders of rural reform. This
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conception of the rural teacher as a nucleus of village reconstruction

has, as Philip Kuhn pointed out, a strong elitist tone. 46 Yet, T'ao

stressed that such an elite individual should join the rank and file

of the people. Only the "peasantized" intellectual could be an

effective agent of change. Thus T'ao advised his students and other

rural reconstructionists to become peasants themselves.
47

Finally, T'ao recommended that rural workers have a broad

perspective and yet start from small things. He said, "Although one

works in a small village, he needs to be in constant communication

with the world so that he might forget that his work is a part of the

grand project of rebuilding the entire country. ,,48 In order to

maximize the effectiveness of rural reconstruction work, he suggested

obtaining cooperation from as many private and public institutions as

possible. For example, he said: "In order to ease peasant economic

problems rural reformers should endeavor to gain cooperation from

banks and agricultural stations. In order to prevent disease, they

should obtain help from hospitals, and to improve roads they could

49
get assistance from the department of highways of the government."

But politically, T'ao took a neutral stance between the Kuomintang

and the Chinese Communist Party. He welcomed cooperation with any

organization and groups, including both parties, as long as such

cooperation would be beneficial to the peasants. However, because of

the radical tendencies of his ideas, in addition to the fact that

T'ao's friends included some leftist writers and intellectuals,50

T'ao eventually carne to be regarded as dangerous by conservative KMT

leaders and local traditional elements. Consequently, as will be
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seen in the following chapter, his work was hindered by the KMT

overnment in various ways. Nonetheless, his rural reform thought and

his indominable reform zeal became a great inspirational source for

other reformers.

In brief, the central theme of T'ao's life and thought was the

welfare of the common people, the peasants in particular. His

activities had a populistic element which sought to mobilize the

energy of the lower stratum of unorganized and oppressed people.

His rural reform theory was an adaptation of John Dewey's educational

concepts to China's particular needs. T'ao's thought was social

reformist and nationalistic in that it aimed to improve the lives of

the rural people, to realize an egalitarian society, and to save the

country. It was an ingenuous blend of the concept of democracy, the

idea of pragmatic and productive education, respect for manual labor,

and an aspect of collectivism.

Chao Shu-yU (? -1928) and His Theory of Peasant Training

During the 1920's Chao Shu-yu was one of the outstanding

theorists and planners of rural education and rural reform in China.

He rendered an important contribution to the whole rural reconstruc

tion movement in Kiangsu province by helping to initiate rural reform

works undertaken by all three main rural reconstruction institutions.

His ability as a rural specialist was highly regarded among rural

reformers. But his early death from illness in September, 1928, made

him fall into obscurity.

51
Unfortunately, there remain few records about his early years.

However, his career becomes clearer from 1920 onward. Between 1920
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and 1923 he was a professor in Education at Chin-ling University in

Nanking. 52 In 1924, he moved to the National Tung-nan University and

taught rural education. 53 It was around this time that Chao began to

distinguish himself in the national rural reform movement. In

September, 1925, he was invited to become Chief of the Department of

Rural Education of the National Association for the Advancement of

Education (NAAE), which was then increasingly turning its attention

to rural education. 54 After that, Chao became the closest colleague

of T'ao Hsing-chih in T'ao's rural reform experiments. Around the

same time, he also worked for the Association for Chinese vocational

Education (AVE).55

Chao played a key role in planning many rural educational and

rural reform projects. When the Kiangsu Rural School Discussion

Conference was held in Nanking in August, 1924, Chao drafted for the

conference a plan of organization and a curriculum for rural education.

In his draft, Chao suggested that lessons be related ~o rural life so

as to promote the students' love for their localities and the teaching

f " "f" "1 h " 56o sc~ent~ ~c agr~cu tural tee n~ques. Chao was also appointed one

of two chief planners of the experimental rural reform project in

Shansi province in late 1925. This project did not materialize due

to civil war in northern China which lasted from 1925 through early

1926.
57

However, a similar project in Kiangsu, a province politically

more stable, was being contemplated by Huang Yen-p'ai and other

rural educators. In May, 1926, representatives of four institutions

(i.e., the AVE, the NAAE, the Association for the Advancement of Mass

Education, and the Department of Agriculture of Tung-nan University)
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decided to carry out a joint rural reform experiment at "an appro-

priate place" in Kiangsu. Chao was again chosen as chief planner and

supervisor for this project. The Hsu-kung-ch'iao reform district

mentioned earlier was the outcome of this project. 58 Chao's plan for

this project included programs such as: (1) to disseminate improved

seeds, eliminate harmful agricultural insects, and promote auxiliary

industries; (2) to reform elementary schools and carry out compulsory

education; (3) to inaugurate adult education; (4) to provide

vocational guidance; (5) to organize various cooperatives such as

sales, purchasing, and credit; (6) to establish people's libraries

and lecture halls and to organize a children's agricultural artifact

corps; (7) to carry out a public health campaign; (8) to repair and

construct roads and to plant trees; (9) to carry out an anti-gambling

and anti-opium campaign; and (10) to increase the recreation

. . 59
opportun~t~es of the peasants. As we will see later, these reform

programs were emulated in many other rural reform experiments.

It was mentioned earlier that the Hsiao-chuang School was

established by T'ao Hsing-chih. However, more precisely, the school

was a joint venture between T'ao and Chao. The school was the

realization of a part of Chao's grand and detailed rural reform plan

drafted in 1925. Chao's plan included the establishment of a rural

research center, a department of rural education, an experimental

normal school, and an experimental rural primary school in Kiangsu

province. This project was to be funded by money appropriated for

the research of China's rural problems from the Boxer Rebellion

indemnity returned by the United States government for the promotion
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At Hsiao-chuang, while T'ao Hsing-chih was

the principal, Chao was superintendent of the normal school, a part

of the Hsiao-chuang organization. 61 During his Hsiao-chuang career,

Chao delivered a series of lectures on rural education and rural

reform. He also contributed articles to magazines. These lectures

and articles were collected and published as the first book of the

Hsiao-chuang series in 1933. T'ao Hsing-chih commended Chao: "A

man of golden words who can rarely be found for many generations,

whose intelligence and knowledge are as sharp as cold ice and as

jade, and his work of life as illuminating as the sun and moon. ,,62

In July, 1928, Chao was appointed President of both the Kiangsu

Provincial Academy for Mass Education and the WOrkers and Peasants

Academy. 63 But after two months he died from illness.

Theory of Peasant Training

Among the many articles which Chao wrote, two deserve special

attention because it was mainly through them that Chao advanced his

theory of peasant training, a synthesis of his views on rural

education and reform work. The two articles were "Educational

Revolutionary Education" which was originally delivered in a lecture

at Hsiao-chuang School in March, 1928,64 and "Theory and Method of

Peasant Training" which appeared in Hsin sheng-ming (New Life), a

65
journal sponsored by Chiang Kai-shek, in June, 1928. The following

discussion of Chao's theory is based on these two articles.

Chao's theory of peasant training was an outcome of a number of

his particular political, social, and educational views related to

China's problems. In his socio-political view there are a few
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indications of Sun Yat-sen's influence. First of all, he considered

the Nationalist Revolution based on the Three Principles of the People

as the best way to save China from the current predicament. Also,

in explaining the significance of peasant training, Chao reminded

readers of the celebrated phrase in Sun's will, "to arouse the masses

and strive together" and pointed out that peasants constituted more

than 80 per cent of the Chinese population. Hence, the peasants

should be the main force of the revolution. Their training and

participation in the revolution were essential for the success of

th 1 t ' h . . d 66e revo u ~on, e ma~nta~ne .

Chao found the necessity of peasant training also in historical

development of educational trends and in China's current social and

political conditions. Chao pointed out that, historically, educational

trends, both in the West and China, had advanced from the education

of a small number of the privileged class to popular education, from

impractical education to practical education, and from higher education

to elementary education. He also noted that political rights had

followed a similar historical process. That is, they had passed from

the hands of a small number of privileged classes to the common

67
people. It seems that Chao borrowed these ideas from John Dewey.

Dewey had presented similar views in his lecture made in Shanghai in

68
early May, 1919. However, China lagged behind such historical

trends in education and political development. Chinese education

had not cast off attributes of traditional education, namely

"aristocratic, ruling class-centered, bureaucratic, and 'man-eating'

.. ,,69. h ld b
qual~t~es. In Chao's op~nion, these unsavory elements s ou e
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purged from Chinese education. In order to do so, Chao maintained

that "educational revolution (chiao-yu ko-ming) and "revolutionary

education" (ko-ming chiao-yu) were necessary. By "educational

revolution" Chao meant making education more popular and more

70
practical. In this sense, Chao's educational vi~~oint was similar

to that of T'ao Hsing-chih. There were, however, differences between

the two men's theories. Whereas T'ao's assertion of education reform

stemmed mainly from social and educational concern, Chao's suggestion

of "educational revolution" was more political in motive.

Chao perceived that Chinese society had had only two classes, the

rulers and the ruled, and that their status was interchangeable. The

rulers were "literati" (tu-shu-jen), and the ruled were "non-literati"

(pu-tu-shu-jen) who were peasants, artisans, and merchants. The

purpose of study in traditional Chinese society was to become a

government official. If one did not want to become a government

official, there was no need for him to study. Such a concept had

become a general social norm in Chinese society and kept the masses of

people ignorant. with this educational outlook, the r~lers indoc-

trinated the people, making them believe that politics was only the

affair for the rUling class; the ruled need not be concerned with

politics. In that way, the rulers perpetuated their status, and the

people came to forget their political right and became incapable of

even running their own affairs. Chao further noted that it was the

people who fed the rulers. However, they did not realize this.

Rather the rulers considered their luxurious living as the emperor's

grace and reward for their service to him. Accordingly, they were
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eager to please the emperor and were concerned only with their

personal interests. As a result, politics, the "business of adrnin-

istering the affairs of the masses of the people" (kuan-li chung-jen

ih)
71 .

te sh , became a means for further1ng the rUling class' interests,

and the people became ignorant, impoverished, and indifferent to

public affairs. This was, Chao considered, how China became weak,

and why the Chinese people came to be behind the peoples of other

countries. Thus Chao strongly advocated an educational revolution

which would induce popular and practical education and help improve

72the lives of the people.

By "revolutionary education" Chao implied the training of

peasants. 73 Chao regarded China's problem as essentially stemming

from the backwardness of the Chinese people in knowledge, organiza-

tion, and production. In order to rectify the backwardness of the

Chinese people, Chao felt that training of the peasants, the majority

of the Chinese people, was the best short-cut. As indicated in the

preceding chapter, peasants had been organized and mobilized by the

KMT for the Northern Expedition during the period of KMT-CCP alliance.

However, the peasant movement had been largely controlled by the

Chinese Communists. Chao considered the direction of the previous

peasant movement to have been mistaken. Like many KMT members, he

felt that the previous peasant movement had been used by the Chinese

Communists for their own interests instead of for the purpose of the

National Revolution or for the genuine welfare of the peasants.

While using the Kuomintang title in the peasant movement, in fact,

the Communists had alienated peasants from the Kuomintang and
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attempted to enlarge their power base among the people by exploiting

74
the peasant movement. Chao considered this development of the

peasant movement destructive, and came to advocate a new type of

peasant movement along what Chao termed the "real" San Min Chu I line.

It is not clear what he meant by the "real San Min Chu I line." In

the light of his other remarks he seems to have implied his support

for Sun Yat-sen's peasant policy expressed in Sun's 1924 lecture on

the San Min Chu I. Sun would have solved peasant problems through

positive government policy such as granting land to all landless and

tenant farmers, issuing agricultural implements, repairing irrigation

systems, instructing the peasants in scientific agricultural methods,

and establishing banks for peasants.

In addition to policies advocated by Sun Yat-sen, Chao advocated

that the capacities of the peasants be developed through training.

Chao used to say to the peasants that they, not politicians, were the

real masters of the country and that in order to become able masters

they must improve their capabilities. 75 In 1927, Chao also

criticized the politics of the time as "man-eating politics through

collaboration between warlords and politicians under the name of the

San Min Chu 1." He denounced the warlords and politicians for

exploiting the San Min Chu I as a camouflage for pursuing their own

interests. He likened them to lang (the wolf) and pei ( a kind of

wolf with shorter forelegs) who, according to Chinese legend, lived

on things stolen from human beings. It is said that while a lang was

good at running but lacked schemes, a pei was full of devices but a

poor runner. Thus they stole things from human beings by cooperating
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76
with each other. Chao did not clarify whom he was referring to by

such an allegory. But, in view of the political development of China

at the time, it is obvious that Chao was deploring the KMT conserva-

tives who had made alliances with the so-called "new warlords" in

the process of the Northern Expedition.

Judging from the contents of his theory of peasant training

discussed below, Chao's views on the peasant movement differed from

those of the KMT conservatives who had nullified the movement. 77 His

sympathies were rather close to those of KMT left-wing leaders (i.e.,

Liao Chung-k'ai, Wang Ching-wei, and Ch'en Kung-po) even though there

is little evidence which indicates Chao's political affiliation with

KMT leftists. Both Chao and the KMT left-wing leaders were opposed

to the class struggle approach of the CCP, yet favored continuous

and active peasant movements through peasant associations. They also

shared a strong feeling against the existing traditional elites (i.e.,

) , . l' 78gentry, warlords, and local strong-men and ~per1a 1sm.

What then are the concrete programs of peasant training Chao

proposed as alternatives to the Communist-controlled peasant move-

ment? They encompassed three kinds of training: basic, political,

and production training.

Basic Training J9Ba sic training was to provide the peasants with

essential knowledge of life, such as reading, writing, and a minimum

knowledge of Chinese culture. Chao believed that in order for one to

be independent and to become a good citizen such knowledge was a

minimum requirement. Without knowledge, he pointed out, one could

not resist both natural and social disasters and preserve himself;
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more importantly, he is incapable of remodeling his environment. In

short, to provide the peasants with basic knowledge was to lay the

foundation upon which the peasants could develop abilities to improve

their lives.

Political Training~Ochao attributed both the distressing life

of peasants and the weakness of China to the people's lack of

political consciousness, organizing ability, and courage to struggle.

Because of these shortcomings the Chinese people were incapable of

fighting domestic and foreign oppressors, he believed. Political

training was designed to correct such weaknesses of the Chinese people.

As an example of the effectiveness of political trai.ning, he cited

the political training given to the cadets of the Whampoa Military

Academy. He believed that one of the main factors which contributed

to the success of the Nationalist forces' victory during the Northern

Expedition was political training.

Concrete subjects for promoting political consciousness,

according to Chao, included teaching the Three Principles of the

People, clarifying the cause of the Nationalist Revolution, and

explaining China's domestic and international situation. Like Sun

Yat-sen and Liao Chung-k'ai, Chao believed that in order to have the

peasants participate in the National Revolution, the peasants should

be made to understand what the Nationalist Revolution meant, why such

a revolution was necessary, and what the revolution had to do with

them. Chao thought that in this political training it should be made

clear that the Nationalist Revolution aimed for the destruction of

warlords and imperialism and the elimination of corrupt officials,
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bad gentry, and local strongmen. Through political training Chao

thus wanted to help promote both political and social revolution.

As a means to develop the organizational and self-government

capabilities of the peasants, Chao proposed to use peasant associa

tions. He hoped that the peasant association would function as the

central body not only for protecting peasant interests against

unfair exploitation, but also for developing such self-government

capabilities of the peasants as making local defense plans,

constructing roads, and exercising the four powersof the people.

Production Training~lproductiontraining was designed to provide

the peasants with scientific agricultural knowledge in order to

increase agricultural productivity. As was pointed out in the

previous chapter, Chao shared Sun's view that China's economic problem

was essentially the problem of shortage of absolute national wealth

which was closely tied with national productivity. When the nation

itself was poor, Chao pointed out, it was meaningless to ensure fair

distribution of wealth among the people. Hence, he held that the

most urgent need for China was to decide how to increase national

productivity. In addition, between agriculture and industry, he was

of the opinion that the development of agriculture was more funda

mental and critical than the development of large industry in order

to solve China's economic problems. Chao thus emphasized agricultural

training of the peasants.

Lastly, while suggesting the three kinds of peasant training,

Chao stressed the carrying out of the three programs sirnultaneously.82

only by doing so, could the purpose of peasant training be fully
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achieved. The three programs were complementary with one another.

Basic training would be of little help to peasants without the latter

two programs. Conversely, if political and production training were

given without basic training, their progress would be very slow, for

both programs required a certain level of knowledge, which basic

training would supply. Chao applied a similar logic to the relation

ship between political and production training. He feared that if

political training were given without production training, it might

be used as a tool of class struggle as the case in the Communist

controlled peasant movement. Communism worked most effectively in

places where people were impoverished and yet their political

consciousness was high. Production training also needed political

training in order to safeguard the profits to the peasants. Without

political training which would awaken the peasants concerning their

rights and give them organizational ability, the increase of

production by the peasants would easily result in only "fattening

the exploiters," he said.

In short, like T'ao, Chao was nationalistic and a social reformer.

He had deep concern for the peasants' plight, and viewed education as

the chief means for improving the lives of the people. But Chao was

more politically oriented than T'ao in his motives. He viewed rural

reconstruction as a part of the national revolution to construct a

new China. He also agreed with many parts of Sun Yat-sen's political

ideas. Yet Chao's approach was more direct and radical than Sun's in

promoting the welfare of the peasants. Through training Chao aimed

to have the peasants actively regain their political rights and
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safeguard their economic interests for themselves, instead of passively

waiting for benevolent government measures. In the last analysis, it

can be said that Chao's ideological position was an eclectic one

encompassing the views of both T'ao Hsing-chih and Sun Yat-sen.

Kao Yang (Chien-ssu) (1891-1944) and His Theory of Rural

Mass Education

Kao Yang was a leading theorist of mass education in Kiangsu.

It was under Kao's leadership that the Kiangsu Provincial College of

Education developed into an important rural reconstruction institution

in the province as well as in the nation. He was considered one of

the national leaders in the rural reconstruction movement in China,

o "together with Liang Shu-ming, James Yen, and Ch~ang Wen-yu. He was

one of the founding members of the Rural Work Discussion Society in

1933.

Kao was born in Wu-hsi city on February 18, 1891. At the age

of 17 (1908) he entered Wu-sung Middle School and graduated in 1911.

After his graduation, he stayed at home for one year. At this time,

Kao already showed active concern for the education of people. He

o h h 1 1 d h °110 83set up a n~g t sc 00 c ass an taug t ~ ~terates. In the

following year (1912), he was admitted to the law college of Tung-wu

University in Soochow as a sophomore and graduated in 1915. In the

winter of the same year he went to the United States at his own

expense, entered Cornell University, and obtained a Master's Degree

84
in economics in 1917.

After returning from the United States in 1918, Kao's role in

China was primarily that of an educator. He became chairman of the
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Department of Commerce at Chi-nan University in Shanghai and prepared

the groundwork for the Commercial College of that university. Upon

his father's death in the following year, Kao disposed of his part of

the family fortune and established the Wu-hsi Private Middle School.

Fulfilling his father's life-long wish, he dedicated this school to

the training of local young people. Poor in his youth, Kao's father

had not had a chance to be educated.

Between 1920 and 1927, Kao Yang served in a number of different

positions. In 1924 he left Chi-nan University and became a professor

at Chung-kuo Kung-hsueh (Chinese Public College). In 1927 he worked

for the China Merchant Company, and in the spring of the following

year, he was appointed Secretary of the Kwangtung Government. Thus

by early 1928 Kao was a man of well-rounded experience in education,

b · d ff' 85US1ness an government a a1rs.

However, it was at the Kiangsu Provincial College of Education

where he launched his life-long career devoted to mass education and

rural reconstruction. Upon Chao Shu-yu's death in September, 1928,

Kao was invited by the Kiangsu Provincial Government to succeed Chao

as superintendent of the Kiangsu Provincial Academy of Mass Education

and, in the following month, of the Workers and Peasants Academy.

In the autumn of 1930 these two institutions were merged to form the

. . 1 11 f d t' , h id t 86PrOV1nC1a Co ege 0 E uca 10n W1t Kao as PreS1 en . He served

in this position for thireen years until 1941, when the college was

forced to close down due to financial difficulties during its period

87
of refuge at Kuei-lin during the Sino-Japanese War. Thus it was
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under Kao's leadership that rural reconstruction work by the College

of Education was carried out from its beginning to the end.

As president of one of the nation's top rural reconstruction

institutions, Kao established himself as national leader in the rural

reconstruction movement. He participated in many private and public

meetings concerning rural reform. He also published numerous articles

on the subject. In the summer of 1931, Kao established the Chinese

Rural Education Association (Chung-hua hsiang-ts'un chiao-yU she) ,

together with Ku Mei, Chiang Heng-yUan (Wen-yU) and Chin Hai-Kuan.

The aim of the association was to muster all the capacities of the

nation's rural educators and carryon a rural education movement on a

national scale. 88 In December, 1932, when the nation's leading rural

reconstructionists, such as Liang Shu-ming, James Yen, Wang I-k'o and

Liang Ching-han, met in Nanking and agreed to establish a national

organization of rural reconstruction, Kao Yang also participated in

the meeting as one of the initiators of the organization. 89 The

organization was formally established at the Shangtung Rural

Reconstruction Research Academy at Tsou-p'ing on July 14, 1933. It

was named the Rural Work Discussion Society (Hsiang-ts'un kung-tso

, 1 h ') 90t ao- un u~. This was a sort of national forum for discussing

problems and exchanging new ideas among rural reconstructionists

throughout the nation. It was through this society that diverse rural

reconstruction projects over the country were welded together. They

formed, for the first time, a national movement. The rural recon-

struction movement then became one of the most powerful social

movements in China at the time. The Rural Work Discussion Society
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had three annual meetings between 1933 and 1935, which drew rural

specialists from various private and public institutions in the

nation. At all three meetings, Kao was elected to one of the chair

91
groups.

Theory of Rural Mass Education

As a leader of the rural reconstruction movement in both the

province and the nation, Kao tried to develop a rural reconstruction

theory suitable for the Chinese rural scene on the basis of his field

experience and research. Reflecting his position as the leader of a

mass education institution, Kao's idea of rural reconstruction was

particularly well expressed in the following three articles: "A Draft

for the Method of Spreading Rural Mass Education Movement in Each

Hsien in Kiangsu Province" (April, 1932), "OUr Understnading of Rural

Reconstruction Problems" (July, 1933), and "Discussion of the Central

Problem of Rural Work" (OCtober, 1934). The discussion of Kao I s

theory of rural mass education below is primarily based on the above

three articles. 9 2

Kao's theory of rural mass education can be conveniently explained

in two parts: his opinions on the problems of rural reconstruction

in general and his rural reconstruction approach. The former includes

his views on the social and historical basis of the rural reconstruction

mvoement in China and the objectives of the movement. The latter

pertains to methods of rural reconstruction.

General Understanding of Rural Reconstruction Problems. Like

other rural reconstructionists, Kao Yang also conceived of rural

reconstruction as a means of solving China's problems. Kao shared
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Liang Shu-ming's views that China's decline began with the inroads

made by Western civilization, and that rural reconstruction was the

only viable way left for China's survival. 93 Kao said: "China had

been prosperous. However, since the invasion of Westerners and their

civilization China's politics, economy, and culture declined daily•.••

If this situation was allowed to continue without any remedial

measures, China would not survive in the world ...• All previous reform

efforts to arrest the decline of China since the "Hundred Days Reform"

attempt (1898) had failed because they were nothing but upper-class

movements waged by a small number of officials and intellectuals,

having little to do with the masses of people. Excluding the masses

at the bottom of society, these reform efforts had been like a

94
building without a foundation." Hence, Kao advocated that the

reform movement should be based on the majority of the people at the

bottom. Moreover, he suggested that the movement should be aimed to

awaken the people so that "they could control the government and

dedicate their mind and strength to the reform of the country.,,95

As indicated earlier, Kao conceived of mass education as a means

of national reconstruction in a broad sense, namely social, economic,

and political reconstruction. Accordingly, when he recognized that

the rural population accounted for more than 75 per cent of the

Chinese people, he identified rural mass education with rural

. reconstruction.

Kao also noted the important position of rural society in the

nation's economy. Kao disagreed with the idea that industrial

development would lead to a national revival. First of all,
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according to his judgment, it was hardly feasible in the current

international situation to develop industry to the level of the

advanced countries. He pointed out that after World War I, Western

countries were depending on controlled economic policies and high

tariffs and also resorting to dumping policies in foreign markets in

order to ensure the maintenance of their national industries in the

wake of the world depression. Under such circumstances, China's

competition against other countries in commerce and industry would

not only fail, but would also accelerate the economic decline in

China that had already set in. In contrast, he maintained that if

China were able to increase agricultural production and become self

sufficient in food and industrial materials, the flow of China's

domestic capital out of the country would stop, and with the active

circulation of domestic goods China would soon recover her economic

96strength.

Adhering to the above viewpoint, Kao came to be involved in the

debate, regarding the proper economic road for China, waged between

the Tu-li p'ing-lun (The Independence Review) represented by Wu Ching

Ch'u, and Liang Shu-ming and other rural reconstructionists in

1935. 97 Kao supported Liang Shu-ming's assertion that China should

induce commerical and industrial development through agricultural

progress (yu nung-yeh fa-chan kung-shang-yeh). Kao held that the

attempt to induce agricultural development through corrmerical and

industrial progress would lead China to endless suffering even though

such an approach might bring momentary relief to the Chinese economy.

As an example, he cited the fact that China's purchase of Western
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goods for the past thirty years had driven Chinese villages into a

serious economic crisis. On the other hand, he held that methods of

inducing commerce and industry through agricultural progress was a

more natural approach for China, for China had been and still was

predominantly a rural society.

Rural Reconstruction Methods. As in the case of other rural

reconstructionists, Kao considered the educational approach as the

chief means of advancing rural reconstruction. Identifying rural

problems primarily as poverty, ignorance, the lack or organizational

ability, and poor health, he believed that such problems could be

solved only through education and training and that such an

educational approach should be carried out by persuasion, not by

coercion on the part of the government. This was because the success

of rural reform work largely depended on the people's willingness to

participate in such work and on their "self-teaching" and self-

reliant habits. These qualities could not be developed through

coercion. For the same reason, Kao felt that rural reconstruction

should be carried out from the bottom up instead of from the top down.

Like T'ao Hsing-chih, Kao believed that rural reconstruction should

be carried out according to the needs of the rural people and that

rural problems could be best understood only from the peasants'

standpoint. This was a different position from that of Nationalist

government officials who tried to impose government programs on the

h d h f
" 98people from t e top own as t ey saw a.t .

Viewing educational methods as primary, Kao was also a gradualist

in his reconstruction approach. He did not think that rural
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reconstruction was a kind of work that could be accomplished in a short

period o~ time. He suspected those who advocated hasty reconstruction

of having motives other than working for the genuine interest of the

peasants. Kao seems to have been opposed to the rural revolutionary

approach taken by the Chinese Communists. He cautioned rural recon

structionists to anticipate many difficulties in the future and be

prepared to endure any hardship ahead of them and to keep working in

good faith until the completion of their task. He warned them not

to abandon the masses and not to forget that their work was a sacred

mission. 99

Within the bounds of rural reconstruction activity he included

all aspects of peasant life--political, economic, and cultural.

Specifically, he proposed to carry out six comprehensive training

programs: civic, livelihood, literacy, health, family, and recreation.

Through such training, he hoped to increase agricultural productivity,

organize peasant economic organizations (i.e., cooperatives), and lay

the foundations for local self-government in rural society.lOO But

he stressed flexibility in practice by placing emphasis on certain

programs in accordance with the needs and conditions of each recon

structed area. For example, if the area was most troubled by the

bandit problem, emphasis should first be placed on defense projects.

If the area was located favorably for rural industry, the rural

reconstruction program should stress the development of rural

industry. If the area enjoyed a high literacy rate and high economic

standards, political training could be made the central theme of

rural reconstruction work.
I OI

As agencies for carrying out these
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programs, Kao conceived the utilization of the existing local mass

education institutions (i.e., mass schools and mass education halls)

most appropriate. He suggested that mass education institutions, with

two or three staff members per 100 to 500 households, be established. l 02

As a method to bring about maximum effects of the rural recon-

struction effort, Kao advanced in 1934 the so-called theory of the

"unity of politics and education" (cheng-chiao ho-i), which stressed

cooperation between rural reconstruction workers and government

. . 1 1 103 . h '
agenc~es at var~ous eve s. He po~nted out t at the government s

attempts to enforce the pao-chia system and such social policies as

the prohibition of opium smoking and foot binding were often met with

stiff popular opposition which could, in the worst cases, develop into

riots. In Kao's observation, such opposition arose due to the lack

of governmental efforts to persuade the people, and also due to the

low educational level of the rural population. He felt that, for

example, it was in this area that the government could get assistance

from local reconstruction institutions. H~ also pointed out that the

little concern shown by hsien governments for the reformers' local

development programs had a very frustrating effect upon rural

reconstruction efforts. Considering that rural reconstruction was

the work China was most in need of, Kao believed, such government

attitudes should be corrected. In addition, cooperation between the

two sides would be mutually benefical. When local government agencies

and rural reconstruction institutions cooperated, not only would

rural reconstruction work be gre~tly facilitated, but also government

policies in rural areas would be more smoothly carried out.
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As concrete methods to implement such "unity of politics and

education," Kao suggested the fo 11owing three measures: (1) to carry

out rural reconstruction work in liaison with local leaders, govern

mental offices of education and agriculture, party branches, local

administration organs, police, and the local military; (2) to make

chairmen and deputy chairmen of hsiang, and chairmen of lu join

village improvement societies (hsiang-ts'un kai-chin hui) organized

by rural reconstructionists; (3) to transfer rural reconstruction

projects to local people in due course and to induce local government

agencies to participate in rural reconstruction work so as to make

them understand the importance of such work.

Kao Yang's theory of rural mass education was less original than

those of T'ao Hsing-chin and Chao Shu-yu. It was a combination of

his experiences in mass education and some aspects of Liang Shu

ming's rural reconstruction theory. The main difference between Kao

and Liang concerned cooperation with the government in rural recon

struction. Whereas Liang tried to avoid involvement by the National

ist Government in the rural reconstruction movement, Kao welcomes the

government's participation, providing that each party would complement

each other's weak points and would not attempt to dominate the

other.

One of the fundamental bases of K'ao's theory was Sun Yat-sen's

idea that the people should be trained in order to become a viable

revolutionary force in the Nationalist Revolution. He recognized

the government's responsibility for the training of the people as

prescribed in Sun's three stages of revolution. However, he believed
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that such training should not be carried out only from the govern

ment's vantage point, but that it should also reflect the needs of

the people. Kao's theory of "unity of politics and education" can

be viewed as a compromise between Nanking's efforts to impose its

reconstruction schemes on villages and the rural reconstructionists'

grassroot approaches.

As the president of a public institution of higher education,

Kao's approach was more moderate than those of Liang Shu-ming and

T'ao. Kao made a great effort not to criticize any social group of

the government. As a result, as will be seen in Chapters Five and

Six, rural reform efforts by the College of Education lasted longer

than T'ao's reform venture and obtained better cooperation from the

central and provincial governments. In this respect, the relatively

cautious nature of Kao's approach to government policies and the

existing social system became an asset to the college's rural

reconstruction effort.

Chiang Wen-yll (Heng-yllan) (1885- ) and His Theory of the Unity

of Wealth and Education

Chiang wen-yll was a lilain figure in rural reconstruction efforts

by the Association for Chinese Vocational Education (AVE). He was,

along with other leading Kiangsu reconstructionists, a scholar and

educational administrator.

Chiang was born in Kuan-yUn hsien, Kiangsu province in 1885.

He was educated at Peking National University and spent most of his

life in Kiangsu, teaching and serving as an educational administrator.

He taught at such universities as Chung-kuo University, Kuang-hua
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University, Hu-ching University, and Ta-hsia University. The latter

three universities were located in Shanghai. He was also Principal

of the Kiangsu Provincial Eighth Normal School and served as an

educational inspector. In April, 1926, he became Chief of the

Department of Education of the Kiangsu Provincial Government. 1 04

Chiang's involvement in rural reconstruction was through the AVE

of which he was a founding member and Chief of the Department of

Business Affairs (Shih-yen pu). This department controlled all the

projects of the AVE. As the head of this important department,

Chiang was the second most important man in the AVE, next to Huang

Yen-p'ei, the founder of the institution. As indicated earlier,

because Huang, one of the few national leaders in Chinese education

circles, was busy with many other activities, most of the AVE's

b . by Ch' 105
us~ness was run 1ang.

Chiang came to be interested in rural reform in late 1925, when

the AVE shifted its emphasis from urban vocational education to rural

work. As in the cases of the other reconstruction leaders, Chiang's

involvement in rural reform work also started from concern for rural

educational reform. For about one year from April, 1926, while he

was heading the Department of Education of the Kiangsu Provincial

Government, he helped the rural education movement in various ways

as it begna to gain momentum in the province. In June, 1926, when

Tung-nan University held a rural educato~s' summer training session,

hi ., d' h . 1 106C ~ang part1c1pate 1n t e sess~on as a ecturer. In November of

the same year, Chiang issued a directive to rural schools in each

h . . ul 1 d . 107S1en to stress agr1c tura e ucat~on.
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In March, 1927, when the AVE began to run the Hsu-kung-ch'iao

rural reform district alone, Chiang, who by then had resigned from his

government position and returned to the position of chief of the AVE's

business department, came to supervise the overall project. A few

years later, many other AVE rural reform experimental districts were

established. Then Chiang became a sort of spokesman for the AVE's

rural reconstruction effort. He participated in meetings on rural

education and reform, representing the AVE. According to a report

which appeared in Min-chien, the official organ of the Association for

the Advancement of Mass Education Movement in Ting-hsien, it was

Chiang who first initiated the formation of a national organization

f 1
. 108

o rura reconstructlon. He stated: "I think that nu matter who

starts them or what approach they use, the purposes of all rural

reconstruction institutions are identical. In order to increase the

effectiveness of rural reform work, we must communicate with and help

109
each other." In January, 1932, the Huang-hs{i rural reform district

run by the AVE sent out questionnaires to various rural reconstruction

institutions in the country concerning the establishment of a national

organization of rural reconstruction. Then, Chiang wen-yU went to

Tsou-p'ing to discuss the matter with Liang Shu-ming at the Shangtung

Rural Reconstruction Research Institute. In July of the same year,

when the AVE held its annual meeting at Fu-chou the AVE also convened

a "Conference of National Federation of Rrural Reform Institutions:

(Ch'uan-kuo nung-ts'un kai-chin chi-kuan lin-ho-hui). However, this

attempt to organize a national organization miscarried, for

representatives of many institutions did not arrive because the meeting
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was called in such a hurry.110 Another effort to form a national

organization was made in the following year (1933) in the wake of the

Second National Conference of Internal Affairs. The result was the

aforementioned "Rural Work Discussion Society." At all three annual

meetings of this society, Chiang was elected as a member of the chair

group, representing the AVE. Chiang thus became a national rural

reconstruction leader.

The Theory of the Unity of Wealth and Education

While Chiang was engaged in rural reconstruction work, he

authored a book and wrote a number of articles on rural education

and rural reform. In these studies emerged his so-called theory of

unity of wealth and education. This theory starts with the diagnosis

of rural problems. Like James Yen, he regarded root problems in rural

China as primarily ignorance, poverty, poor health, and disunity

(san). Let us review briefly Chiang's understanding of these four

IIIproblems.

In Chiang's opinion, the problem of ignorance in rural areas

was entirely due to unequal educational opportunity. This had been

created by mistaken educational objectives in the past. Educators had

concentrated only on education in urban areas and neglected education

in rural areas. Not only was the number of schools for rural children

insufficient but also little money was spent for rural education. For

example, in Kiangsu province, most hsien educational budgets, which

ranged from $600,000 to $100,000, were used for urban schools and only

token funds were allocated for rural education. Thus, he held, it was

no wonder that rural education was in such poor condition.
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As a main cause of poverty among the rural population, Chiang,

like T'ao Hsing-chih and Kao Yang, first blamed foreign economic

intrusion as being chiefly responsible for the decline of the rural

economy. He attributed a continuing flow of capital out of the

country for the past several decades to foreign economic imperialism.

Another major cause of poverty, he believed, was the extremely

confused social and political conditions of China, created by civil

war and banditry during the warlord period. Over the period,

hundreds of thousands of peasants had been killed, exacted, uprooted,

and forced to become refugees. Rural people were given inadequate

government protection against banditry. Public works were

unattended. As a result, agricultural productivity decreased. The

peasants thus could only become impoverished.

In regard to rural health problems, Chiang repudiated the truth

of the common saying that rural people were healthier than city

people because of a good natural environment and much physical

exercise. On the contrary, he pointed out, rural people were in poor

health because of malnutrition and little knowledge concerning

private hygiene and public health.

Finally, Chiang shared Sun Yat-sen's observation that the Chinese

peasants, like "loose sand" (san-sha), lacked unity. He thought that

this shortcoming resulted from the peasants' lack of experience in

group activities. He considered this lack of unity a very serious

weakness, for peasants were incapable of governing their own affairs

and open to exploitation and oppression by warlords, banditry, and

local strongmen.
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Chiang's objectives in rural reconstruction were the curing of

the above four problems. Of these four problems, Chiang regarded

poverty as the root. He believed that peasants were aware of the

advantages of education and had every intention to send their

children to school, but poverty prevented them from doing so. Chiang

asked, "When one barely earns even insufficient food, can there be

any desire to join organizations and receive self-government

.. ,,112 1 'd h
tra~n~ng. He a so po~nte out t at many rural youngsters, who

suffered from malnutrition and still had not reached adulthood, were

subject to heavy work beyond their physical strength and had their

health and growth ruined. In short, in Chiang's view, problems of

ignorance, poor health, and disunity were merely by-products of the

problem of poverty. Therefore, Chiang advocated placing the

greatest emphasis on solving the poverty problem through rural reform

work. He suggested using education as a basic means for such a

purpose. This view was the basis of his theory of "unity of wealth

and education."

According to Chiang's definition, the unity of wealth and

education means "to teach the peasants how to acquire wealth and

simultaneously to furnish them with practical knowledge and moral

training for a sound life.,,113 As practical knowledge for the

peasants, Chiang included (1) the operational skill of maintaining

new agricultural machines, (2) knowledge of poultry and honey bee

raising, and (3) information about various cooperative systems and

t . . f t' . .. 114group ra~n~ng necessary or coopera ~ve act~v~t~es. Chiang

suggested that such knowledge and skills should be taught through
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demonstration and practice. He recommended wide publication of the

advantage of such knowledge in actual life among the peasants.

Chiang also recognized the importance of literary education. However,

his position was that for rural adult education, scientific agri

cultural training should be made the central subject, and other

education, secondary. In his opinion important and urgent aspects

should get first treatment. lIS

Chiang divided the organizational forms of carrying out rural

reform projects into two categories: "multiple-form organization"

(fu-shih tsu-chih) and "single-form organization" (tan-shih tsu-chih).

The multiple-form organization referred to the method of organizing

rural reconstruction work on a large scale, utilizing a variety of

reconstruction agencies (i.e., rural elementary schools, mass schools,

medical dispensaries, cooperatives, rural warehouses, and agricultural

experimental stations) under a large institution as the general

headquarters of reconstruction work. The Hsli-kung-ch'iao project was

a good example of using this organizational method. The Hsli-kung

ch'iao reform experiment was carried out with a village reform

society as the central reform organ which utilized mass schools,

rural schools, cooperatives, and a medical dispensary under the

general leadership of the AVE. The single-form organization entailed

methods in which rural reform depended on single agencies, primarily

a rural elementary school or a peasant cooperative. Of the two

organizational methods, Chiang recommended using more single-form

organizations. The multiple form cost more and was less durable in
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a poor country like China, even though its immediate results seemed

116spectacular.

Chiang welcomed the government's participation in rural recon-

struction since he recognized the administrative advantages.

However, he regarded persuasion and education as the primary means

of reform work. Chiang felt that educational institutions were more

appropriate as central agencies for rural reform. In order to bring

about the maximum effect, he believed, close cooperation not only

among the various rural reconstruction institutions themselves, but

. 117
also between them and the government agencies, was most deSlrable.

In the final analysis, Chiang's theory was a combination of a

number of elements. In addition to his own views, many parts of

his theory were drawn from field experience gained by the AVE rural

workers. His theory was also influenced by the ideas of James Yen,

T'ao Hsing-chih, and Chao Shu-yli. As with other rural reconstruc-

tionists, he believed that rural reform work should be carried out

in simple and economic ways, appropriate to China's needs. Also

because Chiang was an important man directly in charge of the AVE's

rural reform programs, his ideas were put into practice in the AVE's

rural reform experiments. For this =~~son, Chiang's rural reform

theory was often regarded by others as representing the AVE's

official reform policy. In addition, Chiang's career in top

provincial posts in education, including that of Chief of the

Department of Education, greatly helped the AVE obtain various

types of support from the Kiangsu government for its rural reform

efforts.
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Summary

The four reconstruction leaders shared, in a broad sense, many

common elements in their careers and views of rural reconstruction.

They were originally educational reformers. As rural conditions of

China declined in the latter part of the 1920's, they all came to

view rural reconstruction as most urgent and fundamental for the

salvation of China, and shifted their educational reform efforts to

the rural movement. They were fundamentally reformists who believed

in gradual and peaceful reform through educational means in contrast

to the Communists' violent method of class struggle in solving rural

problems. They focused on rural problems involving mainly poverty,

ignorance, health, and security.

These four leaders agreed that rural reform should be carried

out fram the bottom up based on actual needs of the people instead

of from the top down imposing the government's will upon the people

unilaterally. Recognizing the government's responsibility for the

welfare of the people, they called for government cooperation. These

similar views served as common ground upon which the Kiangsu rural

reconstruction movement could be based.

The four leaders all became nationally known rural reconstructions

by playing important roles either in the development of the rural

education movement into a full-fledged rural reform movement (e.g.,

T'ao Hsing-chih and Chao Shu-yu) or in the formation of the Rural

Work Discussion Society in 1933, which functioned as a national forum

for rural reconstruction institutions in China (e.g., Kao Chien-ssu
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and Chiang Wen-yll). This fact helped Kiangsu become on of the most

important provinces in the national rural reconstruction movement.

Along with the similarities there were also differences in the

details of the four leaders' understanding of the rural reconstruction

movement, their attitude toward the existing political and social

system, their approach and emphasis in carrying out rural reform

programs. The differences reflected the individual careers of the

leaders and the orientation of the institutions to which they belong.

Among the theories set forth by 1~he four reconstructionists,

that of T'ao was the most novel and radical. T'ao suggested the most

unconventional educational approach, which regarded the improvement

of lives of the people as the chief aim. He emphasized pragmatic

and productive education, respect for manual labor, egalitarian ideas,

and collective efforts. His view of rural reform was both populistic

and nationalistic. He strongly denounced the existing rural power

holders (i.e., gentry and local strongmen), stressing intellectuals'

responsibility to awaken and assist the rural masses in developing

the capacity to improve their lives for themselves. He also urged

the rural people to unite among themselves and help one another to

develop their social and political status collectively. Through

these new social and educational concepts, which he termed "life

education," T'ao wished to construct a new Chinese society which

differed greatly from the existing one--a society which was free and

egalitarian and liberated from domestic militarism and foreign

imperialism. T'ao tried to achieve his social and educational ideals

through the Hsiao-chuang School, a rural normal school, and the
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kung-hsueh-t'uan, a village reform organization but failed because

of the Nanking Government's suppression and the outbreak of the

Sino-Japanese War. T'ao's theory contained elements which were

divergent from John Dewey's educational concepts (e.g., collectivism

versus individualism, propositions that "Society is school" versus

"School is Society" and that "life is education" versus "Eduation is

life."). He, nevertheless, was intellectually much indebted to

Dewey's thought in forming his ideas. T'ao essentially adapted

Dewey's ideas to the needs of China. His training under John Dewey

at Columbia University and his career as an educational reformer

made a strong impression on his social and educational outlook.

Chao Shu-yu, the closest colleague of T'ao Hsing-chih, agreed

with Tao's general idea of rural reform. Chao's theory of peasant

training was also influenced in part by Dewey's educational thought.

In forming his theory Chao was more politically motivated than T'ao.

Chao shared many elements of Sun Yat-sen's political and economic

ideas as well as those of KMT left-wing leaders in relatic~ to the

problem of peasant participation in the national revolution. Chao

agreed that peasants should be the main force of the revolution and

that their lives would be better improved by means of positive rural

policies of government rather than through radical social revolution.

Yet Chao appears to have been more emphatic in promoting the training

than was Sun. He wished to make them capable of improving themselves

and protecting their interests against corrupt and oppressive

elements of the existing society. This position seems to have been

more acceptable to the provincial government. Thus Chao was
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entrusted by the Kiangsu government with the job of establishing the

nation's first college-level institution of training mass educators

and rural workers. But the work was completed by another person

(i.e., Kao Chien-ssu) because of Chao's early death.

Kao Chien-ssu, President of the Kiangsu Provincial College of

Education, expressed still different reform attitudes. His broad

experience both in the KMT Canton government and commercial circles

in the past seems to have had considerable influence on his reform

outlook. Kao's reform position was close to that of the government.

Yet, he maintained his own theory. He viewed rural reform

essentially as an extention of mass education work which the govern

ment promoted as a means of its political tutelage program; he

placed foremost importance on the development of the peasants' self

governing capacity. Endeavoring to follow faithfully what Sun

Yat-sen said in this regard, he had a far more serious attitude than

did most government leaders. Furthermore, Kao's theory was later

influenced by the rural reconstruction ideas of Liang Shu-ming who

advocated the rehabilitation of rural villages as the only road for

China's salvation. Liang considered villages as the foundation of

Chinese culture. His idea was, as a whole, not favorably viewed

by the Nanking authorities at that time.

with a variety of experience in government administration,

Chiang wen-yll, a representative reformer of the Association for

Chinese Vocational Association, was also more a man of practical

affairs rather than a theorist. His reform theory was thus the

combined product of field experiences of his own as well as those of
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(i.e., T'ao Hsing-chih and Chao Shu-yu) .. Chiang was also influenced

by San Yat-sen's concept of self-government. He called for coopera

tion between the rural reconstructionists and the government for

rural reform work, primarily emphasizing the economic improvement of

peasant life.

In conclusion, compared with T'ao and Chao, Kao and Chiang were

relatively moderate and more practical in their reform approach.

T'ao and Chao certainly advanced more original and ideal reform ideas

which contributed to the initial formation of the rural reconstruction

movement, and appeared more to the peasants than did Kao and Chiang.

As we shall see more in detail in the following chapter, the

radical ideological elements and the rigid attitude of the former

two men in relation to traditional local elites and the Nanking

government eventually resulted in the early end of their reform

efforts. In contrast, the latter two reformers employed an approach

designed to achieve their objectives step by step, maintaining a good

relationship and even close cooperation with the provincial govern

ment and local power groups in rural reform. Consequently, reforms

launched by the College of Education and the AVE under their leader

ship lasted longer and accomplished greater results. If the

survival of reconstruction organizations was the first prerequisite

to a successful reform movement, it might be said that the approaches

taken by Kao and Chiang were more practical and judicious in the

turbulent Nanking period.
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CHAPTER V

THREE MAJOR RURAL RECONSTRUCTION INSTITUTIONS:

THEIR ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION

It has been mentioned in previous chapters that the rural

reconstruction movement in Kiangsu was primarily the work of

the three main rural reconstruction institutions, namely, the

Kiangsu Provincial College of Education, the Hsiao-chuang School,

and the Association for Chinese vocational Education. It was

through these institutions that the rural reconstruction theories

discussed in the preceding chapter were put into practice. Through

them rural workers were trained, and rural reform experiments were

planned and conducted. Hence, study of these three institutions is

essential for understanding the rural reconstruction movement in

Kiangsu. These three institutions are dealt with in this chapter.

Since the background of each of these institutions is discussed

in Chapter Three, this chapter will be mainly concerned with the

organization and operation of the institutions.

The Kiangsu Provincial College of Education

The Establishment and Purport of the College

Regarding the character and brief historical background of

the Kiangsu Provincial College of Education (COE) some discussion

has already been made in Chapter Three. Before we make further

study of the set-up and function of the institution, it seems

necessary to repeat here the following two points which were made
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in that previous chapter. First, the COE was a college whose

purpose was: (1) "to train mass education workers and agricultural

specialists who would serve the sixty-one hsien of Kiangsu Province;

and (2) to research, plan, and experiment in agricultural techniques

and mass education for the province."l Kiangsu being an important

granary area of the country, the provincial government attached a

special importance to agricultural development. Also, containing the

political and cultural centers of the nation since 1927, Kiangsu

had been one of the provinces where both popular education and mass

education movements were most active. It was fitting that in this

background the Kiangsu government made its only provincial college a

central institution for promoting agriculture and mass education

in the province.

Second, during the early 1930's the COE came to regard mass

education as a means to achieve rural reconstruction. The leaders

of the college considered that if mass education did not have

rural reconstruction as its goal such education would become empty

and useless. Moreover, they felt that other than mass education

there was no better way to achieve rural reconstruction. The

reason was that they viewed mass education as a tool with which

they could organize the people, enlighten them, ascertain their

problems, and develop their capacities. This process would enable

them to find the ways to solve their problems. 2 Furthermore, the

COE leaders regarded rural reconstruction as a shortcut to achieve

a national revival, for the rural population constituted more than

80 per cent of the total population of China and agriculture was
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3
the most important industry in the country. Thus the CaE was not

an ordinary college of education. The college was a special school

which aimed at developing the cornmon people and agriculture of the

province. Simultaneously, it served as a social reform

institution.

The CaE, as such, was an outcome of the merger in June, 1930

of two provincial academies, namely, the Mass Education Academy

and the Workers' and Peasants' Academy which were established in

February, 1928 and in January, 1929, respectively. The merger was

effected under the leadership of Kao Yang, who had been Superintendent

of the Mass Education Academy since October, 1928, in accordance with

the new college regulation promulgated by the Ministry of Education

after the abolition of the University District System by the

k ' 4Nan J.ng Government.

The CaE was located about 2 Ii north of Wu-hsi, a large

industrial city. This suburban location was considered ideal in

terms of the school's purpose. The city had thousands of workers

who would benefit from mass education. The school also had many

villages in its neighborhood where students could carry out field

5study in rural work.

The school was equipped with various facilities which

corresponded with its mission. Besides the 103 mou of the school

campus, the college had 30 mou of farmland for agricultural

experimentation and an additional 200 mou of farms and hilly

terrain given by the provincial government. The college's

experimental farm consisted of four divisions relating to crops,
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horticulture, stock farming, and an insect laboratory. In addition,

there was an extension division which propagated the results of

experiments by the above four divisions among peasant families.

In the division of crops, emphasis was placed on the selection of

improved seeds of rice and wheat; in the division of horticulture,

on flowering plants; in the division of stock farming, on cattle,

sheep, pigs, chickens, bees and sericulture.

The COE also had a factory which was used for experimenting

with the manufacture of various small implements necessary in

daily life as well as to provide practical training to students.

The factory consisted of a carpenter shop and an iron workshop,

and its operations were related to three functions--manufacturing,

business, and student training. The facilities of the factory were

simple, costing only about 400 yuan. It was said, however, that

the factory produced about 200 kinds of small implements. The

products of the factory were not only simple to use, but also

inexpensive. Prices of the factory's products were only one-tenth

of those of imported goods and half of those of domestic

manufacture. The factory also manufactured class-room equipment

such as blackboards, desks and chairs. 6

Students were drawn from all hsien of the province. According

to the original plan, each hsien was to select one or several

student applicants. Those who were admitted to the college through

an examination were trained at the hsien's expense. After graduation,

they were to return to their native hsien to conduct mass education

and work for the improvement of agriculture in the hsien.
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The idea was to achieve a balanced development of all hsien in the

province. However, the number of students from each hsien was not

even because of differences in the academic level. There were

some hsien which did not have any students at the college because

the students from the hsien failed to pass the entrance examination.

Vacancies thus created were filled with private students and

students from other provinces. The CaE was co-educational, but

male students were in the majority. As of June, 1930, the total

7number of students at the college was 240.

In light of contemporary standards, the faculty and staff

members of the CaE seem to have been quite good. As of 1936, the

total number of faculty and staff members was 112, of which the

faculty comprised 50. According to my investigation, nine of the

faculty were graduates of American universities, most of them

having an M.A. in education or agriculture, and one having a Ph.D ••

Other professors were trained either in Japan or in Great Britain.

It was said that the CaE was the place where Kiangsu's best

specialists in mass education and agriculture were assembled. 8

Organization and Finance

The college consisted of three major departments: the

Department of General Affairs, the Department of Training Affairs,

and the Department of Research and Experimentation. The

Department of General Affairs took care of general administrative

business, such as clerical work, accounting and medical service.

The Department of Training Affairs was in charge of student

instruction and related business. It, in turn, comprised three
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sections, namely Admission and Records, Instruction, and Moral

Discipline. The Department of Research and Experimentation

conducted research, planning, and experiments in mass education

and scientific agricultural methods. It also was in charge of the

school's various publications, including journals and research

papers. Various mass education facilities and r~ral reform districts

of the COE, mentioned in Chapter Two, were also run by this

9
department. The details of the COE's organizational structure are

shown in the following chart.

Being a provincial school, the COE's expenditures were almost

entirely financed from the provincial treasury. Although students

were required to pay certain amounts of money, the percentage of

their contribution to the school's total budget was minimal. l O

According to the statistics published by the college in 1936, the

school's expenditure increased during the five years between 1929

.. .. 11
and 1935 more than 300 per cent from 60,299 yuan to 202,000 yuan.

This increase, of course, indicates the rapid growth of the college

both in number of school employees and facilities. To go int~o

more detail, the statistics show that the expenditures began to

increase sharply from 1930 with more than a 70 per cent increase

compared with the previous year. This abrupt change reflects

the merger of the two academies (the mass education academy and

workers' and peasants' academy) to form the COE. It also coincides

with the rural reconstruction trend in both the province and the

nation which began to pick up momentum from 1930 and culminated

several years later (1933-1935). With this overall increase of
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Organization of the Kiangsu Provincial College of Education
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the college's expenditures, the funds for research and experiments,

which accounted for around one-seventh of the total expenditures,

also increased yearly.12 According to Kao Chien-ssu, rural

reconstruction experimental work absorbed more than 80 per cent

of the COE's total expenditures in 1933 and the same trend

continued thereafter. 13

Training of Students

The training of students was carried out by the Department of

Instructional Affairs. Under the department, there were two major

four-year courses and four special two-year courses. The four-year

courses included mass education, agricultural education,

audio-visual education, and manual-work teacher courses.

(lao-tso shih-tzu).

In training students the COE emphasized the development of

the mind and learning based on doing. Specifically, the school

desired to develop among the students the habits of hard work,

perseverance, frugality, and scientific thought. These qualities

were considered the most desirable virtues for the future mass

education and agricultural specialists working among the rural

14
people. This cultivation of the mind was effected mainly through

a program of moral and disciplinary training (hsun-yu). In

carrying out this program, student life was divided into three

areas, namely thought, behavior, and life style. The school hoped

to develop particular qualities in each area. l S

First, in the area of thought, the school tried to instill

students with the KMT's basic ideological beliefs such as:
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(a) the Nationalist Revolution is the only way for China to

survive, (b) the Three Principles of the people are the only and

the best principles for reconstructing a new China, and (c) mass

education and agricultural education are fundamental for the task

of reconstructing a new China.

Second, in the area of behavior, the school stressed "scientific

behavior" and disciplined behavior. "Scientific behavior" referred

to behavior which had a purpose, method, and plan. Disciplined

behavior had two meanings: one was to subordinate emotions to the

reason and to observe regulations; the other, to subordinate one's

individuality to the group objective, sacrificing his own personal

whims. This last attribute was what Sun Yat-sen stressed as a

most desirable quality which the people should honor in striving

for the Chinese Revolution. 16

Third, in life style, the school wanted to inculcate among

the students frugality, modesty, and dedication, and to emphasize

the discarding of all desires for privileged status and corrupt

behavior. It also stressed diligence, perseverance, and the

development of a strong body and a "winning spirit".

For this moral and disciplinary training, a number of specific

programs were employed. One of them was a lecture program by

dignitaries. Kuomintang leaders, high government officials,

and famous educators were invited to give lectures on various

social and political issues. Another program was "Sun Yat-sen

Weekly Commemorative Meetings", which were held every morning,

and participated in by students and staff members under the
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direction of the president of the college. Military training

also constituted a part of moral and disciplinary training.

It emphasized cooperation among the students and taught

disciplined and organized habits. In addition, student self

government activities were encouraged, and students were advised

to read books on morality. They were required to keep

"self-development diaries" (hsiu-yang-lu) in which they reflected

on things they did during the day. It was hoped that by so doing

they could develop good qualities and correct bad habits for

17
themselves.

The above-mentioned principles and methods of student

training reflected the position of the college as a public

institution which was obliged to follow faithfully the KMT line. 18

The KMT's revolutionary concepts, Sun Yat-sen's political ideals

in particular, thus constituted the chief guidelines for

indoctrinating the COE's students and for disciplining their

behavior.

From the standpoint of educational theory, the college was

influenced by the Deweyan concept of Education. There is much

evidence showing such an influence. Leaders of the college such

as Kao Yang and Ch'en Li-chiang used Dewey's educational ideas

extensively in formulating their theories of rural education.

For instance, they viewed mass education as comprehensive

lifelong social education for the whole people. In their training

of students, they stressed social service and field training.

As they all recognized in their works, these concepts were
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directly borrowed from Dewey's educational thought. 19

Instruction at the COE consisted of both classroom lectures

and field studies. Of the two, as mentioned above, the college

1 d " f" Id "" 20 Thp ace greater ~mportance on ~e tra~n~ng. e school

considered the period of field training as an important opportunity

for students to supplement knowledge gained in the classroom through

actual experience in the countryside and to test theories studied in

the classroom against the real problems of rural society.21

Field training for the students who were in four-year major

courses (i.e., mass education and agricultural education) was

conducted in the following order as the students advanced.

Freshmen made an inspection tour of the various experimental

institutions of the college. Frcm the sophomore year, students

participated in the actual mass education program conducted by the

college in nearby villages or city areas under the guidance of

faculty members. The difference between the sophomore and junior

years was that junior students visited other rural reform

institutions as observers in addition to their field work in the

college's experimental districts. In the senior year, students

were to carry out field work by themselves, staying in villages

or cities for a semester. The villages of Kao-chang-an and

Sh-ch'iao, both of which were located about 2 Ii from the

North Gate of Wu-hsi city, and the South Gate area of the same

city were designated as experimental districts for student training

in 1929. Of the two training areas the majority of students was

assigned to villages rather than to the city.
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For the students enrolled in the two-year program, special

field training courses comparable to those offered to freshmen

and sophomores in the four-year program were conducted during the

freshman period. In the second year, their field work was comparable

to that of junior and senior students in the four-year program.
22

It has been mentioned that the COE had about 30 mou of farm

land on campus. Agriculture students were required to engage in

farm work three to twelve hours a week between spring and autumn,

learning various agricultural techniques from the freshman period

through the junior year. In their senior year, students were sent

to nearby villages to demonstrate scientific agricultural techniques

23
to the peasants. The students in mass education courses conducted

their village field training in the villages of Kao-chang-an and

She-ch'iao, mentioned earlier. In the summer of 1932, these

training areas were expanded and formally named the Hui-pei Mass

Education Experimental District, and were continuously used for

f ' Id " 24 , f' 1 ., ,
~e tra~n~ng. S~nce ~e d tra~n~ng was cons~dered one of the

most important student programs, a close examination of the process

of field training will help the reader to understand the COE's

character. For this purpose, let us take the summer training of

senior students in 1934 as an example. 25

Twenty-five students participated in field training under the

supervision of seven professors and staff members of the college

headed by Yu Jen-sheng, an associate professor and Chief of the

Hui-pei Experimental District. Guiding principles of the rural

work exercise included four points. First, reform work should
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fulfill what the peasants most needed, and should be carried out

with minimum expenditure. The school believed that rural work

should be attempted within the economic capacity of the people so

that they might not become another economic burden to the people.

It also cautioned against seeking superficial achievement (i.e.,

impressive statistical figures instead of concern for the qualitative

improvement of rural life). Second, students were advised to approach

the peasants with a sincere and friendly attitude, and to endeavor to

arouse a "voluntary spirit" (tzu-tung cheng-shen) among the peasants

for reforming their own lives through educational methods. Third,

it was stressed that students should share hardships with peasants

and do things with their own hands. The school considered gaining

the people's faith as the best guarantee for successful reform work.

Fourth, students were told not to be afraid of outside obstructions

in rural work and to be concerned only with relieving the peasants'

plight with steadfastness. What they needed to do was to try their

best, but not to be regretful if their work did not achieve immediate

26
success.

The field training was conducted in emulation of actual rural

reform work. First of all, the district was divided into six

experimental subdistricts plus guidance (fu-tao) subdistrict

01 27
V~ lages. Students were assigned to the six subdistricts in

order to carry out reform experiments for themselves.

In these villages, the students first undertook various

preparations such as contacting village leaders, setting up reform

headquarters, making reform plans, reports, Nork schedules, and
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establishing communication links with other organizations outside

of the district. The students were also to practice keeping work

records, accounting, purchasing goods, and taking care of official

papers. Then, the students were given a number of key experimental

themes according to the conditions of their subdistricts. For

instance, in Hu-chiao-tu subdistricts, economic improvement and

cultural training programs were emphasized. The students introduced

improved rice seeds developed by the college agricultural station

by having 14 households try them. Chicken stock in the village was

also improved by distributing 12,000 artificially incubated chickens

among the peasants. A credit cooperative of 48 members was

organized with an operational capital of 84 yUan which was borrowed

from the Wu-hsi Branch of the Provincial Agricultural Bank. For

cultural programs, the students opened a peasant night school and

two women's schools, where the national language (that is, basic

Chinese written characters), elementary social and political

knowledge, and simple arithmetic were taught. Each school had

about 40 students.

In the Wang-chia-t'ang subdistrict, reform work was focused

on an experimental rural school. The COE students organized a

compulsory experimental class with about 40 children. Using

self-compiled textbooks, their aim was to complete the four-year

elementary course within two years by teaching without holidays.

They also operated a "literacy-guidance corps" for those who had

a relatively high education (i.e., elementary school graduates)

and used them in propagating literacy in the area.
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In the Hsi-chang subdistrict, family education, local security,

and health education were central areas of concentration. The

students opened a male adult night school in which 42 people were

enrolled. The aim of the school was to train local leaders. In

instruction, the pao-chia system
28

and public health were particularly

stressed. With the pecple of the area they constructed a public

playground which could accommodate as many as 1,000 people. They

also set up two mass tea houses and a dispensary. In a similar

manner, the students in other subdistricts experimented with various

reform projects according to the given experimental themes of their

d
' , 29J.strJ.cts.

This field training seems to have been effective for both the

students and the villagers. According to Professor Ch'en Li-chiang's

report, the students' daily activities during the training were

very tightly scheduled. They were to work continuously from 6:00 a.m.

until 10:00 p.m. with less than two hours of rest for meals.

Nevertheless, it is said that they were very enthusiastic about

h ' k 30t eJ.r wor • The villagers also acquired the following benefits

from the students' field work. Four mass schools were set up with

a total number of 320 students along with one rural elementary

school with 79 students. Also established were one fish-farming

cooperative, one credit cooperative, and one transportation and

sales cooperative. Each subdistrict organized "village improvement

societies". Each subdistrict also came to have a dispensary.

Finally, there were 40 mou of special-contract farms (t'e-yueh-t'ien)

throughout the entire district. Yet the field training program did
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not impose any financial or other burdens on the villages. Hence,

ac~ording to Professor Yu, a supervisor of the students, the

31villagers showed a very favorable response to the students' work.

In short, the field training was designed in such a way that it

benefited both students and villagers simultaneously through the

rural reform experiments.

As mentioned earlier, research and experimentation were one of

the two key missions of the COE. This task was carried out by the

Department of Research and Experimentation which was formed in

321930 by merging separate departments of experimentation and research.

During the initial stages of the school, the aims of the department

were largely confined to serving the aims of the college or at best

the interests of Kiangsu Province. The aims were defined to be:

(1) to study the theory and practice of mass education and to discover

problems and their solutions through experimentation, and (2) to

provide the students of the college with creative opportunities in

which each student could learn methods of mass education from his

own experience.
33

Thus the department was responsible for students'

field training and development of mass education and rural

. th . 34
reconstruct~on eor~es.

Research topics changed every year according to the needs of

the college and mass education trends. Prior to 1930, the

department directed its efforts mainly toward developing new mass

education approaches. It collected foreign literature on adult

education, domestic journals and statistics published by

educational institutions, and information concerning mass education
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in various parts of the nation. It also regularly held research

and discussion sessions every other week at the school, where the

faculty and staff members submitted papers and discussed various

problems of mass education. The results of such studies and

discussions were published in the Chiao-yu yU min-chung (Education

and the Masses), the organ of the college. The department also

compiled other mass education literature. 35

After 1930 we find that the department shifted its focus to

problems related to rural reconstruction. For instance, the following

topics were dealt with: population problems, land problems, rural

problems, labor problems, the policies of foreing powers toward

China, ethnic psychology with special emphasis on the Chinese people,

social psychology in relation to Chinese social customs and methods

to promote nationalism, and adult psychology to be applied to

increasing people's ability and the formation of study habits.

The department also collected and analyzed various statistics about

. h . . 1 36rural villages and pub11s ed the results 1n the same Journa •

As was the case of research, prior to 1930 mass education was

the rr~in subject of the CaE's experimentation. For experimentation

the caE established two mass schools, three mass libraries, two

mass tea houses, one women's education center and several health

education centers in the nearby villages. It also organized a

student team, a mass drama society, a folk music society, and a

mass newspaper society. These organizations were all used for the

education of the people. The caE felt that the early acquirement

of techniques utilizing such organizations would be of great help
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-to the students in carrying out their future tasks. The students

were required to participate at least in two projects every semester.

At the end of semesters they were obliged to make written reports on

their participation in the projects, and the reports were counted

f he.i demi h i t 37as part 0 t e1r aca em1C ac 1evemen •

After the completion of training at the college, the graduates

returned mostly to their native hsien and served in mass education

and rural improvement works. During the six years from the outset

of the school in 1929 to 1935, the college produced 400 graduates.

Of them, 344 graduates served in Kiangsu province in 1935.
38

According to a survey made by the college in the same year, about

76 per cent (250 persons) of the provincial graduates worked at

institutions related to mass education and rural work. The remainder,

about 90 persons, were engaged in other kinds of jobs such as ch'u

chiefs, political officers in the army, and principals and teachers

39
of middle and elementary schools. It is also said that when

the graduates had difficulties in their work the college authorities

would extend guidance and cooperation to resolve their problems.

In view of the above facts, we can say that the school was

fulfilling its mission mentioned in the beginning of this section.

In addition, as we shall see in the following chapter, the COE

remained a leading rural reconstruction institution in the province

and carried out many reform projects until the Japanese attack on the

province in 1937.
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The Hsiao-chuang School

The Beginning of the School

In the preceding chapter it was mentioned that the Hsiao-chuang

School was the first fruit of the rural reform ideals devised by

T'ao Hsing-chih and Chao Shu-yu. The school began as a rural normal

school. But the dream of its founders was far more than producing

merely rural elementary teachers. On April 2, 1928, two weeks after

the opening of the school, T'ao wrote to the Hsiao-chuang people:

"I deeply hope that by uniting our efforts we will be able to increase

the production and defense capabilities of the 'true peasants' through

training. Our first mission is to liberate 340 million Chinese

peasants; secondly, to assist the liberation of the peasants in

Asian countries; and finally, to be able to help in the liberation

of the peasants of the world. Our school should become not only the

starting point of the revolution of Chinese education, but also the

center of the revolution of world education.,,40 In his poem

entitled "Dawn of Hsiao-chuang" T'ao expressed the mission of the

school: "to make the rural masses, who are the absolute majority,

the masters, not slave again; to eliminate 'false knowledge' and

create 'true knowledge'; to get the shih (i.e. the gentry who

monopolized the traditional Chinese officialdom) class out of

office and thereby get rid of the 'shih' character at the head of

the Chinese conception of the four classes (shih nung kung shang) ,

and to make intellectuals live among and for the people, not above

41
the people." From the above remarks, it is clear that from the

beginning the Hsiao-chuang School started with quite radical motives.
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The School was formally established on March 15, 1927, in a

small village called "Hsiao-chuang" (small village) which was

located about 8 Ii north of Ho-p'ing-men of Nanking and 3 Ii

south of Yen-tzu-chi. 42 The first character of the villages'

name meaning "small" was changed by T'ao Hsing-chih to the

character denoting "dawn 11 which had the same pronunciation. The

name of the school, "Hsiao-chuang" thus means the "dawn of the

village", signifying that the birth of the school marked the

beginning of a new life in China's rural villages.
43

The spirit of the school was well demonstrated in the fact

that the school started in spite of extremely difficult political

and economic circumstances. The establishment of the school

coincided with the time of local battles between the Nationalist

forces and Sun Ch'iian-fang's army, which disrupted the whole region

around Nanking. The war also adversely affected the finances of

the school. According to T'ao's original estimate, at least 15,000

yiian of initial funds and 12,000 yiian of operational money were

needed for the start of the school. Most of these funds had been

pledged by T'ao's friends and other interested people. However,

the war situation around Nanking made it diffi.cult for the

contributors to keep their promises. Therefore, the school

started with only 1,000 yiian which came out of the private fortunes

44
of T'ao and Chao.

The opening ceremony of the school was a strange scene. It

was held in an open area in front of a peasant house. Only fifteen

student and ten dedicated teachers, including T'ao, Chao, and
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Nevertheless, it is said

that the ceremony was conducted in an unusually solemn and resolute

atmosphere, and the participants were in high spirits. At the

outset, the school buildings comprised merely four tents

temporarily set up on a piece of bare land with facilities of one

abl d 1 b h b d f h . th 'II 46t e an severa enc es orrowe rom t e peasants 1n e V1 age.

But, within two years, as a result of painstaking efforts by both

the teachers and students who worked on the school buildings and

studied at the same time, the school came to have ten or so

buildings, such as an administration hall, auditorium, workshops,

library, laboratories, dining hall, exhibition hall, and music hall.

They were made of earthen walls and thatched roofs. In the

meantime, with donations from various institutions and private

supporters, school equipment was assembled little by little. The

school's population (i.e. teachers, students, and other employees)

increased to around 3,000 in total.
47

Thus by the end of 1929 the

school had developed into a large educational and social reform

group.

Organization

Having started as a rural normal school, the Hsiao-chuang School

at first consisted of an elementary teacher training section and a

nursery teacher training section. In three years the school had

grown to have eight "center" elementary schools, four "center"

kindergartens, a normal school, and a middle school. The word

"center" was purposely attached to the elementary schools and
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kindergartens in order to indicate that each school was important

in its own right, not subordinate to the normal school, and that

the schools were centers for both teaching and practice as well

as for social reform.
48

These elementary schools and kindergartens

were scattered in the villages within 30 to 40 Ii from the normal

h d .. h 49ea quarters ~n Hs~ao-c uang.

The Hsiao-chuang School was operated under five departments:

Life Affairs, Administration, Elementary School Guidance, Kindergarten,

and Social Reform. The organization of each department is shown in

the following chart.

The student body was organized into five groups, and each group

had a particular subject to study. These groups were the agricultural

society, drama club, art and craft society, biology club, and mass

education study society.50

Unfortunately, information regarding the financial aspects of

the school is not available. But, according to circumstantial

evidence, the school seems to have been maintained chiefly with the

money donated by individual supporters and private institutions.
51

Student Training and School Management

The distinctive character of the Hsiao-chuang School lay, more

than anything else, in the unique method of school management,

together with its particular objective. First of all, there was

no limitation on the age of students for admission. The entrance

examination was very simple, consisting of writing an essay on a

subject related to China's rural problems, mathematics, a short
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speech, and an interview to test the applicants' spirit of social

service and their willingness to do the work required at the school.

Likewise, academic levels of the students varied from junior middle

school graduates to those with three years of college education.

As shown below, this heterogeneous academic background necessitated

the discarding of the conventional class instruction system and the

adoption of an individual guidance system.

As stated earlier, the rural teachers which the Hsiao-chuang

School aimed to produce were not to be ordinary teachers; they were

to be rural workers at the same time. The policy of the school

stated: "The objective of education in this school is to produce

good rural school teachers who will be loved and respected by

children and the people. We hope that, on the one hand, the

graduates of this school will be able to create good rural schools

and to educate children well; on the other hand, that they will

also be able to guide the people and to make the rural schools they

serve into centers for the reform of rural society.52 In order to

achieve such an objective the school designated four most desirable

qualities for ideal rural teachers. These four qualities were:

(1) the body and hands of peasant, (2) the head of a scientist,

(3) the disposition of an artist, and (4) the spirit and zeal of

• 1 f' 53
soc~a_ re_ormers.

the school were designed to develop these qualities among the

students.

As mentioned earlier, the management of the Hsiao-chuang

School was based on T'ao's concept of life-education. The school
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was run along democratic and egalitarian lines. All the school

members, from the principal, teachers, and students down to school

workers, lived on the campus forming a community and sharing every

aspect of the community life. Teachers and students ate and slept

at the same place. They jointly participated in all the school

work, from cooking and digging earth to tilling land, constructing

and repairing roads, and purchasing goods. In connection with this

communal work, "taking departure from a rustic life, we approach

paradise" was their slogan.
54

This community life was designed to

develop among the students the habit of hard work and perseverance.

It also enhanced a strong esprit de corps among all the members of

the school. School duties such as educational plans, correspondence,

transcription, accounting, general clerical work, maintenance of

school appliances, management of the library, and even janitorial

work were divided among and carried out by the students under the

guidance of the teachers who were called "tao-shih" (guides).

~lis was to provide the students with actual experience in various

aspects of school management in preparation for their future work. 55

The daily life of the students consisted of morning meetings, free

discussions, individual learning, group lectures, various forms of

labor, and other activities.

During the morning meetings in which all the school members

participated, after singing the school song and hearing business

reports, T'ao Hsing-chih or a teacher gave a short lecture on

various topics. Then students and teachers jointly discussed

daily work and other subjects. Serious topics such as current
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political and social problems or issues in rural reconstructions

were dealt with during the meeting conducted at the end of every

week. These group discussions were stressed as an important part

f
.. 56

o student tra~n~ng.

In the school instruction there were no fixed curricula, no

textbooks, and no classrooms. Except for public lectures and

field work required of all students, the students studied on an

individual basis according to their personal interests and needs. 57

But they were to act according to schedules. There was a weekly

life schedule issued by the school which applied to every member

of the school. Besides this public schedule, every student was

required to make his own daily schedule, and to set up weekly,

monthly, and yearly plans, which had to be approved by the teacher

58
under whom the student was assigned to study. This was individual

learning, and this method was to develop the habits of self-learning

and planned life among the students. Other than this individual

learning, the students were required to attend public lectures on

various topics delivered by the principal, teachers, or guest

59speakers.

Field study was divided into two parts, the so-called "front-

line" practice and "rear-line" practice. The students were to take

both training courses in rotation. The front-line students

practiced teaching techniques at the center schools set up by the

Hsiao-chuang School, while the rear-line group remained at the

normal school and made educational plans and prepared teaching

rnat.er-ia'l.s for their fellow student-teachers in the front-line group.
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Then the two groups switched their roles. This field work process

60was conducted under the close guidance of the normal school teachers.

For agricultural training, the school used 100 mou of arable land

which was half of the school's total land. Every student was to

rent 0.5 mou of land from the school for agricultural experimentation

by paying two yUan for the annual rent. The students were required

to sow rice or grow vegetables. During this agricultural experiment

the students received guidance not only from the teachers, but also

from two outside advisory groups, namely the advisory committee

consisting of experienced peasants from the nearby villages and the

planning committee made up of agricultural specialists from Chung-yang

University and Chin-ling University. Since farming required everyday

care and since summer was the busy season for agriculture there was

no summer vacation at Hsiao-chuang School. In addition to this

agricultural labor, the students participated in such labor as the

construction and repairing of bridges and roads, forestation, and

. ,. k th hId' b 'II 611rr1gat10n wor on e sc 00 campus an 1n near y V1 ages.

Military training was another aspect of student training.

Unlike the case of the COE, this program was started from practical

necessity for security. During the first year of the school, the

school experienced several bandit attacks in the Hsiao-chuang and

Yen-tzu-chi areas. There was even an incident in which a child was

kidnapped from a peasant family by bandits in Hsiao-chuang, and the

family was forced to pay eight hundred yuan as ransom. Military

training started in August, 1928, under the direction of a

military officer by the name of Liu and six soldiers sent by
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Feng Yu-hsiang who was close to T'ao Hsing-chih. The school bought

about twenty rifles and pistols, and with them students earned

rifle marksmanship and simple attack and defense tactics. The

students also took turns in standing guard and patrolling the

school at night. Later, student military training developed into

peasant military training in the area. This military training made

a great contribution to the maintenance of security in the area.

After the start of military training and the organization of the

peasant defense corps, the bandit problem disappeared in the area. 62

In addition to the above training, the students were required

to participate in the program of so-called "life district"

(sheng-hou ch'u) experimentation. The "life district" was made up

of several villages in the vicinity of the school which were

designated by the school as areas for student training. This program

was first designated as one of "going out to meet friends" (hui p'eng

yu-ch'u). For the Hsiao-chuang people thought that to refer to

peasants as friends was more appropriate for the purpose of the

program. The students visited peasants in the evenings, made friends

with them, discussed their problems, made suggestions, and explained

about the school. This program was to remove peasant distrust

concerning the new education which the Hsiao-chuang School offered,

to gain an understanding of peasant hardships and problems, and to

win peasant support for the school's rural reform efforts.
63

The Hsiao-chuang School also had several community service

centers: the Center Tea House, the Hsiao-chuang Dispensary, and

Center Carpenter Shops. Students were required to participate
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in these programs.

The Center Tea House was set up in Hsiao-chuang village. It

served as a center for both the social education of the students

and the recreation of the peasants. Many tea houses in Chinese

villages had degenerated into places for opium smoking and gambling.

The school made this tea house a place for sound recreation and

education. It was operated jointly by Hsiao-chuang teachers,

students, and peasant representatives. The students met the

peasants in the tea house and taught them how to change their

undesirable customs and life habits through dialogue. After farm

work, the peasants came to the tea house and enjoyed drinking tea,

playing Chinese chess, and listening to music. It was said that

the tea house won great favor among village wives in particular, for

through this new tea house their husbands and children could enjoy

healthy recreation and learn many useful things. 64 The Center Tea

House received financial assistance from the Association for

Vocational Education (AVE).

The Hsiao-chuang dispensary at the school treated diseases of

the village people. It was also the place where students practiced

simple medical treatments and public health. The facilities were

very simple and were operated by one director, one doctor, and a

nurse. The dispensary had, however, many patients. It was said

that there were patients who came from villages as far as 40 Ii

away. When vaccinations and innoculations were conducted by the

. 65dispensary staff, the students participated as a1des.

The center carpenter shops were set up in two places, one at
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Shih-erh-chiang, the other, at Ch'ang-sheng-tien. This was also a

co-project with the AVE. It was organized as a workshop for students

as well as for rural carpenters to improve their skills. All the

furniture used in the Hsiao-chuang School and at the center-elementary

schools and kindergartens was made in these shops.66

The school also carried out various rural reform projects such

as the "Village Federation Self-Defense Corps", an annual inter-

village athletic contest, a fire-fighting society, a law and politics

discussion society, and a well digging group. We shall discuss the

details of these projects in Chapter Seven. The students were required

.. . th . 67to part1c1pate 1n ese proJects.

In ideological training the school emphasized nationalism strongly

tinged with anti-imperialism, democracy and egalitarianism (with

opposition to warlords, bad gentry, and local strong men), self-

reliance, the sacredness of labor, and a cooperative spirit. These

traits would be developed mainly through the aforementioned

teachers' lectures, group discussions, and communal living and

labor.

Such multifunctional reform activities by the Hsiao-chuang

School for villagers seems to have been basically influenced by

John Dewey's thought. In 1920 Dewey delivered a speech on the

responsibility of the rural school to the village community

before the students of a normal school in Shangsi Province. The

gist of his speech reads in part as follows:
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The school must be the community center for dissemination
of knowledge of sanitation. The school playground should
be a recreational resource for the entire community. The
teacher should be the liaison between the provincial health
department and his village. He should also promote interest
in wholesome recreation. Bands, choruses, and orchestras
made up of pupils should stimulate formation of adult
musical groups. Teachers should harness talent for dramatics
and present social dramas which can be understood by villagers.
School auditoriums should be utilized for public lectures,
as well as for showing films and slides. Teachers should
pressure the provincial department of education to establish
traveling libraries. The school should be the scene of
political rallies. 68

There can be found a considerable resemblance between Dewey's above

suggestion and the Hsiao-chuang School's community activities.

In order to maintain order in the school and also to teach

the students village self-government, the school was organized as a

self-government body which was patterned after chuang (a group of

villages). Each branch school was regarded as a village, and

teachers and students were members of villages. Each village had

its village head, and the principal was the chief of the chuang.

They jointly drew up village regulations at village meetings and

all, from the chief of the chuang to the villagers, were e~~ally

subject to the regulations. In order to enforce the regulations

a disciplinary committee was organized. There were three degrees

of punishment for violating the regulations. First, for light

violations a warning was given. Secondly, for a relatively serious

violation, one had to enter the "self-reflection room". Inside

this dark room, the violator was to reflect on his errors for

several hours. Lastly, the most serious violator was asked to

leave the school. The accused had, however, the right to appeal
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during a general meeting of the chuang (Ch'uan-chuang hui-i) if he

'd d' h' '1 69d~ not a ~t ~s gu~ t.

Hsiao-chuang School's novel educational objectives and methods

gradually became famous and attracted many inspection groups and

visitors from many parts of the country. Among the visitors was

Chiang Kai-shek, the political and military power-holder of the

time. Many rural normal schools imitated the Hsiao-chuang school. 70

But Hsiao-chuang's particular method of school management and its

position against warlordism, imperialism and especially, the

existing social and political system, was regarded as anti-government.

Consequently, on March 29, 1930, the Hsiao-chuang School was forced

to close by the Nanking Government. The direct cause was the

demonstration of Hsiao-chuang normal students at Hsia-kuan, the

northern part of Nanking city, in protest against "British imperialism".

Several days before, the workers of the British-owned Ho-chi factory

at Hsia-kuan entered into a strike demanding a wage increase. During

the strike in front of the factory an incident occurred in which

three workers were shot to death by British sailors. The incident

aroused the public anger among the Chinese people in the area. The

indignation of the Hsiao-chuang normal students was particularly

great. They went to Hsia-kuan in a group and staged a demonstration,

distributing leaflets and condemning "British imperialism" in

speeches. The Nanking Government took this demonstration as a

riot against the government and closed the school. 7l

The government's version of the Hsiao-chuang School's "crime"

was that the school was a hotbed of Communists and had plotted a
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rebellion against the Nanking Government in secret alliance with

Feng Yu-hsiang. As mentioned previously, it is true that T'ao

Hsing-chih was close to Feng. Yet, it is difficult to confirm

the truth of the Nanking Government's accusation. There is a

conflicting report by the former secretary of the Village Federation

Defense Corps organized by the school. According to him, the

government investigators did not discover illegal weapons allegedly

1 , .. , Lao -ch h 72supp 1ed by Feng Yu-hs1ang at the HS1ao-c uang Sc 001. Moreover,

Mai Ch'ing, a biographer of T'ao Hsing-chih, suggests another

interpretation. Mai thinks that the Hsiao-chuang School was

closed because T'ao had previously brought on Chiang-Kai-shek's

enmity. According to Mai, when Chiang visited Hsiao-chuang School,

he was not greeted with as great a reception as he was used to

receiving on such occasions. Chiang was not received by T'ao but

by other staff members of the school because T'ao was engaged in

other work. From then on, Hsiao-chuang was suspected by the

. , , h b 'd i d 73government as an 1nst1tut1on ar or1ng angerous 1 ease

It might be too naive to believe such a personal grudge of

Chiang against T'ao was the sole reason for the closure of the

school. But considering that Chiang's political power was

increasing at that time, Chiang's displeasure could constitute

a factor which unfavorably affected the fate of the school. In

addition, the social and political conditions of the time were

disquieting enough for the government to be apprehensive of

radical activities by the Hsiao-chuang School. Since it was

only three years after the breakup of the KMT-CCP alliance, the
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Communists were still capable of staging insurrection in Shanghai.

In addition, Chiang's Nanking regime was facing a grave challenge

by "new warlords" who had collaborated with Chiang in the Northern

Expedition. Of the anti-Chiang forces, Feng Yu-hsiang was one of

the chief leaders.
74

In other words, in such a threatening

situation, the friendship between T'ao and Feng and the cold

reception of Chiang upon his visit to the Hsiao-chuang School

must have caused the government to suspect the school.

Besides, the activities of the Hsiao-chuang students were

becoming increasingly radical. For example, not long before the

demonstration at Hsia-kuan, the Hsiao-chuang students had passed

a resolution not to pay train fares. Some Hsiao-chuang students

had been actually involved in conflict with train conductors over

the matter of train fare. The students not only refused to pay

train fare themselves, but also propagated the same idea to other

passengers in speeches and by distributing leaflets containing such

'd 75]. eas. This was an activity overtly against the existing social

and political system.

Throughout three years of rural reform work the Hsiao-chuang

faculty and students had won strong support among the peasants

around the school. Such support was well demonstrated in the

following incidents. According to a report in a Japanese newspaper,

when the government sent officials and soldiers to impound the

school, about 500 peasants resisted with arms against the

government force, shouting Hsiao-chuang slogans. Because of the

peasants' opposition the government officials failed to impound
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the school on that day. It was only through persuasion and

negotiation with the people of the area by the Ministry of Education

76
that the government was able to close down the school.

In brief, taking all the above facts into consideration, it is

not difficult to imagine that the presence of the Hsiao-chuang School

in the vicinity of Nanking was seen by the Nanking authorities as a

threat. Consequently, the government decided to close down the

school.

Despite its three short years of life, Hsiao-chuang education

seems to have been quite effective. The Hsiao-chuang School

produced many devoted and able rural reformers. The reformers

included Sun Min-hsUn, who established three elementary schools with

no money; Li Ch'u-ts'ai, who became a staff member of the COE and

authored several books on rural education (e.g., P'o-Hsiao or The

Exposure of Hsiao-chuang School); Ch'eng Pen-hai, who played a

major role in the establishment of the Chekiang Provincial

Hsiang-hu Rural Normal School and the Wang-lun-ch'un Rural Normal

School in Kwangtung Province; and Fang Yu-yuan, who was in charge

of the publication of the Hsiao-chuang series and a staff member

of the "Life Education Society". Also, there had been a great

demand for Hsiao-chuang graduates from many provinces and hsien

as teachers for their rural normal schools.?7 A part of

Hsiao-chuang's educational system (i.e., "center-school" system)

was also adopted by many schools and eventually became a part

of the Ministry of Education's policy. The students' love for

the school, the unity among them, and their sense of mission for
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the revival of the country, were especially strong. Even after the

closure of the school, the Hsiao-chuang students continuously

communicated with their teachers, including T'ao Hsing-chih, and

endeavored to propagate Hsiao-chuang's educational ideals wherever

78they went.

T'ao's indomitable spirit and the solidarity among his students

made it possible for the hsiao-chuang cause to revive within two

years in the Shanghai and Pao-shan areas in the form of so-called

Kung-hsueh-t'uan (Labor-Study-Unions).

Kung-hsueh-t'uan (Labor-Study-Union) Movement

After closing the Hsiao-chuang School, the Nanking Government

ordered that T'ao Hsing-chih and other teachers of the school be

apprehended. Some of them were arrested. But thanks to an early

warning by one of his friends in the Nanking Garrison Command

Headquarters, T'ao was able to escape arrest. T'ao fled to Shanghai

and lived in the French Concession quarter.

T'ao, who was an activist by nature, could not remain idle.

Two years later, anmely in 1932, with a number of the same staff

members who had worked at the Hsiao-chuang School, he initiated

another rural reform movement in a suburb of Shanghai. Since his

effort to reform rural society through rural normal and elementary

schools had been shattered by the government and could no longer

be continued, this time T'ao attempted to achieve the same objective

by directly organizing villages into units which combined three

functions of production, learning, and self-defense into one.
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This new movement was the so-called Kung-hsueh-t'uan (KHT) movement.

Explaining the meaning of the KHT T'ao said:

"Kung" means to labor or to work. "Hsueh" means science or
to study. "T I uan" means organization or union. To put
it in more detail, to work is to develop life; to study is
to make life bright; to have organization is to protect life •••
Let us develop and animate the lives of the people with people's
work; let us make the people's lives bright with science for
the masses; and let us protect the lives of the people by
developing their organizing ability. "T'uan" does not mean
an institution. It means an organization, the unification
of force, the organization of force, the concentration of
force, and the exercising of force together. 79

In his "Explanation of the Preliminary Plan for Rural Labor-Study-

Union Experimentation" T'ao further explained:

The Rural Labor-Study-Union is a small factory, a small school,
and a small society. It represents the meanings of production,
progress, equality, cooperation, and defending self as well as
fellow masses. It is designed to produce a reformed village
which will become a "new cell" full of living force by making
factory, school, and society into one •••• The approach the
Rural Labor-Study-Union takes is different from the traditional
one. In the traditional method school and society were
separated, but the Rural Labor-Study-Union advocates "Society
is school." In the traditional method teachers taught but
did not translate what they taught into action, and students
learned but did not practice what they learned. The Rural
Labor-Study-Union advocates that action should be central
of both teaching and learning. 80

From the above explanation it is apparent that T'ao did not discard

his idea of saving China by reforming villages, which he had held

at the beginning of the Hsiao-chuang school. 81 Also, reform ideals

which T'ao had advanced during the Hsiao-chuang period were

maintained as they were. Hence, it can be said that the KHT

movement was an extension of the Hsiao-chuang reform effort in a

different form in the changed situation.

According to T'ao Hsing-chih, the whole village did not have
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to be organized into one KHT. There could be a variety of KHT in

a village such as children's KHT, youth KHT, and adult KHT as long

as the groups were organized to carry out the aim mentioned above.

The first KHT was established on October 1, 1932, at

Meng-chia-mu-ch'iao, a village in Ta-ch'ang ch'u of Pao-shan hsien,

located about 22 Ii north of the city of Shanghai on the border

b P h hs i d h hai hs i 82 f' detween ao-s an S1en an S ang a1 S1en. It 1rst starte as

a children's KHT with about ten children. It was organized by

Ma Lu-shien and Wang Tso-chu who were sent by T'ao Hsing-chih.

The organization was named "Shan-hai Kung-hsueh-t 'uan" • During

the first two months these two teachers had great difficulty in

convincing the local people about the necessity of the KHT namely

because of their difficulty in communicating with the villagers who

used a different dialect. Soon, however, the people began to

understand that the organization was genuinely concerned with the

welfare of the people and started to send their children to the KHT.

As a result, one year later the number of students had increased

to around three hundred. 83

As the children's KHT prospered, various types of KHT such as

a production KHT, a poultry farming KHT, a cotton KHT, and a fish

84farming KHT came to be organized among the peasants. Furthermore,

with the good results of the Shan-hai KHT, KHT spread to fourteen

large and small villages within a forty Ii radius of

Meng-chia-mu-ch'iao. As of 1935, there were ten large KHT

centers in Shanghai and Pao-shan hsien. 85 Thus starting with the

children's KHT, T'ao's KHT project developed into a full-fledged
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rural reform movement. But with the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese

War on August 13, 1937, the KHT movement was suspended. We shall

discuss some reform activities of the KHT, together with those of

the other two reconstruction institutions, in Chapter Seven.

The Association for Chinese Vocational Education

The Association and Rural Reform

The Association for Chinese Vocational Education (AVE) was the

oldest educational reform institution of the three institutions.

It was also one of the two most influential institutions, together

with the National Association for the Advancement of Education (NAAE) ,

in Chinese educational circles. As mentioned earlier, most of the

nation's leading educators were affiliated with the AVE as either

members of the Board of Trustees or as ordinary members. Moreover,

like Huang Yen-p'ei, President of the AVE, many educational leaders

were simultaneously members of the AVE as well as of the NAAE. In

the year 1927 the AVE had 6,330 members and ninety-six organizations

representing all the provinces of China as well as Europe, America,

d th . h Ch' .d d 86an 0 er reg10ns were 1nese reS1 e •

It has already been mentioned in Chapter Three that the

original purpose of the AVE was to promote vocational education

throughout the country. Some important projects of the AVE are as

follows: First, in 1918 the AVE established the Chuang-hua

Vocational School in Shanghai for experimental purposes with funds

donated by domestic supporters and overseas Chinese. The School had

five departments: (I) an engineering department which offered such
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courses as iron work, carpentry, enamel work, and button manufacturing,

(2) a "preparatory department" for the students of the work-study

program in France, (3) a department for vocational teachers,

(4) a department of commerce, and (5) a department of clerical work.

The AVE also organized industrial continuation schools and higher

commercial continuation schools in big cities such as Shanghai,

k.i d' ,87Nan 1ng, an T1ents1n.

Secondly, the AVE conducted various surveys about the conditions

of vocational schools, the condition of vocational school graduates,

vocational education publications, conditions in various industrial

centers, and also about the prices of goods in different localities.

Results of the surveys were used to improve vocational education

and to guide vocational school graduates. For such purposes the

AVE formed a Vocational Guidance Committee in cooperation with the

members of the faculty of the Chung-hua Vocational School. Through

the compilation of books relating to vocational guidance and through

consultations, the committee provided information in regard to

trades, industries, and other occupations along with the best methods

of preparing to enter each of them. For the same purposes the AVE

also published Education and Vocation, a monthly organ of the

association; Life, an English bi-annual; the Vocational Education

Series, and some other works. Besides, the AVE arranged for

lectures by well-known educators, held training sessions for

vocational teachers, and sponsored exhibits on vocational education

, . ,,88
1n var10US c1t1es.
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As m~ntioned earlier, however, from the mid-1920's the AVE

shifted its emphasis to rural reconstruction. The transformed

character of the AVE is well manifested in the reform guideline of

the AVE, entitled "Operational Method of the Rural Reform

Experiment". The guideline says: "Rural education involves most

of our vocational education, and rural reform is the real objective

of ru~al education. OUr operation of rural reform projects is an

enlargement of the education movement.
89

Why, then, did the AVE change its direction to rural

reconstruction? Huang Yen-p'ei, the founder of the institution,

attributed this conversion to the following four factors. 90 First,

pervasive popular trends (p'ing-min chu-i ssu-tsao) which, Huang

claimed, made common people both the object and the basis of the

AVE's reform work. Another factor was the realization of the

necessity to conduct a program which would bring about a

comprehensive development of society. Leaders of the AVE felt that

the AVE should make the entire society an object of reform and

that reform projects should start from the local level in rural

areas. A third factor was the trend of experimentalism of the

time and the belief in the importance of rural areas in China.

The AVE hoped to discover a panacea for the political confusion

of China through small-scale rural reconstruction experiments.

Lastly, with scholarly specialized research and experimentation

the AVE wanted, on the one hand, to guide the government, and

on the other, to incite the people to carry out practical and

"good work" for China (i.e., rural reconstruction work).
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Chiang wen-yU, Chief of the Department of Business Affairs of

the AVE, offers a more elaborate account for the conversion.

According to Chiang, it was not until 1920 that the AVE began to

pay attention to the ineffectiveness of agricultural education and

to the nation's rural problems. It seems that the rapidly declining

rural economy in China, which we discussed in Chapter Two, caused

91the AVE to turn its attention to rural problems.

The AVE's concern for the nation's agricultural problems

resulted in the formation of a "Society for the Study of Agricultural

Education" in 1920. In the same year the AVE also made a survey

of conditions at agricultural schools in various places, and

solicited opinions of agricultural specialists on methods of

. . . 1 921mprov1ng agr1cu ture. The AVE reached the conclusion that

vocational education could merely help to increase part of the

nation's productivity but could not solve the entire vocational

problem of the nation. It realized that unless the problem of

production of the huge peasant population was solved through

education, the purpose of the association would be meaningless.

Hence, the AVE decided to focus its endeavor on the training of

peasants.

The AVE's concern for rural reform was stated first in

Huang Yen-p'ei's speech at the Fourth Annual Convention of the

NAAE which was held in T'ai-yUan, Shansi Province between

August 16-23, 1925. 93 As indicated earlier, the NAAE was one of

the most influential institutions in China at that time. Huang,

the President of the AVE and concurrently a member of the board of
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trustees of the NAAE, was to make a speech on vocational education

on this occasion. In his speech, Huang proposed a plan called,

"Experimental District Rural Vocational Education", which was in

effect a rural reconstruction experiment featuring rural education.

The gist of Huang's proposal can be summarized as follows:

First, they would select one village or several villages as

an experimental district, which should be strategically located in

terms of transportation and communication. This rural community

should have a population of about 3,500 and an area of about 30

square Ii.

Secondly, they would investigate various features of the area

such as the agricultural products, local industrial arts,

educational and vocational conditions and so forth. Then, they

would establish plans for a reform program for village communities

based on data obtained from the investigation. The program would

include compulsory education for children, adult supplementary

education, vocational training, care for the elderly or disabled,

medical care, public health, local self-defense, and efforts to

increase agricultural productivity. The suggested objectives of

the program were that there would be no waste land and no idle

people; people were supposed to enjoy self-sufficiency and to

help one another.

Thirdly, they would establish a central educational institution

in the rural district to carry out the plan. Before carrying out

the program, work priorities should be determined by taking

account of such factors as indigenous self-government organizations,
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human resources, and the financial capabilities of the area.

Fourth, and lastly, expenses for the reform project would be in

principle borne by the local community of the area. The experiment

would be carried out over a limited period, and if the experiment

should prove to be successful, the reform project would be extended

to other areas.

This proposal was a comprehensive rural reform program which

encompassed a far broader scope than merely vocational education.

Huang's speech seems to have been a reflection of the rural reform

ideas of Chao Shu-yU who was one of the staff members of the AVE,

for it was Chao who had advocated a comprehensive rural reform

approach in the early 1920's. At any rate, with this proposal the

AVE had taken a step to form a rural reform project. This proposal

was significant because it became the blueprint not only for the

AVE's rural reform experiments, but also for the COE's reform

efforts. The proposal was accepted by Yen Hsi-shan, Governor of

Shangsi Province. However, because of the outbreak of civil war

between the Feng-tien army and Sun Ch'uan-fang's forces in October,

1925, which eventually affected Shansi Province, the project was

cancelled in the midst of preparations.
94

While looking for a possible alternative site for the

association's rural reform experiment, the AVE decided to look

about Kiangsu Province at the recommendation of Chao Shu-yu

and Feng T'i-hsia. In the meantime, the AVE reached an agreement

with the NAAE, the Association for the Advancement of Mass Education

Movements, and the Agricultural and Education Departments of
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Tungnan University to carry out the experiment jointly. As a result,

the Board of Trustees for Joint Rural Reform was established on

May 15, 1926.

As preliminary sites for rural reform experimentation, two places

were selected: Huang-hsu chen in Chen-chiang hsien and a place in

K'un-shan hsien. The main criteria for the selection of the sites

were twofold. The first criterion was the easy accessibility of

the area (e.g., located not far from the reform institution and near

a railway station on a trunkline) so that the reform experiment could

be conducted under the close supervision of the reformers. The

second criterion was interest in rural reform evidenced by the

village leaders in view of the fact that reform work would jointly

be conducted by the reformers and the villagers. Since the experiment

was the first venture of this kind in the nations its success would

be evidently an important factor in the future course of future

developments. The reform leaders thus seem to have considered the

above two criteria as essential in determining the sites of the

first reform experiment.

In July of the same year, Hsu-kung-ch'iao of K'un-shan hsien,

which was located 6 Ii northwest of the An-ting railroad station

on the Nanking Shangai line, was selected as the first rural

reform experimental district. This selection was mainly due to

an enthusiastic request from such local leaders as Ts'ai Wang-chih

and Fang Wei-i, and the hsien magistrate, Wu Shih-ch'iao, who was

95
a member of the AVE. In October, 1926, the Hsu-kung-ch'iao

reform district was formally established. One year later, in the
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spring of 1927, however, the three other institutions withdrew from

the project and the AVE alone remained to conduct the

Hsu-kung-ch'iao experiment. 96 with the Hsu-kung-ch'iao experiment

as the beginning, the AVE shifted its emphasis to rural reconstruction

work and became one of the most important rural reconstruction

institutions in China. As indicated in Chapter Two, the AVE ran

more experimental reform projects than any other single institution.

As of 1934, in Kiangsu alone it had five rural reform experimental

districts (i.e., Hsu-kung-ch'iao, Huang-shu, Shan-jen-ch'iao,

Ku-kao-chuang, and Hu-ch'iao in the suburbs of Shanghai city),

which were mostly located in suburban areas of town or cities

(for details, refer to Section Three of Chapter Two). It also

established an agricultural implement factory at Hua-lung-lu of

Shanghai city in October, 1929. 97

Organization and Finance

Basically, the AVE consisted of two policy-making bodies and

three organs of practical affairs which dealt with the aforementioned

projects. The former was made up of the Board of Directors and

Executive Boards, and the latter of the Business Department,

the Committee for the Control of One Hundred Year's Foundation,

and the Committee of Management of Funds and Properties. Of the

above organs, the one which had directly to do with our subject

here was the business department which was in charge of the

execution of the AVE's policies and programs under the direction
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of the two boards. It was through the Rural Reform Division of

this department that the AVE managed its affiliated rural reform

experimental districts. Other organs of the department were the

General Division, the Research Division, and the Correspondence

and Publication Division. The General Division handled administrative

business such as clerical work and accounting. The Research Division

carried out the aforementioned work such as surveys, experiments,

and lecture programs. The Division of Correspondence and

Publication took care of public relations and publication of the

AVE's organ (i.e., Education and Vocation) and other works. 98

Financially, the AVE enjoyed relatively good support. Its

financial sources were several; membership fees, interest on its

basic fund, income from the sales of its publications, donations

from supporting individuals and institutions, and subsidies from

the central and the provincial governments. From January, 1923

onward, the central Government provided a subsidy of 20,400 yuan

each year for the association. The Kiangsu Government also

alloted a subsidy of 24,612 yuan for the AVE annually. For

three years between July, 1925 and July, 1928, the AVE received

a donation of 15,000 yUan from the Chinese Education and Cultural

Foundation. It had also 25,580 yUan of basic funds which kept

producing interest. As of 1927, its annual expenditure amounted

.. 99
to 32,854 yuan. Unfortunately, we do not have information

about the budgetary situation of the AVE after 1928. But the

budget for the Hsu-kung-ch'iao Reform Experimental District,
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a rural reform project of the association, in 1933 alone exceeded

.. 100
25,000 yuan.

Rural Reform Approach

The ultimate objectives of the AVE's rural reform work differed

little from those of the COE and the Hsiao-chuang School. That is,

the AVE's aim was to revive China by reconstructing villages into

productive villages. It was their slogan to reconstruct villages

which had "no idle land, no idle and prodigal people, no illiterates,

no projects unattended, and whose members were all healthy, secure,

and friendly with one another."lOl Regarding its basic rural reform

approach the AVE decided to take education as the central means for

all reform work, to begin by solving the problem of livelihood, and

to conclude with the attainment of self-government. In order to

achieve self-government, a certain level of education, as well as

a self-defense capacity on the part of villagers, was required.

Therefore, the AVE viewed cultural, economic, and political training

as mutually complementary, and wanted to make a balanced improvement

in the three fields.

For instance, cooperati-es would be made the foundation for

improving the rural economy yet, simultaneously, attention would

be paid to improvement in cultural and political training. The

enlargement of mass education would be the main method for

improving rural culture. The realization of village self-government

would be made the goal of political training. Chiang wen-yu's

so-called "Theory of the Unity of Education, Wealth, and Politics",
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as discussed in the previous chapter, represented the essential idea

th
o •• 102of 1S AVE pos1t10n.

It was indicated earlier that because of the traditional

approach of vocational education, the AVE placed the greatest

priority on economic improvement. But in terms of political

ideology there is an indication that the AVE's rural programs were

to some extent influenced by Sun Yat-sen's political ideas of his

later years. According to a diagram describing the AVE's rural

reform work, the awakening of the peasants' self consciousness and

the development of voluntary spirit, which were key factors of Sun's

new revolutionary approach after the 1924 reorganization of the KMT,

103
were made the foundation of rural reform effort. The AVE also

took the contents of "local self-government" which Sun prescribed in

his Fundamentals of National Reconstruction as the standa£ds of its

self-government experimental work. That is, a census, a land survey,

road building and police work were main items of the AVE's self-

government experiment. The AVE also tried to train the villagers in

the exercise of their rights as citizens even though in a limited

104way. The AVE also emphasized collectivism and self-defense in

its self-government experiment, which were important ingredients

105of Sun's Principle of Democracy.

Since the AVE was an educational institution, there is also

evidence of Dewey's influence on the AVE, even though the degree

of the influence was not as strong as on the COE and Hsiao-chuang

School. First of all, notice Huang's remark that the AVE's shift

its direction to rural reform was influenced by the pervasive
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atmosphere of pIing-min chu-i of the early 1920's. The high tide

of pIing-min chu-i thought at that time was mainly attributed

to Dewey who was lecturing in many places in China. l OG Also, in

1923, in his speech at Tung-nan University, Huang Yen-p'ei stressed

that the purpose of vocational education was to inculcate the spirit

of social service beyond merely imparting skills. Vocational

education should be concerned with helping people appreciate the

significance of their occupation and should contribute to the

formation of a sound philosophy of life. This was essentially a

reiteration of John Dewey's remarks made three years before during

his visit to China. l 07 It is also necessary to remember that the

initial plan of the AVE's rural reform project was made by

Chao Shu-yu, who shared Dewey's idea of practical education,

commoners' education, and experimentalism.

Training of Rural Workers

Despite its rather early start in rural reform work and the

large number of its rural reform projects, the training of rural

workers of the AVE was undertaken much later as compared with the

other two reform institutions. It was only in October, 1933, that

the AVE established a center for training rural workers in

Ta'ao-ho-ching chen located in the southwestern suburbs of Shanghai

city. lOB The training center was named Ts'ao-ho-ching nung-hsueh

t'uan (Ts'ao-ho-ching Agricultural Study Corps). Prior to the

establishment of this corps the AVE based its rural reform

experiments on the advice of established rural specialists
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from various social and academic institutions. For instance,

Chao Shu-yU, Feng T'i-hsia, and Li Ch-i-ch'ang who planned and

led the Hsu-kung-ch'iao reform experiment were all professors at

Tung-nan University; and Yu Ying-chiang, Yao Hui-ch'uan and

Ch'u Chu-nung, who acted as an advisory group for the Ku-kao-chuang

reform district, were rural experts invited from the AVE and the

Shantung Rural Reconstruction Research Institute which was headed

b . h . 109y L~an S u-m~ng.

The agricultural study corps consisted of two departments:

one was the Department of Rural Service, which was the AVE's own

project for training rural workers; the other was the Department

of Hung-yung Rural Teachers' Training, a project entrusted to the

b h d f f h d · d' 110AVE Y t e Boar 0 Trustees 0 t e Hung-yung E ucat~on Foun at~on.

The foundation was organized with a capital of 100,000 yuan donated

by Yeh Hung-yung, a Shanghai tycoon, for the purpose of

111establishing rural schools. Because the foundation needed

teachers who were appropriate for the schools it would establish,

it asked the AVE authorities to include a course for teachers when

the rural workers' training center was opened. By August, 1934 the

foundation set up eight rural elementary schools within the AVE'S

112rural reform district in the Ts'ao-ho-ching chen area.

The Rural Service Department selected 34 trainees through

examinations from among middle school graduates who vowed to

"save the country by reforming villages". The Department of Rural

Teachers' Training had 15 trainees who were chosen from among those

who had previous teaching experience in ordinary elementary schools.
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This small number of trainees from both departments seems to have

been due to the fact that the AVE set the trainee numbers in

accordance with the number of its reform districts (i.e. five

districts) and with the number of teachers required at the rural

elementary schools established by the Hung-yung foundation. These

rural elementary schools were very small and would be staffed by

113only one to three teachers. The objective of the training

was "to achieve the improvement of all aspects of peasant life and

'real' self-government by combining wealth, politics, and education".

As a training method, T'ao Hsing-chih's principle of "combining

teaching, learning, and doing" was adopted.

The length of training at the corps differed between the Rural

Service Department and Rural Teachers' Training Department. While

students of the former department were trained for twenty months, the

students of the latter were trained for ten months. The training

period for the students of the rural service department was in turn

divided into three phases. The first phase consisted of about two

weeks of orientation training and three and a half months of formal

instruction. In the classroom instruction, seven courses were

offered: education, public health, agriculture, economics, village

government, military training, and administrative exercise. In this

phase the students of both departments received the same training

together. This phase lasted from October, 1933 to February, 1934.

In the second phase the students of the two departments were

for the first time divided and received separate training according

to their specialized fields. In this program the students of the
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Department of Rural Teachers' Training were sent to seven rural

elementary schools run by the Hung-yung Education Foundation for

field work.
114

These were located in the suburban villages of

Shanghai city. The students used these elementary schools as

centers for their experiments in teaching and rural reform work.

with this second phase, the rural teachers training students completed

their training and were appointed as formal teachers to the seven

rural schools mentioned above.

The students of rural service were divided into two groups,

labeled the front and the rear. The former group of students,

consisting of 19 persons, were sent to the AVE's rural experimental

. 11 . h ... f Sh ha i b 115 f hv~ ages ~n t e v~c~n~ty 0 ang a~ c~ty as 0 servers. ate

latter group, three students were assigned to the corps headquarters,

three to the headquarters' experimental farmland, and two to

livestock experimental stations. These facilities were all

established in Ts-ao-ho-ching chen in 1934. Those who were assigned

to the headquarters learned about the management of rural reform

work. At the farmland, an area of about 70 mou called "Garden of

Harvest After Labor", the students learned about agricultural work

with emphasis on horticulture. Those who were assigned to the

livestock experimental station studied scientific methods of stock

raising (i.e. chickens and pigs). Everj weekend the front and

rear groups of students returned to the headquarters, discussed

various problems they observed during their field work, and

received additional instruction. Training in this phase lasted

six months until August, 1934.
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The third and last phase was a program in which the students

formally participated in rural work. This phase was again divided

into two periods, each of which lasted five months. In the former

period the students were assigned to five rural experimental villages

and two peasant education halls in the vicinity of Shanghai city,

and acquired reform experience by working as a part of the reform

teams of the AVE. In the latter period of this last phase the

students were to carry out an independent reform work as the

conclusion of their field study in villages recommended by the corps.

Information concerning names of the villages and results of the

field work is, however, unavailable.

To summarize, the AVE's training of rural workers was carried

out mainly through field work. Four-fifths of the training was

conducted in the field. The shorter training period of the AVE,

compared with those of the COE and the Hsiao-chuang School, may

have necessitated the AVE's heavier reliance on field practice for

training rural workers (including rural teachers). Even while

recognizing such a necessity, there is still the feeling that the

AVE's training approach gave too great a weight to field study.

Certainly, thorough field training was necessary for producing good

rural workers. But the problem was that field study was concerned

mainly with rural reform techniques useful in the immediate future.

It thus could not provide much of the broader knowledge and culture

which were also indispensable in developing the characters of ideal

reformers. Moreover, the AVE's program of training rural workers

seems to have been belated, lagging behind by four to five years
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those of the COE and Hsiao-chuang School. Also, considering the

vast need for rural workers in China at that time, the number of

AVE trainees appears to have been too few.

Summary and Conclusion

The three reconstruction institutions in Kiangsu Province had

both similarities and differences. Having been educational

institutions they used education as their chief means for rural

reform. As rural reconstruction institutions, they carried out

two fundamental functions: training of rural workers and carrying

out of rural reform experiments. In training rural workers, they

all placed special emphasis on the field training conducted in

actual rural conditions under the guidance of the rural reconstruc

tionists. They stressed as ideal qualities of a good rural worker

such virtues as perseverance, the spirit of sacrifice, the habit

of hard work, frugality, humbleness, a planned and disciplined

life, and the spirit of serving the people instead of seeking

personal advancement in society. In their theories of student

training and rural reform, the three institutions were influenced

by John Dewey's educational thought even though there were variations

in the degree of Dewey's influence on each institution. Dewey's

concepts of life-long ~cucation and education for the whole people,

commoners in particular, became the underlying basis for the COE's

theories of mass education. T'ao Hsing-chih's theory of life

education which formed the central educational philosophy of

Hsiao-chuang School was basically the development of Dewey's dictum,
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"education is life". Dewey's idea of vocational education helped the

AVE view vocational education in a broader perspective, connecting

it with social service and a sound philosophy of life. Furthermore,

the three institutions were interrelated with each other through

the transfer of personnel (e.g. the case of Chao Shu-yU between

the Hsiao-chuang School and the COE) and through cooperation in

certain reform projects (e.g. the joint venture between the AVE and

Hsiao-chuang School on behalf of Hsiao-chuang's rural dispensary and

teahouse).

The three institutions differed mainly in their character and

methods of student training. Such differences stemmed from their

diverse traditions. First of all, while the COE was a public

institution established by the provincial government as a center

for improving Kiangsu's mass education and agriculture, the

Hsiao-chuang School and the AVE were private institutions of

educational reform. Accordingly, the COE was financially secure

and had the best educational facilities among the three. At the

same time, the overall direction of school management needed to be

in line with government policy. The COE taught the students rural

reform in conjunction with the Nationalist Revolution and

Sun Yat-sen's revolutionary policies were made central ideals for

student training. Its rural reconstruction effort developed from

the mass education movement as a provincial government project.

Hence, more than 70 percentage of its graduates were either

assigned to Kiangsu's mass education halls and peasant halls or

engaged in rural reconstruction experiments of the COE. Despite its
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stress on field training, the COE's educational method was basically

conventional. Like other regular colleges, classroom instruction

with a fixed curriculum constituted an important part of student

education.

Because it was a private institution and because of the war

situation in the area of the school site at the time of its

foundation, the Hsiao-chuang School experienced severe financial

difficulties from the outset. Nevertheless, the school developed to

become a model rural reform institution with about 3,000 members in

three years under the guidance of such leaders as T'ao Hsing-chih

and Chao Shu-yu, Characteristic of the school were its unique

education methods, ideals, and reform approaches. The school had

no set courses nor textbooks. Students were trained through a method

which effectively combined individual study based on student

spontaneity and their personal taste and needs, with group training.

This group training stressed democratic relationships between group

members, mutual responsibility, and esprit de corps. Students were

taught to combine knowledge and labor, and were inculcated with

strong nationalism and socialistic ideals which were a blend of

egalitarianism and populistic elements. With these ideals, the

students were called upon to work among the people for their welfare

by becoming peasants themselves. They were also taught to be

strongly antagonistic to the existing local power group-- the local

gentry, "strong men" and warlords. These traits of the school were

in sharp conflict with the existing social and political system,

and eventually led to the forcible closure of the school by the
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Nanking authorities. Many Hsiao-chuang ideals were, however,

adopted by other rural schools and reconstruction institutions

and spread to many parts of the country through its graduates.

Furthermore, the school's reform ideas were revived in a

modified form of rural reconstruction called Kung-hsueh-t'uan

which started in the suburban villages of Shanghai in 1932.

By this new form of rural reform effort T'ao attempted to turn

each village into a unit which had the threefold functions of

education, production, and self-defense.

Through a private institution, the AVE was relatively

well financed, receiving subsidies from the provincial government

and donations by interested people. In keeping with its tradition

of vocational education, the AVE placed prime importance on the

program of economic improvement among reconstruction programs.

Reform principles of the AVE appear to have been most moderate

among the three institutions. They were devoid of criticism of

the existing society. Moreover, the AVE was on good terms with

the established local power groups and the Kiangsu government.

The AVE's close cooperation with local gentry in its reform

experimental districts and assistance by provincial government

agencies for the AVE's rural reform work are such examples.

Another characteristic of the AVE was that, not being a school,

it undertook the training of rural workers later than the other

two institutions. Possibly for this reason, the training period of

its trainees was shorter compared with those of the COE and the

Hsiao-chuang School. The number of its trainees was also extremely

small.
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As a whole, it can be said that the types of student training

and reform approach fostered by the Hsiao-chuang School were too

idealistic for the time in China. Notwithstanding the

progressiveness of its ideals, the Hsiao-chuang School's disregard

for the given political conditions only brought about the early

frustration of its reform efforts. In contrast, the COE and the

AVE were realistic in their reform approach. As a result, their

reform efforts were able to last until 1937, longer than that of

Hsiao-chuang School. Yet, in spite of such differences, the

three institutions basically belonged to the reformist category

and strove for common aims, namely the salvation of China, through

rural reconstruction by emphasis on rural education. Thus, together,

the three reconstruction institutions formed the Kiangsu rural

reconstruction movement.
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CHAP'fER VI

REFORM PLANS AND PROCEDURES OF THE THREE RECONSTRUCTION

INSTITUTIONS AND THEIR EXPERIMENTAL DISTRICTS

In Chapter Four we discussed rural reform theories advanced by

four leading rural reconstructionists of Kiangsu province. How then

were their theories and principles actually put into practice through

the operations of the three institutions treated in Chapter Five? In

order to answer this question we need to examine both the reform plans

devised by the three institutions and also subsequent reform programs

and activities developed in their respective experimental districts.

Their reform plans and procedures are dealt with in the present chapter.

This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section

will briefly review the general locations of the three institutions'

reform districts and the reconstructionist views which were closely

related with the reform plans. This will provide background informa

tion for sections two to four which discuss the reform plans and

procedures followed by the three institutions. Since reconstruction

plans were first devised by each institution, then implemented in the

experimental districts, plans and procedures are examined on two

levels in each of the three sections. As will be shown in the follow

ing pages, when plans and procedures were applied, slight variations

occurred even among different districts under the same institution.

Reform Districts and Reform Views

It was mentioned in Chapter Two that the reform districts of the

three institutions were mostly located in the suburban villages of
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major cities in southern Kiangsu. These districts were initially

chosen for easy accessibility. But it should be remembered that

despite their suburban locations and some differences in urban

influence, the reform districts of the three institutions were still

essentially rural villages sharing problems in common with other

1
rural areas. This made it feasible for the three institutions to

launch rural reform experiments in suburban locations.

In spite of similar suburban locations, the three institutions'

reform districts differed from each other. First, in regard to

location and size of the districts, we find that the COE's reform

districts (Hui-pei and Pei-hsia) were large, divided into subdistricts,

and concentrated in villages near Wu-hsi city in Wu-hsi hsien. In

contrast, the AVE's (HsU-kung-ch'iao, Huang-hsU, Shan-jen-ch'iao, Ku-

kao-chuang, and Ts'ao-ho-ching-chen districts) were relatively small

and scattered over five hsien -- those of K'un-shan, Chen-chiang, Wu-

hsien, T'ai-hsien, and Shanghai. The Hsiao-chuang group conducted

their reform work first in the northern suburbs of Nanking and later

in bordering areas between Shanghai hsien and Pao-shan hsien. Their

reform areas were not large compared with those of the COE. (For the

specific areas of the districts of ~he three institutions, refer to

Section Three of Chapter Two). The Hsiao-chuang group did not refer

to its reform villages as "experimental district." The reason may

have been that since they tended to identify themselves closely with

the peasants they did not like to give the impression that they were

reformers from the outside conducting experiments within village areas.

T'ao Hsing-chih held that reformers should overcome the "experimentation

barrier," the term by which he cynically pointed to the pervading
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Fig. 11. Locations of Rural Reform Districts and Areas of Three
Reconstruction Institutions' in Kiangsu Province and
thE'; Chiang-ning Se1f-GovernmentaExperimental Hsien.

* 1. Hua~lg-hsiang; 2. Kao-chang-an; 3. Chou-lung-an; 4 Hui-pei;
5. P~i-hsia; 6. HsU-kung-ch'iao; 7. Huang-hsft; 8. shan-jen
ch'iao; 9. Ku-kao-chuang; 10. Ts'ao-ho-ching chen; 11. Hsiao
chuang; and 12. Shan-hai Kung-hsfteh-t'uan (Meng-chia-mu-ch'iao).
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experimentism in rural reconstruction movement of the time. 2 In

this context he declared "society is a school," for T'ao was arguing

that rural reform efforts should be made by villagers from the outset

without any fixed experimental period. The geographical distribution

of the three institutions' reform districts is shown in the following

map.

Secondly, it is also important to remember that unlike the cases

of the COE and the Hsiao-chuang group, many of the AVE's reform

districts were established through the initiative of village leaders

or the provincial governments. The AVE reformers were invited to

conduct local reform experiments in cooperation with village elites

who were either local gentry or rich and educated people. 3 Hence,

it seems that leaders of the AVE's reform districts had greater

leeway at the start than did their counterparts representing the Qth~r

two institutions. For instance, it was Ts'ai Wang-chih, a local

leader of HsU-kung-ch'iao, who helped the AVE continue its reform

experiment in the area when the experiment project there came to a

halt. This happend after Tung-nan University, a partner institution

of the experiment, withdrew because of its reorganization into the

National Central University in 1928. Ts'ai also remained a central

figure throughout the reform experiment. The Shan-jen-ch'iao reform

experiment also started at the initiation of local leaders (i.e.,

Chang Chung-jen, Wang Chieh-jen, and Chu Meng-lo), who invited the

AVE specialists in March, 1931, to draw up reform plans for that area.

In this case, reform funds were also prepared by the efforts of the

local leaders who succeeded in obtaining financial assistance from

both the provincial government and Wu-hsien government. In the case
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of Ku-kao-chuang reform district, the role of a local leader was more

prominent than in other districts. The reform work of that district

depended almost entirely on one person, Ku ChUn-i, who not only

initiated the reform work by requesting the AVE to guide the local

reform project, but also bore most of the expenditures necessary for

4the reform work.

In contrast, in the cases of the COE and Hsiao-chuang reform areas,

it was the institutions that chose the reform areas. There the roles

of local leaders were negligible. Leaders of the COE's Huang-hsiang,

Chou-Iung-an, and Kao-chang-an reform experiments were mainly peasants

5
and sometimes local elementary school teachers. The Hsiao-chuang

f d d f · . I 6re orm areas recor e no person 0 prom~nent soc~a status.

Besides, in order to better understand the reform plans of the

three institutions it seems useful to remember that despite differ-

ances in emphasis and social viewpoints the leaders of the three

institutions shared essentially similar views on rural problems.

That is, all the reconstruction leaders attributed China's rural

problems mainly to conditions of poverty, ignorance, poor health,

lack of organization, and lack of local defence. To overcome these

five shortcomings in peasant life was the direct object of all three

institutions' reform efforts; these remained the fundamental basis

for their reform plans.

Reform Procedures of the COE

General Plan

The COE's rural reform plans and procedures can best be studied by

examining those which the school devised for general application in

the Hui-pei district. As mentioned earlier, this district was
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established for the experimental application of the rural reconstruc

tion methods devised by the college. When the district was formed in

1932, its reform period was set at three years.? Because of the

complexity of the reform plan, it will be discussed in three parts:

reform objectives and principles, organization of rural workers, and

yearly schedules.

Reform Objectives and Principles. The reform objectives which

the COE chose for the district were threefold: the completion of

local self-government, the development of the rural economy, and the

improvement of peasant life.
8

In respect to the completion of local self-government, the school

considered the following eight accomplishments as essential. The

first was to develop character of sound citizens among the district

people. As qualities for becoming sound citizens, the COE enumerated

numerous conditions. These included a healthy and able body, loyal

and faithful behavior, knowledge equivalent to those of an elementary

school graduate, considerable vocational skill, organizational skill,

and a cooperative spirit. This enumeration is important because the

COE's civic education program mostly carried out through mass schools

would be geared to developing such qualities. The second item was to

establish properly functioning self-government organizations in each

village. "Self-government organizations" meant, as prescribed in the

hsiang-chen self-government enforcement law,sub-hsien a~instrativ@

organizations from hsiang and chen down to III , lin as well as hsiang

and chen general meetings or fang (sub-district) people's meetings.
9

The third objective was to enable the district people to resolve

disputes and quarrels by peaceful means among themselves. For such a
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purpose, the reformers would organize an arbitration committee made

up of those chosen from the villagers themselves. The fourth was to

complete the repair of roads, bridges, dykes, irrigation ponds, and

waterways within the boundaries of the district. The fifth was to

have each village possess lawful and powerful self-defense organiza-

tions. Lawful self-defense organizations included a police force and

a "winter-protection corps" (tung-fang-t'uan), the villagers' volun-

tary security organization for preventing thievery during winter

nights. Sixth, each village was to have relief organizations. The

seventh was to establish a good public health facility in village of

the district. The eighth provided for a committee for improving the

local natural environment.

This view of self-government by the COE followed basically the

conditions suggested by Sun Yat-sen for a completely self-governing

district. The conditions Sun prescribed in the Fundamentals of

National Reconstruction include census-taking, a land survey, mainte-

nar.ce of police and local defense forces, road-building and repair-

ing, and training the people in the exercise of the four powers and

, f If'll' h' d' ., 10~n u ~ ~ng t e~r ut~es as c~t~zens.

government conditions the school added merely a few more items which

were considered important in rural reconstruction work -- mediation of

disputes among local people, establishing relief organizations and

health facilities, and the improvement of the localnatural environ-

mente

For the second general objective, the development of the rural

economy, the college specified five goals. The first was to teach

peasants to practice scientific agricultural methods such as
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seed-selection, fertilization, deep-furrow sowing, insect extermi-

nation, and flood prevention. The second was to emable each peasant

family to have at least one supplementary occupation. These supple-

mentary occupations included chicken-raising, bee-farming, mat-making

or sericulture. The school's third achievement was to make productive

use of waste land and ponds by reclaimation and the development of

fish farms. The fourth aim was to organize at least one cooperative

in each village of the district. The kind of cooperative, that is,

credit, production, or marketing, would be determined according to

the need of each village. The fifth was to encourage the people of

the district to form habits of frugality and saving.

For the third general objective, improvement of peasant life, the

school set the following four goals. The first was to make the entire

life of the district people in accord with the three principles of

economy, sanitation, and beauty. The second was to provide and

organize sound recreation and sports for all to enjoy. By this the

school seems to have wished to encourage the people to give up bad

habits such as gambling, excessive drinking, or opium-smoking and to

provide them with opportunities to relax and enjoy life while develop-

ing both mind and body at the same time. Chinese chess, go, Chinese

traditional music, martial arts, and picnics would be utilized for

11such a purpose. The third goal was to lead the people to observe

funeral and wedding ceremonies and other social occasions in a

rationai and economic manner. This was, of course, to aid the peasant

economy by cutting down on the waste which was part of the peasant

life. The fourth and last goal was to encourage all the district

people to possess a will to improve their lives.
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What is evident from the above three general objectives is that,

the COE's rural reform plan was inclusive, touching most interrelated

aspects of peasant life. As a whole, it also carried a strong educa

tional character. The general objectives aimed through education to

provide the peasants with knowledge, wealth, good health, and self

governing and self-defending abilities that insured a decent life.

The principles the school set up as guidelines for carrying out

reform work reflected similar points. The principles stated that the

entire district should be regarded as a school; adults as well as

children were to be trained for all aspects of life. These principles

emphasized that reformers should base their rural work on actual condi

tions, taking into consideration the special circumstances in each

locality. It was also stressed that the reformers' role should be

that of guiding and assisting the local people so that in the end the

local people would be made capable of carrying out reform work for

12themselves.

Organization and Procedures of Reform Work. By what kind of

methods and procedures di the COE plan to achieve the reform objectives

and principles mentioned above? First of all, according to the reform

plan of 1932, in view of the extensiveness of the district area with

its 31 villages, the COE decided to carry out its reform experiments

by dividing the district into three subdistricts. The first subdist

rict consisted of 12 villages with Chiang-chia-ch'iao as the central

village, the second subdistrict 6 villages with Kao-chang-an as the

central village, and the third subdistrict 14 villages with Kao-ching

ch'iao as the central village. 13
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Then the school assigned the following personnel to the district

reform team: one general director, one clerical manager, three managers

of academic affairs, several assistance managers, several agricultural

guidance workers, and field work students designated by the school.

With the assistance of the clerical manager, the general director was

to supervise and coordinate the reform work of the three subdistricts

from a general headquarters which was set up at the co11ege. 14 The

managers for academic affairs, assistance managers, and agricultural

guidance workers were to be divided into three groups and assigned to

subdistrict reform centers to direct reform experiments by the student

field workers.

Together in importance with the division of the reform district

and organization of the reform team was the schedule of the reform

process. The reform program can be divided into two large stages,

preparation and practice. The former stage included preparing for the

"projects restricted to permanent reform centers" (Le., mass schools,

tea houses, and village dispensaries) of each subdistrict, and drawing

15up of yearly reform schedules. Since it was essential to have

detailed information regarding various reform aspects, the COE con-

sidered the social survey of the districts to be important. According

to the COE Hui-pei reform plan, the social survey included the

district's geography (i.e., terrain, area, number and location of

villages, and population), economic condition (size and grades of

cultivated land, kinds of crops, land ownership, subsidiary industries

and their credit), educational levels (literacy rate and school

situation), and the customs and disposition of the community.16 As

a work schedule, the COE decided to complete the preparation stage
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within the two months between August and October of 1932, and to start

17the actual reform projects from October of the same year. As

indicated earlier, the reform experimental period was to be three

years, ending in October, 1935.

What were then the actual methods and procedures by which the CaE

undertook the reform work? The initial stage of the experiment involved

a social survey of villages in the experimental district. The contents

of this survey have already been mentioned. As in the case of Kao-

chang-an village of the second subdistrict, the survey was usually

conducted by CaE reformers in cooperation with village improvement

. . 18
soc~et~es.

The second step in the reform procedure was to win the confidence

of the district people. The reform work was after all for the benefit

of the district people and was to eventually be carried out by them.

Therefore, gaining their understanding and support for reform work

was tremendously important. This required a careful approach. The

CaE decided to use two methods simultaneously. The first method was

to launch a public relations campaign. This included such methods as

family visitation, conversations at the edge of agricultural fields,

and open air speeches. This kind of campaign had been conducted by

the CaE reformers in Huang-hsiang village of the Hui-pei district in

1929 and had proven to be very effective. At the outset the villagers

showed apathy or even obstructed the reform effort. Yet after a two-

month campaign, the villagers' attitudes had changed completely.

"There was no villager who passed by the reformers without greetings."

The mass school enrollment, only six at the outset, increased to

19around 70 after one year. Also, during the 1934 student field-work
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period, a public relations campaign was carried out by the student

workers throughout all the subdistricts of the Hui-pei district and

h.i d ' '1 d 20ac ~eve S~1 ar goo results.

The second method was to contact local leaders and seek their

cooperation for the reform experiment. In the case of the Hui-pei

district local leaders were literate and relatively well-to-do people

who were peasants, village school teachers, and small merchants. 21

But gentry and local government functionaries such as hsiang and chen

chiefs and lU and lin chiefs were also included as local leaders.

One of the reasons for contacting these local leaders was to gain

local recognition by using their influence. Such methods were consi-

dered necessary, for generally rural people were suspicious of inno-

vations.

It was not easy at first to gain the confidence of the villagers.
22

To take the case of Cheng Shao-yUan, a graduate of the COE and rural

workers in a village of the same hsien (Wu-hsi), the villagers at

first mistook him for a tax collector sent by the hsie~ government

and avoided him. Facing such a situation, Cheng visited lU and lin

chiefs of the area and succeeded in clarifying his purpose of working

for the village with their help. In addition, through the help of

these government functionaries, Cheng enjoyed the convenience of

utilizing the population register at hsiang public office in order to

ascertain the number of people eligible for mass schools (i.e.,

inhabitants above 16 years of age). He also received assistance in

that the government functionaries encouraged mass school attendance.

However, according to Cheng, since many hsiang and chen chiefs of the

time were usurers, landlords, and local strong men who preyed on and
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was a temporary expedient until the reformers could develop new lead

23
ers among the peasants.

Such a necessity seems to have been recognized by the COE

authorities. The school included in its Hui-pei experimental project

a plan to train new leaders among the young people. Though not

concrete, the school's general idea for training local village lead-

ers was as follows.

Table 16. Plan for Training Local Village Leaders

Year Methods

The 1st
year

The 2nd
year

~e 3~

year

To initiate reform work in liason with the existing
local leaders, and simultaneously to carry out reform
projects together with the existing leaders and able
peasants by making them staff members of the reform work.

To induce the villagers themselves to initiate reform
projects while the rural reformers would form various
organizations and train local young people, to be staff
members of the organizations. The reformers' position
would be only that of guides.

To transfer the rural reform work completely to locally
trained people while the reformers remained in an
advisery capacity.

Source: "Pen-yUan p'u-chi min-chung chiao-yU chih liang-ke shih
yen, Hui-pei shih-yen chih-pu" (Hui-pei Experiment Branch,
Two Mass Education Propagation Experiments of This insti
tute, CYMC 4:3 (Nov., 1932), 462.

Thus local leadership in reform work was to be developed among villag-

ers through practical on-the-job training over three years (the experi-

mental period) under the guidance of COE staff and students.

Another reform procedure was to organize village improvement

societies (hsiang-ts'un kai-chih-hui). These societies were designed
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to function as consulative b0dies for rural reformers. They would be

particularly important in the initial period of the reform. These

societies also functioned as vanguard organizations to promote a

rural reform spirit among villagers and as instruments to plan and

execute village reform projects. But in order to be recognized as

legitimate organization, the village improvement societies seem to

have needed the approval of hsien government authorities. For exam-

pIe, the Kao-chang-an village improvement society applied to the hsien

government as soon as it was formed in July 10, 1930 and obtained

24
approval one month later. With such approval, societies would

cooperate with local government functionaries (e.g., hsiang, lU, and

lin chiefs) in carrying out village self-government affairs such as

social surveys and the organization of the Ill-lin system. According

to the minutes of the lOth executive committee meeting of the Kao-

chang-an village improvement society held on December 14, 1931, the

committee decided to carry out a census entrusted to them by the ch'U

public office.
25

Regulations established in October, 1932, of the

Chou-lung-an village improvement society also included carrying out

whatever the hsien government and ch'll public office entrusted to the

society within the scope of its "self-government promotion project. ,,26

with regard to membership, the village improvement socities at

the beginning commonly consisted of the COE rural workers, established

village leaders, (sometimes hsiang, lin, III chiefs), and intelligent

27young people. This membership would be gradually expanded to

include other villagers. The rural reformers would encourage all the

society members to participate in all aspects of reform work. Through

such participation, the reconstructionists hoped to make the members
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aware that rural reform work was their own responsibility and to have

them lend their full support. They also hoped to train the villagers

to work together, to conduct meetings and to exercise the "four powers

of the people." For example, the village improvement society of Chou-

lung-an, at its first general meeting held in February, 1932, chose

the training of the people in exercising the four powers of the peo-

pIe as one of its most important missions. Such a decision was

carried out using various opportunities such as Sun Yat-sen weekly

commemorative meetings, mass schools, and mass tea houses. At these

meetings the reformers taught the people basic knowledge of pc.op.Le' s

28rights and how to exercise the four powers of the people. Also,

the society trained its members regarding democratic procedures by

providing them with opportunities to preside over a meeting or to act

as a committee member. The village improvement societies of Kao-

chang-an and Huang-hsiang (the first experimental village of Hui-pei

d.i , ) f ' d ' 'I 1 29~st~rct unct~one s~m~ ar y.

Reform Projects and Their Yearly Schedule. The COE divided

reform projects into two categories, projects restricted to reform

centers (kao-ting projects) and projects which could be carried out in

any location (hou-tung projects). The former meant the operation of

such reform centers as mass schools, mass tea houses, and mass dis-

pensaries. The COE considere these projects to be fundamental and

urgent for two reasons. The first reason was that through. the pro-

jects of mass schools and mass tea houses, the reformers would provide

the villagers with a minimum of education necessary to understand and

participate in the reform work and to enable the people to carry out

reform work for themselves. Opening of mass dispensaries was
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important because of the many diseases among rural people. The

second was that the COE reformers regarded these three facilities as

good places to contact and awaken the people to the necessity of

f . th· l' 30re orm1ng e1r 1ves. The COE's yearly schedule for Kao-ting pro-

jects in the Hui-pei district is shown in the following table.

Table 17. The Yearly Schedule for the Kao-ting Projects
in the Hui-pei District

Operational Methods

Projects

Mass
school

Mass tea
house

Mass
dispen
sary

1st year

The COE to pro
vide all the
operational and
other expenses
completely.

same as
above

same as
above

2nd year

The COE to contin
ously provide oper
ational funds; the
students to be re
quired to pay for
their text and
notebooks.

The COE to pro
vide the opera
tional expendi
tures; the vil
lagers to provide
labor for mainte
nance of the tea
houses.

Patients to be
charged for medi
cine.

3rd year

The school opera
tional expenses to
be borned by the
local community,
and texts and note
books by the
students.

All the operational
and maintenance
expenses to be borne
by village people.

Patients to be
charged for both
diagnosis and medi
cine.

Source: "Pen-yUan p'u-chi min-chung chiao-yU chih liang-ke shih
yen, Hui-pei shih-yen-chih-pu (Hui-pei Experimental
Branch, Two Mass Education Propagation Experiments of
This Institute), CYMC 4:3 (Nov., 1932), 467.

By "hou-tung" projects the COE indicated reform activities which

did not necessarily involve the reform centers mentioned above. The

scope of these projects was wide, including projects for civic and
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Table 10. 11," lrearly Rofor. Schedulo of tho /lui-poi Rofor. District.

.'.

-,

Programs

Self-govern
laent

Develol_nt
of civlo
character

Agriculture

Reronolng
supplemen
tary occupa
tions

Org"nl&1ng
coopera
tivee

Raartta
tion and

art

Rofonolng
cuslOlUl

Fs.Uy
effalrs

/lealth

VUlage
COnstruction

Thu FlrDt Year (191ZI

To hold a "Weekly Sun Yat-Den Commemo
ration Hoeting" with villager" at each
Dubdl"trlct mass echool overy Sunday
afternoon, and (jive lectures on
various aspects of Bolf-govornment.

To give lectures every week on great
patriots throughout Chinese hletory
and on ths rise "nd faU of n"tlons.

To Invite agricultural spoclalletD and
have the.. lecture and guide villagers
in scientific alJrlculture, sericulture,
"nd fish-fanning techniques.

To CJIlphnlze graving vegetables and
planting frul t treee and the uaa of
Idlo land, to teach fish-f"nnlng and
raising chlken" and pig",

'I'u give lectures on the out Uno of
cooperatives end to organize one
credit cooperative by combining
several villages.

First, to 49scrnble those who have
talent" fro~ village" of the dl,,
trlct and organl~e music Or ot.her
societies, and to develop their
talents by Inviting epeclallsts,
to hold vUlage recreational
~etlng" ae often as possible.

To hold lectures on refo.... lng
custo~, to organlzo "ntl-gabllng,
cherlty, and wedding end funeral
rltee reforlO societies

To carry out family education by hold
ing JecturoR, to organize hounewlvou'
Docletles, and to guide family clesnll
ne"" and child heelth c"re.

To hold lecturoD and discussions on
Duch subjects as public health,
cleanl1nBBB campaign, vaccinations,
end org"nlzlng ~rtlal art societies.

To place ollphaslB on foreststlon snd
th" con"tructlon of dlkos In order to
prevent droU<Jht& and floods.

Tho Se"ond Year (l9H!

Tu contlnus the work of th" prevlou"
year, to train villagers In exercising
the rour payern or the people through
village Improve~nt societies.

In addition to tho programs of the
provious year, the vl11aqcrB would
bo rurthor trained In civic spirit
by ..aklng the.. pnrtlr.lpate In vsrl
DUB organizat.ions

To continue the wOlk or the prevloue
yesr, to aako efforto to prnpsgato
sclontlflc agriCUltural tochnlques

'1'0 promote rural handlcrsrt .. Includ
Ing the manufacture or etroy ropes.

To Increase the nu~)or or credit
cooparatives and their lIlCmberohlp,
to organize other cooporatives ,

To continue the Il<ovloue year'e
proJecte, to organlze drama and
traYsl socletle" and thus pro
~te wore cultural rocreatlon.

To continue ths work of the previous
yoar, to enlargo ths orgsnlzstion.,
and to endeaver to spread their
efforts.

To continue the work of the previous
yeer, to hold rnmUy cleanliness
conteets and children's health
contests.

To hold famUy cleanllnoss conteete
and to conduct hoslth examinations of
villager. In addition to tho work of
the prevlou. year.

In addition to tho previous year'.
wack, construction and 1M1ntenancft
of roado and bridges were to bs
stressed.

Tho 11.ird Year 11934'

To continue th" l'revlouB year'. wnrk,
to elect Village offlclels thlough
papular elnr-tlon.

To continue the york of the prevloue
yearsr the villagers wont,) be encoura
ged to publicize In thn nelghhorlng
villagers tho nncenol ties of civic and
solf-govornJftcnt tralnln9'

To cOlltlnue the YOlk or lhe previous
year, to develop Villagers' voluntary
spirit for ag<1cnlturl,1 I ..provement.

To promote aotlvely the proJecte of
tho l)revJ OUB yenl'8.

To continue the york of the previous
yearD, yet to place omphasle on
consu.ors' end production cooperstlvea.

To continue the projects of the pre
yioue year.

To continuo tho work of the previous
yeaI'll lind raro", other customs.

To continue the wOlk of the I',evloue
year, to place e"'l'hslIls on rronotlng
fe 1l0Yshlp OIllOng ho"""Ylves and
developing the or')enlzationDl capa
city of housewives, '

To continue the work of the plevlou.
yes., to stross p"hUc h.."llh and
operate a sanitary InRpcctlon toaM.

To continue the work of the previo"s
year, to construct ".... 11 Yiliags parke
snd to pay attention to ths I~rove

~nt of Yl1l11ge landscepe.
N
--J
ol>oo

Sourc.,·Pen-yl1an p'u-chl .. In-chung chloo-yO chlh llan')-ke shih-yen, lIul-pel ehlh-yen-chlh-pu IlIui-rol Experi"",ntnl
Dranch, Two "au Education Propagation EXl'erilOOnts of Thl. Institute!, £!!!Q 411 'Nov., 19321, 460.
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political training, economic improvement, cultural reform, health

education, and public work. Most of such projects were also related

to several subordinate programs. For example, civic and political

training pertained to self-government and developing civic character;

economic improvement included guidance in agriculture, supplementary

occupations, and organizing cooperatives; cultural reform necessitated

guiuance in recreation and family affairs; and public work related to

guidance in village construction. For these programs, the COE reform

ers also drew up a yearly schedule to be carried out between 1932 and

1934. The detailed contents of the schedule are shown in table 17.

Examining the two schedules (tables 17 and 18) carefully, we can

notice that they were both designed in such a way that they could

inculcate a voluntary and self-reliant spirit as well as concrete

reform methods to improve all aspects of rural life. In carrying out

the schedules, it was decided that as years passed, projects restricted

to reform centers would be gradually reduced in number while projects

which could be carried out in any location would be increased.
31

Also,

COE reformers of every subdistrict were to submit year-end reports

regarding the plans and results of their reform experiments so that

the COE could compare the effectiveness of each year's reform efforts. 32

As a result of the reform schedules, the projects shown in talbe 19

were carried out throughout the Hui-pei district during the first

semester of 1932.
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Table 19. Projects Carried Out in Hui-pei District,
First Semester, 1932

mass schools . .8

mass tea house · .5

village dispensary · .3

village park . · . · .1

economy circulation
center · · · .1

simple athletic
ground · · · .1

vegetable demonstra-
tion field · · · .1

chicken-raising
demonstration center · · .1

credit cooperative •.•••5

savings society • • •• • 3

marketing cooperative . • • 1

fish-farming cooperative. • 1

village improvement
society •••• 7

fire-fighting
society • • • • • • 6

winter-protection
corps • • • • • 5

bee-farming
demonstration center ••.•1

Source: "Pen-yUan p'u-chi min-chung chiao-yft chih liang-ke shih-yen,
Hui-pei shih-yen-chih-pu (Hui-pei Experimental Branch, Two
Mass Education Propagation Experiments of This Institue),
CYMC 4:3 (Nov., 1932), 469, 470.

Details of reform activities related to these projects are dealt with

in the following chapter and thus are omitted here.

Reform Procedures on the Village Level

How then was the COE's general reform plan actually applied when

villages of the Hui-pei's subdistricts carried out their reform work?

Let us seek answers to such a question by taking the case of Chou-

lung-an village as an example. According to a report made in June,

1932 by a CaE reformer in charge of the village experiment, the Chou-

lung-an reform experiment took the following steps.

First, before launching the village reform work, the CaE reformers

conducted a survey of the village society. They then visited village

leaders such as Ko Tzu-ts'ai, Yen Hsiao-ling, and Chu Hui-yUan, and
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succeeded in getting their pledge to cooperate with the reform work.

At the same time, they contacted villagers by opening a mass school

and a mass tea house, and assured the villagers through family visita

tion and talks that they were working for the good of the villagers

and differed from local "strong men" (t'u-hsieh). When the villagers'

interest in the reform work was promoted to some extent, the reformers

began to undertake the organization of a village improvement society.

Spending almost all of September, 1932, the reformers were able to

establish an improvement society which they named the Chou-lung-an

Self-government Promotion Society (Tzu-chih hsieh-chin-hui).33

As soon as the Chou-lung-an village improvement society was organized,

the COE reformers and village leaders of the society made by-laws for

the society. According to the by-laws, the society's reform experi

mental area was limited to seven villages around Chou-lung-an. Also

the following four qualifications were established as necessary condi

tions for membership: (a) sincerity and justice, (b) enthusiasm for

the public good, (c)no unsound habits (e.g., gambling or opium smoking),

and (d) proper employment. Those who satisfied the above qualifica

tions could become regular members by being recommended by two members

of the society and approved of in a general meeting. 34 The society

was to be run mainly by the executive committee consisting of nine

members. Of nine members, eight were peasants; one ran a boat. All

nine were literate. Similarly, peasants constituted an absolute

majority of its members, including the chairman of the society. As of

April, 1933, its total membership was 192. The ocupational and age

distribution of the members was as follows.
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Table 20. Occupational Distribution of Members of
Chou-lung-an Tzu-chih hsieh-chin-hui

Occupation

peasant

peasant
and

boatman

boatman

artisan

merchant

teacher

others

Total

Age

20-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

Total

No. of Members Ranking

78 1

68 2

20 3

12 5

18 4

6 7

10 6

192

Age Distribution of Members

No. of People Ranking

35 3

46 2

48 1

29 4

28 5

12 6

192

Source: Chiang Ho, "Pen-yUan shih-shi min-ching cheng-chih chiao
yU chi i shih-Ii -- Chou-lung-an hsiang hsiang tzu-chih
chih-ch'U-pu" (An Actual Example of Political Education
of the Masses by This Institute: The First step Self
Government Experiment atChou-lung-an hsiang), CYMC,
4:9.10 (June, 1933), 1778.
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we do not have similar detailed information regarding the membership

of the other two subdistricts. But we do know that the village

improvement society of Kao-chang-an of the second subdistrict consisted

35
mainly of peasants and boatmen. Peasants also accounted for the

majority of the improvement society's membership in Huang-hsiang

f 'II h f h . 'd ' , 36re orm V1 age, anot er part 0 t e HU1-pe1 1str1ct. From these

facts, it seems that a preponderant peasant membership seems to have

been a common phenomenon for all three subdistricts.

Chou-lung-an village improvement society decided to convene

general meetings bi-monthly and hold executive mommittee meetings

monthly. I was at the latter meetings where the reform projects were

37planned and carried out with the help of the reformers. As in the

genral plan of the Hui-pei district, the committee's reform plan

included all the items related to COE civic and political training,

economic reconstruction, and cultural improvement in peasant life. In

carrying out the reform work, the following two points were established

as guiding principles. First, all the reform projects were to be

determined on the basis of the needs of the villagers and carried out

by the villagers themselves at their own expense. Secondly, education

would be made the chief means of inducing rural reform efforts. For

instance, the COE reformers and the village leaders believed awaening

the people through the spread of education to be a fundamental way to

achieve self-government. Mass schools and mass tea houses were used

for such a purpose. Also, improvement of agriculture, organization of

cooperatives, and promotion of public health were all carried out by

f d
. 38means 0 e ucat1on.

As brief evidence for the effectiveness of the Chou-lung-an
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village improvement society's work we can examine the following 19

items executed by the society during the seven months after its

establishment.

Table 21. Reform Items of the Chou-lung-an Village

Improvement Society

Reform Items No. Content Year

4

education

irrigation and
transportation

3 (1) carried out complete compul
sory elementary education for both
children and adults, (2) establish-
ed an elementary teachers' associa- 1933
tion, and (3) reo~ganized tradition-
al village school into an elementary
school.

(1) repaired three dykes and a bridge,
and (2) constructed a 493 yard high- 1932
way.

1933

dispute
arbitration

reforming
village

Security

2

2

2

(1) arbitrated a landlord-agricult-
ural laborer wage dispute, and (2) 1933
a tax dispute between tax collectors
and a shopkeeper.

(1) carried out anti-gambling and
anti-opilli~ smoking campaigns, and
(2) organized a gambling prevention
society.

(1) organized fire-fighting corps in
three villages, and (2) organized
winter-protection corps in four
villages.

economy 5 (1) established two credit coopera
tives and one sericulture guiding
center, (2) planted threes, and
(3) held agricUlture improvement
lecture sessions.

1933

1933
1

social
survey

Conducted census-taking and surveys
on cultivated land area, agricultural
production, occupation distribution,
and number of children who did not
attend school.

Source: constructed form Chiang Ho, "Pen-yUan shih-shi min-chung
chiao-yti chih i shih-li -- Chou-lung-an hsiang hsiang
tzu-chih-chih-ch'ti-pu" (An Actual Example of Political
Education of the Masses by This Institute: The First Step
Self-government Experiment at Chou-lung-an hsiang), CYMe
(June, 1933), 1781-1785.
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From the above discussion, it seems possible to say that in the

district of Chou-lung-an the general reform principles and procedures

which the COE devis~d for the Hui-pei district were to a considerable

degree put into practice. Also, there is little doubt that the same

was true with the other reform districts under the COE.
39

Reform Procedures of the AVE

General Plan

The AVE's reform plan has been partially revealed in the preced

ing chapter. As in the case of the COE, it started with reform objec

tives. Under the slogan of "unity of education, wealth, and politics,"

which was coined by Chiang Wen-yfi, the AVE had assumed these objectives

-- the promotion of culture, improvement of the economy, and reform of

village organization.

The AVE'S rural reform procedures were in general accord with

the steps suggested by Huang Yen-p'ei in his speech at the Fourth

Annual NAAE Meeting held in T'ai-yfian, Shansi province in 1926. Huang's

theories have been discussed in the previous chapter. The AVE's

reform procedures consisted of six steps, similar to those of the COE.
40

First, the reformers would contact local leaders of planned

reform areas to seek their cooperation for experimental projects in

the area. Here, the AVE did not define clearly the character of

local leaders. However, as indicated earlier, local leaders whom the

AVE reformers would countact were generally persons of considerable

prestige with wealth, education, and sometimes traditional academic

degrees. Second, an investigation would be conducted to secure

detailed information regarding conditions of the experimental area

related to culture, economy, health, and organizations.
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Third, the precise cize of the reform experimental district

would be determined. Because of the limited human and financial

resources, the AVE reformers considered it more desirable to start

reform work in a limited area and then to expand gradually to neigh

boring villages. Around 30 square Ii with a population of 3,000 to

5,000 was considered most proper as an initial experimental area,

and out of the AVE's five reform districts, four (excluding the San

jen-ch'iao district) were close to such a standard. 41

Fourth, the reformers would make as reliable an estimate of

necessary expenditures as possible. The estimate was to be an

economical yet practical evaluation. Needless to say, expenditures

of each district would be determined according to the size of the

district and the scale of planned reform projects. Actual reform

expenditures of the AVE's experimental districts at the initial

reform stage varied from 1,200 to 5,000 YUan.
42

Fifth, reform societies, which were similar to the village

improvement societies established by the COE, would be organized with

local leaders and visiting reformers. But it was emphasized that

local leaders would assume principal roles and reformers assistant roles.

Although the membership composition varied slightly from district to

district according to conditions of each district (e.g., cultural

and economic standards of the district people and number of local

leaders), there was no district among the AVE's experimental district

which did no have a reform society.

Sixth, the reformers would draw up a yearly schedule for reform

projects. When this yearly schedule was prepared, reformers were

ready to launch experiments in their respective districts. Since
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reformers viewed the rural experiments as essentially the work of

villagers, they planned experiments for a limited period time, then

transferred the work to the local community for the villagers' own

management. Hence, it was emphasized that the yearly schedule should

include programs of training local reform leaders, gradually reducing

the reformers' role while increasing the villagers' part so that the

villagers might take over the reform work completely after the experi-

mental period. However, according to our record, only HsU-kung~ch'.iao

and Huang-hsU districts fufilled this step. These two districts had

six years as an experimental period; reform works were transferred to

local people in 1934 (for HsU-kung-ch'iao) and in 1935 (Huang-hsU),

. 1 43
respect~ve y.

Finally, in order to ensure the success of planned rural reform

experiments, the AVE included a number of guidelines.
44

Reformers

were advised to plan so that all reform projects were within the

economic and intellectual capacity of the district people. Moreover,

in their relationship with villagers, the reformers were cautioned

not to be mistaken for government agents. Also they were to win the

villagers' friendship by visiting them as frequently as possible and

politely discussing matters. The reformers were also advised to show

sympathy toward the peasants and to endeavor to help resolve the

peasants' various difficulties. The following types of assistance

were suggested: writing for illiterates (various contract forms,

letters, and invitations to weddings, funerals, and other occasions),

paying debts for the poor, mediating disputes among the people, help-

ing at weddings and funerals, and curing diseases. They were also

advised to respect the existing village customs and to use gradual
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and persuasive means, avoiding an abrupt and radical approach when

there were customs which need to be reformed.

With regard to reform expenditures, the AVE guidelines stipulated

that personnel and clerical expenses should not exceed half of the

total reform expenditures. Again, so as to minimize expenditures,

reform projects should be carried out in cooperation with rural

school teachers. In order to place reform work on a firm and continu-

ing basis, fund were to be raised by setting up yearly savings plans

drawn from various public expendirues and voluntary contributions from

villagers and outside supporters. No money was to be collected from

'II 1 'b' 45v~ agers except vo untary contr~ ut~ons.

Reform Plans of a Local District: Hsu-kung-ch'iao

The specific application of AVE's general reform plan at the

local district level can be best seen in the case of the HsU-kung-

ch'iao experimental district. According to Huang Yen-p'ei, HsU-kung-

ch'iao, together with Huang-hsU chen, was selected as one of the two

reform experimental districts, by the Board of Trustees of the Joint

Rural Life Improvement Association, composed of the AVE, NAAE, Tung-

nan University, and the Association for the Advancement of Mass Educa-

tion. These two districts were chosen in order to compare results,

for the two districts had different local conditions, situated at the

western and eastern ends of the Nanking-Shanghai railway.46 As pointed

out in Chapter Two, while HsU-kung-ch'iao was a well-to-do area,

having level and fertile land, Huang-hsfi was a relatively'impover1shed

area with poor quality land and insufficient water for agriculture.

Also, as indicated earlier, HsU-kung-ch'iao which consisted of 41

villages with the population of 3,500 in 1934 was chosen as a reform
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experimental distri.ct because of the earnest request of local

leaders such as Fang Wei-i and Ts'ai Wang-chih to make their native

OIl 0 1 dO 0 47V1 ages an exper1menta 1str1ct. Thus the Hsfi-kung-ch'iao Joint

Rural Life Improvement Office was set up at the local pao-wei-t'uan

bureau in October, 1926, and reform work was launched under the

leadership of Chao Shu-yU. At the time, the HsU-kung-ch'iao reform

plan included the following programs: (1) propagation of improved

seeds, elimination of harmful agricultural insects, and promotion of

supplementary occupations; (2) reform of rural elementary education

and enforcement of compulsory education; (3) adult education; (4)

vocational guidance; (5) organization of various cooperatives; (6) a

sanitary campaign; (7) afforestation and road construction; (8) elimi-

nation of opium smoking and gambling; and (9) increase of recreational

opportunities.
48

Although the reform experiment was soon halted in

the spring of the following year (1927) due to the various reasons

explained earlier, the reform programs became the basis for new ones

resumed in the district in April, 1928.

The new AVE experimental work in the district was planned as a

six-year project lasting from April, 1928 to June, 1934. The AVE

reformers first organized a village improvement society. According

to the regulations of the society, any adult, male or female, district

villager or outside social worker, who sympathized with the goal of

the society could become a regular member of the society upon the

o mb f 0 49recommendat10n of two regular me ers 0 the soc1ety.

The supreme organ of the improvement society was a general

assembly which was to be held twice a year, in spring and autumn.

But in actuality the society was run by an executive committee which
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consisted of four AVE reformers and five local leaders represented

by Ts'ai Wang-chih, an ex-provincial assemblyman at the end of the

50
Ch'ing dynasty. Under the committee functioned the department of

management which carried out reform projects decided by the committee

through five sections: a general affairs section, construction sect-

tion, agricultural section, education section, and security section.

The organization of the HsU-kung-ch'iao village improvement society

is shown in figure 11.

During the experimental period reform expenditures were suported

by AVE subsidies, donations from some villagers and outside business-

men, and also by subsidies from the hisen department of education and

security. 51 However, after the experimental period it was planned

that reform expenses would be borne mainly by the villagers themselves.

As was in the case of the general plan of the AVE, the HsU-kung-

ch'iao rural improvement society drew up a yearly reform schedule

prior to launching the reform experiment. The yearly reform schedule

contained six divisions: village government, agriculture, education,

security, construction, and recreation. The detailed contents of the

schedule are shown in the following table 22.

Since HsU-kung-ch'iao was the AVE's first rural reform experiment

district, its reform plan faithfully corresponded to the AVE general

reform plan. The AVE's other reform districts adopted the principles,

format, and basic organization followed by HsU-kung-ch'iao village

improvement society. Hence, the reform plans of the other districts

were also made in such a way that villagers could develop step by step

the capacity to carry out their own village reform work while they

were working with the reformers over a fixed period of time.
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Table 22. The Yearly Reform Schedule of the Hsll-kung-ch'iao Reform
District.

1. Division of Village Government

The First Year (April 1928-June, 1929):
To establish a village improvement society; to carry out village

surveys; to comile village population registers; to compile land
registers; to draw village maps; to set up road signs; to compile an
agricultural calendar; and to hold village chiefs' talk sessions.

The Second Year (July, 1929-June, 1930):
To continue village surveys; to hold village chiefs' talk sess

ion and villagers' talk seesions regularly; and To reelect committee
members of the village improvement society.

The Third Year (July, 1930-June, 1931):
To continue works of the previous year; to revise villagers

population registers and land registers; and to collect reform funds.

The fourth Year (July, 1931-June, 1932):
To continue the previous year's work; and to hold model elections

of village chiefs and the chill chiefs.

The Fifth Year (July, 1932-June, 1933):
Same as the previous year.

The Sixth Year (July, 1933- June, 1934)
Same as the previous year and to hold reelections of various

village government personnel.

2. Division of Agriculture

The First Year:
To establish an agricultural stationl; to distribute improved

seeds; to study the state of agricultural implements; to establish
agricultural implements exhibition rooms; to prevent and eliminate
harmful agricultural insects; to prepare for the organization of
cooperatives, and to teach scientific agricultural techniques.

The Second Year:
To prepare establishment of meteorological station; to improve

agricultural implements; to carry out afforestation; to organize loan
centers and cooperatives; to hold agricultural production contests;
to study about supplementary occupation; and to distribute improved
seeds continuouly.

The Third Year:
To continue previous year's work; to establish a meteorological

station, to organize a savings association, and to prepare for the
establishment of agricultural ware~cuses.

The Fourth Year:
Same as the previous year; and to establish agricultural ware

houses.

The Fifth Year:
Same as the previous year.
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Table 22. (continued)

The SL~th Year:
Same as the previous year.

3. Division of Education

The First Year:
To reorganize the existing third elementary school into a center

elementary school; tp establish additional mass schools; to draft
educational creeds; and to improve villagers moral knowledge and to
teach physical culture.

The Second Year:
To increase the number of classes and students; to set up night

schools; to guide study and vocation; and to advocate studying mart
ial arts.
The Third Year to The Sixth Year:

To continue works of previous years.

4. Division of Security

The first Year:
To hold pao-wei-t'uan talk sessions; to launch sanitary campaigns;

to give medical treatment and innoculations; to sweep roads; and to
make plans for remodeling latrines.

The Second Year:
To increase the number of pao-wei-t'uan members and train them

during slack seasons; to prepare organization of a fire-prevention
corps; to commence the work of remodeling latrines; to begin village
dispensaries; and to begin maternity care.

The Third Year:
To train pao-wei-t'uan members during slack seasons, to organize

a fire-prevention corps; and to continue the remodeling work of
latrines and works of dispensary and maternity care.

The Fourth Year:
To continue works of the previous year; to enlarge the fire-pre

vention corps; to experiment with a traveling dispensary; and to
prepare a public cemetry.
The Fifth Year to The Sixth Year:

To continue works of the previous year.

5. Division of Construction

The First Year:
To pave town roads with stones, to set up an alarm bell; to

complete the peasant education hall building; to complete the public
play ground; to construct a stone road between Hsft-kung-ch'iao and
T'ang-chia-ch'iao; to complete a bridge connecting roads between Hstl
kung-ch'iao and T'ang-chia-ch'iao; to continue the village improve
ment society's building; and other public works.

The Second Year:
To continue the construction and maintenance work of roads of the

previous year; and to continue repair of bridges.
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Table 22 (continued)

The Third Year:
To continue works of the previous year; and to study the improve

ment of irrigation.

The Fourth Year:
To continue repair of roads and bridges; to undertake the improve

ment work of irrigation; and to prepare the construction of a village
government office.

The Fifth Year:
To continue works of the previous year; and to complete the

construction of the village government office.

The six Year:
Same as the previous year.

6. Division of Recreation

The First Year:
To hold a new year's recreation meeting; to hold summer recrea

tion and training meeting; to establish a mass tea house; and to
prepare other recreational facilities.

The Second Year:
To continue works of the previous year; to hold a winter train

ing meeting; to hold a summer training meeting; to prepare for the
establishment of a public recreation center; and to organize a travel
ing society.

The Third Year:
To continue works of the previous year; to complete the establish

ment of the public recreation center; and to prepare the construction
of a central park.

The Fourth Year:
Same as the previous year except for completing the construction

of the central park.

The Fifth Year:
Same as the previous year except for preparing the construction

of Sung-pin Park.

The Sixth Year:
Same sa the previous year except for the construction of the

Sung-pin Park.

Source: Hsli Ying-lien, Ch'lian-kuo hsiang-ts'un chien-she yUn
tung kai-k'uang (National Situation of the Rural Reconstruction
Movement), (Tsou-p'ing, 1935),435-437.
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HsU-kung-ch'iao's schedule, which categorized reform projects into

six divisions, was used in the other reform districts as well. So

too was its committee system for operating village improvement

societies composed of AVE's reform specialists and local district

leaders. These local leaders were, as in the case of HsU-kung-ch'iao,

52
mostly gentry or educated and well-to-do people. The leading

figure of the Huang-hsU reform district, Leng YU-ch'iu, was one of the

rich gentry, and Ku ChUn-i, the initator of the Ku-kao-chuang reform

district, was, as mentioned earlier, a professor at Chi-nan University

and wealth enough to bear most of that district's reform expenditures. 53

However, unlike the COE's reform district, the organization of

village improvement societies, some reform programs, and the length

of experimental periods varied slightly among the AVE's reform

districts. For instance, although village improvement societies of

both HsU-kung-ch'iao and the Huang-hsU districts adopted an executive

committee system as the decision-making body, the HsU-kung-ch'iao's

committee did not have division of work within itself while the Huang-

hsU's committee had three sections of its own -- planning, executive,

d
. . 54an ~nspect~on. It seems that the latter system should have beem

more effective in carrying out reform work in view of its clearly

defined division of work. Also the Huang-hsU's annual schedule

included such reform programs as reclamation, establishment of a

cocoon factory, and promotion of scientific sericulture which the Hsll-

kung-ch'iao did not contain. Similarly, slight variations in reform

programs existed in other reform districts according to their differ-

ing local conditions. The AVE considered this variation in reform

plans according to differing local conditions (yin-ti chih-i)to be
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an important principle.

The Hsiao-chuang Group's Reform Plan and Procedure

General Plan

It was mentioned in the previous chapter that the Hsiao-chuang

School greatly emphasized planned activities for every aspect of its

members' lives. Each year the Hsiao-chuang people, as individuals or

as a group, were required to draw up daily, weekly, monthly, and

annual plans for their activities. Unfortunately, the available

materials do not provide any information regarding a Hsiao-chuang

general rural reform plan like those of the COE and the AVE. It is

only through T'ao Hsing-chih's Preliminary plan for Kung-hsUeh-t'uan

(KHT) experimentation, which T'ao devised as a new rural reform

approach, that we can gain knowledge regarding overall planning on the

part of the Hsiao-chuang group.55

According to the preliminary plan, the aim of the KHT was to

train its members to be sound and able citizens who had general capa

bilities in the fields of military affairs, production, science,

reading, exercising the four powers of the people, and birth control.

They were thereby to contribute to the construction of a great China

respected by others.

As principles in organizing the KHT T'ao stressed the following

two points. First, the central body, the chief force, of rural KHT

should be the "true peasants" who lived by tilling land with their own

hands. According to T'ao, this condition was essential in order to

prevent the organization from falling in the hands of "destructive

people" who would make use of the KHT for their own personal benefit.
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P~les of visiting reformers should be those of stimulation, assistance,

and guidance, not carrying out reform projects in the villagers' stead.

In other words, the reformers' task was to help villagers carry out

village reforms for themselves. In order to achieve this it was neces-

sary to develop the villagers' voluntary spirit, self-reliance capacity,

and self-guiding (tzu-tao) ability. T'ao considered that villagers

needed stimulation, assistance, and guidance in developing these quali-

ties.

Reform Procedures. To organize a KHT, T'ao considered the follow

ing procedures most desirable.
56

The first step for reformers to take

was to initiate and organize a village reform society (hsiang-ts'un

kai-tsao-sa)in order to develop a detailed guidance plan, estimate

reform expenditures, and identify the "true" peasants. He did not

here clarify the kinds of people whom the reformers needed to help in

organizing the village reform society. However, in view of his strong

feeling against the traditional type of existing local leaders (the

gentry and local strong men), it is certain that the traditional local

leaders were to be excluded. T'ao probably had in mind intelligent

and reform-minded young men from peasant families, as desirable initial

cooperators, as he suggested in the second step. For the second step

T'ao recommended the organization from among the peasants of a board

of trustees for the reform society. The board would be responsible

for the expenditures of the society and for inviting a general-director

and his assistance to aid in the work of the society. The society was

to function as a nucleus organization in forming the KHT which would

involve as many as possible, hopefully the whole village population.

It was T'ao's belief that KHT should be run by the peasants based on
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their own vantage point. However, in view of their inexperience in

reform work, T'ao considered that peasants needed the hel:[l of

specialists in rural reform for the successful management of the KHT

at the initial stage.

The third step pertained to the method of enlarging the KHT.

T'ao maintained that when a village was organized into a KHT and

achieved financial independence in maintaining the t'uan, that village

should assist other villages to establish KHT of their own. In all

such cases, T'ao stressed, the KHT of each village should be based on

the principle of self-reliance, making the best use of the local

resources in both personnel and material. For example, T'ao said:

If rooms are needed, to borrow the use of public buildings
should be made a principle, and the construction of new
buildings should be restricted to only cases when such
construction is badly needed. As for agricultural experi
mental stations it is desirable to utilize village farms,
having peasants conduct agricultural experimentation through
contract. Therefore, land is not necessarily to be pur
chased. As play grounds, barren fields could be used after
being properly levelled. Likewise, in the matter of self
defense arms, at the initial stage, weapons which villagers
had kept with them could be assembled and used; later they
may be gradually expaned in variety and number. (57)

T'ao also suggested a concret organizational set-up of KHT. The KHT

he conceived was to have one corps chief and one deputy chief who were

elected through a general election of the whole corps. The corps also

needed a number of "little teachers" for teaching villagers simple

h d k ' l l fl' I l'f 58c aracters an s ~ s use u ~n rura ~ e. The general assembly of

the corps would serve as the supreme organ of the corps. It was

necessary to formulate general corps regulations and make all corps

members observe the regulations. The corps was also to elect two

inspectors who were in charge of supervising the behavior of all corps
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members including the staff members. In addition, each KHT should

have at least one reform guide (a rural reform specialist) so as to

receive advice on various matters concerning KHT projects. As

mentioned in the preceding chapter, since there could be a variety of

kinds of KHT in one village, such as children's KHT, youth KHT and

adult KHT, T'ao thought that ist was highly desirable for villages to

h Ld f . . f . d Ld l' 59o requent J01nt con erences 1n or er to prov1 e mutua ass1stance.

As final items of his reform plan, T'ao included the training of

rural reform "guides" and preparing reform budgets. T'ao's idea of

training rural reform guides was, however, a simple undetailed pro-

gram. It merely suggested that the KHT reformers would welcome reform-

minded young people who would join KHT and learn the organization and

operation of the KHT while working with villagers. Since his former

training institution, Hsiao-chuang School, had been closed, T'ao now

schemed to train rural workers from among young intellectuals from

60
cities through on-the-job training in the KHT. He seems to have

used them in expanding the KHT movement.

T'ao's proposal for the KHT budget was also brief. Recognizing

the inevitablity of variations in budgets according to special condi-

tions and needs of each village, T'ao suggested only the minimun

budget which was in his opinion needed to operate a KHT. T'ao

61
estimated the annual general expendi ture of a KHT as follows:

Table 23. Estimated Annual Expenditures of A KHT

(1) Salaries for ordinary reform guides: 960 yUan

(2) Remuneration fees for agricultural
and other production guidance:

(3) Installation expense of production
equipments:

960

1,500

"

"
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(4) Mobile capital for production: 1,000 yUan

(5) Maintenance expense: 300 "

(6) Rental fees: 280 "

(7) Training expense for KHT guides: 1,000 "

6,000 yUan

Source: T'ao Hsing-chih chiao-yU lun-wen hsUan-chi (Selected
Essays on Education by T'ao Hsing-chih), ed. by Fang YU
yen, (Peking, 1950), 200-201.

since complete records are not available, we are not certain to

what extent T'ao's above reform plan was faithfully put into practice

at the level of the village KHT. But considering that the KHT was

sheerly a product of T'ao's personal initiation and his followers'

efforts, it is reasonable to conjecture that the above reform plan

62must have become the basis upon which many village KHT were formed.

Summary and Conclusion

From the preceding discussions we can see that rural reform

projects of the three reconstruction institutions were all based on

detailed plans drawn up in advance. In addition, reviewing the reform

plans, we find that they shared a number of common features. Firstly,

the plans were made to cover most aspects of rural life that needed

improvement, including education, local culture, economy, sanitation,

village organization, and local defense. This was because the leaders

of the three institutions considered the rural problems mainly as

those of poverty, ignorance, poor health, lack of organization, and

lack of local defense. Also, since these problems were interrelated,

the reconstruction leaders felt that the reform problems should be

tackled simultaneously.

Secondly, the reform plans were prepared on two levels: one on the
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institutional level, applying generally to all the experimental

districts, and the other on the local level for each particular

reform district or village. The former functioned as a base plan for

the latter. Results of each institution's research and experiments

relating to rural problems provided the basic frame of reference upon

which the general plans were constructed; information gained from

detailed social surveys of each experimental locality was a key factor

in determining local reform plans.

Third, the reform plans of the three institutions were based on

certain common principles. The COE's and AVE's reform plans were

designed to gradually develop the villagers' capacity to improve their

lives voluntarily and to insure that the responsibility for reform

work would be ultimately shouldered by the villagers. Thus yearly

reform schedule on the local level were made in such a way that

villagers could learn how to carry out reform work step by step while

they were working with the reformers. For the same reason, the reform

plans of the two institutions generally fixed certain periods of time

for their experiments. After the experimental period the reform work

was to be turned over to the local people. Also rural reform work was

to be put on a self-reliant basis. Thus another principIa was that

reform projects should be designed with the capacity of the local

people in mind so that the best use of local resources, both human and

material, could be made. Regarding the Hsiao-chuang group, only a

vague reform plan is available. But even this plan demonstrates the

principle of self-reliance and the emphasis on the villagers'

voluntary participation.
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Fourthly, as a means to carry out rural reform work effectively,

the three institutions undertook reform work according to a certain

prearranged order. Reform procedures of the caE and the AVE, which

were similar, each included conducting a social survey of reform

villages, contacting the village people and local leaders, organizing

a village improvement society, and drawing up reform schedules. The

village improvement society was the central organization for the

villagers' reform work. The Hsiao-chuang group's reform procedure

differed from those of the other two institutions in two ways. (1)

The first priority was given to the organization of a reform society

which would be dominated by peasants, excluding the traditional type

of established local leaders. (2) It emphasized the training of young

rural workers from both rural villages and cities, and the spread of

similar rural reform work to other villages.

In examining the contents of the three institutions' reform plans,

the following differences in emphasis can be discerned. In general,

the CaE's reform plans emphasis on developing the people's capacity

for self-government. Compared with the rest of the country at that

time, they took active and even somewhat bold measures in developing

the people's ability to exercise the four rights of the people. The

AVE's plan gave more priority to the improvement of economy and the

physical environment rather than to the training of the people for

self-government. The AVE had only cautious and passive self-govern

ment training programs. These differing tendencies seem to have been

related to the leadership of the two institutions' reform districts.

In the CaE districts, leaders of the village improvement societies

consisted mostly of peasants and local school teachers. Leaders of
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similar organs in the AVE districts were mainly drawn from established

local leaders such as influential gentry or rich men of considerable

social status.

The reform plans of the Hsiao-chuang group differed even more

from those of the COE and the AVE in that it promoted training of the

people in military affairs for their self-defense and also in birth

control. More fundamentally; the Hsiao-chuang group envisioned the

construction of a new society based on egalitarianism and dominated

by working people. This we cannot find in the objectives of the COE

and the AVE's reform plans.
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CHAPTER VII

RURAL REFORM PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES

OF THE THREE RURAL RECONSTRUCTION INSTITUTIONS

Continuing the discussion of the reform plans of the three

institutions, this chapter attempts to determine how the rural reform

theories of the three reconstruction institutions were actually put

into practice. The present chapter presents two aspects of the

reform experiments. The first aspect concerns reform programs

carried out and the results obtained in the three institutions'

reform districts. These will be discussed in six categories:

programs of educational reform, cultural improvement, economic

improvement, political and civic training, health improvement, and

construction. These categories include all the reform programs

launched by the three institutions. l The second aspect presents

difficulties and lessons in the rural reform experiments. Analysis

will be based on reports and comments made by rural reconstruction

ists of the three institutions.

Rural Reform Programs and Activities

Programs for Educational Reform

It has been pointed out in the preceding chapter that the rural

reconstructionists regarded "ignorance" as a fundamental weakness of

the Chinese peasants. This ignorance severely limited the peasants'

scope, making life nothing but a repetitious process of eating,

working, and sleeping. It made them vulnerable to exploitation and
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oppression by cruel gentry and corrupt local officials, and deprived

them of opportunities for self-improvement. Furthermore, it was a

root of cultural backwardness, and its prevalence among the peasants

was considered a major block in the development of the Chinese

society. Hence, the problem of ignorance became one of the funda-

mental concerns for the rural reconstructionists, who attempted to

solve it by means of educational improvement in villages. Programs

of educational improvement were carried out primarily by two approaches:

(1) the increase and improvement of rural elementary schools, and (2)

elimination of illiteracy among adults.

The increase and improvement of rural elementary schools was a

fundamental approach to solving educational problems for rural

children. As indicated in Chapter Two, the percentage of school

attendance in reform districts was very low. For instance, in 1933

the Hui-pei experimental districts of the COE had one small elementary

school with fewer than fifty students enrolled, while the total

number of school age children in the district was more than 1,600.
2

Before 1928 the AVE's Hs~-kung-ch'iao, which had a total population

of 3,500, had a total population of 3,500, had a small public

elementary school and a private school, with both schools' students

totaling only about 100. 3 Huang-hsu district of the same institution,

which had a total population of 5,774, also had only a small rural

4
elementary school. Likewise, situations in the other districts seem

to have been no better than those of these three districts. However,

since both increasing the number of schools and improving school

facilities required large sums of money, the reconstructionists' work

in this area was limited. According to inforation available, out of
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the rural reform districts mentioned in the early part of the

preceding chapter, only the following districts showed some

observable results in increasing the number of schools.

In the Hui-pei district, which included such villages as Huang-

hsiang, Kao-chang-an, and Chou-lung-an, the COE reformers established

by 1936 two six-year elementary schools which admitted 79 and 31

students, respectively, and on four-year experimental rural school

which had 61 students.
5

Because of the small number of teachers

responsible for students of many differing age groups, it was

customary for these schools to conduct classes by dividing the

students into two groups: a whole-day class group for the small

children, and a half-day group for the older children.
6

In view of

the Hsu-kung-ch'iao case mentioned below, another reason for such a

division seems to have been the consideration that older children

usually helped their parents in the family and field work.

Of the AVE's reform districts, the Hsli-kung-ch'iao district was

known for establishing a relatively large number of elementary

schools. During the six-year experimentation between 1928 and 1933,

the district set up four new elementary schools in addition to the

.. h 1 7two eXlstlng sc 00 s. We do not have data concerning the enrollment

of each school, but it is obvious that the schools were generally

small possibly because of the stringent budget. Kuan-lan School,

established in memory of Yuan Hsi-t'ao, a leading advocate of

compulsory education in China and maintained by contributions of a

Shanghai businessman, was an extreme example of a small school. This

school had only one class room, a little over one chien (about four
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square meters), and was run by only one teacher who was the principal

and teacher simultaneously. This small school was experimenting with

compulsory education for the children from 84 families in the area of

the school. Hence, classes were conducted in three groups: a whole-

day class, a half-day class, and an evening class for those who had

to help with family work. The annual school budget was three to

four hundred yUan, which was comparable to the annual expenditure of

a middle-peasant family.8 The largest school was the Hsu-kung-

ch'iao Elementary School which had less than 100 students before 1928.

The school was expanded to admit up to about 400 students. This

school was also made the "center-elementary school," which was a sort

of model school, so that other schools in the district might emulate

its instruction methods and school management. As a result of these

efforts, school enrollment in the district increased from about 100

to 550 out of a total of 650 school-age children during the six-year

f
. 9re orm exper1ment.

In the Huang-hsu district, only one "simple elementary school"

(chien-i hsueh-hsiao), which offered a short four-year elementary

school course, ~as set up in cooperation with a provincial rural

normal school. In the school, normal students taught village

children as a part of their teaching practice. l O The Shan-jen-ch'iao

district established two "experimental elementary schools" and five

11
more elementary schools. But details about these schools are not

available.
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The Hsiao-chuang group, as we have seen previously, showed a

particular interest in education of rural children and set up six

rural elementary schools and five kindergartens in the villages

around the school.

In order to eliminate illiteracy among rural people, mass

schools (min-chung hs~eh-hsiao) were used as the chief instrument

throughout the districts of the three institutions. The objective of

the mass schools was to educate the entire village population

including children, young people, and adults. But as a rule, emphasis

was placed on adult education. The organization and the contents and

instructional schedule of mass schools varied slightly between

different localities according to local needs. However, the overall

operational methods were similar throughout all the reform districts

regardless of their sponsoring institutions. A detailed examination

of the operation in the P€i-hsia district of the COE below will give

us a general idea of how mass schools functioned.

The mass school was operated in two ways: a fixed school system

and a flexible school system. The fixed school system was a class

room type of instruction in which the adult course was divided into

three classes: elementary, middle, and high. The study period of

each class was four months, thus making the three classes into a

complete one-year course. The children's course was divided into a

whole-day class and half-day class, and the curriculum was arranged

in such a way that students could complete the elementary course in

four and a half years. The young people's course was a half-day
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class, lasting one year. In addition, a nursery was set up to

accommodate students with children.

The subjects taught were national language (Chinese characters),

civic training, arithmetic, art, and singing. These were required

subjects designated by the Ministry of Education, and therefore were

offered at every mass school. In addition to these, history,

geography, science, and agriculture or commerce could be added

according to local needs and the level of the students.

For literacy education there were three textbooks available.

They were: Three Principles of the People One Thousand Character

Textbook which was prepared by the Ministry of Education, a Peasants'

Thousand Character Textbook compiled by the National Association of

the Mass Education Movement, and People's Reader compiled by the

Kiangsu Provincial College of Education. In Kiangsu and Chekiang

areas it was said that the People's Reader was used more because not

only was the vocabulary more appropriate for the areas, but also the

length of the book fit the four-month course of mass schools in these

provinces. The People's Reader contained about 1,300 basic Chinese

characters. After completing this book one was expected to be able

to read newspapers and write personal letters.
1 2

The activities of mass schools were not without difficulties.

The most critical problems were related to attracting students (chao

sheng wen-t'i) and student drop-outs (liu-sheng wen-t'i) .13 Because

of the peasants' suspicion toward new things and intrusion of

outsiders, it was not easy for rural reformers to attract a

sufficient number of students for mass schools. Usually it was only
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after an active propaganda campaign through posters, visitations,

and speeches that they were able to convince the people of the

benfits of the mass school. It was said to be especially important

to stress that attending a mass school required little money.

Student drop-outs presented an even more difficult problem.

There were usually many students at the beginning of classes. But

toward the end of the course the students began to drop out leaving

only a few students. Reasons for this phenomenon were many: lessons

that were too difficult, too many family matters to take care of, the

long distance between the school and home, and opposition from the

family head, etc. In order to prevent this drop-out tendency, the

reformers employed such methods as improving the teacher-student

relationship, using easy textbooks, and visiting students' homes and

explaining about the necessity of education to the family.14 The

number of mass schools newly established by the reformers in the

reform districts is shown in Table 24.

The flexible school system was to supplement the shortcomings of

the fixed school system. Owing to various reasons such as misunder

standing, shyness, busy work, and the social custom of keeping men

and women apart, there were many people who did not attend the mass

schools. Such cases were especially prevalent among housewives. In

order to reach these people, various additional teaching methods were

devised. They included the so-called "mobile teaching" (liu-tung

chiao-hsueh), the "little teachers" and "middle teachers" system, and

the people's Newspaper (min-chung-pao).
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Districts (1936)
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COE

COE

AVE

AVE

AVE

AVE

Hsiao-chuang
School

Districts Number of Mass Schools

Hui-pei 12 (549 students)

Pei-hsia 20 (1,424 students)

Hsu-kung-ch'iao 1 (?)

Huang-hsu 1 (?)

Shan-jen-ch'iao 5 (?)

Ku-kao-chuang 0

Hsiao-chuang
village 3 (?)

Source: (1) for COE districts HTKK, 402 (Hui-pei), 398 (Pei-hsia);
(2) for AVE districts Ope cit., 442 (HsU-kung-ch'iao), 448

(Huang-hsU), 454 (Shan-jen-ch'iao), and 457 (Ku-kao
chuang) ;

(3) for Hsiao-chuang reform area, Liang Shu-ming, "T'a
shan chih shih" (Rock in Others' Mountain), Hsiao
chuang i-shui (A Year of the Hsiao-chuang School),
ed. by Fang YU-yen, Shanghai, 1934, 251.

The mobile teaching system was a method in which teachers went

to students' homes during the students' spare-time and gave instruc-

tion. This type of mobile class was conducted mostly in the evening

after supper, and the number of students was usually three to five. 1 5

As of 1936, however, only Hui-pei and HsU-kung-ch'iao districts

operated two mobile classes each. 16

As briefly mentioned earlier, the little teacher system was a

means devised by T'ao Hsing-chih at the Shan-hai Kung-hsUeh-t'uan

(KHT) in order to solve the problem of a teacher shortage, using

advanced students to teach other students. Mottos of the KHT in this

method of learning and teaching by students themselves were "to pass
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knowledge you learn to others at once," "to teach the people you

meet," and "to learn from the person you meet." Children were

capable of teaching not only fellow children, but also their sisters

and brothers, and parents. They were found especially convenient and

effective for teaching women who tended to shun male teachers, as was

the Chinese custom. Thus having proved to be a very effective and

economical way to combat illiteracy, this system spread to many parts

of China. 17 Adopting this system, the Pai-hsia district encouraged

school children to teach each other and also adults who were

illiterate. Furthermore, emulating the little teachers system, the

district devised the so-called "middle teachers" system which used

young people who received education above elementary level in

teaching illiterate adults. 18

The "People's Newspaper" was used in Pai-hsia district to

combat illiteracy. It was a newspaper for the villagers, which used

simple characters like those contained in the People's Reader so that

it could help the people increase their reading abilities. The paper

was also designed to help the rural population develop the habit of

paying attention to current social and political affairs in the

village as well as in the nation, and thus functioned as an instrument

forming a sound public opinion among the villages. This paper had a

readers' column, and students of mass schools were encouraged to

contribute their writings.
1 9

In the other districts the method of

using wall posters (pi-pao), which reported in sample character

important current news, announcements, and useful information, was

20
also employed for the same purpose.
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The reformers' efforts to improve the educational level of the

peasant by means of mass schools and the other supplementary methods

achieved considerable results in most of the reform districts. Among

the COE's reform districts, for example, in Kao-chang-an village, the

number of literate adults before 1931 included 139 males (49 per cent

of the total number) and two females (1 per cent). These figures

increased to 182 (66 per cent) of rr~16s and 34 (15 per cent) females

after one year of education. 21 In Huang-hsiang district, the number of

literates for the ages between seven and ninety-five increased from 43

(9.2 per cent) to 324 (46.5 per cent) as a result of three years of

instruction from March, 1929, through June, 1931. 22 In Hui-pei district,

a large district concisting of 168 villages in 1936, the number of

literate adults increased from 8,745 (30 per cent) to 11,660 (40 per

23
cent) for the two years of 1933 and 1934. For the Pei-hsia district,

we do not have data for literacy changes. But the mass schools of the

24
district educated 2,914 adults over three years between 1932 and 1934.

In Hsfi-kung-ch'iao, the representative reform district of the AVE,

during the six-year experiment between 1928 and 1934, the number of

school children increased from 260 to 650; the number of elementary

schools, from two to six plus two mobile classrooms; and the number of

literate adults from 568 (28.1 per cent) to 1,524 (43.3 per cent).25

Programs for Cultural Improvements

Cultural backwardness, which was a byproduct of ignorance, was

another problem hindering the sound life of the rural popUlation.

This included bad social habits such as gambling and opium-smoking,

wide-spread superstition, and harmful social practices such as early

marriage and wasteful expenditures on family occasions. These
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habits and practices were not only bad for the spiritual life of the

peasants, but also, as we have seen in Chapter Two, aggravated

economic difficulties. Hence, the expulsion of such practices from

the life of village people occupied an important place in the rural

reform effort.

Gambling seems to have been prevalent among the rural population

in Kiangsu. Majong, chiu-chih-p'ai, and even poker were popular not

only among the male peasants, but also among women. There were also

many opium smokers. According to a writer, in K'un-shan hsien in

the early 1930's even the smallest town had four to five opium

26
parlors called "yen-teng." For another example, a village in the

Hui-pei district which consisted of only 570 households had several

. 1 27. .0P1um par ors. As ment10ned earlier, tea houses 1n the villages

also used to be places for gambling and opium sales.

In order to correct these bad social habits various means were

used. As one such means, we have already cited in Chapter Five the

remodeling of tea houses into sound peasant recreation centers

commonly called "mass tea houses." This method was employed by all

three institutions. Prohibiting gamling and opium-smoking, the mass

tea house was used as a place for villagers to rest, drink tea, and

enjoy acceptable games such as go and Chinese checkers. Villagers

also learned various forms of useful knowledge concerning agriculture

and current affairs from lectures which the reformers specially

arranged. Anti-gambling and anti-opium smoking campaigns, which

were usually conducted by the village improvement society, were

other means used throughout the reform districts. The society
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members would pressure gamblers to stop their bad habits and advise

28
opium parlors to close. In the Shan-jen-ch'iao district of the AVE,

as a result of the anti-opium smoking campaign, the villagers

voluntarily organized a "Group for Warning Against Opium" (Chieh-yen-

t'uan), which encouraged the villagers to counsel with each other

against smoking opium. They also used anti-opium smoking pills to

. . 29 "cure 0P1um add1cts. Huang-hsiang, Hsu-kung-ch'iao, and Ku-kao-

chuang reform districts reported that after carrying out such methods,

gambling and opium smoking disappeared in their villages. 3 0

The rural reformers were not against religion itself. But they

considered that the rural people should be emancipated from super-

stitlon, which was based on groundl~ss beliefs related mainly to good

3l
and bad luck instead of helping the spiritual growth of the people.

In Chapter Two we saw how superstition had a harmful effect upon the

lives of the rural people in terms of economy and health.

The methods the reconstructionists employed to eliminate super-

stition in their experimental districts were many and included

publicizing the evils of superstition, using such opportunities as

commemorative meetings, recreation meetings, and class hours at the

mass school. The village improvement society held public-hearing

sessions on the superstition problem. The societies also showed

villagers movies which exposed the falseness of superstition. In

some districts they even remodeled village temples, often centers of

32
superstition, into mass schools. Some of these methods had been

used during the period of the KMT-CCP period as a part of the peasant

movement. We have already seen one example of the actual benefits of
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the reformers' effort to eliminate superstition in the case of

Huang-hsiang village, mentioned in Chapter Two. The villagers could

save considerable sums of money by reducing contributions to various

folk gods and shortening worship days. Yet at the same time, we also

saw that because superstition was strongly rooted in the life of

rural people, it was very difficult to eliminate it completely.33

Settlement of disputes among local people (hsi-sung) was

another important aspect of the cultural improvement program in many

reform districts. Village improvement societies of the COE's Huang-

hsiang and Chou-lung-an districts and the AVE'S Shan-jen-ch'iao and

Ku-kao-chuang districts had a "dispute arbitration committee"

(t'iao-chieh wei-yUan-hui or hsi-sung-hui) in order to resolve

d i "II 341sputes among V1 agers. To take two concrete examples of dispute

settlement, the Huang-hsiang district's dispute arbitration committee

took care of twenty·-five disputes during the two years of 1930 and

1931. The disputes were as follows: landownership disputes, 5;

quarrels, 4; assault and battery, 4; husband-wife quarrels, 3;

inheritance disputes, 2; property damage negotiations, 2; debt

. 35 hsettlements, 2; adultery, 1; and a buy-and-sell d1spute, 1. C ou-

lung-an village improvement society also recorded two incidents of

local disputes resolved in 1932. The first incident was a wage

dispute between a landlord and agricultural laborers which occurred

in autumn of the same year. The village improvement society invited

representatives of the two sides and had them agree upon the

standards of wages (i.e., for men laborers 0.24~ per day and

" )for women laborers, 0.20 yuan and publicly announced the result.
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After that, the landlord-laborer relation became normalized. Another

incident concerned arbitrary exploitations of cigarette and liquor

shops by Wu-hsi hsien tax collectors. In the same autumn, there

even occurred an incident of battery on shop owners by the tax

collectors. The village improvement society intervened in these

matters and resolved the aggravated relations between the two sides

peacefully through mediation. After the village shop owners began

to have access to the society's mediation, not only did the tax

collectors' graft cases disappear, but also the village shop owners

taxes were lightened. 36

Preservation and propagation of traditional folk dramas and

martial arts, and the introduction of modern plays and music were

also an important part of cultural improvement work. They were used

to enrich the lives of the rural people and also to supplement the

effects of other reform programs. To take dramas as an example, in

Kiangsu province, as in other provinces, traditional local folk

dramas were very popular among the rural population. Their themes

were taken from historical events and traditional novels, and their

contents were mostly about promotion of virtue and disapproval of

vice. These dramas were used by the reformers in various ways in

their reform efforts. SOme of them were used in arousing national

sentiment, and others, to help increase historical and geographical

knowledge among villagers. Through modern plays the reformers tried

to propagate the concept of human rights, awaken nationalistic

37
feelings, and encourage efforts to improve peasant lives. The

reformers of the COE organized a "mass drama society" with the
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students and studied and performed various dramas related to peasant

life and rural reform for the villagers around the school.
38

In

Huang-hsiang village a drama society was organized with more than

twenty villagers, staging more than ten different plays during the

three-year period between 1929 and 1931.
39

It is also known that

the Hsiao-chuang School organized a drama club with both students

and teachers, including T'ao Hsing-chih himself, and presented

frequent shows in the neighboring villages for the purpose of

1 , h . h 40 f . 1 d d .en ~g ten~ng t e peasants. The use 0 drama was also ~nc u e ~n

41
the AVE's cultural reform methods. But we do not have records

that show the actual use of drama in the AVE's reform districts.

Music was also heard in the same fashion. The learning of

traditional operas and training in traditional musical instruments

were encouraged. For such a reason mass tea houses in some reform

districts were equipped with traditional musical instruments, and

the villagers organized music societies and learned how to play the

musical instruments. 42 This program had a double effect. It not

only contributed to preserve traditional popular culture, but also

helped to divert the villagers' interest from unsound games to more

constructive recreation. Modern songs were also written and taught.

WOrds of the songs were those which promoted agricultural productivity,

cooperatives, nationalism, and literacy. This use of music in rural

. . 1 d . h 43reform was aga~n adopted ma1n y by the COE an Hs~ao-c uang groups.

As a part of cultural improvement programs, the reformers were

also concerned with the recreation of village people. In the

districts of the COE and the AVE the reformers sponsored community
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recreation meetings, athletic contest, picnics, hikes, and swimming

events. 44 The Hsiao-chuang School held a so-called "Village Feder-

ation Athletic Meeting" every year in which the people of villages

in the vicinity of the school vied with one another in the special

skills and talents of each village. 45 The purpose of these

activities was to evoke community spirit among the peasants and

inculcate an aesthetic appreciation while providing good opportun-

ities for enjoying their spare time.

In addition, wall newspapers, popular lectures, movies, and

reading societies were also employed by the reformers of the COE and

the AVE as means to improve the cultural aspects of peasant life.

Programs for Civil training46

Chinese peasants were often referred to as being selfish and

uncooperative. They were also said to be deficient in public-

mindedness and organizational ability. Depicting these traits of

the Chinese peasants a Chinese proverb says: "everybody sweeps

only the snow in front of his door." Also these weaknesses were

referred to by Sun Yat-sen as "i-p'an san-sha" (a plate of loose

47
sand) .

The rural reconstructionists felt that these traits of selfish-

ness, uncooperativeness, and apathy toward social and political

affairs must be overcome in order to improve rural life as well as

"to develop the whole Chinese society. As Chao Shu-yu pointed out,

because of such shortcomings the peasants were vulnerable to

exploitation and oppression by corrupt officials and traditional

local leaders, and the country remained in a political confusion.
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Programs for the civic training of rural people were designed to

develop such attributes as organizational and self-government

ability, the spirit of unity and cooperation, and political

consciousness among them. These programs can be examined by dividing

them into the following three categories: training for exercising

the four political rights (ssu-ch'uan), training for self-government,

and the promotion of political consciousness.

Training for Exercising the Four Political Rights. with the

successful completion of the Northern Expedition in 1928, the

military phase of Sun Yat-sen's three-stage revolution was completed,

and the stage of political tutelage was to begin. On October 3,

1928, the KMT Central Executive Committee adopted a provisional

constitution called "An OUtline of Political Tutelage" (HsUn-cheng

kang-ling), which legalized the party's guidance of the government

48
in carrying out tutelage work. In providing tutelage, according

to Sun's Fundamentals of National Reconstruction, tutoring the people

in the exercise of their four rights--election, recall, initiative,

and referendurn--was one of the main tasks of the party government.

However, it is the general opinion among scholars of Chinese studies

that during the Nanking decades the KMT regime neglected its

t t 1 'b"l"t 49u e age responsl 1 1 y. In regard to elections for example, in

July, 1929, the Nanking Government promulgated the Organic Law for

Hsien Government. According to Article 42 of the law, the chief

and deputy chief of hsiang (administrative units having less than

1,000 but more than 100 households of rural population) and chen

(administrative units of a similar size in market places) were to be
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. 50
elected at village or town people's meet1ngs. But throughout the

Nanking period they were in most cases appointed by the hsien

government. Also few hsien governments were seriously concerned with

teaching the people in the exercise their four political rights.

In contrast, the three reconstruction institutions experimented

with one program or another (e.g., a model election and village talk

sessions) to train the villagers of their reform districts in using

their four rights. Such training was mainly co..~ucted through the

village improvement societies while members of the societies

participated in the meetings for village reform. The experience of

the Huang-hsiang Village Improvement Society provides a good example

in this respect. The society started with 31 male members in July,

1929, which was about 33 per cent of the total number of male adults

above 20 years of age in the village. The number of members of the

society increased to 69, which was about 63 per cent of the total

male adults, by June, 1932. The society also came to have 3 female

members. During the three-year period (July, 1929 - July, 1932) it

held a total of 46 meetings. Until the 33rd meeting the sessions

were conducted under the guidance of the rural reformer from the COE.

But thereafter the meetings were conducted by the village members

themselves without much difficulty. Understandably, it is said to

have been difficult for the villagers to conduct the first ten or so

initial meetings. The members hardly expressed their opinions about

matters which in their opinion little concerned them, while every-

body talked at the same time regarding issues which had something to

do with them. But as the meeting continued the members of the
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societies came to learn how to keep order in the meetings and follow

regulations. An analysis of the membership present at the meetings

show that only four out of a total of 46 meetings had insufficient

numbers for a quorum. In addition, it is interesting to note that at

the seventh meeting, when the main agenda was concerned with rent

reduction, the attendance rate of the membership was very high. At

the 43rd meeting the villagers vehemently opposed an order from the

"ch'u chief which meant to annex Huang-hsing village to neighboring

Wu-ho-hsiang, and succeeded in stopping the order by passing a

. 51
resolution to petition the hS1en government. This is good evidence

that the peasants could be taught to govern their own affairs when

properly trained.

At the Hsia-chuang School a "Law and Politics Discussion Society"

was organized with the villagers in the vicinity of the school, and

used to teach members how to exercise the four rights of the people

together with other political knowledge. The Hsiao-chuang group

also used a fire-fighting corps which was organized with the same

villagers for the political training of the peasants. Besides

actual fire-fighting, the corps taught the people how to organize

themselves, how to conduct meetings, and how to exercise the four

52
rights of the people. Let us take a concrete example of how the

Hsiao-chuang School taught the people to solve their problems through

a democratic meeting. The case occurred at one of the local

villages during a water shortage. The local school had dug a new

well for public use, but water was still scarce. There was great

contention in the village, since those who reached the well early
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in the morning got water, while those who came late got none.

Occasionally there was fighting among the peasants gathered at the

well. In order to solve the problem, T'ao Hsing-chih called a

meeting of sixty or seventy peasants, which he called "a teaching-

learning-doing session on the question of water consumption." The

meeting was chaired by a teen-aged student. Together with a number

of students from the Hsiao-chuang School, T'ao organized an

advisory group for the meeting. They inserted themselves into the

midst of the meeting and guided the young chairman in managing the

meeting. The peasants, said T'ao, "learned to hold a meeting by

holding a meeting." The water problem was solved by a series of

resolutions which were approved by a vote of the whole group.53

As a result of the peasant training, there were some rural

reform districts of the COE in which hsiang chiefs were chosen by

villagers through elections under the guidance of rural reformers.

For instance, in March, 1932, the village improvement society of

Kao-chuang-an district held villag8 people's meetings and elected

chiefs and deputy chiefs of hsiang and III (25 families formed a lu) .54

The village improvement society of Huang-hsiang experimental

55
district had done a similar thing even earlier in 1929.

Although the details are not available, there are records that

in the AVE's reform districts, such as Hsll-kung-ch'iao and Huang

hsu, a model election of ch'll and hsiang chiefs was held in 1933 and

1934. The districts also held village talk sessions between hsiang

inhabitants and hsiang chiefs as a means to exchange opinions

regarding village affairs. 56
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As for the Hsiao-chuang group, we have no evidence that they

experimented with popular elections involving villag~ administration.

This seems to be due to the early closure of the school.

Civic education, which taught not only the privileges but also

the obligations of citizenship, was also conducted through the mass

schools and through "people's lecture meetings" (min-chung chiang-yen

hui). Generally it appears that the COE's districts assumed more

systematic and active methods in this program. This may have been a

manifestation of the COE's tradition as a mass education institution.

As a concrete measure the reformers of the Hui-pei district opened

an adult mass school course especially designed for civic education.

57
By 1936 the course had produced 440 graduates. The Pei-hsia

district organized the so-called "civic training corps." By 1935

there were 10 corps, and a total of 1,477 members were trained

through the corps. Those who had been trained formed an alumni

association, and acted as the vangard of the reform movement in

. . 58
the d~str~ct.

Training for Self-Government. Commonly, village self-government

means that village people govern village affairs by themselves.

Hence, in theory self-government included all the affairs concerning

the village, namely not only administration but also education,

economy, security, and public works concerning the village. However,

here it means a narrow sense of village government which chiefly

included various basic administrative affairs of the village:

census-taking and the maintenance of local records, as well as

village security measures and public works. In this program of
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self-government training, the reconstructionists thus followed

mainly the self-government methods which Sun Yat-sen prescribed in

the Fundamentals of National Reconstruction and which the KMT was

supposed to impl~~ent in its self-government effort. 59

Although the Organic Law of Hsien Government was promulgated

in 1929, there were areas even in Kiangsu, the foothold of the KMT,

which did not have hsiang chiefs in the early 1930's. For instance,

Chou-lung-an hsiang of the Hui-pei reform district reported in 1933

that there was a hsiang-kung-so (hsiang public office), but since

there was no chief lithe office existed only in name and village

self-government was at a standstill. GO Because of this situation,

the ch'u-kung-so, the superior local administrative organ, would

frequently ask the village improvement societies of the reform

district to carry out certain village administrative works in lieu

of the hsiang-kung-so. The village improvement societies thus

conducted sensus-taking, took care of various personnel registration

(i.e., birth, death, moving, inheritance, etc.), conducted

"citizen registration" (kung-min teng-chi), set up and ran the

dispute arbitration committee (hsi-sung-hui), checked on sanitary

conditions, and carried out village-cleaning campaigns. In the

area of public works, road repairing, construction of new bridges

and maintenance of old ones, and repairing of dikes were common

throughout the reform districts.

For village security, the reform villages commonly had three

organizations: a fire-fighting corps, a winter-protection corps

(tung-fang-t'uan), and a defense co rps (pau-wei-t'uan). The purpose
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and function of the fire-fighting corps was, needless to say, to

prevent fire in advance by educating the people and to put out fire

that broke out in the villages. But since we are not familiar with

the winter-protection corps and the defense corps, let us examine

briefly their functions by taking some examples from the reform

districts of the COE and the AVE.

The winter-protection corps was a sort of theft-prevention

organization. In Kiangsu villages, theft was a great problem in

winter. Hence, in order to eliminate this problem the reformers of

the COE organized a winter-protection corps in their reform experi-

mental districts. Through this organization, the members took turns

in patrolling the villages in groups of two or more at night. There

were reports that after the operation of the winter-protection corps,

the theft problem in the villages decreased sharply.61

The defense corps was a local militia designed primarily to

defend the villages against bandits. In the AVE's reform districts

(e.g., Hsll-kung-ch'iao, Huang-hsu, Shan-jen-ch'iao, and Ku-kao-chuang),

the corps was organized with villagers whose ages were between 18 and

35. These members were required to receive military training during

the slack season between winter and early spring and assumed the

62
responsibility of defending their villages.

As indicated in Chapter Five, the security measure taken by

the Hsiao-chuang School was more active than those of the other two

institutions. The Hsiao-chuang reformers organized the Village

Federation of Self-defense Corps among peasants of villages within a

10 Ii radius of the school. At the beginning, the corps started as
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an organization to suppress "bad" elements in the villages by

developing organizational ability and group action. But as the

bandit problem became serious in the area, the corps developed into

a local defense organization. For the corps, the school purchased

about twenty rifles and pistols, and had each village acquire rifles

and other weapons such as swords, lances, and wooden clubs on their

own. The peasants were also provided regular military training by

a military officer and soldiers sent by Feng Yu-hsiang. The corps

members took turn in standing guard in their villages at night and

were required to assemble immediately at the school on an emergency

call and help the villages in trouble. There were several occasions

in which the corps actually engaged in defensive actions against

63
bandit raids and successfully drove away the bandits.

The Promotion of Political Consciousness. Political conscious-

ness here refers to the people's understanding of their political

rights as well as their awareness of political affairs and their

acquiring of nationalistic feeling. As indicated earlier, civic

training in a broad sense includes the promotion of these elements.

In order to arouse political consciousness and to promote

nationalism among the peasants, the reconstructionists employed

various means, such as the COE's "commemorative weekly meetings"

(chi-nien-chou), which were held every Monday evening in memory of

Sun Yat-sen. During these meetings, besides the observation of the

ceremony itself, the reformers explained current social and political

events to the villagers and discussed village affairs with them.

Other national commemoration days were also observed for a similar

64purpose.
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Programs for Economic Improvement

It has been pointed out previously that poverty was one of the

chief reasons for the grim life of the Chinese rural people. Hence,

it seems unnecessary to reexplain why poverty constituted a major

target for the reconstructionists improvement effort. Economic

improvement programs carried out by the reconstructionists were many:

measures for improving agriculture, the organization of cooperatives,

the establishment of credit systems, the promotion of auxiliary

occupations, land reclamation, and efforts to reduce land taxes and

rents.

Agricultural Improvement. Vari.ous efforts were made to increase

agricultural productivity. Of these, the most common was seed

improvement which was carried out in cooperation with either the

agriculture departments of universities in Nanking (i.e., Tung-nan

University and Chin-ling University) or agricultural stations of the

reform institutions and the provincial government. In order to see

how this seed improvement effort was attempted by the three institu

tions, let us look at some examples.

Of the COE's reform experimental districts, the case in Huang

hsiang seems to have been the most successful. In 1929, the COE

reformers introduced a new variety of rice, called "ch'll-yU," among

the villagers of Huang-hsiang, which had been developed at the agri

cultural experimental station of the COE. At first, this new seed

was tried out by seven families on 33 mou of rice field. In spite

of wide-spread locust harm, the result was very encouraging. The

new variety yielded not only a better quality of rice, but also
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three tou more per mou than the indigenous seed. The peasants

harvested 9.9 shih more of rice of the 33 mou in total. In the

following year, the same seed was sown by eleven families on 43 mou

of land. This time, the rate of production increase was five tou of

rice more per mou, Thus during the two years of experiments, the

total increase of rice the peasants harvested by using the seed

improvement method amounted to 21 shih of rice, 314 yUan worth. In

the third year the new variety was applied to 80 mou of land. But

66
because of a big flood, a good part of the harvest was lost.

Pei-hsia was another reform district which gained production

increases by seed improvement methods. In 1932, the reformers

persuaded 38 families to try out the same ch'U-yU seed and a new

wheat called "Chin-ling no. 26," which had been developed by Chin-ling

University on their farms. The production increases were 0.5 to 1

tou per mou for rice and 1.5 to 2 tou per mou for wheat. According

to the calculation of a reformer in the district, if the whole

district used these new seeds, in five years the district would have

a rice production increase of 2,942 shih and a wheat production

increase of 5,394 shih, the total value of which was about 50,000

" 67yuan worth. Hui-pei district also had 48 families try yellow

ch'U-yll seed and new wheat seed imported from the United States on

105 mou of land, but the results are not available. 68

Among the AVE's reform districts, Hsu-kung-ch'iao seems to have

been the most systematic in propagating the use of improved seeds.

The village improvement society had around 20 mou of seedling fields

and propagated new varieties of seeds tested in the seedling fields
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through special contracts with selected families (t'e-yUeh nung chia).

In addition, as a means to publicize the benefit of the improved

seeds, the society held an agricultural exhibition. At the exhibition,

not only were the new varieties of seeds displayed, but also detailed

comparisons between indigenous seeds and the new varieties (e.g., in

terms of the number of grains contained in an ear of grain and the

weight of a grain, etc.) were given with pictures so that the

peasants could decide for themselves. 69.

The Hsiao-chuang group also used seed selection as the chief

method of improving agricultural productivity. At the Shan-hai

Kung-shUeh-t'uan, the reformers enabled the peasants to increase

cotton productivity from 27.8 chin per mou to 60 chin per mou by

seed improvement. On top of that, because of the good quality of

cotton resulting from improved seeds, the peasants could earn 3

" 100 hd h' . . 70yuan more per every c 1n t an 1n prev10us t1mes.

A similar principle was applied to improve sericulture which

was an important auxiliary income source for the peasant in Kiangsu.

First, as in the cases of grain crops, improved silkworm species

were introduced. Second, a scientific raising method was taught by

sericulture specialists invited from the Department of Agriculture

and Mining of the provincial government. Third, silk yarn and cocoon

contests were held in order to stimulate production, and a seri-

culture demonstration center was set up to propagate scientific

sericulture methods. As an example of the sericulture improvement

effort, let us cite the case at Huang-hsiang village again. Between

1929 and 1931 improved silk worm species were introduced to 115 out
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of 700 village families, which amounted to 265 sheets (chang). Since

every sheet gained 10 yUan of profit, a total of 2,650 ytlan was

derived as profit. The price of raw silk produced by the improved

species was to to 20 fen (cents in Chinese money unit) higher per

catty than that by the indigenous species. The expansion of the area

of mulberry tree fields was another measure to improve sericulture in

h ·11 71t e Vl. age.

In improving agriculture the reformers also made efforts to

introduce insecticides and fertilizer among the peasants. Because of

lack of proper remedial measures, the peasants often lost a large

percentage of their crops to crop insects. Also, because of little

knowledge of modern fertilizers and shortness of capital, the

peasants, whose use of fertilizer was mostly confined to human waste

and bean cakes, could hardly achieve production increases. In this

effort to improve insecticides and fertilizers the experience in the

Hui-pei district of the COE seems to be an appropriate example. In

order to find good remedial measures against crop insects, the

reformers of the district first set up an agricultural insect

experimentation field and experimented with various insecticidal

methods. The results were then announced to villagers so that they

could come and learn the discovered methods. The improvement of

fertilizers was carried out in cooperation with agriculture depart-

ments of Chung-yang University and Chin-ling University and with

assistance from the Department of Agriculture and Mining of the

provincial government. The reconstructionists encouraged the

peasants to make and use farmyard manure. Simultaneously, they
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introduced chemical fertilizer such as nitrogen, phosphoric acid,

potash, and lime. Similar efforts were made in the Hsll-kung-ch'iao

district of the AVE. In addition, the reformers of this district

organized with the villagers a cooperative to purchase fertilizer. 72

The shortage and the backwardness of agricultural implements

proved a great hindrance in the development of agriculture. Agri-

cultural implements the Kiangsu peasants used were mostly outmoded,

having been used for hundreds of years with little change, even

73such implements were in short supply. Hence, the improvement of

agricultural implements was included in the reformers' agricultural

improvement progarrn.

In the effort to improve agricultural implements, the AVE seems

to have been most advanced. In October, 1929, the AVE established

the Chinese New Agricultural Implement Promotion Center (Chung-hua

hsin-nung-chu ts'ui-hsing-so) in order to manufacture new agricultural

machines: grain threshers, grain grinders, rice-huskers, irrigation

pumps, and ~otton gins. These machines were sold mainly to agri-

cultural production cooperatives which the reformers strongly advised

the peasants to organize. Because the prices of the machines were

cheaper than foreign-made ones, the machines were very popular among

the peasants of Kiangsu and Chekiang provinces. Also, the center

not only sold agricultural machines, but also trained the peasants

. . d' .. h h.i 74
~n operat~ng an ma~nta~n~ng t e mac ~nes. The Hsu-kung-ch'iao

district of the AVE had already surveyed the condition of agricultural

implement cooperatives among peasants and had them purchase the

aforementioned agricultural machines for joint use among members of
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the cooperatives. These machines became a great help for agricultural

work in the district. 75 Other reform districts of the AVE, such as

Huang-hsu and Shan-jen-ch'iao, also used similar methods for the

improvement of agricultural implements. 76 Among the CaE's districts

we can find few records which show active efforts for the improvement

of agricultural implements except that in 1934 the reformers of the

Hui-pei district arranged a total of 1,097 yuan of water pump loans

to 48 families in order to ease the irrigation problem. 77

Although carried out on a small scale, land reclamation was

another program for agricultural improvement. As seen in Chapter Two,

Kiangsu, especially southern Kiangsu, had one of the highest percent

ages of cultivated land in the country. Hence, there was not much

wasteland. But since land shortage was one of the most critical

problems for the peasants, the reconstructionists could not neglect

land reclamation when there was unused land in their reform areas.

We saw that one of the AVE's refonn ideals was to make sure that

villages had no wasteland. Also we can find concrete examples of

land reclamation in a CaE district, Huang-hsiang of the Hui-pei

district. Huang-hsiang village had about ten mou of wasteland, and

the reformers reclaimed it with the villagers for use as a mulberry

tree demonstration field.
78

In another part of Hui-pei district,

about 14 mou of barren hill land was reclaimed, and 3,932 roots of

79
various kinds of trees were planted.

Development of Auxiliary Occupations. Farming was not sufficient

to satisfy the economic needs of the peasants. Hence, the reformers

tried to find other sources of income for the peasants. The
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development of auxiliary occupations was one such effort. Since in

Kiangsu, as in other provinces, chickens and pigs were important

domestic livestock for supplmentary income, the reformers were first

concerned with imporoving stocks of these animals. Chicken and pig

breeding were widely carried out throughout the rural reform districts.

The reformers also invited specialists in animal husbandry from the

universities and the Animal Breeding Station of the provincial

government and had them teach the peasants about scientific methods. 80

There were many ponds and waterways in the Yangtze plain, which

made fish-farming a very promising sideline occupation for the

peasants. Therefore, the reformers of many districts encouraged

villagers to develop this industry. This fish-farming was run usually

through the organization of fish-farming cooperatives and by

obtaining technical assistance from the Wu-sung Marine Middle School.

By 1934, the Pei-hsia and Hui-pei reform districts of the COE had six

81
and two fish-farm cooperatives, respectively. AVE's reform

districts, such as Hsu-kung-ch'iao, Huang-hsu and Ku-kao-chuang,

h 1 f ' h f' ., 82also ad severa 1S - arm1ng organ1zat1ons.

The manufacture of various local products such as matting,

bamboo works, and cotton-weaving had been important sideline

occupations for rural women in Kiangsu. The reformers of many

districts made efforts to improve and spread such rural handicraft

techniques by organizing agricultural craft societies and holding

exhibitions. 83 Also, in order to facilitate the transportation of
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handicraft products to markets (mostly in Wu-hsi and Shang-hai),

a rural handicraft product transportation cooperative was organized

. th . h" d" . 84~n e Pe~- s~a ~str~ct.

cooperatives and Village Loan Centers. Cooperatives were

another form of rural relief measure which the reconstructionists

introduced in their reform districts. The reconstructionists believed

that joint efforts among the peasants based on mutual cooperation was

the best way to solve the economic difficulties of the peasants. The

cooperatives which the Kiangsu rural reconstructionists organized

were largely of three types: credit cooperatives, production

cooperatives, and transportation of marketing cooperatives.

Credit Cooperatives. Credit cooperatives were organized to

extend low-interest credit to the peasants. Despite the fact that

peasants needed capital for various agricultural and family purposes

(e.g., weddings and funerals), there was, as we saw in Chapter Two,

not much credit available except for usurious money which aggra-

vated the economic plight of the peasants. Credit cooperatives were

85
a means of easing such a problem.

In the beginning, in view of the low education level and the

lack of experience in organization on the part of the peasants, the

cooperatives were mostly organized on a small scale. Only after

overcoming various difficulties, and in some cases failures, were

the cooperatives put on a stronger foundation. Experience in Huang-

hsiang village provides us with one such example. The COE reformers

first attempted to form a credit cooperative in Huang-hsiang

village in the summer of 1929, but failed. Their failure was
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attributed to mutual distrust among the members because of little

understanding of the cooperative and insufficient capital. In the

following year, another effort was made to organize a cooperative

with 100 yUan of surplus funds from the printing business of the COE

as a base fund. But it also was not successful. Within less than

ten days all the money was loaned out, and only in the following year

was the cooperative able to recover the money. It was only during

the third attempt that the cooperative began to function properly.86

The Hsu-kung-ch'iao district also experienced similar diffi-

culties in organizing credit cooperatives. According to Chiang

Wen-yU, the representative of the AVE in the district, the peasants'

ignorance and their meager understanding of the significance of

cooperatives did not allow the successful organization of the

cooperative from the beginning. Hence, the reformers first started

with a small-scale loan center which lent up to ten yUan to the

peasants. Then they had the peasants bring some kind of small

security items for their borrowed money. This was to make the

peasants understand that as the loaning organization needed some

kind of guarantee again!~t those who would not repay the money, so

would the credit cooperatives they organized among themselves. That

is, the members needed to pay certain amounts of money as their

share. Only after this practice was implemented, was a cooperative

organized successfully with 53 people. "A central base of 2,000 yuan

was borrowed from the Agricultural Bank in Shanghai at an interest

rate of 0.8 per cent per month. Each member was assessed two yUan

as his share of the cooperative. Loans were made only to cooperative
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members at an interest rate of 1 per cent per month. The profit

portion of 0.2 per cent difference between the rates of bank interest

and the cooperative loan was put back into the working capital of the

cooperative. By 1934, the credit cooperative grew to have a total

~f 467 members, while the operational fund

" 87and loaned money from 500 to 8,000 yuan.

"increased to 1,780 yuan,

The cooperatives in the COE's reform districts were operated in

a similar fashion. The only difference was that the interest rate

for cooperative loans in the COE's districts was 1.2 per cent per

88
month while that of the AVE's districts was 1.0 per cent. The

Hsiao-chuang School had also planned to organize a credit cooperative

for the year 1930, but it did not materialize due to the school's

closure in the same year.

At any rate, considering that the monthly interest rate on an

ordinary bank loan, which was very difficult for the peasants to

obtain. was 2 per cent, and those of private moneylenders above 3 per

cent, the credit cooperatives were of great help to the peasants in

terms of both cheap interest rates and convenience of borrowing

money. Hence, the cooperative movement gained the support of the

villagers. The member of credit cooperatives and amount of loaned

money in the reform districts of the COE and AVE are shown in the

following table.

Village Loan Centers. Another measure the reformers initiated

in their districts in order to help ease the difficult credit

situation in rural villages was a "peasant loan center" (nung-min

chieh-tai-so). Kiangsu province was the first in the nation to
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COE Reform Districts, 1929-1934
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Institution District Number of Membership
Cooperatives

Loaned Money Year

II

COE Pei-bsia 12 183 732 yuan 1933

COE Hui-pei 6 189 18,759 1933

COE Huang-
hsiang 1 15 100 1929

COE Kao-chang-an 1 47 1,557 1932

AVE Hsu-kung-
ch'iao 1 467 8,000 1934

AVE Huang-hsti 1 ? ? 1934

AVE Ku-kao-chuang 1 ? ? 1934

Source: Constructed from HSu Ying-lien, Ch'tian-kuo hsiang-ts'un
chien-she ylln-tung kai-k'uang (A General Situation of
Nation-wide Rural Reconstruction Movement) (HTKK) , Tsou-
piing, 1935, 385-409, 430-459.

establish an agricultural bank whose purpose was to help the develop-

ment of agriculture by providing the peasants with cheap loans. In

actuality, however, the bank was reluctant to give loans to peasants

on an individual basis for security consideratiulls. The bank

regulations were made in such a way that loans could be made only

to groups of more than five people who were mutually responsible.

In addition, the loan applications needed to have the chiefs of

hsiang or chen as guarantors and prosperous merchants or shop owners

as bondsmen. On top of that, upon receiving the loan, they needed to

mortgage land or oxen worth twice the value of the loan money as

collateral. 89 Needless to say, when the loan recipient failed to

repay the loan money within the prescribed period, the bank was
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entitled to dispose of the collateral to compensate for the loan.

Under these loan regulations it was almost impossible for the

majority of the peasants, who were poor and lacking in organizational

ability, to obtain a bank loan. On the other hand, bank loans easily

came to be taken advantage of by landlords and gentry who were the

local power holders in the hsiang and chen. Using their economic and

social influence, they obtained low-interest bank loans and used them

.. .. 90
as the1r cap1tal for moneylend1ng at usur10US rates. In other

words, by such a practice, agricultural bank loans were transformed

into another instrument for the exploitation of the peasants. The

peasant loan center was designed to correct the above defects in the

administration of loans by the provincial agricultural bank. In

this peasant-loan system the reconstruction institutions functioned

as intermediaries between the agricultural bank and the peasants.

They assumed responsibility for the peasants' repayment of borrowed

money.

The method of operating peasant loan centers was similar

throughout the reform districts. Hence, we will choose the one in

the Pei-hsia district as an example to show how the peasant loan

center was operated. The COE reformers established a peasant-loan

center in the district in 1933 in cooperation with the Fourth District

Branch of the Wu-hsi Provincial Agricultural Bank. Since this

financial system mainly relied on the capital borrowed from the bank,

the center's loaning procedure was a little more strict than that of

the credit cooperative. First of all, loans were confined to the

capital which would be used for improving agriculture and auxiliary
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industries (e.g., for fertilizer, irrigation, sericulture, and

stock-raising). Second, in order to receive a loan the peasants

needed for form a loan association with more than seven members and

to obtain sponsorship of a reliable local person who could take

responsibility for the applicants. The applicants also needed to

mortgage certain objects as security for loans about ten yUan. The

interest rate on a loan was 1.3 per cent per month, one per cent

being the genuine interest and -.3 per cent a procedural fee which

went to the public welfare fund for the peasants in the district.

Although its loan proce ure was a bit complicated, the peasant loan

center constituted, together with the credit cooperative, important

91
credit sources for economically hard-pressed peasants. The

following table shows the state of peasant-loan centers in the

reform districts of the caE and AVE.

Table 26. Peasant Loan Centers in the Reform Districts in Kiangsu

Insti- District Number of Membership Loaned Money Year
tution PLC

CaE Pei-hsia 1 (121 branches) 1,990 10,000 " 1933yuan

caE Hui-pei 1 (16 branches) 112 2,850 1933

AVE Hsu-kung-
ch'iao 1 150 1,000 1930

AVE Shan-jen- 1 ? 4,458.4 1933
ch'iao

Source: HTKK, 398, 402; Ts'un-chih (Village Government Monthly),
1:2 (June, 1930), 10; HTKK, 453.

Production and Marketing Cooperatives. Various production

cooperatives were also organized in the reform districts. They
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included rice, wheat, and irrigation cooperatives. In these cooper

atives, the members jointly purchased fertilizer, agricultural

implements, and other necessary agricultural materials and helped

each other in such tasks as planting, harvesting, and irrigation,

thereby saving agricultural expenses. 93 An agricultural production

cooperative of the Shan-jen-ch'iao district, which was established

in 1932, and a rice and wheat production cooperative and an irrigation

cooperative of the Hui-pei district were examples of these production

94
cooperatives.

Marketing cooperatives were organizations for the direct

collective marketing of the members' produce, agriculture products

and handicrafts, excluding middle men. Because of short capital and

lack of good transportation on the part of the peasants, agricultural

products and handicrafts were mostly marketed through middle men.

The prices of agricultural products were completely under the middle

men's control, and these men profited enormously by manipulating

prices at the expense of the peasant producer. To take cocoon prices

as an example, in 1934 Wu-hsi cocoon merchants kept the market price

of cocoons under 20 to 30 yuan per tan which was only half of the

price in ordinary times on the pretext of the low price at the

international market. They then bought cocoons from the peasants at

less than 20 yUan per tan. In the following year, they suddenly

raised the cocoon price at the market more than five times and

profited around two million yUan by this price manipulation. 95 Such

price manipulation by merchants were not rare in regard to other

agricultural products and handicrafts.
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Because the cooperatives had only recently been introduced in

the reform districts, there were only six agricultural marketing

cooperatives throughout the districts of the COE and AVE by 1934:

namely four artifacts marketing cooperatives in Pai-hsia district,

one rice and what marketing cooperative and one chiao-pai (zizania

latifolia, a kind of edible grass) marketing cooperative in Hui-pei

d " " 96
~strlct. Of these marketing cooperatives, results achieved by

the chiao-pai marketing cooperative, which was established in Kao-

chang-an, are particularly noteworthy. A brief examination of the

results of the cooperative will help us to see how a marketing

cooperative was beneficial to the peasants.

Chiao-pai was a vegetable which the peasants grew in fields as

a crop-rotation product. The area around the city of Wu-hsi,

particularly Kao-chang-an, was famous for this vegetable. Abou fifty

per cent of the fields in the district grew it, and the livelihood

of the peasants in the area had a great deal to do with the success

of this vegetable.

In the early 1930's the market price of chiao-pai suddenly

dropped, and the reformers discovered that it was mainly due to price

manipulation by merchants. In order to combat such manipulation, the

reformers organized the chiao-pai marketing cooperative in the

district in 1932, overcoming various obstructions by the merchants.

In organizing this cooperative, the reformers obtained promises from

the hsien and provincial governments to help them if necessary. It

became active twice a year in summer and autumn which were the

harvest seasons of chiao-pai.
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Despite the sponsorship from the governments, members of the

cooperative suffered many difficulties from underhanded merchant

schemes and extortion by staff members of the railroad stations.

The merchants sold the vegetables at dumping prices in order to

inflict economic loss on the cooperative products. They also damaged

or stole cooperative chiao-pai in transit aboard trains by conniving

,~ith transportation clerks. According to railroad regulations, the

freight fare for one bag of chiao-pai was 5 chueh 7 fen (0.57 y~an).

But the railway staff collected one y~an per bag, illegally profiting

by 0.43 yUan per bag. Together with the cooperative members, the

reformers persistently endeavored to correct the irregularities

conducted by both merchants and railroad staff members. As a result,

in the following year, they not only were able to stop the corrupt

practices of the railroad men, but also won out in competition with

the chiao-pai merchants at the market. The cooperative was able to

raise the price of chiao-pai by one yuan and earned 3,000 y~an more

than in the past. On the other hand, the merchants lost about four

fifths of the profit they had made previously.97

Thus, on the whole, the cooperative movements in the reform

districts were relatively successful even though their scale was not

large. The number of cooperatives and their members grew steadily.

The total loans granted to the peasnnts by the cooperatives also

greatly increased. By July, 1936, in the Pei-hsia and Hui-pei

districts of the COE there were 20 and 17 cooperatives, respectively,

involving 1,296 persons altogether. In the Kao-chuang-an district,

about 63 per cent of the total households participated in one
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cooperative or another during the two-year period of reform work,

1930 and 1931. In the HsU-kung-ch'iao district there were six

cooperatives, involving 476 members by 1934. 98

The relative success of the cooperative movement in the reform

districts seems to have been due to the following two reasons: (1)

the genuine efforts of the recQnstructionists on behalf of the rural

people changed the villagers' suspicion into active support and

cooperation, and (2) the reformers' unremitting efforts to lead the

movement to success. Having been highly conscious of the fact that

even small failures could have tremendous adverse effects on the

future of the movement, the reformers did their best to make the

99project a success.

The Rent Reduction and Tax Exemption Efforts. In Chapter Two,

it was pointed out that in Kiangsu high rates of rent constituted an

important part of the rural problem. The unfairness of the high

rent rates for the peasants had been recognized both by Chinese

agricultural economists and the Kuomintang during the N·IT-CCP

all " 100
~ance. The KMT even passed the so-called "Twenty-five Per Cent

Rent Reduction" resolution in 1927, which was never put into

1m
practice.

The rural reconstructionists were also well aware of the problem

of high rent rates in peasant life. Because the problem was left to

the landlords and tenants by the government authorities there was

not much the reformers as private citizens could do about it. Thus

there were not many active rent-reduction attempt made by the

reconstructionists. But records are not completely without cases in
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which the reformers tried to help the peasants obtain reduction of

rents and land taxes even though the reformers efforts were somewhat

passive in nature. A rent-reduction effort carried out in the Huang-

hsiang village was one such case.

In the fall of 1929 there occurred a great crop failure in the

area of Wu-hsi because of locusts. The reformers of the Huang-hsiang

village, together with the villagers, submitted a rent reduction

petition to the hsien goverlli~ent. As a result, a reduction of one

tou of rent-rice per mou was agreed upon between landlords and the

villagers by the government's arbitration. By this measure the

peasants of Huang-hsiang and its neighbor, Chang-hsiang received a

reduction of a total of 500 shih of rent-rice for 500 mou of rice

f · ld h' h abo 6 ". 1021e s, w 1C was of ut 00 yuan ~n value.

In the summer of 1931, a great flood hit the area, and all the

rice fields were innundated. The reformers helped the villagers

petition the hsien government for a land tax exemption. At the same

time, they organized a disaster area investigation committee in order

to ensure that the exemption be granted fairly on the basis of

accurate disaster reports. Previously, there had been many irregu-

larities of local tax recorders in connection with land tax exemption.

The tax recorders had distributed tax exemption cards (huang-piao,

literally famine tickets) only to those who bribed them even though

their farmlands were not damaged by the flood. On the other hand,

those who really needed tax exemptions had not been given their cards.

The reformers wanted to prevent this malpractice from happening again.

As a result of such efforts by the reformers, about 70 per cent of
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the total cultivated land, that is, 276 mou and 9 fen, in the village,

received tax exemptions. The exemptions amounted to 221 shih 5 tou

103
in total, which was around 1,772 yUan in value.

Although the details are not available, rent reductions were

obtained through the reformers' effort in the Pai-hsia district in

1932. At the request of the reformers in the area, landlords agreed

to give rent reductions by one tou of rice per mou, reducing the rent

f . f' f' f' 104rate rom S1X tou 0 r1ce per mou to 1ve tou 0 r1ce per moue

In the districts of the AVE we can find no efforts related to rent

reeducation.

Programs for Health Improvement

Health improvement efforts in the reform districts assumed three

main forms: (1) the treatment and prevention of disease, (2) the

improvement of public health facilities, and (3) the promotion of

physical training.

Treatment and Prevention of Disease. It was metnioned in

Chapter Two that rural people suffered from many diseases. In order

to provide proper medical service to village people, there was a great

need for the establishment of health institutions in rural areas. In

view of such needs, reform districts such as the Hui-pei and Pei-hsia

districts of the COE, the Hsu-kung-ch'iao, Huang-hsu, and Ku-kao-

chuang districts of the AVE, and the Hsiao-chuang School maintained

from one to several public health centers (hsiang-ts'un or min-chung

wei-sheng-so). These centers were usually staffed with a physician

and a nurse. Besides medical examinations and treatment, they

provided preventive medicine and public health education, and trained
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village health workers. small districts such as Huang-hsiang and

Kao-chuang-an of the COE received regular once-a-week visitations by

h ,. f h 106P YSl.cl.ans rom t e COE.

In the beginning, it was not easy for the reformers to get the

villagers to receive treatment at the health center or from visiting

physicians because the village people had little faith in western

medicine and could not afford treatment. Hence, much publicity and

many inducements (e.g., announcement of free medical examination and

treatment) were required. However, not long afterwards, on seeing

the effectiveness of western medicine, the number of villagers who

visited doctors gradually increased. For instance, in Huang-hsiang

village, which had a population of only 780, the COE doctors treated

a total of 883 patients during the months between April and November,

1929. In the Pei-hsia district, which had three health centers, the

average number of patients for a center was around 250 per month. 1 07

"Simple first-aid medical stations" (chien-i yao-ch'u) were

another type of useful health facility set up in reform villages. In

these medical stations about twenty medicines were stored for

emergency purposes. The Hui-pei district had six medical stations,

and the Ku-kao-chuang district of the AVE, one medical station.

other districts such as Pei-hsia, Hsu-kung-ch'iao, and Shan-jen-ch'iao

maintained first-aid facilities at the village improvement societies

h h th dl.' d t d' al t t' 108even t oug ey not set up separa e me l.C s a l.ons.

In order to supplement the shortage of doctors and nurses there

were districts such as the Hui-pei district, which trained health

workers among villagers. In this district the reformers selected
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sixty bright young women who had graduated from elementary school and

trained them to be village health workers. The trainees were trained

for 36 hours at the COE in first-aid techniques, family sanitation:

and child care. Then they were sent back to their respective

109
villages as health workers. The Pei-hsia district organized a

""Women's Medical Aid Training Corp" (Fu-nu chiu-hu hsun-lien tui) in

1936. The reformers selected thirty bright and health you women whose

ages were between 16 and 25, and for two months taught the women

Chinese characters, medical aid, civic affairs, simple military

knowledge, and physical training. After this training the corps

110
members served as health workers for their villages. Although we

do not have detailed information, a maternity nurse training program

III
was conducted in the Ku-kao-chuang district of the AVE.

The control of epidemics formed an important part of the health

program. In all the reform districts, innoculations and vaccinations

were conducted against such diseases as cholera, brain fever, and

smallpox. To take the reform district whose statistics are available,

as examples, the Hsu-kung-ch'iao health center vaccinated a total of

3470 people including neighboring villagers during the two years

between 1931 and 1932, and Huang-hsiang village vaccinated about 200

people in the first year of the reform experiment (1929).112 In

connection with epidemic prevention, the people in the district of

Hui-pei were urged to eliminate flies, mosquitoes, and rats, which

113
were carriers of infections.

The Improvement of Public Health and Personal Hygiene. Personal

and family sanitation involves such aspects of life as drinking water,
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the preparation of food, personal cleanliness, and housing conditions:

namely, the degree of spaciousness, ventilation, and lighting.

Improvement in these areas requires quite a sum of money. Thus it

was not easy for the impoverished peasants to make progress in

reforming personal and family sanitation in a short period. Hence,

the reformers focused on improving matters of basic importance which

took little money.

The most urgent problem with family sanitation in the villages

of southern Kiangsu was the use of river water for drinking.

Reformers of the three institutions were all concerned with this

problem. They taught the rural people about how dangerous drinking

river water was and how to disinfect such water by using yellow alum.

They also recommended boiling drinking water and dug wells, mobil-

izing villagers for such projects. For personal hygiene, the

reformers emphasized the taking of baths as often as possible. In

the district of Huang-hsu the reformers set up a public bath with

h h 1 f h '11 114tee pot e V1 agers.

In the area of pUblic health, the existence of few latrines or

extremely simple ones, scattered garbage dumps, and the practice of

leaving coffins unburied in open spaces constituted the most serious

problems. Various means were employed to improve these problems.

The people were advised to build or improve latrines by exhibiting a

model latrine, and garbage dumps were moved to places distant from

houses. The reformers particularly endeavored to check the practice

of placing coffins in open spaces by obtaining help from the local

1
. . 115po 1ce stat10ns. In the districts of AVE, such as Hsu-kung-ch'iao
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and Huang-shu, public cemeteries were prepared.
116

As an overall

public sanitation program, village cleaning campaigns were the most

common throughout the reform districts. The districts held village

cleaning days regularly once a month, and the staff members of the

village improvement society inspected local homes. Those who

achieved good records in maintaining clean homes were given recog-

. . " .. ,,117n1t10n as model fam111es.

Promotion of Physical Training. Farming is hard physical labor,

but it is not necessarily good for developing a balanced physique.

Reformers felt that peasants needed physical culture to improve their

health, especially for the growing children. Hence, physical

training was included as a part of the health improvement program.

In many districts the reformers encouraged young people to play

various ball games such as soccer, volleyball, and basketball.

According to the reformers of Hui-pei district, basketball seems to

have been very popular because it did not require much land space.

118
Chinese martial art societies were also organized in many districts.

As a means to promote villagers' athletic activities, many

districts constructed "people's ground' (min-chung ylin-tung-chiang).

The Shan-jen-ch'iao district had nine athletic grounds, and the

119
Huang-hsu district and the Hsiao-chuang School had one each.

People of these districts had various athletic activities at these

grounds. Among them, the annual inter-village athletic meeting;

which was sponsored by the Hsiao-chuang School, was particularly

interesting. The meeting was designed as a combination of an

athletic contest among villages and an annual people's festival of
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the area. The events included various programs such as rural dances,

races, weight-lifting, jumping, and rope pulling. The program of the

"oxen-group parade," in which peasants rode their oxen and paraded in

a group circling the grounds with their village flags was most

spectacular. This annual meeting had double purposes: to promote

peasant health and to develop a sense of pride in agricultural work

. 1 1 120
s~mu taneous y.

Besides, as a part of the rural health improvement program, some

AVE's districts such as Hsu-kung-ch'iao and Huang-hsu annually held

121
baby health contests.

Construction Programs

As a part of self-government work every reform district carried

out various construction projects. They included such public works

as the repairing and extending of old roads and constructing new

roads, paving existing roads, constructing village parks, public

halls, and public play-grounds, and repairing and constructing

bridges and irrigation systems.

In carrying out these construction projects, as in other reform

programs, the village improvement societies played the leading role.

The reform societies took charge of the whole process of the

construction work from the initiation of the projects, to the planning

and execution of the work. For instance, in 1931 the Kao-chang-an

village improvement society, at its Second Plenum, passed a

resolution to undertake the work of repairing and broadening the

narrow road connecting She-ch'iao and the Wu-hsi Railroad Station.

As concrete methods to carry out the construction, the meeting
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passed the following resolutions. First, it would request the hsien

construction bureau to determine the course of the road. Second, for

labor it would use the conscripted labor of villagers while those

who would not take part in the work were to pay 0.5 yUan per day.

Third, it would start the project on April 12, 1931. Similarly,

construction projects in the other districts were determined and

carried out by village reform societies.
122

The methods of financing and securing labor for the construction

were largely three types. The first type of method was to employ

laborers and to buy materials with contributions by landlords and

rich people. The construction of stone roads in Hsu-kung-ch'iao,

which were undertaken between 1930 and 1933, were such examples.

The groundwork of the roads were done with the money contributed by

local landlords, and a rich member of the village reform society by

" 123the name of Ch'en Ming-chih donated 280 yuan for the work. The

construction of a stone dike in the COE district of Chou-lung-an, in

1933, was another example. The const.ruct i.on work was carried out

with money which Ko Tzu-tzai, a leader of the Cou-lung-an village

improvement society collected from local rich households, totaling

" 124
around 680 ~.

The second type was voluntary contributions of both funds and

labor by village people. In the COE Huang-hsiang district an

125
irrigation dike was repaired completely by village labor.

The third type involved the employment of labor with funds

raised among villagers and from outside good-will societies. This

method was used in the construction of a new concrete bridge in
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Kao-chang-an village in 1932. The village reform society raised

about 300 yUan among the villagers, and the remaining portion of the

total expenditure, 1,500 yUan, was donated by the Wu-hsi ch'ien-

h ' " b "- t" f" 126c 1ao Company, a r1age cons ruct10n 1rm.

The size, kinds, and number of construction projects carried out

varied from one reform district to another according to the financial

capacity of each district and the sponsoring institutions. Achieve-

ments of each reform district in construction work are shown in the

following table.

Table 27. Achievements of Construction Work of the Reform
Districts of the AVE and COE

1. Huang-hsiang District (1929-1932): reapa1r1ng and paving ~oads

with stone; and repairing an irrigation dike (877 chang or 263
square meters) .

2. Kao-chang-an District (1930-1933): expanding and repairing roads
(3 Ii); replacing a wooden bridge with a concrete bridge (1).

3. Pei-hsia District (1932-1934): construction of a new road
between Tung-t'ing and Hsi-chang (? Ii).

4. Hui-pei District (1932-1935): construction of a public play
ground which can accommodate up to around 1,000 people. (The
achievements in Huang-hsiang and Kao-chang-an districts are
excluded here.)

5. Hsll-kung-ch'iao District (1928-1934): repairing, expanding,and
paving roads (6 Ii), construction of a new road (1 Ii long),
construction of 7 new stone bridges and repairing 24 old wooden
bridges, repairing irriation system (?), construction of the
village Improvement Society's office (1), construction of
village parks (3), and construction of a public cemetery (1).

6. Huang-hsU District (1929-1935):
dredging irrigation ponds (32),
mou), construction of new roads

digging irrigation ponds (6),
expanding irrigated fields (575
(9), and repairing old roads (9).

7. Shan-jen-ch'iao District (1931-1935): repairing old bridges (6),
repairing irrigation dikes (2), reparing old raods (6), and
construction of a public cemetery (1, 50 mou).
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8. Ku-kao-chuang District (1931-1935): reapring an old road (1).

Source: Excerpted from HTKK Parts 3 and 4: Ch'en Li-chiang,
"Women te hsueh-sheng shi-hsi" (Field Training of Our
Students), Min-chien (Among the Masses) 1:13, 14
(November, 1934), 17.

Results of the Reform Programs and Activities

What were the results of the rural reform programs and activities

by the three reconstruction institutions? There can be many ways to

assess the results of the reform efforts, of which the following

three seem to be most appropriate. The first method is to examine

changes which occurred in the reform districts after launching the

reform experiments. with the information available, it is difficult

to present complete pictures of comparative situations of all the

districts between the pre- and post-experiment. There were some

variations from district to district in the contents and degrees of

reform achievements even by the same institution, and also between

different institutions. The foregoing analyses reveal differences in

reform activities of various districts marked by differing character-

istics of the operating institutions. In summary, it may be said

that in general the COE's districts achieved relatively good results

in such areas as self-government training, organizing cooperatives,

and adult education, especially by the use of a mass school system,

whereas the AVE's districts attained notable results in the areas of

educational improvement (e.g., the increase in number of schools),

security, and public work. The Hsiao-chuang group demonstrated

originaiity in developing child education and the political conscious-

ness of the populace, and showed considerable skills in organizing
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the pea!3ants into various forms of production corps and self-defense

bodies.

In connection with the above characteristics it seems also

worthy of note that achievements in some programs of the three

institutions were of trivial consequence. The COE's public work

program was limited in scope and variety. The AVE's programs of

self-government training were less vigorous. The Hsiao-chuang group's

reform programs looked in large measure piecemeal though some left

enduring effects on the Chinese society. What is especially important

was that despite some partial improvements effected, results of these

institutions' economic programs were, as a whole, far from satis

factory in enhancing the general condition of local rural populations.

These unsatisfactory results were both due to defects inherent within

the institutions and to difficulties arising from the unfavorable

social and political environment, which we shall discuss in the

following section.

In spite of the differences in degree of success between the

three institutions, howev~r, it is also true that most of the reform

districts of these institutions saw improvements in all reform areas

compared with the pre-experiment conditions. The important

improvements may be summed up as follows. Various educational

opportunities became available, resulting in the decrease of

illiteracy and in the increase in the numbers of school children.

Harmful social vices, such as gambling and opium-smoking were swept

away, and the force of superstititon weakened. Adoption of scientific

farming techniques, increased agricultural production while many
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households learned to augment their income by developing a variety of

sideline industries. The peasants learned to institute instruments

of mutual aid by means of cooperatives and peasant loan centers as

well as joint actions against oppressive forces in rural areas. They

became aware of their political rights and the importance of self-

government. With sanitation campaigns, various security systems, and

construction programs, cleaner, more orderly and more secure con-

ditions emerged in comparison with the pre-experiment period. Most

important of all, the reformers induced the villagers to start

improving the condition of their lives on their own by means of such

an organization as the village improvement society.

The second method to assess the reform achievements is by

measuring the extent to which the initial reform plans were fulfilled.

The defects of our materials limit the feasibility of this particular

method to the extent that statistically accurate information is not

within our reach. However, by comparing the reform plans of some

districts presented in the preceding chapter with the relative

achievements discussed in this chapter it is evident that most of the

127
planned projects were carried out. Moreover, it was reported that

most of the COE &.~ AVE districts completed their experimental periods

" h 1 I "to 128and turned the reform proJects over to t e oca cornmun1 1es.

From these facts it seems reasonable to conclude that the COE and AVE

completed their first-stage reform experiments. As for the Hsiao-

chuang group it is impossible to measure the degree of fulfillment

of their reform plans for they did not have any fixed experimental

period, nor were they able to continue their reform efforts due to

early closure of the school.
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The third method is by noting the responses of the neighboring

villages toward the reform experiments of the districts. Evidence

generally indicates that the reform districts obtained favorable

responses. One such instance was the expansion of the reform

districts' experimental area with the voluntary joining of the

neighboring villages which were impressed by the progress made in the

reform districts. The COE's Hui-pei district which had included 32

villages of 1,560 households in 1932 expanded to include 168 villages

129
of 14,838 households by 1936. The AVE's Hsu-kung-ch'iao district

originally consisted of about forty villages of 605 households in

1932, but it was expanded in 1933 to the entire third ch'u of K'un-

shan hsien, forming the K'un-shan Self-Government Experimental

District, which included 6,370 households and 28,436 people in an

. 130
area of 271 l~.

This expansion phenomena of reform areas also took place in the

area of the Hsiao-chuang group's reform experiment. As we have seen,

the number of Kung-hsUeh-t'uan, which started in 1932 in the village

of Meng-chia-mu-ch'iao of Pao-shan hsien, increased within one year

to nine ir. the neighboring villages. The influence of the little

teachers system was particularly remarkable. Only eleven months

after its establishment in 1932, the little teachers system had

spread to twenty-three provinces and cities. 131

Judging from the findings obtained from the above three approaches,

and in view of the various difficulties experienced by the reformers

which will be detailed in the following pages, the results of the

three institutions' reform programs in their respective districts
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were on the whole encouraging. To this extent the reformers'

activities were commendable. Unfortunately, their reform efforts

were brought to a sudden and virtual end, with the outbreak of the

Sino-Japanese War of 1937-1945 and the subsequent KMT-CCP civil war,

which engulfed the entire country and forced these ambitious reform

efforts to remain in the end nothing but a local experiment.

Difficulties and Lessons in Rural Reconstruction Experiments

During their rural reform experiments, the rural recontruction

ists experienced many difficulties. We may surmise such difficulties

by summarizing reports of the reformers in various districts.

According to the reformers' comments on their rural reform experiences,

their difficulties were primarily of three kinds.

The first difficulty involved the slow reaction or at worst the

indifference of the peasants to the rural reform programs. As

evidence of the first difficulty, Ch'en Li-chiang, professor of COE

who was in charge of the Hui-pei reform experiment, cited the

difficulties of the recruiting and retaining of young village people

for mass schools. 132 This was partly because of the impoverished

stated of the peasants and partly because of a conservative tendency

among the peasants. The distressing conditions of rural life, which

required the constant hard labor of the entire family, made it

difficult for many young people to participate in mass education

programs. In the district of Huan-hsiang, it took almost one year

before the mass school could carry out its normal function by

securing enough students (i.e., 70 students).133
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Economic hardship in peasant life also prevented those of

leadership ability from developing their talent. Poverty forced the

peasants to devote most of their time to earning their living and

deprived them of learning opportunities. This caused the want of

able leadership in rural villages, which was essential for villagers'

quick response to the reformers' efforts.

Owing to the rural people's conservative social attitude and

their suspiciousness of newcomers, reformers would often encounter

the opposition from villagers in the initial stage of their reform

efforts. To cite the Huang-hsiang district case again, the reformers

encountered stiff opposition from the villagers in the beginning. It

took persistent effort with tremendous patience before the reformers

began to win the villagers' confidence. It was important for the

reformers to affirm that they came to work for the villagers, not for

their own interests. Once the villagers came to trust the reformers

as their friends, the villagers brought disputes to the reformers and

asked for judgment. Due to the fair and judicious advice of the

reformers in respect to these disputes, according to the reporter,

the villagers' faith toward the reformers further increased and

"there was no one in the village who did not greet the reformers with

. . 134
smi.Les at meet.anq them."

Due to the above factors, the reconstruction schedules of the

reformers were often delayed, and the results of their reform efforts

always fell short of the initial objective. As Ch'en Li-chiang

pointed out, the same factors were also a source of the difficulty of

developing the peasants' "voluntary spirit" (tzu-tung ching-shen) and

self-reliance which the reformers considered vital for the
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continuation of reform work by villagers themselves after the

reformers transferred responsibilities to them.

A second major difficulty stemmed from the existing social

system in rural areas which was essentially exploitive and oppressive.

In rural areas of Kiangsu, as noted in Chapter Two, most of the

offices in the local government were occupied by gentry who were at

the same time landlords and usurers. Since the interests of

traditional forces contradicted those of the peasants, efforts by

reformers to improve peasant lives were apt to be in contention with

the local gentry and strong men. Ch'in Liu-fang, a COE rural worker

in the district of Huang-hsiang, identified gentry and local strong-

men as the source of frustration in rural reform efforts. As

evidence, Ch'in cited two incidents which occurred in the district.

The first was gentry opposition to the reformers' effort to obtain

rent reduction for villagers when that district was hit by a severe

flood in 1930. Ch'in pointed out that despite the hsien government

order to allow 60 per cent rent reductions upon the petititon of the

reformers, the landlords--manyofwhom were gentry living in the

cities--were unwilling to grant rent reductions. The local landlords

opposed vehemently the rent reduction proposal at a village

D5
meeting.

In another incident the reformers had to confront the gentry

who supported the town laborers against the Huang-hsiang villagers in

the matter of obtaining coal-carrying jobs for the villagers at a

textile factory. Originally, the textile factory promised the

reformers that it would give the jobs to the villagers in compensation
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for the villagers' agreement to sell land in the village as a factory

site. During the confrontation between the reformers and the gentry,

the gentry called the reformers "the bad elements of disquieting

. 136
thought," a phrase which they also app11ed to the Communists.

The Hsiao-chuang group regarded gentry and local strongment as

the enemies of the peasants. According to Li Ch'u-tsai, a Hsiao-

chuang graduate, the school actually experienced obstruction by

h . . . 1 f' d 1 137 1 k'gentry at t e 1n1t1a stage 0 1ts eve opment. We ac 1nfor-

mation from the AVE reformers as to whether they were hindered by

traditional forces. But this seemed natural since most of the

leaders of the village improvement societies in the AVE districts

were gentry. Reform programs of the district thus could not possibly

be made to contradict the interests of the gentry. As a result,

reform programs of the AVE's district were not as bold as those in

the other two institutions. Considering all the foregoing facts, one

can hardly deny in spite of some contributions by a portion of

gentry, that on the whole gentry and local strongmen in the country-

side formed an obstacle to the rural reconstruction effort to

construct a new China.

A third difficulty stemmed from the passive rural policy of the

government. It was a commonly shared belief among the Kiangsu

reformers that a positive rural policy of the government was essential

in enhancing the welfare of the rural population. But in the course

of their reform efforts the reformers felt that the government's rural

policies were too inadequate. As Ch'en Li-chiang pointed out, the

price of agricultural products remained always low, iLrigation
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systems were left unrepaired, heavy taxes and numerous surcharges were

not reduced, and local traditional elite forces who preyed on the

. d d 138 . . fpeasants rema~ne unpurge. In h~s report at the conclus~on 0

the Huang-hsiang reform experiments, Kan Yu-y\ian testified: "Gentry

and local strong men were tyrants over the peasants. The lives of

small peasants were completely controlled by them. The government

became a protector of gentry and local ruffians.,,139

It is true that the central and provincial governments established

agricultural banks and promoted cooperatives in order to help the

peasants financially. But as we saw earlier the government policy

was not really helping the poor peasants, the majority of the rural

people, but only middle-class and rich peasants. This was also

140
confirmed in Kan's report.

The area of self-government training was not much different. As

is known today, the Nanking government showed little intention of

141
carrying out self-government training among peasants. This was

clearly seen by some reformers. After the one-year reform experiment

in the district of Chou-lung-an, Chiang-Ho, a COE reformer,

criticized the local self-government policy of the government, saying:

"so-called self-government is not local self-government but local

'bureaucratic government' (ti-fang kuang-chih). It is not what the

people need but what the officials need.... It pays attention only to

a small number of people and ignores the masses. ,,142

Chao Wan of the Pei-hsia district observed that what the peasants

suffered from most was economic difficulties and believed that only

an active and large-scale rural economic pOlicy by the government
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could resolve this problem. He also suggested that in order to solve

the rural problem, political solutions should precede economic

. 143 . . .
solut~ons. But the government d1d not make such pol~c1es.

It was indicated earlier that the AVE districts received

relatively more help from the provincial government. But it seems to

have turned out that this partial assistance from the provincial

government in certain areas of reform was insufficient for the over-

all improvement of peasant life. After completing a six-year reform

experiment in the Hsu-kung-ch'iao district, Chiang Wen-yU professed:

"Education cannot get away from politics, and the lack of political

power on the part of the reformers constitutes the biggest difficulty

144
in rural reform." In short, the passive rural policy of the

government was greatly frustrating to many reformers in connection

with their reform work.

Weak points in the rural reconstruction experiments naturally

resulted from defects of reform principles and programs found in the

actual reform experiments. They also had a great deal to do with the

difficulties the reformers encountered. Wea~,esses varied, of course,

according to different reformers and districts. But the three main

weaknesses which involved most of the reform districts were related

to defects in the fundamental reform approach of the Kiangsu

reconstructionists and their reform principles.

One weakness concerned inaction on such fundamental rural

problems as land and population. It has been pointed out in Chapter

Two that the land problem was very serious in rural Kiangsu. But as

we saw, previously the Kiangsu reformers did not have any program
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related to this problem other than small reclamation efforts. Being

originally educators with a reformist outlook, the reformers may have

given up on this problem, regarding it as simply beyond their

immediate capacity. After a few years of reform experiments,

however, some reformers realized that such attitudes were a serious

mistake. In a summary report at the conclusion of the Huang-hsiang

experiment, Kan Yu-Yuan said in 1933: "programs of the so-called

cultural and education improvement, economic improvement and political

training were not fundamental methods for the solution of the rural

problem. They merely touched upon side problems but not root problems

in the lives of the peasants. What the peasants needed most were

land and work. Since land areas were small, much of the land belonged

to someone else. Moreover, since sericulture and the silk industry

were failing, the peasants remained impoverished and left for the

cities, giving up farming. These were the main problems which the

145
reformers should have been concerned with.

Neglect of the acute land problem in the reform programs also

caused self-criticism among other young reformers of the COE. Ch'in

Liu-fang criticized the reformers' inaction on the land problem as a

result of the tendency of choosing only easy problems and avoiding

d Of f " 1 146 b h f '1 lCU t ones. Another young reformer y t e name 0 Tung

yli-chin argued that although rural reconstructionists did not have

the political power necessary to change the existing land system, they

should at least endeavor to find out what they could do about this

problem within their capacity. As a starting point for such an

effort, T'ung suggested that reformers should make a thorough survey
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of the actual land situation in their districts and recommend

possible solutions with their findings to government authorities.

This was much better than merely sitting around and lamenting the
147

situation, he said. His idea was that the reformers who were

working daily with the peasants in rural areas should bring land

problems to the government's attention with concrete data and induce

the indifferent government to take positive action on the problem.

No direct information is available as to what sympathy the ideas

of the young reformers received from other reformers. There is also

little information which shows the AVE and Hsiao-chuang positions on

the land problem. However, it seems that the concern for the land

problem by the COE reformers reflected the general mood within rural

reconstruction circles, for when the Third Annual Meeting of the

Rural Work Discussion Society was held at the COE in 1935, the land

problem was taken up for the first time as one of the main topics for

d i . h "148lSCUSSlon at t e meetlng. Also the land problem was chosen as

one of the key research topics at the COE in 1936.
149

But since all

rural reform activities of the COE came to an end in the following

year due to the Japanese aggression, this belated concern for the

land problem was not reflected in the Kiangsu rural reconstruction

programs.

Excessive population was another serious problem in Kiangsu

villages. Yet this problem was not included among objects of rural

reform by any of the three reconstruction institutions. It was only

in 1932 that T'ao Hsing-chih acknowledged the importance of the

population problem in rural areas and included training in population
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control as one of the six rural training programs in his new Kung-

hs&eh-t'uan movement. In an article concerning rural reform methods

written in 1935, T'ao pointed out the close relationship between

proverty and the low educational level of the peasants and excessive

population. In order to control the problem of over-population, he

suggested that the Chinese traditional idea which regarded many sons

as blessings in life should be eliminated. 150 In another article

which dealt with the method of propagating his "life-education,"

published around the same period, T'ao suggested that the government

should establish a permanent committee which handled the population

problem (e.g., a "committee for controlling population growth") and

let the committee be responsible for carrying out the policy of

1 . 1 '1 1 151 , "d h d'dpopu at~on contro on a nat~ona sca e. T ao s ~ ea as suc ~

not have time to be properly deliberated by others or to be experi-

mented with in his reform areas, for in two years China was plunged

into war with Japan.

The population problem was heeded also by the COE. Its depart-

ment of research studied this problem as one of several key factors

related to rural problems around the same period that T'ao advocated

peasant training in birth control. Furthermore, in 1935, Ch'in Liu-

fang advocated the inclusion of population control in the rural reform

152
programs. Although again we lack information about the AVE's

position on this problem, the above facts indicate that the reformers

increasingly realized the necessity of including population-control

in their rural reconstruction programs.

A second weakness was related to the reformers' lack of political

power, which turned out to be a major drawback to the rural
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reconstruction movement. The reformers had all aspects of rural life

as the object of their reform effort; they even professed their

ultimate aim to be the revival of the nation. From their field

experience, it became increasingly manifest that their self-imposed

task was too formidable to accomplish by themselves. Chiang wen-yll,

drawing upon the experience of the Hs~-kung-ch'iao experiment,

claimed: "The rural reform effort from a social standpoing had a

weak foundation, and its effectiveness is severely limited. When the

reformers do not have political power, difficulties are great.,,153

By these words, it seems, Chiang suggested that the reformers needed

more political power of their own or active government support in

order to carry out their reform work effectively.

The reformers' inability to correct the conditions of society

was also well expressed in the following words by Ku Mae, a COE

professor in charge of the Hui-pei district: "For instance, if the

existing society is expolitive, reformers dare not actively reject or

resist it. Yet they considered constructing a rational society by

d . hI' h ,,154,e ucat1ng t e peop e. Would th1s approac succeed? Ku s

perspective on the future of the reform movement was not so optimistic.

He saw many limitations in the reformers' work as he considered the

indifferent government.

Concrete examples of the difficulties reformers experienced

because of the lack of political power can be found in the cases of

the Huang-hsiang and Kao-chang-an districts. In the former district,

Kan Yu-ytian recorded, minor members of the local KMT obstructed the

reformers' work by wielding arbitrary power. 155 In the latter,
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according to Chiang "Ho, a local police chief interfered with the

156
reform efforts. Lacking political power, the reformers could find

no way to redress the situation. Kan thought that until the peasants'

representatives became the majority of the legislature, the reformers'

157
"great task" could not be accompoished. Hence, he emphasized that

reformers must develop the political capacity and organizational

158
power of rural people in order to achieve this objective. This

idea received the covert support of COE's president, Kao Chien-ssu.

Kao declared that "national salvation" could be achieved only when

the masses developed organizational habits and abilities and all

159
social problems could be solved by the group power of the people.

In short, the AVE and COE reformers realized that the diffi-

culties they encountered during their reconstruction efforts arose

basically from the defects of the existing social and political system

which could not be easily altered by a purely educational approach or

social concern. Thus they came to a conclusion that their work

needed strong and active backing by political power. As a means of

obtaining political pow~r some reformers went as far as to suggest

developing the political and organizational capacity of the peasants

with the purpose of controlling the government through group power,

provided that the process would be democratic.

The third weakness pertains to rural reform procedures and

principles discussed in the previous chapter. Through actual reform

activities, the reform principles (e.g., to base the reform work on

a self-reliant footing and creating reform programs on the basis of

local needs and conditions) proved to be reasonable. Among them the
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reformers' changing ideas on the issue of utilizing the traditional

type of local leaders in the reform movement seem noteworthy.

It has been mentioned that except for the Hsiao-chuang School,

both the ODE and the AVE made it a rule, as a temporary expediency,

first to contact village leaders who were mostly gentry or local

strongmen and utilize their influence. But after a few years of

reform experiences objections to this metihod arose among a portion of

the reformers. As early as 1932, Kao Chien-ssu suggested that local

160
young people be trained as the "seed of rural reconstruction."

In the mid-1930's reformers such as Kan Yft-yUan, Ch'in Liu-fang, and

T'ung yU-chin began to realize the problem of utilizing local

traditional forces. In their field experience, they saw that this

could constitute a hindrance to the rural reconstruction movement.

They pointed out that after seeing the reformers associate with local

traditional leaders, many peasants tended to stay away from the

reformers. They advocated concentrating on the development of new

leaders among the peasants instead. 161 The COE authorities did not

make any official statement on such suggestions. But they increas-

ingly sought to train young local leaders. The aforementioned

training of thirty young healthy people as new village leaders in

the Pei-hsia district and the program of training new local leaders

through night mass schools in the Hui-pei district were such examples.

The AVE depended for the leadership of its reform district for

the most part upon established leaders such as local gentry and

wealthy people and had few programs for training young local leaders.

But as we saw earlier, from the early 1939's onward this institution
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also showed concern for developing new village leadership. Chiang

wen-yll suggested using elementary and middle school graduates who

could not afford further advanced education after having them go

thr h t . 'od f I ft" 162oug a cer a~n per~ 0 rura re orm ra~n~ng. It ccn be thus

concluded that the idea of training young local people as new leaders

in lieu of the existing local leaders was increasingly shared by

reformers of the three institutions.

Summary and Conclusion

As indicated in the preceding chapter, rural reform programs and

activities by the three rural reconstruction institutions were carried

out in accordance with the elaborate reform plans of each institution.

Thesecanbe categorized in six general programs: educational reform,

cultural improvement, political and civic training, health improve-

ment, and construction. In regard to these reform programs, the

three institutions displayed both similar and diverse methods. The

following three points can be recognized as salient features common

to the three institutions. First, based on the actual needs of the

village people, all the reform projects and activities of these

institutions were fairly concrete and practical. This is manifest in

the different reform projects they designed to redress the short-

comings and to fill the needs of rural life.

Secondly, reformers of the three institutions always chose to

consult with and to work jointly with the people of their respective

districts in carrying out the reform projects. In this approach of

giving first primacy to the villagers, the organization of the

village improvement society was of great help.
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A third point common to the three institutions was that they all

welcomed cooperative reform efforts with outside agencies, both

private and governmental, irrespective of the fact that the degree of

actual cooperation varied between each institution. The Department

of Agriculture of Chin-ling University provided considerable technical

assistance to all three institutions. Medical students of Peking

University helped the Hsiao-chuang group's health program. The AVE

received various types of assistance from the Agriculture and Mining

Departments of the provincial government and from the hsien governments

which asserted authority over the AVE experimental districts.

As was reflected in the reform plans of the respective institu

tions, the diversity between the three institutions' reform programs

mainly reflected general propensities and primary emphasis of each

institution.

Among the three institutions, the Hsiao-chuang reform programs

and methods seem to have been the most bold and mass-oriented. Their

reform projects, such as a rent reduction campaign plan, organization

of an inter-village self-defense corps armed with military weapons

and trained by soldiers belonging to an army which was at odds with

the central government, and political training which emphasized the

idea of the people as the master of government, were of such a

radical character that they could easily be frowned upon by the

Nanking authorities dominated by the conservative right wing of the

KMT in the early 1930's.

On the other hand, the AVE's reform programs were on the whole

more conservative, containing many aspects which were conciliatory
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to the existing social and political order. They focused on solving

the economic problems of the rural populace and on construction

projects. Yet they were passive with respect to political training

of the people and reforming the existing rural social fabric

unfavorable to the peasants. They lacked such a program as a rent

reduction campaign, and their civic training programs did not go

beyond holding a model election of hsiang chiefs and sponsoring a

villagers-hsiang chief talk session, which were moderate enough to

be within the boundary of the Nanking authorities' tutelage policy.

This conservative character of the AVE's program seems to have arisen

from the fact that most of the AVE's reform experiments were joint

projects with either the established local lea~ers of wealth and

power or with the provincial or hsien governments.

The COE's reform programs can be described as moderate yet

progressive. They were moderate in the sense that the COE reformers

tried to work within the frame of the existing social and political

system. They recognized the leadership of the established local

leaders (e.g., the gentry and local strongmen) and were willing to

cooperate with them in their rural reform efforts. Carrying on the

mass education tradition, they placed the prime emphasis on developing

the people's self-government capacity, the central task of the

political tutelage program. They cooperated with the local government

apparatus, such as hsiang or ch'u public offices, in the process of

carrying out such a project. Yet they were progressive. Whereas the

Nanking Government tended to emphasize the people's obligation to the

government rather than the people's rights and was little concerned
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with developing the people's self-government ability, the COE reformers,

being faithful to Sun Yat-sen's original tutelage concept, tried

their best to teach the villagers how to exercise the four powers of

the people. They even had the villagers choose hsiang chiefs by means

of elections, a procedure that was extremely rare in other areas of

the country throughout the Nanking period. In addition, they

endeavored to obtain rent and land tax reductions for the peasants.

The reformers encountered various difficulties which diminished

the effects of their reform work and learned many lessons in the

course of their reform experiments. The difficulties included peasant

apathy and conservatism, hindrance by traditional local forces and

corrupt local officials, the shortage of reform funds and personnel,

and the government's passive rural policy. The lessons the reformers

learned during the reform experiments primarily concerned weaknesses

in their rural reform movement. They came to realize that the main

source of the difficulties in the reform work was the shortcomings ofo
~

!
the existing social and political system, yet they did not grapple

with these problems seriously. For instance, they found it a

mistake to have few programs dealing with land and population problems

which were the most fundamental and acute in rural Kiangsu. A few

reformers also came to the conclusion that cooperation with the local

traditional leaders would not serve the purpose of the rural recon-

struction movement. They thus turned their efforts to developing

new leadership among the peasantry. Similarly, they came to see that

educational means alone were insufficient to achieve the desired

effects; their reform work needed strong political backing. Lacking
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in political power, the reformers were not only helpless before such

difficulties, but also could not propagate their findings obtained in

rural reform experiments to broader segments of China's vast rural

population.

What then were the results of the reform experiments? First of

all, despite the varying degrees of success between the three

institutions, evidence shows general improvement in many areas of

rural life compared with the pre-experimental era. Seeing the progress

made in the reform districts the neighboring villages voluntarily

asked to join the reform experiments, which resulted frequently in

the expansion of the reform districts' experimental area. Also, upon

completion of the initial reform projects in most of the COE and AVE

districts, the two institutions turned over their reform wcrk to the

local community for the villagers to run. Considering these three

facts and taking into account the various difficulties the reformers

encountered, it seems on the whole that the reform experiments by the

three institutions can be considered local successes even though the

results in all the reform areas were not necessarily satisfactory.

The three institutions suceeded at least in laying the foundation for

continuous reform efforts and the expansion of their experiments in

rural reconstruction work to other areas. However, the three

institutions were never given the opportunity to continue their rural

reconstruction movement after 1937 because of the foreign and civil

wars which swept the entire country until 1949.
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CHAPTER VIII

RURAL RECONSTRUCTION EXPERIMENT OF THE CHIANG-NING

SELF-GOVERNMENT EXPERIMENT HSIEN

This chapter deals with the rural reconstruction experiment

launched by a provincial government institution, namely the Chiang

ning Self-Government Experimental Hsien. In the previous chapter it

is indicated that the Nanking Government's rural policy was passive.

The Chiang-ning hsien's rural reconstruction experiment is significant

in that, as shown in the following pages, it was initiated by and

carried out under the strong sponsorship of the Nanking Government

even though the execution of the project was entrusted to the Kiangsu

provincial government. The rural reconstruction approach taken by

the Chiang-ning hsien was also diametrically opposed to that of the

rural reconstructionists which we discussed in the preceding chapter.

The present chapter is thus presented for the purpose of comparing

rural reconstruction efforts by the three reconstruction institutions

with those of the Chiang-ning experimental hsien which represented

an aspect of the Nanking Government's rural policy. It is hoped that

doing so will help further clarify the character of the rural

reconstruction movement as carried on by the three institutions.

The Origin and Significance of the Chiang-ning Self-Government

Experimental Hsien

Origin of the Experimental Hsien

Spurred by the strong rural reconstruction trends which formed

a major social reform movement in the nation during the early 1930s,
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the Ministry of the Interior (Nei-cheng-pu) sent Kan Nai-kuang, a

leader of the KMT left-wing faction and then Vice-Minister of the

Interior, to make a tour of rural reconstruction centers such as

Ting-hsien, Tsou-pling, and others, toward the end of 1932. In the

course of this inspection Kan was greatly impressed by the results

of the rural reconstruction centers and felt the need for prompt

rural reconstruction measures and reform of hsien government in

order to facilitate further rural reconstruction efforts.
l

The report of Kan, based on his inspection tour, became the

basis of the hsien administration reform plan (kai-ko hsien-cheng-an)

which the Ministry of Interior submitted at the Second National

Interior Administration Conference held at Nanking in December, 1932.

Two key items were particularly emphasized in the plan, local self-

government and rural reconstruction. As a means to achieve them it

was recommended that each province would establish an experimental

hsien and make it a model for other hsien in regard to administrative

reform as well as hsien reconstruction. 2 The reason why hsien

government was made the object of reform at the conference is that

the hsien was the basic unit of local government in China which

directly dealt with affairs of the people. A resolution to this

effect was unanimously passed at the conference, and the resolution

was sanctioned by the Political Council of the central government

in July of the following year. 3 During the same month, the

Executive Yuan directed "those provinces which were in a position to

establish experimental hsien to do so.,,4 In August of the same year,

the Ministry of Interior advised the provincial governments that
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each area chosen for experimental reforms should possess the

following characteristics: it should be a hsien that was fairly

representative of the general conditions of the province; it should

have a central location in the province with good means of communi

cation; it should be a hsien with adequate leadership and resources

available to make the experimental reform a success. If the

experiment proved a success, similar reforms might be launched in

other hsien within the provinces.
5

This was how the experimental

hsien came to exist.

By 1933 five experimental hsien had been established in four

provinces. The Chiang-ning Self-Government Experimental Hsien was

one established in Kiangsu. The others were the Tsou-p'ing and

Ho-tse experimental hsien in Shantung province, Ting-hsien experi

mental hsien in Hopei, and Lan-chi experimental hsien in Chekiang.

But the nature and emphasis of rural reconstruction within these

hsien were by no means the same. Whereas reconstruction experiments

of Tsou-p'ing, Ho-tse, and Ting-hsien experimental hsien were

entrusted to private rural reconstruction institutions by the

respective provincial governments, those of Chiang-ning and Lan-chi

hsien were carried out under the direct supervision of the

provincial governments.

Significance of the Chiang-ning Experimental Hsien

Despite having been the product of the resolution discussed

above, the Chiang-ning experimental hsien was distinct in comparison

with the other hsien in regard to the following three points. First,

the Chiang-ning experimental hsien was established five months ahead
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of the Executive Yuan's directives to other provinces regarding

experimental hsien, namely on February 10, 1933.
6

Second, the Chiang-ning experimental hsien was established by

Ku Chu-t'ung, a confidant of Chiang Kai-shek and then governor of

Kiangsu province, at the recommendation of Chiang Kai-shek. In other

words, the Chiang-ning experiemental hsien of Kiangsu province was a

representative hsien which experimented with hsien government reform

on behalf of the central government. The reasons why Chiang-ning

was designated as such an experimental hsien were twofold. (1)

Geographically it included Nanking, the capital of the nation,

within its boundary. Therefore, its reform policies would not only

give a good impression to foreign observers, but also would attract

national attention and more easily serve as a model for other hsien

in the c ountry • (2) Owing to its proximity to the capital Chiang-

ning would have easy access to the central government, the party,

and other necessary institutions which could help the reform

experiment in various ways.7 The strong sponsorship of the central

government is also evident in the organization of the hsien govern

ment. The supreme organ of the experimental hsien government was

the Commission for Hsien Government (Hsien-cheng wei-yUan hui),

which was composed of nine to thirteen members appointed by the

provincial government. The members were mostly influential party

members and high-ranking government officials. 8 At the recommendation

of the commission, the provincial government appointed as magistrate

Mei Ssu-p'ing, who formerly had served as professor of public

administration at the Central Political University (Chung-yang
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cheng-chih ta-hslleh).9 Under Mei, most of the key positions of the

hsien government were staffed with graduates of the Central Political

University, the educational ideal of which was to train faithful KMT

elites. Besides, the educational level of the other hsien officials

was generally high. Of the total of 114 members of the hsien

government, university graduates comprised 48; junior college

graduates, 15; university dropouts,S; middle school graduates, 36;

10vocational school graduates, 5, and others,S.

Thirdly, in order to facilitate the success of the experiment,

special prerogatives were given to the hsien by the provincial

government as compared with powers of other hsien. First of all, the

Chiang-ning experiemental hsien was given broad administrative powers.

Although the experimental hsien was still under the provincial

government, it was exempted from being directly subject to the

current regulations of the provincial government. The regulations

and administrative orders of the provincial government existed only

to guide it. The hsien government was empowered to enact hsien

t t t d 1 · hs i d 11s a u es, an proc a1m S1en or ers. Such administrative powers

were exceptional in comparison with those of other hsien. According

to the Organic Law for Hsien Government which was promulgated in

July, 1929, and revised in July, 1930, it was simply written: "Hsien

government administers the affairs of the hsien under the supervision

of the provincial government." Thus the law failed to define the

specific relationship between the provincial and hsien governments.

The law was silent regarding which exact functions the hsien could

act on independently and through its own initiative. In practice,
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however, it was common that everthing lower-level government did,

whether it be purely local in character or not, had to have the

12sanction of the provincial government.

The experiemental hsien was also given special privileges in

matters of finance. Through decisions at the meeting of the

provincial government, the land taxes in the hsien, which usually

went to the provincial treasury, were allocated directly to the hsien

government. Chiang-ning was also given jurisdiction over one-half of

the tax revenues stemming from the registration of title deed on land

and buildings. Such revenues ordinarily went to the province. The

total amount of taxes available for the experimental hsien thus

II 13amounted to 900,000 yuan per annum. This amounted to more than

four times the annual expenditures of other hsien in Kiangsu. The

II. 14average expenditure per hsien was around 201,000 yuan 1n 1933.

Also, Chiang-ning's annual expenditure was about seven times greater

than that of its counterpart in Chekiang Province, namely the Lan-chi

Self-Government Experimental Hsien. The annual expenditure of the

II 15
Lan-chi hsien came to about 120,000 yuan.

With these favorable conditions the Chiang-ning experimental

hsien was to complete its hsien reconstruction experiment in four

years.

Hsien Reconstruction Program

In view of the origin of experimental hsien discussed in the

preceding section it is clear that the experimental hsien had a dual

purpose, namely reform of the hsien administration and rural

reconstruction. But it is necessary to remember that the latter
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objective was primary and the former supplementary. Hsll Ying-lien,

an author on the rural reconstruction movement, pointed out that

since the hsien were predominently rural, hsien reconstruction

. . bl ' 1 d 1 . 16~nev~ta y ~nvo ve rura reconstruct~on. In clarifying the hsien

government's fundamental position on its reconstruction experiment,

Mei Ssu-p'ing said that the hsien experiment was to improve rural

villages by "making works" (tso-shih) on the one hand and by

"training the people" (tsao-jen) on the other through the utilization

17of the government's power. Thus as far as aiming at rural recon-

struction was concerned, there was little difference between the

rural reconstructionists and the Chiang-ning experimental hsien.

However, their approaches to rural reconstruction differed. While

the refcrm effort by the rural reconstructionists was a social

movement which tried to reform rural society from the bottom up

through education based on the needs of the people, the Chiang-ning

experimental hsien attempted to achieve similar goals through

political devices, imposing the government's ideas on the population

f th t d h t f ' 18rom e op own as t e governmen saw ~t. Hence, it was

believed that the prerequisite for success in such an approach was a

strong and efficient government. For the same reason reconstruction

work in Chiang-ning hsien was carried out in two phases. The first

entailed administrative reforms which aimed to make the hsien

government strong and efficient. Then in the second, full-fledged

19
hsien-scale rural reconstruction work was undertaken.

Administrative Reform. After the establishment of the Chiang-

ning experimental hsien, the first measure was the reorganization of
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five bureaus of the previous hsien government (i.e., finance,

education, construction, public security, and land) into six depart

ments: civil, finance, education, public works, security, and land.
20

According to Mei, this reorganization was designed to facilitate the

control of administrative organs by the magistrate and to increase

efficiency. But the newly added civil department appears to have

been established under the consideration that the experimental hsien

was to deal with "self-government" projects as prescribed in Sun

Yat-sen's Fundamental of National Reconstruction. Civil affairs such

as population registration constituted an important part of the

self-government work. After having consolidated the central organs

the hsien government undertook further reforms in the following four

administrative areas: "self-government," population and land

administration, finance, and public security.21

Reform in Self-Government Administration

Reform in self-government administration meant streamlining

sub-hsien administrative organs. Prior to becoming an experiemental

hsien, Chiang-ning hsien had a self-government administrative system

similar to those of other hsien, as prescribed in the Organic Law of

Hsien Government mentioned earlier. Under this system there were

four subdivisional administrative units at different levels under the

hsien government. They were, in descending order, Ch'll, hsiang, Ill,

and lin (neighborhood). This system had many defects and had been

b ' d 1 f .. , 22su Ject to a great ea 0 cr~t~c1sm. For instance, the basic

number of households for constituting a lin was five; a Ill, 25,

hsiang, more than 100 and less than 1,000; and ch'll, 10 to 50 hsiang
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and chen. Hence, there were cases in which villages of three or four

hundred households were forcibly divided among three or four hsiang

without consideration of the natural boundaries of the villages. On

the other hand, in southern Kiangsu there were numerous villages

which consisted of only three or four to several tens of households.

These villages were arbitrarily joined together to form hsiang,

regardless of the distance, difficult terrain, and different customs

between the villages. Therefore, the villagers often did not know

to which hsiang they belonged. 23 If self-government was to be based

on group consciousness and the exercise of the people's four powers,

this situation did not facilitate the development of such democratic

tendencies. In order to correct such a situation and make the local

administrative system more suitable to actual local conditions, the

Chiang-ning hsien government instituted a series of reforms in the

system.

In June, 1933, l~ and lin were abolished and changed into ts'un

and Ii instead. The essential points of the reform were as follows:

(a) Those villages which constituted a hsiang were called

ts'un and the streets of a chen (market town) became Ii.

(b) The scope of the ts'un and Ii were determined according to

natural geographical boundaries.

(c) Each ts'un and Ii retained its original local name.

(d) Those ts'un and Ii which comprised less than 100 households

would have one ts'un-chang (ts'un chief) or Ii-chang (Ii chief).

Those which consisted of more than 100 households would have one

deputy chief in addition to a chief; and those which had more than 200
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households, two deputy chiefs. The chiefs and deputy chiefs were

appointed by the hsien government from among those recommended by the

chiefs of the hsiang and chen. The duties of chiefs and deputy

chiefs of the ts'un and Ii were to take care of various directives

from the hsiang or chen public offices, to arbitrate disputes between

villages, and to report the opinions of villagers to the superior

offices. There were ts'un and Ii assemblies (ts'un or Ii hui-i)

which consisted of adults above twenty years of age. Theoretically,

the assembly was the supreme organ in the ts'un or Ii. However, the

assembly provad only a formality, and had no power over chiefs of the

ts'un and Ii.

As is obvious, these administrative reforms did not really help

much in the promotion of local self-government. Their chief merit

was only to overcome the arbitrary mechanical division of households.24

In December, 1933, the local administrative system was further

changed by abolishing the ch'u, the intermediary organ between the

hsien government and hsiang and chen. By this change, hsiang and

chen came to receive direct supervision and direction by the hsien

government. But in consideration of the large number of hsiang and

chen (the total number was 109), seven so-called "self-government

guidance officers (tzu-chih chih-t'ao-y~an) were created between the

hsien government and ~siang and chen. Their duties were primarily

to supervise the work of the hsiang and chen chiefs on behalf of the

hsien government. They did not deal with self-government affairs.

Another reform measure was the increase of administrative

allowances for hsiang and chen chiefs. The administrative allowance
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" 25for hsiang and chen chiefs was only around six yuan per month.

However, the responsibility of these chiefs was heavy. Consequently,

some people did not want to hold such offices even though they had

been appointed, and some chiefs tended to extort the people. Also,

administration on the hsiang level was in most cases poorly carried

out. In order to correct such a situation, allowances were increased

as follows:
" ,.

32 yuan per month for "A" class hsiang chiefs, 28 yua."1

for liB" class hsiang chiefs, and 24 yUan for "c" class hsiang

h " f 26c ~e s.

To review these reform measures, there was an impression that

they were primarily for more effective control of the village people.

Stress was placed on the simplification of administrative channels

and the consolidation of basic administrative units rather than

preparing for the promotion of self-government at the grass-roots

level.

Population and Land Administration

Precise information on the number and state of the population

was indispensable not only for maintaining local security, but also

for establishing regUlations in various administrative fields.

Therefore, the Chiang-ning government conducted a population census,

together with personnel registration, between November 1 and 5, 1933,

with assistance from the staff of the Central Bureau of Statistics.

By these means, the hsien offices were able to gain valuable

statistics for administration. 27

Meanwhile, land registration had been carried out as a prelim··

inary measure for a land tax consolidation project. In Chiang-ning
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there had not been a land survey for many years, and many land

boundaries were uncertain. As a consequence, there had arisen many

problems and corrupt practices concerning land. Land disputes were

numerous. Land aggrandizement incidents were common. Also, tax

evasions by landlords, and unfair taxation, and embezzlement of tax

money by corrupt tax collectors and tax clerks were pervasive. As a

result, government revenue was shrinking, and the tax burden of the

1
. . 28

peop e was 1ncreas1ng. For instance, prior to land registration,

the average percentage of land-tax revenue collected was only 30 to

29
40 per cent of the total estimated land tax. Thus the purpose of

land registration was to increase government revenue and to lessen

the tax burden of the people by making accurate land registers based

on exact land acreage.

Land registration was carried out during two and a half months

from April 16 to the end of June, 1933. A revised Chekiang land

30
registration method was used as a model. The main difference was

that in the case of Chiang-ning, registration fees were not collected

from those who reported their land prior to May 31. This was to

avoid the impression that land registration was another form of

taxation. However, those who registered their land after May 31 were

charged a five fen (cent) per mou registration fee. Land not

31
registered by the end of June was regarded as ownerless land.

As a result of land registration, the registered taxable land

increased to 1,300,000 mou from the previously registered 1,100,000

mou. Accordingly, with greaLly improved tax collection percentage,

revenues fran land taxes almost doubled, jumping from about 477,000
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It II
yuan in 1932 to around 900,000 yuan in 1933. The land tax was also

"lightened by around 0.7 yuan per mou from the annual amount of 9.6

" "chueh (0.96 yuan) in the pre-registration period to 8.9 chueh in the

post-registration period. 32 Thus land registration, together with

the financial reforms discussed below, was considered as a great

success.

Financial Reforms

The financial administration of the hsien had been extremely

confused. Graft and misappropriation of public money were rampant,

and the hsien government was almost on the verge of bankruptcy. When

the new experimental hsien group took over the hsien government they

found that policemen's salaries had been unpaid for eighteen months.

Likewise, owing to lack of educational funds for the previous six

months, all the public schools in the hsien were about to close. 33

This was partly because of the low quality of the fiscal personnel

and partly because of the absence of an effective system of assess-'

ment, collection, and accounting. Hence, for the experimental hsien

government, a reform of the financial administration was a most

urgent task.

Financial reforms were carried out mainly in three ways: the

improvement of the land tax collection system, the consolidation of

taxes, and the introduction of a scientific accounting method.

Before Chiang-ning became an experimental hsien, the collection

of land taxes was carried out through offices called kuei (chests)

installed by the Bureau of Finance of the provincial government.

There were two taxation offices: one called Yuan-kuei situated in
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II • 34
the eastern area which formerly had been Shang-yuan hs~en. Each of

these tax offices was manned by a chief (kuei chu-jen) who was

responsible to the head of the financial bureau of the provincial

government, principal and assistant accountants (cheng fu ssu-chang)

who were in charge of accounting and tax registers, and several

register clerks (ts'e-shu), and cashiers (kuei-shu) and their

assistants. Aside from these office workers there were forty to

fifty tax collectors under the chief of each taxation office, who

were called ts'ui-cheng-li (tax payment expediters). In addition,

there were hundreds of underlings of the ts'ui-cheng-li. It was

estimated that in Chiang-ning there were no less than 3,000 individu-

als who lived directly or indirectly off the collection of land taxes

alone. These people were mostly hereditary tax collectors. They

received no salary from the government and were left to make their

. h . 35
~ncome by t e~r own means. Naturally, they resorted to all kinds

of corrupt practices for making money. Some examples of their

malpractices are as follows.

The ts'ui-cheng-li exacted money from people who did not pay

taxes on time, and made use of the revenue for making money (e.g.,

using the revenue as usury capital) by falsely reporting taxes already

collected as still due. They also changed the classes of land, such

as reporting wet fields (yft-t'ien) as mountain fields (shan-t'ien)

and profited on the tax difference between them. Often they were

bribed to report wet fields as mountain fields, a practice that

benefitted the field owner. Likewise, a land register clerk would

profit by falsely recording cultivated land as wasteland. 36
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Of the money thus made, they gave part of the chiefs of taxation

offices. It was known that at the end of every year each ts'ui-cheng-

Ii sent 300 to 400 yuan to the chiefs, according to the size of their

tax collection districts. Since the chief of each taxation office

had forty to fifty ts'ui-cheng-li under him, the total income a chief

thus received amounted to 15,000 to 20,000 yUan. If there occurred

vacancies in ts'ui-cheng-li posts due to resignations or dismissals,

it was commonplace for the chiefs to appoint a replacement after

receiving payments of three to four hundred yuan. The newly

appointed ts'ui-cheng-li who payed such large sums for his appoint-

ment naturally tried to recover the money throug~ illegal practices.

hd " d""" 37In t ~s way corrupt~on followe a v~c~ous c~rcle.

The government was not totally unaware of the deplorable

situation. However, the reason why such a condition was not corrected

was partly due to the government's inability and partly because of

the connivance on the part of Officials, who were linked with the

corruption in one way or another. 38 Under such circumstances, the

people as well as the government suffered immensely. The tax burden

of the people constantly increased. However, not only did government

revenues not increase, but the high percentage of uncollected taxes

remained constant.

After the conception of land registration, the experimental

hsien government launched the following reform programs dealing with

the tax collection system. First, it reorganized the tax office.

The two former tax offices were annexed and made into one general

tax office. Under the general tax office, four branch offices were
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established at four convenient places in the hsien (locations of the

four branches are not available). The chief of the office was made

directly responsible to the hsien government, and accountants were

sent from the hsien government. As for the other office personnel

such as cashiers and the registrar, the hsien government appointed

them from among those recommended by the office chief. 39

Second, the former parasitic tax collectors were discharged and

replaced by newly-trained personnel. In order to prevent embezzle-

ment of tax money, their duties were confined to expediting tax

payments, but not collecting taxes. Some previous tax collectors

were allowed to remain on the job, but only after rigorous examina

tions. They were also required to receive strict retraining. As a

measure to prevent corruption, a definite scale of salaries and

allowances was determined for tax personnel. 40

Third, the classification of land was simplified. The previous

forty odd kinds of land classifications were consolidated into three

classes and nine grades of land (san-teng chiu-fen-fa) (i.e., best

first class, middle first class, poor first class, best second class,

middle second class, poor second class; best third class, middle

third class, poor third class). According to these new classifica

41
tions, uniform tax rates were applied.

Fourth, tax payments were to be made directly by tax payers

themselves. In addition, a discount and penalty system was introduced

in order to promote early Lax payments. Those who payed within the

payment deadline received a 10 per cent discount of the total tax
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amount while those who payed after the deadline had to pay an

additionallO per cent penalty fee. 42

Lastly, the old tax districts were abolished and replaced by

hsiang and chen as new tax collection units. Moreover, the chiefs of

hsiang and chen were given the responsibility of encouraging early

tax payments. The amount of hsiang and chen office expenditures

supplied by the hsien government was to be affected according to the

record of tax remittances from each hsiang and chen. 4 3

Besides, as integral parts of financial reform, a modern system

of accounting was introduced, and a system of centralized control of

hsien expenditures was adopted.
44

Also, the previous forty-odd kind

of surtaxes were consolidated into fifteen tax classifications. 45

As a result, it was reported, the intake percentage of tax collection

by the hsien government increased from the previous average of 30 per

46
cent to 95 per cent.

Public Security

In Chiang-ning, the organization which took charge of security

affairs was originally the Pao-wei wei-yuan-hui (Security-defense

committee). Pao-wei-t'uan (security-defense corps) under this

committee lacked strict organization and training. Thus the corps

rendered little service to the people of the hsien, only wasting

public money. It was said that the corps had been often employed to

serve the interests of large landlords in suppressing tenants' rent

resistance. The corps was also the source of many social evils such

as extortion of the people and protection of gambling and opium

smoking. It proved utterly incompetent in dealing with bandits, its
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. .. 47 .
central respons1b111ty. Although the maintenance of secur1ty was

ffil integral part of the hsien administration, the corps had its own

chain of command independent fram the hsien administrative line, a

feature that further reduced administrative effectiveness.
48

The

aim of reforms in the security system was to correct these defects

and to strengthen the capability of the corps.

For this reason, the hsien first undertook to incorporate the

pao-wei-t'uan into the administrative structure. Thus in June, 1933,

the hsien government abolished the pao-wei-t'uan committee and

transferred all the matters which concerned security to the

Department of Civil Affairs. Than under this department a general

headquarters (tsung-t'uan-~u) was established at hsien level, and

under the general headquarters, ch'li headquarters in each chill, which

came under direct commandership of the hsien magistrate and ch'n

chiefs. Likewise, hsiang and chen pao-wei-t'uan members were also

placed under the control of hsiang and chen chiefs.

Training of the corps members was also improved. In order to

provide good training, the hsien government established a Pao-wei-

t'uan Training Center at hsien level and chill training centers in

each ch'll and carried out training work in two phases. First, at the

hsien Pao-wei-t'uan Training Center, about forty corps officer

candidates who had been selected by each ch'u received intensive

military training for six months. Then the trainees were sent back

to their respective chill and became commanding officers and training

officers of the ch'll security-defense corps.
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Ch'u corps training centers were established and provided corps

members with three months of military training. These trainees were

selected from each hsiang and chen. The allotted number of trainees

was one per year for hsiang of less than 200 households, two for

hsiang of 200 to 400 households, four for hsiang of 400 to 600 house

holds, and six for hsiang of more than 1,000 households. All the

expenses during the training were provided by the hsien government.

After completing their training, they were organized into ch'ang-pei

t'uan (standing security corps). In 1933 the total number of

chiang pei-t'uan was 535. These units were the regular militia of

the hsien. The number of rifles owned by the corps was about 2,000.

It was said that winter banditry problems disappeared in the hsien

after the organization of the ch'ang-pei-t'uan.
49

In the area of police administration efforts were made to

increase the number of new weapons, intensify training, and improve

policemen's salaries. Unfortunately, we lack detailed data regarding

the police forces of both the previous government and the experimental

hsien for comparison. We only know, according to the new govern

ment's report, that the crime rate in the hsien sharply dropped

between 1933 and 1934.
50

Rural Reconstruction Projects

Rural reconstruction work, the second phase of the hsien

reconstruction experiment began in the fall of 1933 when the

administrative reforms came to a conclusion. The rural reconstruction

programs of the hsien government can be examined, as Mei Ssu-p'ing
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explained, in the following four areas: education, material improve-

ment (economic improvement and public works), public health, and

self-government.

Educational Reconstruction

Education in Chiang-ning before the hsien became an experimental

hsien was, as indicated earlier, in a very poor condition owing to

the bad financial situation. As of 1932, the total number of hsien

elementary schools was 95 with a total of 161 classes with 3,490

students, and 205 teachers. This number of school children

constituted only around five per cent of the total school-age children

in the hsien. Because of meager salaries many teachers were leaving

local schools for cities, looking for better-paid positions. Many

hsien schools existed only in form. Hence, many parents stopped

sending their children to hsien schools and established private

schools at their own expense. 5l

In order to ameliorate this situation, the hsien government

introduced a number of reform measures. First, it attempted to

increase the number of hsien schools. Under the slogan of "equal

progress throughout the hsien," the policy of one school per hsiang

52
and chen was enforced. In addition, the hsien government

encouraged the establishment of private schools, promising to provide

financial assistance to worthy private schools. As a result, the

total number of elementary schools in the experimental hsien, both

private and public, more than doubled compared with the pre-experi-

mental period, namely 233 schools with 353 classes. The number of

school children increased to around 21,000 or 45 per cent of the

53
total school-age children.
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Second, in order to elevate teachers' standards, the qualifica

tion for elementary school teachers was in principle limited to
\.

~-l graduates of normal schools. Teachers whose qualifications did not

meet this requirement were retrained at a teachers' training center

established by the hsien government. The hsien also almost doubled

teachers' salaries so that teachers could better devote themselves

to the education of the students.
54

Third, the entire hsien was divided into ten school districts,

and each district was to have one center-school (chung-hsin hsueh

hsiao). The center-school was designed to function as a nucleus for

developing effective educational methods in each district by serving

as a model for the rest of the schools in the district. The

principal of the center-school was given the responsibility of super

vising the work of the teachers of the entire district. The center

school conducted supplementary training sessions for district

teachers and served as the meeting place for various activities of

the district teachers. While this type of school was called a

"center-school," the remaining schools were called "experimental

schools (shih-yen hslieh-hsiao).,,55

Social education was also enlarged. Previously social education

in Chiang-ning had been borne by two mass education halls and one

peasant education hall. The results were not good. The experimental

hsien authorities thought that social education and regular education

should not be separated and that the number of existing social

education institutions was not adequate for the entire population of

of the hsien. Hence, the hsien authorities devised the method of
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utilizing elementary school facilities for social education. All

elementary schools were ordered to conduct social education courses

for the people in their vicinity using evenings and vacation time.

The content of these courses were similar to those conducted by the

rural reconstructionists of the three institutions, particularly

reform programs of the Kiangsu Provincial College of Education.

That is, hsien social education consisted of training in livelihood,

language and literacy, politics, morality (tao-te), and health. 56

From November, 1933, to February, 1934, all schools offered four-

month mass night school courses throughout the hsien with 103 classes

and 4,570 students. The program produced 2,885 students as the first

graduates. This was only the beginning in that the number of

graduates represented only 0.6 per cent of the illiterate population

57
of the hsien. As a part of social education programs the schools

were also ordered to prepare agricultural stations, mass athletic

grounds, mass reading rooms, public health centers, wall newspapers,

mass parks, mass meeting halls, and mass tea houses. The increase

of social educational facilities as a result of the above directive,

compared with conditions prior to the experimental hsien, is shown

in Table 28.

In addition, the schools carried out such probjects as mobile

classes, an illiteracy survey, and agricultural exhibitions and

contests. A forestation project was carried out with the schools as

centers. In March, 1933, all schools were ordered to lead the people

in planting trees in their localities. Each school was required to

plant 5,000 trees in nearby mountains. The schools which did not
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Table 28. Comparison of the Number of Social Education Facilities
Between the Experimental Hsien Period and the Previous
Period, Chiang-ning

1932 1933

Mass athletic grounds 7 102

Mass schools 33 103

Mass reading rooms 8 130

Mass parks 4 30

Mass meeting halls 3 20

Mass tea houses 5 36

Mass wall newspapers 8 55

Agricultural stations 82

Source: Chiang-ning hsien-cheng kai-k'uang. (The General
Outline of the Government of Chiang-ning Hsien)
Compo by Chiang-ning Self-Governmental Experi
mental Hsien, (Kiang-ning, 1934), 3.

have nearby mountains were to plant 50 to 200 trees around their

campus. As a result, the whole hsien planted a total number of

650,900 trees, covering an area of 1,920 moue The schools were

ordered to assist in the propagation of innoculation among the

people.

In the fall of 1933, a compulsory education plan was put into

effect. The plan included not only school age children, but also

illiterate adults. The government first made a survey of the needs

for compulsory education through the hsiang and chen offices.

According to the plan, children aged six to nine were to enter the

hsien elementary schools; for those whose ages fell between ten and

fifteen, private schools were ordered to offer a special compulsory

education course; and for adults whose ages were from 16 to 40,
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education was to be provided by the mass schools. Those who were

required to take compulsory education were notified by the hsiang or

chen offices. Such a selection method seems to have been very

effective, for the hsien government had already conducted a population

census and also had hsiang elementary schools take illiteracy surveys

in their localities. As for those who did not comply with the

notification, after one warning they were either forcibly enrolled in

school or charged on to five yUan as a "school-neglecting fine." The

money thus collected formed a scholarship fund for the entire hsien.

Despite such a strong national measure, this policy of compulsory

education did not achieve good results because of the severe drought

h ' h h' h h' h 58w ~c ~t t e s~en t at year.

The establishment of a middle school was another important part

of the educational reconstruction program. In 1934, the government

established a hsien middle school which also offered normal school

courses. The purpose of the middle school was thus twofold: to

facilitate continued schooling for the graduates of the hsien

elementary schools; and to train elementary school teachers for hsien

schools and candidates as future hsiang and chen chiefs. The number

of students enrolled for the middle school was 48, and 44 for the

normal school course. The training period was three years for both

59groups of students.

As we can easily judge from the comparative statistics given

above, education in the hsien expanded greatly through the educational

reconstruction program. Such expansion inevitably necessitated the

increase of hsien educational expenditures. The yearly educational
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required the peasants of the area to adopt improved rice and wh~~t

seeds in their fields. The result was unsatisfactory again because

of the drought mentioned above. Since there was no compensation for

the loss of the peasants, the peasants generally tended to shun the

62
government's request.

Rural credit programs employed by the experimental hsien

government were primarily of two kinds: various types of mortgage

loan systems and cooperatives. Of the mortgage loan systems three

types were important: the mortgage loan center, the agricultural-

products mortgage warehouse, and the oxen society (keng-nyu-hui).

For these projects the hsien government appropriated a total of

200,000 yuan.

The mortgage loan center was opened first in Hu-shu chen of the

sixth district of the hsien in July, 1934, with an initial capital

"of 2,000 yuan. The capital was borrowed from the Nanking Branch of

the Bank of Shanghai at an interest rate of 0.9 per cent per month.

This was an experimental project, and if the result of the program

had been successful it would have been expanded to the entire hsien.

The center loaned money to the people by mortgaging such items as

clothes, silver and gold objects, and agricultural products. The

amounts of the loans were restricted to 60 per cent of the market

value of the securities offered. The interest rate was 1.5 per cent

per month in 1933, but was increased to 1.6 per cent the following

year. The loan period was six months. Profits made from the

difference between the bank interest rate and the center's interest

rate went into the operational fund of the center. Because
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securities were needed to secure loans, the program benefited only

rich and middle peasants who had something to mortgage. 63

The agricultural-products warehouse and oxen society were

operated on the same principle. That is, at the same interest rate

for agricultural products such as rice, yellow beans, and wheat.

The oxen society made loans with oxen as collateral. The oxen

society was comprised of seven to thirty people who owned oxen and

received loans jointly. This arrangement imposed joint responsibility

64
on the society members in case any of the security oxen should die.

As is obvious from the procedures mentioned above, these two

loan programs were not of much help to the poor peasants who most

needed money and who comprised the majority of the rural population.

It is true that the 1.6 per cent interest rate of the loan programs

was considerably cheaper than the prevailing usurious rates.

HOwever, the 0.7 per cent profit margin of the mortgage loan center

appears to have been too large compared with the 0.2 to 0.3 per cent

rates charged by the rural reconstruction loan centers which we have

discussed in the previous chapter. This was one of the reasons why

the government-run loan centers were criticized by some contemporary

65
scholars as another form of pawn shop.

In Chiang-ning, cooperatives were introduced as early as 1928.

As of 1932, there were already 133 cooperatives in the hsien, the

majority of which were credit cooperatives. But it was said that

most of them did not show satisfactory results. A report of the

hsien government acknowledged that there were many cases of embezzle

ment of cooperative funds by the staff members. Also, many
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cooperatives tended to disintegrate. After the establishment of the

governmental hsien, the Chiang-ning government decided to correct

this situation. ~he government closed down the ineffective old

cooperatives and organized new ones. It also adopted three principles

for developing the hsien coop~ratives. The three principles were:

(1) to establish various production cooperatives in order to

complement credit cooperatives which were primarily designed for

lending money, (2) to widely publicize the benefits of cooperatives

among the hsien inhabitants and thereby achieve a balanced develop

ment of cooperatives throughout the hsien, and (3) to strengthen the

training of the cooperative staff. In accordance with such principles,

seven sericulture cooperatives and three cotton cooperatives were

established in 1934.
66

Unfortunately, we do not have information

regarding the results of this new cooperative policy of the

experimental hsien.

Of all the programs of promoting auxiliary industries, seri

culture was most emphasized. Although Chiang-ning had long been

famous for sericulture, the techniques had improved very little

compared with those of olden times. Likewise, production on the

part of the sericulture industry had not increased very much. More

over, as noted in Chapter Two, silk prices were dropping due to the

shrinkage of domestic as well as international markets because of the

world depression and the competition of Japanese silk products. As

a result, many inhabitants were losing their interest in sericulture.

In order to revive the industry, the hsien government first

established two sericulture guidance centers in cooperation with the
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Agriculture College of the National Central University in the spring

of 1933. Then, in the same year, the government distributed through

the centers 2,000 sheets of improved silk worm species among the

peasants, and in the following year, 3,000 sheets. The hsien

government also had sericulture experts from the centers visit the

peasants' houses regularly and provide them with technical guidance

in rearing silkworms. The hsien authorities endeavored to propagate

improved mulberry tree saplings throughout the hsien, simultaneously.

In the spring of 1934, 800,000 roots of young improved mulberry trees

were distributed among the peasants. As a result, the profits were

almost 19 times those of the previous years. It was reported that

profits through the introduction of improved silkworm species amounted

9 " 67to 0,000 yuan for three years' work.

planned to establish a modern cocoon factory in a few years. Its aim

was to produce high quality silk which could compete with products of

68
any country in the international market.

Public Health Reconstruction

The project to which the prime emphasis was given in publich

health administration was that of increasing public health facilities.

The hsien government decided to set up public health institutions of

varying capacities at three different administrative levels, namely

the hsien, ch'll and hsiang or chen. At the hsiang or chen level

there were to be branch public health stations (wei-sheng fen-so),

at the chill level, public health stations (wei-sheng-so), and at the

hsien level, a public health center (wei-sheng-yllan). According to

this plan, the hsien government established four pUblic health
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stations, and six branch public health stations between September,

1933, and April, 1934. However, the hsien health center was still

in the stage of preparation by 1934.

The ch'u public health stations were staffed with one physician,

one public licensed nurse, one unlicensed nurse, one maternity nurse,

one pharmacist-, and one public health investigator. These stations

were charged with a variety of duties, such as environmental sanita-

tion, medical treatment, maternity care, child health, school health,

public health education, and epidemic control. The hsiang and chen

branch stations had one nurse, who commonly provided simple medical

treatment to villagers.

Medical care at both the health stations and branch stations

was mostly free. The financing of these health institutions was

jointly borne by the local people and the hsien government. Funds

for establishing the institutions were provided by the local people,

and the operational funds, by the hsien government. Only in the

event that the local people could not afford to pay for the

establishment of health institutions, the hsien government would

grant additional funds. The average amount of the operational

expenditures of the health stations ranged from 200 to 300 yUan per

69month. The total number of people who received medical service

at public health stations and br~nch stations between September,

1933, and August, 1934, reached around 100,000. The details are

shown in Table 29.
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The Achievement of the Hsien Health Projects, Chiang-ning
Self-Government Experimental Hsien, September, 1933, to
August, ~934.

Type of Service Number of People

Medical Check-ups 46,054

Medical Treatment ~,~8

Epidemic Control 22,793

Sanitary Education 92,409

Source: calculated from HsU Ying-lien, Ch'uan-kuo hsiang
ts'un chien-she yUn-tung kai-k'uang (An Outline
of the Nation-Wide Rural Reconstruction Movement)
(Tsou-p'ing, 1935), 545.

Local Self-Government Program

Lastly, in the realm of self-government training of the people,

which was deemed the most important project of the hsien government

experiment, no notable measures were taken by the government. For

three years between the inauguration of the experimental hsien in

1933 through 1935, we can find few government programs which aimed at

training the people in self-government. This fact confirms our

impression, stated earlier, that the consolidation of the hsien

administration system by the experimental hsien government was

primarily for the effective control of the local population instead

of for the facilitation of self-government training. Only in 1936,

were the so-called hsiang and chen chief elections held throughout

the hsien for the first time. That is, the hsien government

designated candidates for hsiang and chen chief posts, one for each

hsiang and chen, and the voters (adults of both sexes above twenty

years of age) were only to express their opinions of whether to
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approve or reject the candidate introduced to them on election day by

casting yellow or black beans into ballot boxes of the same colors.

The yellow beans meant approval, and the black beans, rejection.

This kind of special election method was, according to the hsien

government authorities, devised because of the high rate of illiteracy

and the lack of election experience. Irregardless,the problem was

that the candidates whom the government preferred were not always

(or necessarily) the ones whom the people wanted or who were bene-

ficial to the people. Hence, even in such a simple election, there

occurred various difficulties, which mostly concerned the candidates.

In some cases, the local people boycotted the election because

candidates were known to be corrupt or were oppressive strongmen. In

other cases, candidates refused to run for office on election day.

In cases of such troubles, the magistrate had to personnaly travel to

the local area and appoint another candidate. Besides, according to

Ch'en Kuo-fu who was then the governor of Kiangsu province, there

seem to have been numerous cases in which the people reluctantly

voted for candidates in order to avoid reprisals after the election,

70
for the candidates were mostly men of local power.

There is no question that the election method used by the Chiang-

ning experimental hsien reflected the hsien magistrate's view of

local self-government, which was in turn sanctioned by the KMT

leaders of the time. Difficultires of holding a full-fledged popular

election among rural people who were mostly illiterate are fully

recognizable. However, the fact remains that there was a period of

three years during which the government could have considerably
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abated such difficulties if it had endeavored to train the people in

self-government. Nonetheless, the hsien reconstruction programs

included no program of self-government. Hence, it is possible to say

that the responsibility for difficulties in holding a genuine popular

election partly rested on the hsien government's negligence of local

training in self-government. This becomes clear when we recall that

some rural reform districts run by rural reconstructionists (i.e.,

Huang-hsiang, and Kao-chang-an) successfully carried out hsiang chief

elections with villagers who were no more literate than the Chiang

71
ning peasants. The various hsien reconstruction projects of the

Chiang-ning experimental hsien government ended in 1937 as was

planned. The four-year experimental period expired without a fair

evaluation or analysis and deprived of the opportunities thereafter

to be of help to reforming other hsien government. As was the case

of the rural reconstructionists, the Chiang-ning Self-Government

Experimental Hsien was a victim of the war of resistance against the

Japanese. China had to choose war for its own survival at the

expense of internal reform. The Chiang-ning hsien's reconstruction

experiment could not but share the same fate.

Conclusions

An overall evaluation of the character and results of the

reconstruction experiments of the Chiang-ning Self-Government

Experimental Hsien can be found in the words of Mei Ssu-p'ing, the

magistrate of the hsien, who played the central role in the recon-

struction experiment. In a report made in October, 1935, he said:
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Chiang-ning has money as well as government authority.
That is, it has 960,000 yuan of hsien revenue/and strong
administrative power which backs up the reconstruction
work of the hsien. Therefore, it is not surprising
that Chiang-ning achieved good results in the field of
material reconstruction.•.• We feel that material
conditions in Chiang-ni~g have always been sufficient.
But there is a lack of spirit on the part of the people.
This is because we have done everything from the top
down, relying too much on government authority. Our
biggest shortcomings are the deficiency of program for
developing a voluntary spirit and organizational
capacities on the part of the pe~ple.72

There were other noteworthy comments on the results of the

reconstruction experiment made by Ch'en Kuo-fu, who had been the

Governor of Kiangsu province since 1935. Ch'en's comments were

somewhat harsher than Mei's, yet were equally revealing. Ch'en first

summed up the Chiang-ning experiment in a word: "Chiang-ning has

only the name but is without substance (yll-ming wu-shih chih Chiang

ning) , ,,73 and then gave the following explanation:

After the establishment of the experimental hsien,
initial projects such as land registration and financial
reform achieved very good results. This was because
hsien government as well as all of the party members,
both high and low, worked hard together to achieve
success. However, after the initial projects, there
were few accomplishments. The hsien government did not
care for the hsien Government Committee, and party
branches in Nanking were contemplating starting their
own experimental works. On the other hand, the
magistrate tended to do everything for himself. 74

Thus both men recognized that whereas the first phase of the

reconstruction work, namely administrative reform, was relatively

successful, the second phase, that is, the economic improvement

program and self-government training did not achieve good results.

In addition, Ch'en's comments reveal that after the first phase of

reconstruction endeavor the hsien government lost the support of the
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party members. Disharmony developed between the hsien magistrate and

the Hsien Government Committee during the latter part of the

experimental period. In his comments Ch'en blamed Magistrate Mei

for such estranged relations. But, possibly it can also be said that

facts indicate the dissipation of the party members' interest in the

reconstruction work itself.

The above two evaluations made by the highest officials in the

province who were directly involved in the reconstruction experiment

are surprisingly candid. They confirm our opinion of the Chiang-ning

experiment as only a limited success. The Chiang-ning experimental

hsien certainly demonstrated an efficient and honest government.

Through the consooidation of administrative and fiscal systems, the

bases of irregularities and graft by corrup officials and their

underlings were eliminated, and the hsien reconstruction endeavor

brought about improved living conditions for the people in such

aspects as education, sanitation, public work, and security. But the

development of self-government capacities and social reform measures,

such as improving economic conditions and social relations of the

peasants vis-a-vis landlords, were either neglected or unsuccessful.

Considering that the ultimate aim of the hsien's reconstruction

experiment was to develop the people's self-government abilities and

rural reconstruction, it must be said that on the whole the Chiang

ning experiment was a failure, achieving less than a half of its

ultimate purpose.

Various reasons can be cited for the failure. They include a

relatively short period of time for the second phase of experimentation
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(compared with periods of three to six years for the reform districts

of the COE and AVE). Moreover, an untimely drought occurred. Also,

misunderstandings arose between the hsien advisory commission and the

magistrate, and there was a tendency on the part of competing KMT

members to attempt similar experiments elsewhere without really

following through with the Chiang-ning project in terms of cooperation

and support. The greatest problem, however, appears to have been the

reform approach of the Chiang-ning hsien itself which was a top-down

approach in which the government views were unilaterally imposed on

the people. This was diametrically contrasted with the rural

reconstructionist approach which was carried out more from the

people's vantage point.

To illustrate this point a bit more the following comparisons

can be made. The rural reconstructionists first endeavored to

discover in their reform effort the shortcomings and the sources of

distress which hampered the improvement of the peasants' lives.

They then tried to develop, through education and persuasion, the

peasants' desire for voluntary reform and their ability to achieve

these reforms. Thus rural inhabitants could eliminate the sources

of their misery and improve their lives for themselves. In so doing

the reconstructionists had confidence in the capacity of peasants

and relied on their potentials to bring about the revival of China.

In their reform activities, the reconstructionists did not take the

posture of outside teachers or benefactors. They lived among the

peasants, sharing all aspects of their lives and dealing with rural

problems from the peasant vantage point.
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In contrast to the reconstructionists, the Chiang-ning government

took an approach which relied mainly on administrative directives and

the exercise of government power. The directives of the government's

reform plan were not, however, based on the actual problems in rural

life and were not necessarily in accord with peasants' wishes. Under-

neath the Chiang-ning approach lay an over-reliance on government

authority and underestimation of the people's capacity. The officials

adhered to the premise that authority and efficiency were all that

was needed. This was a general tendency among many leaders of the

KMT, who also believed that their views were the most judicious and

appropriate for the nation and would eventually be beneficial to the

people. 75 The fact remains, hwoever, as we saw in the case of the

Chiang-ning hsien election, that government judgments and policies

were not always right and in agreement with what the people wanted.

According to Mei Ssu-p'ing's later confession, the forcible and

unilateral imposition of the hsien's ideas on the people resulted in

the destruction of "even the existing small voluntary spirit that the

76
people posessed." The Chiang-ning government's approach thus

brought about just the opposite result to what the hsien was supposed

to achieve, namely the task of establishing a model "self-government

experimental hsien."

Considering the above experience of the Chiang-ning hsien,

together with those of the rural reconstructionists which we dealt

with in the preceding chapter, the following conclusions can be made.

In reconstruction work, strong authority and efficiency on the part

of the government were necessary. Yet the people's needs and actual
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circumstances in rural areas also had to be taken into account as well

before rural reconstruction work could achieve its purpose. To quote

Maei Ssu-p'ing's words again: "If there is only administrative

capacity and no development of people's organizational and voluntary

capabilities, it is just like a river without a source."??

In the final analysis, it seems possible to say that the failure

of the Chiang-ning experimental hsien rural reconstruction work

indirectly proved the fundamental correctness of the rural recon-

structionists' approach ba3ed on the people's needs. At the same

time, it confirmed the necessity of strong government support, which

the reconstructionists failed to acquire, to carry out sustained

reforms successfully.
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION

The rural reconstruction movement was one of the series of reform

movements in modern Chinese history which attempted to save China from

her century-long social and political predicament since the Opium War.

This movement was a nation-wide social movement which prevailed in

China from the late 1920's through the mid 1930's. The movement

differed from other previous reform movements (i.e., the Hundred

Day's Reform Attempt, the Constitutional Movement, the Federalist

Movement, and the New Cultural Movement) in that it was initiated by

intellectuals, most of whom were educators who realized the importance

of the rural countryside for the salvation of China, and in that

whereas the other movements were largely confined to either

intellectual circles or the elite groups of society it sought to be

1
linked with the rural masses, working for and through them. It

aimed to revive China by remolding Chinese society through improvement

of rural life and developing the capacity of the rural population.

This movement was seen by many people both at horne and abroad as a

hopeful sign for a new China, and caused the Nanking regime to have

an interest in rural problems. By having a gradual and educational

approach, the movement was also presented as an alternative to the

revolutionary and violent ways advocated by the Chinese Communists

in solving rural problems. Some authors, such as Ku Mei, attribute

the origin of the movement to the May Fourth Movement. 2 But, this

was true only in the limited sense that the May Fourth Movement
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brought about social activism among intellectuals. Actually, the

rural reconstruction movement was a combined product of socio-economic

and intellectual conditions developed from the mid 1910's through

the 1930's.

The Kiangsu movement was one of the most important components

of the national movement, together with those of Shantung and Hopei

provinces led by Liang Shu-ming and Yen Yang-ch'u (James Yen),

respectively. The Kiangsu movement was not only one of the earliest

rural reconstruction efforts in the nation, but also contributed

greatly to the emergence of the national movement. It produced many

important national leaders for the movement, and one of its

reconstruction institutions, the Association for vocational Association,

was directly responsible for initiating a national organization for

the movement, which later developed the Rural Work Discussion

Society.

The Kiangsu movement had a number of unique characteristics.

First, unlike those of other provinces, it consisted of various rural

reform efforts mainly by three educational institutions, the Kiangsu

Provincial College of Education (COE) , the Association for Chinese

Vocational Education (AVE), and the Hsiao-chuang School. Hence, it

was plural in its character and reform approaches as a provincial

rural reconstruction movement. This pluralism continued throughout

the movement even though there were some cases in which the three

institutions cooperated and exchanged ideas in their reform efforts.

Second, emergence of the movement was due to a combination of

social, intellectual and political factors. It developed with
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heightening concern for the common people, peasantry in particular,

practical educational trends, and social activism among a portion of

intellectuals following the May Fourth Movement. In particular,

John Dewey's educational philosophy which regarded education as a

tool for the improvement of society contributed greatly to the

Kiangsu movement. His educational concepts provided a theoretical

basis for the movement even though the degree of his influence varied

among the three institutions. That is, influence of Deweyan concepts

was most prominent in the Hsiao-chuang group, less prominent in the

CaE, and least in the AVE. The influence of Deweyan thought on the

Kiangsu movement was largely due to two facts. One was that many

of the Kiangsu rural reconstructionists were "returned students"

from the United States and were mostly educators. The other was

that the Kiangsu movement grew out of educational reform movements

such as the vocational education movement, the rural education

movement and the mass education movement.

Tbe Kiangsu movement was also spurred by the strong political

atmosphere in the 1920's, which sought to unify the country and to

construct a strong modern state. Thus, Sun Yat-sen's stress on the

awakening and training of the masses and the impc~tance of the

peasants' role in the Nationalist Revolution also had some impact

on ideological aspects of the movement. Sun's political ideas

constituted guiding principles for the CaE in training its rural

workers and in its rural reform effort.. Sun's ideas also served

as an underlying basis for the peasant training theory advanced by

Chao Shu-yu who laid the ground-work of the rural reform programs
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for all three reconstruction institutions in Kiangsu. The movement

also inherited the tradition of the mass literacy campaign popularized

by Yen Yang-dh'u and T'ao Hsing-chih in the 1920's, and was

influenced by adult education in foreign countries.

The movement emerged in response to the deterioration of the

rural economy and other critical rural problems during the 1920's and

the early 1930's. The Kiangsu peasants suffered from problems of

over-population, land shortage, ignorance, and poor health. They

were troubled by economic exploitation (high rents, irregular

subcharges, and usury) and social and political oppression by land

lords, corrupt local officials, bad gentry and local strong men, and

by banditry, civil wars, and natural disasters. By the early 1930's

the majority of the peasants were in a state of bankruptcy, and

rural society was disintegrating. As shown in this study, such a

situation was not a sudden phenomenon during the early Nanking period.

It was basically a continuation of the situation which had exited

from the Republican era even though there were some fluctuations.

The rural problems were deepened and compounded by social and

political confusion during the warlord period, by domestic industrial

ization as well as foreign economic intrusions. Conditions also

deteriorated partly from the impact of the Great Panic which was

strongly felt in China during the early 1930's. The rural recon

struction movement arose to redress this situation. Hence, the

movement came to have inclusive programs that covered political,

economic, and cultural areas of rural life. With these programs the
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rural reconstructionists aspired to achieve political, social, and

economic democracy simultaneously for the rural population.

Thirdly, the fact that the Kiangsu rural reconstruction leaders

were mostly educators made the movement into basically a liberal and

reformist one which tried to reform society through gradual and

educational means. The reconstructionists were also nationalists who

strongly resented foreign imperialism. 3 At the same time, they

realized that the western type of democracy with its capitalist

economic system was not suitable for the Chinese society since a

majority of the population were ignorant and impoverished, even though

these leaders did favor a constitutional government. Hence, through

their movement they hoped to construct a new China which was based on

basic principles of western democracy, yet was devoid of the vices of

a capitalistic society, namely the extreme inequity of wealth

distribution. These facts imparted some idealistic aspects, akin to

utopian or liberal socialism, to a segment of the movement (e.g., by

11 II

T'ao Hsing-chih and some COE leaders such as Kan Yu-yuan and Ch'in

Liu-fang). Socialists ideals stress both economic and political

equality and aspire to construct a society without "the expolitation

4
of man by man." Of course, the rural reconstructionists cannot be

regarded as socialists in the full meaning of the word. However,

the movement certainly contained some elements resembling socialist

ideals. T'ao Hsing-chih's concept of the so-called ta-chung (masses)

society, also described by him as ta-tung or Grand Harmony society,

was a concept borrowed from the Confucian utopian world which

envisioned a classless society where the welfare of the masses was
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the central concern. This concept certainly smacked of Utopian

socialism. The Hsiao-chuang group's belief in egalitarianism, their

strong antagonism toward traditional local elites, and their anti-

capitalist and anti-imperialist position were also close to what the

KMT leftists, many of whom were considered as having socialistic

propensities, advocated.

From the reform ideas officially professed by the COl reformers,

socialistic elements can be hardly detected. However, leaders of the

COE (i.e., Kao Chien-ssu, Ch'en Li-chiang, and Kan Yu-yuan) believed

that "the mass of low-class people" should run the government, using

group action. 5 What the COE leaders meant by the term "group action"

was a democratic process, not a violent revolutionary seizure of

power. But the idea that the mass of low-class people should run

the government certainly differed from the western type of democracy

as well as from the opinion of the Nanking leaders. In addition, the

COE leaders strongly believed that exploitation and oppression of

the peasants by local gentry, strong men, and corrupt government

functionaries should be eliminated. Some COE young reformers, such

as Chen Shao-yuan, went as far as advocating that "the oppressed

masses of the people should be organized in order to achieve their

general interest and request the realization of the people's

6
government. These ideas carried some socialist tinge.

AVE reformers hardly expressed their social and political views.

. "However, Ch1ang-wen-yu, a top leader of the AVE, recognized some

. . . . 7
socialist character1st1cs 1n the rural reconstruct1on movement.

Thus it can be said that as a whole the movement contained some
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elements of a moderate b~and of socialism. This trait might have

been the reason why the movement was described by Japanese reporters

8
as a movement of "rural socialism."

Considering the fact that a moderate brand of socialism appealed

to many Chinese intellectuals during the period from the 1910's

through 1930's, the above phenomenon is not strange at all. We know

that, political reformers such as Liang Ch'i-ch'ao and his followers

and even Sun Yat-sen and his associates were attracted to socialism

in the 1910's in the hope that socialism could prevent violent social

revolution and at the same time sole China's social, economic, and

. . 9
pol~t1cal problems. Belonging to the same reformist category, it

is not impossible to conjecture that rural reconstructionists·might

have shared the hopes that Liang and Sun had. Attacking the same

rural problems, and yet taking an approach different from that of

the Chinese Communists, the rural reconstructionists presented their

movement as an alternative to the Communist revolutionary approach

to solving rural problems. It seems clear then why Communist

Chinese historians so vehemently criticized the rural reconstruction

movement, labeling it as "reformist" or "reactionary" in nature.

In short, the rural reconstructionists' ideas differed from those

of both the KMT leaders (i.e., the Nanking leaders) and the CCP.

In this sense, we can say that Mary C. Wright's comment that "the

rural reconstruction efforts have lain somewhere between the

10
Kuomintang and Communist poles" is valid.

The fourth and final characteristic was that the attitude of

the Kiangsu reconstruc~ionists toward the central and provincial
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governments was generally cooperative. The reconstructionists felt

that cooperation between government and the rural reconstruction

institutions was essential for the effective execution of rural

reconstruction programs and for the enlargement of areas benefiting

from rural reconstruction work. Based on such an idea, Kao Chient-

ssu, the leading reconstructionist of the COE, advanced the theory

of the so-called "unity of politics and education." Actually the

COE received considerable financial and technological assistance

from the Kiangsu Provincial Government. The Hsiao-chuang reformers

also agreed to the idea of cooperation between the reconstruction

institutions and government in principle, even though eventually

they ran into conflict with the Nanking authorities. The AVE

reformers also took a position similar to that of the COE reformers.

Because of the comprehensive nature of China's rural problem,

the rural reconstructionists attacked it in a comprehensive manner.

To improve all aspects of rural life was a complicated and formidable

task for the reconstructionists, who were originally educators and

scholars. It required a thorough understanding of every aspect of

rural life, starting from agriculture to the rural market and credit

system, social customs, and peasant psychology. It also demanded

knowledge of various modern techniques of education, agriculture,

economics, administration, and public health. In order to meet such

requirements, they went down to villages and lived among the

11
peasants. They tried to obtain the necessary information through

constant research and experimentation; they organized conferences

between reconstruction institutions for exchanging reform ideas.
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Their rural workers were supplied with all the necessary knowledge

and attributes through both classroom instruction and field training.

For the areas which required special expertise (e.g., scientific

agriculture and auxiliary occupations) they sought assistance from

provincial institutions (e.g., the provincial agricultural stations)

and agriculture department of Central University, Chin-ling University,

and Tung-nan University.

As an expediency measure, the reformers of the AVE and the COE

solicited assistance in their reform efforts, especially in the

initial stage, from the local gentry who had great influence among

the rural population. Because of this practice, it was suggested by

Robert Lee and Communist Chinese historians that the rural recon

structionists worked for the interests of the village gentry and for

maintaining the status quo of the existing rural society, and that

the reconstructionists' gradulaism lacked "the support of the

middle class." (It is not clear what Professor Lee meant here by

the term "middle class" in the Chinese society.) However, according

to this study, such observations were only half true. Social and

political systems of the contemporary society still contained many

traditional elements inherited from the Ch'ing period. The aim of

the reconstructionists certainly lay in reforming such a society.

As mentioned many times earlier, the reconstructionists hoped to

construct a strong yet democratic nation in which every citizen

could enjoy political, social, and economic quality. Furthermore,

we can find no concrete evidence which proves the reconstructionists'

intention to prolong the existing society.
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According to our study, the reform ideals of the Hsiao-chuang

group were clearly quite challenging to the existing social and

political order, and as a result the Hsiao-chuang school was closed

down by the government. Also it should be recalled that T'ao Hsing-

chih warned against cooperation with the gentry in reform work,

saying that utilization of the gentry would only result in reinforcing

their power while destroying the rights of the people. Moreover,

the COE leaders such as Kan yU-yUan, Ch'en Li-chiang, and Ch'in Liu-

fang openly argued that working with the gentry in rural reform was

. f h . "lnappropriate. Another COE re ormer, C eng HSlao-yuan, clearly said

that the utilization of the conservative local elites was only a

temporary means in a limited scope until the new leadership among

12
the peasants was sufficiently developed. Actually the COE

reformers set up programs for training new leadership in villages.

Chiang wen-yU, an AVE leader, also recognized the necessity of

developing new leaders. Thus it cannot be concluced that the

reconstructionists' relationship with the local gentry was "coopera-

tion for the interests of the gentry." It may be more accurate to

say that reconstructionists utilized the influence of local gentry

in their initial reform efforts as a means to get the reform work

going smoothly without being obstructed until the peasants developed

their abilities to a degree that they could carry out reform work

for themselves.

Kiangsu's prominent position in the nation's rural reconstruction

movement was due mainly to many nationaly-known reconstructionists

among its leaders, namely Chao Shu-yU, Kao Chien-ssu, Chiang wen-yu,

and T'ao Hsing-chih, together with the wealth and relative security
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"Chao Shu-yu, who had connections with all

three institutions by having paved the way for the rural reform work

of these institutions, was one of the top planners in rural education

and reform in the nation during the 1920's. Kao Chien-ssu and

Chiang Wen-yU, both of whom had been high provincial officials and

also educators, demonstrated good managerial skill as top leaders

of the COE and AVE, respectively, and derived much assistance from

the provincial government. But they did not waver from their reform

principles. They became members of the chair-group of the Rural

Work Discussion Society, which was a national organization of the

rural reconstruction movement. T'ao Hsing-chih was one of the most

creative and influential reconstructionists among these leaders.

Although he suffered from poor relationships with the Nanking

authorities due to his radical ideas, his reform theories and

approaches, experimented with by the Hsiao-chuang group and used

during the Kung-hsueh-t'uan movement, had wide influence on other

rural schools and reconstruction institutions. In particular, his

theory of the "unity of teaching, learning, and doing" was widely

popularized. His "little teachers" system was employed by as many

as 23 provincial and municipal governments in the three years after

its start in 1932. 13

The rural reconstructionists of Kiangsu achieved relatively

good results in their experimental districts. Overcoming the

peasants' conservative outlook and suspicious habits toward

strangers, the reformers succeeded in establishing good faith among

the district people toward their reform programs. The people of the
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reform districts witnessed substantial improvements in many areas of

their lives. Many more children were able to receive elementary

education. The number of literate villagers increased. Family

incomes rose due to the improved agricultural techniques and intro-

duction of a variety of supplementary occupations and various

cooperatives. Roads and bridges were repaired and newly constructed.

The villages were cleaner than before. The peasants learned about

public health and private hygiene and received inexpensive medical

treatment. They came to have some knowledge of self-government and

their political rights, and concern for public affairs. 14 There were

cases in which having seen the good results in the reform districts,

the neighboring villages asked to join in the reform work. Thus

15
some reform districts were expanded.

However, good results in the isolated reform districts alone had

little significance unless they could serve as the basis upon which

the reconstructionists could fulfill the ultimate purpose of reform

experimentation; that is, unless they could discover the most

realistic reform approach and apply the results of the experiments

to all rural areas. The Kiangsu reconstruction movement failed to

achieve ·this goal. In pursuing this goal the Hsiao-chuang group

experimented with various programs of what we can call "grass-roots

. 1 . . ,,16
soc~a eng~neer~ng. These programs were voluntary, egalitarian,

and placed utmost priority on the interests of the peasants. This

approach proved to be quite effective. It not only provided

substantial help in many areas of village life but also, more

importantly, developed a sense of unity between the reformers and
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the peasants, which was the most important basis for the success of

reform work. In this sense, the Hsiao-chuang approach deserves

commendation. However, their inability to survive in a conservative

social and political environment and their failure to maintain a good

relationship with the central government were crucial weaknesses.

Eventually these weaknesses meant the ruin of the whole reform

enterprise of the Hsiao-chuang School, and became a limitation to

the vigorous growth of the same group's further reform efforts, the

Kung-hsueh-t'uan movement.

The AVE operated the largest number of experimental districts

among the three institutions. It had a good relationship with the

central and provincial governments and closely cooperated with the

established local elites in rural reform efforts. But as most of

the AVE's reform experiments were joint projects with local leaders,

its reform work lacked central control, and thus reform projects in

various districts were uncoordinated. Its reform programs tended

to plac~ ",0~c emphasis on economic and public construction projects

while they were passive about political training of the people and

transforming the existing social environment.

The reform efforts of the COE appear to have been well-planned,

well-coordinated, and well-supported. This seems to have been

possible due to the fact that as an institution of higher learning

supported by the provincial government, the college had many experts

in areas related to rural reform as well as good research and

experimental facilities and a good relationship with the government.

Despite the close relationship with the government, the COE did not
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blindly follow government policies. It devised and carried out its

own reform programs which were moderate yet quite bold in character

in view of the current conservative political conditions. The COE

reformers were active in developing the self-government capacity of

the rural people, even experimenting with village elections, and in

promoting peasant economic welfare in spite of antagonism by

conservative local elites (e.g., local gentry, landlords, and KMT

members). Thus it seems possible to say that in the given environ

ment of the time, the COE's reform approach was not only realistic

enough to be able to survive; its programs were also progressive

enough to bring about a balanced reform in the rural society.

However, we cannot but say that as a whole rural reconstruction

efforts by the three institutions ended in failure. Relatively good

results achieved in their reform experiments were mostly limited to

suburban villages and could not expand to other areas. COnsequently,

the Kiangsu rural rer.onstruction movement remained a local phenomenon

and failed to accomplish its ultimate goal, the salvation of China

through remolding entire villages of the countryside.

In retrospect, the causes for this failure were both internal

and external. The internal causes were the shortcomings of the

movement itself. The first of these was the lack of unity among the

reformers of the three reconstruction institutions. Since financial

and personnel resources of each institution were limited, if the

reconstructionists of the three institutions had carried out rural

reconstruction work in a more unified manner, pooling their exper

ience and resources, the effectiveness of the Kiangsu rural
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reconstruction movement might have been much greater. For such a

united effort would have supplemented the shortages suffered by the

three institutions, and the united action of the three institutions

would certainly have made the influence of the movement more

strongly felt on the government as well as on other institutions

which were helpful to the reform movement. Another shortcoming was

the lack of political power on the part of the reformers. Because

of this defect, the reformers were incapable of eliminating various

factors hindering their reform efforts. This might have been a

reason why they were unable to carry out bolder programs touching on

fund&nental rural probl~ns such as land, population, taxes, and

self-government. For the same reasons, they could not instill their

reform ideas in government policies.

External causes were twofold. One was the passive rural policy

of the Nanking Government. That government eventually established

the direction of its rural policy mainly along the lines of techno

logical innovation in agriculture, tax consolidation, and the

establishment of agricultural banks. There were few policies

pertaining to social reform. Even these technological and finance

oriented policies, however, did not bring about the desired results.

The reason was closely related to the problem of social reform. The

problem was that local officials and functionaries at hsien or lower

administrative levels did not function in harmony with the central

or provincial governments. As we have seen in the cases of Huang

hsiang village and Hsu-Kung-ch'iao district, local officials and

functionaries who shared interests with the conservative local
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leaders often connived with these leaders and tended to protect

their interests against the stipulated policies of the central

government, such as the Twenty-Five Per Cent Rent-Reduction statute.

They even took advantage of the new policies of the central and

provincial governments (e.g., the credit cooperative policy) in

furthering their own interests and exploiting the ignorance of the

peasants. These corrupt local officials, functionaries and

conservative local leaders were not only a source of peasant suffer

ing, but they also inflicted great harm on the government's cause.

Nevertheless, the Nanking authorities showed little interest in

transforming the traditional social and political order in the

countryside handed down from the Ch'ing period. This passive rural

policy on the part of the government hampered rural reconstruction

efforts, for the reformers' effort to utilize gov2rnment policies

toward the peasants was obstructed by these conservative local

forces. Sometimes they even directly interfered with rural reform

programs themselves.

The other external cause was the Japanese invasion of 1937.

Having Nanking and Shanghai within its boundary, Kiangsu was one of

the first targets of the Japanese invasion. The Kiangsu reformers

faced Japanese attack as early as August, 1937, and were forced to

abandon their reconstruction bases. Thereafter, the Kiangsu rural

reconstruction movement never recovered.

It is difficult to judge which cause was primarily responsible

for the failure of the movement, among the internal and external

causes. However, one thing is clear: the movement did not collapse
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by itself. It was strangled in the middle of its course by the

Japanese invasion when it was about to take off to another stage,

.. . 17
based on the exper~ences of the f~rst phase of its exper~ents.

In spite of its ultinate failure, the Kiangsu rural recon-

struction movement was not without significance. As an important

part of the national movement, it was one more expression of the

intense and persistent desire by Chinese intellectuals for a strong,

influential, and respectable China. This was the first social

movement in the history of modern China in which the intellectuals

tried to achieve their ideals by working for and with the rural masses

through example and persuasion. l S The movement had coherent

theories and viable programs based upon scientific experiments and

research, and made use of new western social and educational concepts

as well.

The movement deserves credit for correctly identifying the root

of China's problems of the time, namely, the rural problem. They

saw that although the rural masses were then poor, ignorant, and

oppressed, they still possessed great potential, if properly

cultivated, for rebuilding China. They therefore devoted their lives

to the cause of developing the capacities of these rural people

through personal sacrifice. It is now a widely known fact that the

Nationalist Government's debacle of 1949 was primarily due to its

incorrect understanding of the root of China's problems and the

failure of its rural policy. In contrast, the success of the CCP's

revolutionary scheme was primarily due to its ability to identify

correctly the fundamental problems of Chinese society--including the
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rural problem--and win over the rural population using their great

revolutionary potential by skillfully exploiting various contra-

dictions in rural areas. As far as regarding the rural problem as

the fundamental problem of China was concerned, there was little

difference between the CCP and the rural reconstructionists. The

only difference between the two groups concerned their purposes and

methods.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that many reform

ideas and techniques used by the reconstructionists were also used

by the Communists during the Yenan period with much more effective-

ness and on a larger scale even though their ultimate purpose and

methods differed somewhat. Similar ideals and techniques employed

by both the groups included: the promotion of "hsia-hsiang"

(going down to the village) among intellectuals, emphasis on

practical knowledge and the futility of "book learning," combining

education and labor, stress on the people's voluntary and self-

reliant spirit, understanding the relevance of rural education, and

utilizing such means as people's or mass schools, half-study and

half-work schools, sparetime schools, and music and drama clubs to

educate the people. Furthermore, these ideals and techniques have

compromised an important part of educational policies in mainland

China since 1958. 19 This situation reminds us of exactly what

William Morris said: "Men fight and lose the battle, and the thing

they fought for comes about in spite of their defeat, and when it

turns out to be not what they meant, and other men have to fight for

20what they meant under another name." As the above remark implies,
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the reform ideals pursued by the rural reconstructionists did not

totally vanish even though their movement ended in failure. Although

there was no direct link between the reconstructionists and the CCP,

many of their ideas were and are being used by the Communists in

rebuilding China in their own way. But from our study we know that

Communist society was not what the reconstructionists wished to

construct.

Finally, when we compare rural reform experiments by the three

institutions and those of the Chiang-ning Self-Government Experimental

Hsien in particular, one lesson is obvious. That is, the success of

rural reconstruction work requires the proper combination of

positive government rural policies and rural reform efforts by

private institutions, and the proper combination of strong admini-

strative measures from the top down and a social reform approach

from the bottom up. In this connection, the following comments made

by Mei-Ssu-p'ing in 1934, based on his experiences as magistrate of

the Chiang-ning Experimental Hsien, were revealing:

We came to understand that administration should
protect a sound social movement. If there was only
the social movement and no administrative support,
the effect of the social movement would be minimized
and its achievement would be meager in spite of great
efforts. On the contrary, if there was only admini
strative power and the training and organization of
the people and the development of their voluntarist
capacity were neglected, the effect of the reform
efforts would not last long. Therefore, the social
movement needs to be supplemented and guided by
administration, and administration requires cooperation
from the social movement. 2l

In other words, the two reform approaches of using a social movement

and administrative authority were complementary. They may be compared
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to the two wheels of a chariot. If the balance between the two

wheels are absolutely necessary in order for the chariot to proceed

well, so was the balanced combination of the two reform approaches

necessary in order to gain successful results from the rural

reconstruction movement.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE NOTES

CHIL:

CIH:

CSC:

CYMC:

Chiang-su sheng-Ii chiao-yli hslieh-ylian i-Ian (Catalogue of
The Kiangsu Provincial College of Education), (Wu-hsi, 1926).

China Industrial Handbooks, Kiangsu, Compiled by Bureau of
Foreign Trade, Ministry of Industry, (Shanghai, 1933).

Chiang-su sheng-chien (Mirror of Kiangsu Province), ed. by
Chao Ju-heng, (Shanghai, 1935), 2 Vols.

Chiao-yU yli min-chung (Education and the Masses), A journal of
mass education pub. by the Kiangsu Provincial College of
Education, Vol. 1:1-8:10 (May, 1929-June, 1937).

HTC: Wang T'ang-p'ei, Chiang-su sheng hsiang-t'u chih (Local
Handbook of Kiangsu Province), (Shanghai, 1937), 2 Vols.

HTTK: Hsli Ying-lien, Ch'lian-kuo hsiang-ts'un chien-she ylin-tung
kai-k'uang (National Situation of the Rural Reconstruction
Movement), (Tsou-p'ing, 1935).

NTYT: K'ung Hsueh-hsiung, Chung-kuo chin-jih chih nung-ts'un ylin
tung (The Rural Movement in Present-Day China), (Nanking, 1934).

NYZL: Chung-kuo chin-tai nung-yeh-shih tzu-liao (Materials on the
History of Modern Chinese Agriculture), 3 Vols. (Peking:
San-lien shu-tien, 1957), Vol. 2, covering 1912-1927; Vol. 3,
covering 1927-1937, ed. by Chang Yu-i.

TCLC: T'ao Hsing-chih Chiao-yli lun-wen hslian-chi (Selected Essays of
T'ao Hsing-chih on Education), ed. by Fang Yu-yen, (Hong Kong,
1948).

TCNC: T'ao Hsing-chih hsien-sheng chi-nien-chi (Collection of
Memorial Essays on behalf of T'ao Hsing-chih), Compo by T'ao
Hsing-chih hsien-sheng chi-nien wei-yuan-hui, (Shanghai, 1947).

TLCC;. Tsung-li ch'lian-chi (Collection of Sun Yat-sen's Writings),
ed. by Hu Han-min, 4 Vols. and Appendix, (Shanghai, r~n-chih

Printing Co., 1930).
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